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FOREWORD
The Working Group on Extraterrestrial Resources
is composed of people from the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), *.he U. S. Air Force,
the U. S. Navy, Office of Engineers of the U. S. Army,
U S. Geological Survey, the Depart.,r,ent of Agriculture,
and the Rand Corporation. Itwas organized for the
following function:
"To evaluate the feasibility and usefulness of
the employment of extraterrestrial resources
with the objective of reducing dependence of
lunar and planetary exploration on terrestrial
supplies_ to advise cognizant agencies on
requirements pertinent to these objectives,
and to point out the implications affecting
these goals. "
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MINUTES OF THE FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING
The Fourth Annual Meeting of the Working Group on Extra-
terrestrial Resources was held at the Air Force Academy near
Colorado Springs, Colorado Z9 November - Z December 1965.
Attendees are listed in Appendix A. Condensed agenda followed
was:
a. Business Session
b. Welcome Address
c. Keynote Address
d. Mars
e. Technical Papers
f. Election of Officers
g. Banquet
h. Subgroup Meetings
i. Tours
BUSINESS SESSION
At the closed session the afternoon of 29 November Dr. lames
B. Edson, Chairman of the WGER, introduced the foUowing Sub-
group Chairmen who reported the Subgroup progress and plans:
Dr. Paul D. Lowman, Chairman of the Subgroup on Environ-
ment & Resources;
Mr. Bruce Hall, Chairman of the Subgroup on Mining & Pro-
cessing;
Mr. C. WiLliam Henderson, Chairman of the Subgroup on
Logistics Requirernents; and
Mr. James Malcolm, Chairman of the Subgroup on Biotech-
nology.
Dr. Ernst .4..SteinhoH, Chairman of the Steering Committee
WGER, spoke on "Plans for Next Year."
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WELCOME ADDR ESS
The Welcome Address was delivered to the full Working Group
by Brigadier General Robert F. McDermott, USAF, Dean of the
Faculty, U. S. Air Force Academy.
KEYNOTE ADDRESS
The Keynote Address was delivercd by Brigadier General
Andrew P. Rollins, USA, Office of the Chief of Engineers,
US Army.
MARS
Dr. Edson .isplayed new pictures of the planet and pointed
out further evidence indicating the existence of "canals."
TECHNICAL PAPERS
Technical papers presented are listed by Subgroup in Appendix
B. Minor title changes may appear in the Proceedings, but papers
are essentially unchanged in substance.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
At a meeting of the Steering Committee the evening of ?9
November, the following officers were elected for the coming
year:
WORKLNG GROUP
Chairman Dr. James B. Edson
Vice Chairman Mr. Bruce Hal/
Secretary (To be chosen by Chairman)
STEERING COMMITTEE
Chairman Dr. Ernst A. Steinhcff
Vice Chairman Mr. James $. Gangler
Secretary Mr. El/is M. Bilbo
2
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BANQUET
The banquet was held at g000 hours 30 November 1965 at the
Ramada Inn. Officers were introduced, and the names of officers
for the coming year were announced. Dr. William Mrazek of the
Geozge C. Marshall Space Flight C_nter delivered the after-
dinner address. He spoke on significant developments in the
Saturn Program.
SUBGROUP MEETINGS
The four Subgroups assembled in separate rooms for their
Fall meetings. Attendees not affiliatedwith a specific Subgroup
were invited to attend meetings of their choice as observers.
TOURS
a. The Air Force Academy presented a briefing on and con-
ducted a tour of Academy Facilities.
b. NORAD, with Colonel C. C. Smith, J-'., USAF, as Brief-
ing Host, presented a briefing and conducted a tour of the Com-
bat Operations Center at Ent AFB as follo_,=:
Part I
Mission, Threat, Organization, Flt Lt L. G. Jenks, RCAF
and Detection System
Part II
Weapons Systems and Future Major T. H. Ball, USA
Aerospace Defense
Buildin_ P-4
Combat Operations Center S/L G. J. Sweanor, R CAF
3
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MU_ING & PROCEgSING SUBGROUP
WORKING GROUP ON EXTRATERRESTRIAL RESOURCES
SUBJECT: 1965 Annual Progress Report
A. Inclosures :
I. Subgroup Mission Statement
2 Commi?tee M_ssion Statements
3. Minutes of Sa_ _roup Meetings (2)
4. Committee Annual Reports
B. Subgroup Report:
I. In reasonable detail the Subgroup progress leport consists of
(a) reports of its committee activities and accomplishments, and (b) the
minutes of Subgroup meetings. Committee reports and minutes of two of
three meetings are included as inclosures. The third and final Subgroup
meeting was held concurrently with the annual meeting on 1 December. This
meeting was restricted to (a) a review of WGER organization history, (b)
past and current activities of the Mining and Processing Subgroup, and (c)
the interrelationships of tl,efour Subgroups.
2. Subgroup Committees consist of:
a. Lunar Mining Procedures Committee
Wayne A. Roberts, Boeing Company, Chairman
b. Propellant Production Committee
Peter E. Glaser, Arthur D. Little Company, Chairman
c. Indigenous Lunar Power Sources Committee
Carl F. Austin, U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, Chairman
d. Materials Expected in Space as Related to Their Preparation,
Processing and Extraction Committee
Paul G. Herold, Colorado School of Mines, Chairman
e. Intersubgroup Coordination Committee
No Committee chairman presently assigned.
3. FY 65-66 plans include;
a. Due to the importance of power sources and such concepts close
relationships with propellants, it is probable that these two areas will
be expanded into three committees of considerable greater scope.
7
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SUBJECT: 1965 Annual Progress Report
b. A concerted effort will be realized to contact and recruit
persons ol applicable technical background for all committees.
c. For the purposes of in£ormal papers to be presented at the
spring Subgroup meeting and the more formal papers for the fall WGER
annual meeting, a process of subject selected will be formulated. Based
on this selective method,, specific authors will be requested to prepare
and present papers. Such a method will organize a body of information
designed to more fully _upplev, ent the interests of the Subgroup.
d. Increased committee activity and reporting will be encouraged.
" 7,,,_. ' _d,_
4 -_a_iosurzs BRUCE M. HALL, Chairman
as stated Mining & Processing Subgroup
WGER
8
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MISSION STATEMENT
MINING & PROCESSING SUBGROUP
To evaluate feasibility and usefulness of mining and processing of
local materials with the objective of reducing dependence on logistic
support, to advise on ways and means for achieving this objective and to
determine (i) scope of materials requirement, (2) a broad identification
of materials application and (3) inherent power requirements.
9
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(7()>IbllTIt:l: bHSSION STATEMENTS
,qIXlXC & PROCESSING SUBGROUP
Lunar Mxning Procedures Committee
it shall be the function of this Committee to (1) define the phases
of the total mining operation, (2) establish the quantity and quality of
mineral deposits necessarily, compatible with logistics and mining
procedures, (3) evaluate procedures for each operational phase relative
to constraints imposed bv logistics, environment, and capability, (4)
examine the feasibility of existing concepts in light of the constraints,
(5) determine need for unique or new concepts, (6) list areas of technology
where research is necessary, (7) develop, where possible, unique concepts,
(8) provide a summary of operational concepts, and (9) extrapolate where
possible to other planetary surfaces.
Materials Expected in Space As Related to Their Preparation, Processing,
and Extraction Committee
It shall be the function of this committee to (i) define the materials
which are likely to be found m the lunar surface or within I00 feet of
the surface in the light of various proposed models of lunar surface
forma_ion, (2) examine the affect of radiation on the proposed materials,
(3) examine the effects and interrelations on effects of vacuum, tempera-
ture, and radiation of the proposed materials, (4) propose a model for the
condition of the materials found at or near the surface of the moon, (5)
examine and list the properties of materials which might be found on the
moon as they affect preparation, processing and extraction, and (6) extend
results of study to other planetary or space conditions.
Propellant Production Committee
It shall be the function of this committee to (1) provide guidance
on the various techniques and processes required for propellant production
based on the logistic requirements for different lunar exploration missions,
(2) identify the various processes required for the extraction of propel-
lants such as hydrogen and oxygen from lunar resources for either in situ
or mined deposits, (3) analyze the capabilities of promising processes
for the production of hydrogen and oxyge1_ including process requirements
such as nuclear or solar heat sources, electrolysis of water, liquefaction
of hydrogen and oxygen, and storage of cryogenic fuels, (4) select compo-
nents for extraction processes which are within the state-of-the-art and
to identify those components which require further development for use
in the lunar environment, and (5) make available this information to
other committees and subgroups so that they can be guided in their work
by the extraction process feasibility and requirements.
_ 10
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Indigenous Lunar Power Committee
The mission of the Ad Hoc Committee on Indigenous Lunar Power
Sources is to provide advanced concepts in the field of indigenous lunar
power; to encourage the establishment of supporting studies on the
probable usefulness of various lunar power cs_icepts plus the dissemina-
tion of the resulting conclusions; and to create a nucleus of personnel
skilled in indigenous lunar power concepts that can act as advisors to
those groups involved in advanced lunar mission planning.
It
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Mining _ Processing Subgroup
Norking Group on ExtraterrestrialResources
SUBJECT: Minutes of Subgroup Meeting
TO: All Members
I. The second meeting of the Subgroup for 1965 was held in
Washington, D. C. on 16 September at the Office, Chief of Engineers, DA.
Roster of attendees is as listed in Inclosure I.
2. Committee reports were rendered by:
a. Lunar Mining Procedures Comdttee (Incl 2)
Wayne A. Roberts, Chairman (Boeing Company)
b. Materials Expected in Space As Related to Their
Preparation,Processing and Extraction.
Dr. ?aul Herold, Chairman (ColoradoSchool of Mines)
3. Committee reports were rendered in absentla by:
a. Propellant Production Committee (Incl 3)
Dr. Peter Glaser (Arthur D. Little, Co.)
b. Indigenous Lunar Power Sources (Incl 4)
Or. Carl Austin (U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station}
4. Informal papers on current studies having application to Subgroup
interests were discussed by members.
a. Charles E. Ken Knight of Litton Industries on the effects
of solar wind bombardment on mineral powders.
b. S. D. Rosenberg of Aerojet-General on their recently completed
investigations of oxygen production from silicates.
c. Hoyt M. Weathers of NASA-Huntsville on the background
planning for the recently awarded 100 feet lunar drill contracts. He
also discussed the two altemate drilling methods proposed for development
under this program.
d. Alice S. Allen, EXTERRApOffice, Chief of Engineere, DA, on
current development of lunar soil sisulants.
12
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e. Bruce M. Hall, EXTERRA, Office, Chief of Engineers) DA, on
a current project to investigate earthshine conditions on the lunar surface
for all geographical locations and terrestrial light phases.
5. Announcements:
a. Henceforth, meetings will be confined to the WGERannual
meeting in the fall and a Subgroup meeting each spring. A majority of
the work will be accomplished at the committee level through meetings
or by correspondence.
b. Abstracts for professional papers to be presented at the
annual meeting, 30 November = 2 December, have been submitted by Peter
Glaser, John Halajian, R. W. Johnson, Carl _ustin, and Jon Weber. Authors
selected will be notified immediately following the 27 September meeting
of the Steering and Planning Committee.
Respectfully submitted)
4 Incl BRUC__
as stated Mining _ Processing Subgroup
WGER
13
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ROSTER OF ATTENDEES
MINING AND PROCESSING SUBGROUP MEETING
WORKING GROUP ON EXTRATERRESTRIAL RESOURCES
16 SEPTEMBER 1965 -- WASHINGTON) D. C.
Alice S. Allen, Office, Chief of Engineers, DA
Leonard Aronowitz, Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
Robert M. Cox, University of Alabama
Stanley A. Fields, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA
David J. Gimber, Office, Chief of Engineers, DA
Bruce M. Hall, Office, Chief of Engineers, DA
Paul G. Herold, Colorado School of Mines
Rodney W. Johnson, General Electric Company
Charles E. Ken Knight, Litton Industries, Inc.
Wayne A. Roberts, The Boeing Company
S. D. Rosenberg, Aerojet-General Corporation
Reynold Q. Shotts, University of Alabama
William L. Smith, Battelle Memorial Institute
Hoyt M. Weathers, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA
Jon N. Weber, Pennsylvania State University
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Interim Report
Lunar Mining Proceedures Commit_
Wayne A. Roberts
The Lunar _lining Proceedures Committee was organized in May, 1965 to
delineate techniques that could properly be used in extraterrestrial environ-
ments for the extraction of necessary or desireable material from the native
rocks or soils. Particular emphasis i3 to be placed on a lunar type environment.
The mining process consist_ of phases to find And define a deposit of
mineral material; tc develop this deposit to the extent that the economic
value can be determined and _n extraction method can be selected on thu basis
of efficiency and cost; to -c_+_ract he native material and concentrate the
substance of interest; and to produce a final product in useable form• The
minlnF_ process is illustrated in the follo_ing Table.
Mining Process
Exploration
•Reconnaissance--definition of province or region enrlched in a
substance of interest.
•Location of "ore" grade material
Development
•Detailed definition of the deposit
•Extent, shape, grade of deposit
-Development penetration of "ore" body
•Physical characteristics of "ore" and host
•Continuity of mineralization
•Extractive techniques necessary
•Economic feasibility of extraction
Extraction
•R_noval of mineral bearing material
•"Up-grading "--milling, conc_ntration
•Refining--prodaLtion of "valuable" subst_Ice
Fabrication
•Useable form of "valuable '_raw substanc-
"Ore", as used herein, is defined simply as a deposit of mineralized
.material _hat can be mined at a profit. For extraterrestrial d_oosits an
"ore" deposit would be a mineral deposit that could yield ma_e_i_&_ more
cheaply than the total co,t of delivery l.t some extraterrestrial polnt such
as a base and profit would be any savings realised by producing a substance
from .native material_. This is a complex problem and will be expanded for the
final report.
The functions of the Lunar _ Proceedurea Committee are:
i. Define the phases of the total mir_tr_ operation.
2. Zstablish the quantity and quality of mineral deposits neces,ari_y
compatible with logistics and mining proct_dures
15
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3. Evaluate proceelures for each operational phase relative to con-
stra/.:ts i_posed by logistics, environment and capability.
A. Ex._,-In_the feasibility of exlsS__ng concepts relative to the
- _traints.
Determine the need for unique or new concepts.
6. Develop, whe_'e£ossible, unique concepts.
7. List areas of technolcgy where research is necessary.
8. Provide a summ_ry of operational concepts.
9. Evaluate effects of environmental factors and extrapolate tecnniques
where possible to other planetary surfaces.
The total functlc__ of the ].,,_arMinLng Proceedures Coamittee is relatively
large rand, since the tasks are n_merous __,dgenerally laborious, considerable
effcr'twill be required to complete the assignments. The work is not funded
and is generally done during spare time. With these constraints in mind it is
evident that all ._sks of the committee cannot be performed between inception
and the annual meeting of 1965.
For the initial assessment of extraterrestrial mining to start work on
the assigned tasks, the mining proceedures have been subdivided into seven
different phases primarily to conform to the technical backgro4nd _nd interests
of the committee members. These phases are as follows:
1. special techniques for processing
2. rock breakage techniques
3. transportation and haulage
&. upgrading (milling) techniques
5. mini_.g techniques
6. drillirg techniques
7. sizing techniques
The feasibility cf _t_ndard Earth techniques and _hose that have been proposed
f. -unar mining for each of these phases will b_ determined considering the
constraints imposed by logistics, the environment, and the potentially limited
or reduced capability of men protected from the environment. Selected pro-
ceedures, if any, may then be evaluated and the need for new concepts where
required can be determined. New concepts resulting from this work will be
developed in so far as possible and any detected areas of research or special
problems will then be noted.
16
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Report of
The ?ropellant P_oduction Co_1_ittee
of the
Mining and Processing Subgroup
of the
Working Group on Extraterrestrial Resources
At the 26 May 1965 Subgroup meeting, the Propellant Production Committee was re-
constituted with Peter E. Glaser, chairman, Bruce B. Carr, Carl B. Hayward,
James J. Gangler, and S. D. Rosenburg. A mission statement for the Committee
was drawn up which is as follows:
The objectives of the Committee are as follows:
i. To provide guidance on the various techniques and processes required
for propellant production ba_ed on the logistic requirements for
different lunar exploration missions.
2. To identify the various processes required for the extraction of
propellants such as hydrogen and oxygen from lunar resources for
either in situ or mined deposits.
3. To analyze the capabilities of promising proce.=s_s f:_ the produc-
tion of hydrogen and oxygen including process requirements such as
nuclear or solar heat sources, electrolysis of water, liquefaction
of hydrogen and oxygen, and storage of cryogenic fuels.
4. To select components for extraction proce._ses which are within the
state-of-the-art and to identify those components which require
further development for use in the lunar environment.
5. To mak_ available this information to other committees and subgroups
so that they can be guided in their work by the extraction process
feasibility and requirements.
Because of the relatively short time that the Committee has been in action, no
detailed work has been as yet carried out. CorJnittee members are planning to
take part in the Annual Meeting at Colorado Springs to report on the results of
work of interest to the Subgroup.
17
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REPORT OF AD HOC COMMITTEE ON
INDIGENOUS LUNAR POWER SOURCES
Washington, D. C.
14 September 1965
T , personnel changes have taken place during the reporting period
im:_._iately past. At present the active committee consists of the Chairman
and five members. These are:
J. Kenneth Pringle USNOTS, Astrophysicist and Mineralogist
Richard Fulmer USNOTS, Chemical Engineer
Modesto Leonardi AMPOT, Manager, Plant Production
Ceorge A. Kiersch Cornel] University, Geologist
W. J. Levedahl The Martin Co., Power Conversion
During the past reportin2 period, Dr. Richard Zabelka left the committee
and Dr. George Kiersch Joined the group.
Although summer vacations rather fragme_,t_o our activities, there has
been some modest progress during the last reporting period. Messrs. Austin,
Pringle and Fulmer have been collecting data and ideas in support of their
proposed paper for the Annual Meeting. Austin and Prln_le have also planned
one small experiment for trial in a local thermal area, which consists of a
large shaped charge flrinR into an area of diffuse hot springs and steam
emission. This test will _ive some indications of the ability of a shallow
"bore hole" to concentrate gas emissions. Considerable data b_s also been
_athered on the impactln_ rocket approach to drilling steam a_d/or gas wells
of modest depth, although the problem of the classification of some of the
data is encountered in this area and may preclude its presentation in un-
classified reports. Dr. Austin has also been collecting data in support of
a paper entitled "Estimating the Chemistry of Geothermal Deposits" which he
will be presenting at a local AChE meeting. Much of this latter data will
also be used in the analysis of the geothermal concepts which will appear in
the paper for the Annual .Meeting.
Mr. Pulmer has been continuing his studies of geothermal concepts and
will be contributing the e_ergy-converslon portion of the paper by Austin,
18
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Pringle and Fulmer. Hr. Pringle has continued his collection of supportin2
volcanic _vidence from lunar observations.
Mr. Leonardl has been inactive during most of the past reporting period
but will be contributing data on corrosion problems durin_ the comln_ reporting
period. Corrosion is a major problem wheuhhandllng volcanlc gases, and nothln_
coutd be more frustrating than to deliver and assemble equipment at great
effort and expense, only to watch it corrode and crumble as soon as it is put
into service. Nith his vast operating experience in the chemical and brine
processing industry, Mr. Leonardl should be able to make a valuable contribution.
Dr. Kiersch has Just Joined the group and brings a considerable fund of
knowledge in the geothermal area, having prepared a rather volumnlous report on
geothermal power recently for AFCRL. Dr. Kiersch has already submitted a useful
summary of his ideas on the lunar geothermal potential, and he too appears to be
optomistic_ Dr. Kiersch suggests infrared studies will be a valuable prospect-
ing method which should then be followed up by surface observatJons. The other
committee members heartily concur with his comments. Dr. Kiersch is a welcome
addition co our dellberatlons.
During the coming reporting period, we plan to complete our proposed paper
on geothermal concepts and to seek additional pertinent inputs from our
committee cohorts. We will shortly be firming up our plans for the comtne year.
As we see things at present, the proposed work for the coming year will emphasize
the area of gravity exploitation, using convective closed and semi-closed systems
and also open systems with tramline type concept.
At the sue time, a continued geothermal input will be maintained to keep
our concepts up to date, and during the coming year Dr. Austin and Hr. Pringle
wiZ1 emphasize the problems of bore hole drilling by means of high velocity
impacts. This latter subject may prove difficult to handle for reporting
purposes because of the unclassified nature of our meetings and reports but
we feel that the subject is quite pertinent.
Respect fully submitted
19
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LUNARbIIN!NG PROCEDURESCOblMITTEE
Wayne A. Roberts, Chairman
In t roduc t i on
The Lunar Mining Procedures Committee was organized in May 1965 to
delineate techniques that could properly be used in extraterrestrial
environments for the extraction of necessary or desirable materials from
the native rocks or soils. Particular emphasis is to be placed on a lunar
type environment. The functions of the committee are as follows:
1. Define the phases of the total mining operation.
2. Establish the quantity and quality of mineral deposits necessarily
compatible with both the logistics problems related to extraterrestrial
location of mining operations and the mining procedures involved in
these operations.
3. Evaiuate procedures for each operational phase relative to the con-
straints imposed by logistics, environment and capability of the men.
4. Examine the feasibility of existing concepts relative to the
constrain ts.
5. Determine the need for unique or new concepts.
6. Develop, where possible, new concepts.
7. List areas of technology where research is necessary.
8. Provide a summary of operational concepts.
9. Evaluate effects of environmental factors and extrapolate techniques
where possible to other planetary surfaces.
The total mission of the Lunar Mining Procedures Committee is relatively
large -- the tasks are nunlerousand generally laborious. The work is not
funded and must be done, generally, during spare time, resulting in a low
rate of progress. The members of this committee are as follows:
I. Bruce g. Carr of Caller)"Chemical Company.
2. John F. Cronin of A. F. Cambridge Research Laboratories
S. Christopher Crowe of Texas Instruments,Incorporated.
4. James Paone of U. S. Bureau of Mines.
S. Sheldon Penn of 6rumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
2O
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6. Wayne A, Roberts of The Boeing Company.
7. Hoyt Weathers of George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA
For the initial assessment of extraterrestrial mining processes, the
mining procedures have been subdivided into eight different phases primar-
ily to conform to the technical background and interests of the committee
members. These phases and the member assigned to each phase were as
follows :
i. Special Techniques for "Ore" Processing -- Bruce B. Carr
2. Rock Breakage Techniques -- John F. Cronin
3. Transportation and Haulage -- Christopher Crowe
4. Upgrading (Milling) Techniques --James Paone
5. Mining rechniques -- Sheldon Penn
6. Exploration and Development -- Wayne A. Roberts
7. Drilling Techniques -- Hoyt Weathers
8. Sizin_ Techniques -- James Paone
The feasibility of standard earth techniques and those that have been
proposed for lunar mining for each of these phases are to be determined
considering the constraints imposed by logistics, the environment, and the
potentially limited or reduced capability of men protected from the
environment. Selected procedures, if any, will then be evaluated and
the need for new concepts where required can be determined. New concepts
resulting from this work will be developed insofar as possible and any
detected areas of research or special problems will then be noted.
The mining process, as it applies to extraterrestrial bodies, has
been defined and the concept of "ore" developed as tbe term applies to
terrestrial as well as extraterrestrial deposits. All planetary environ-
ments impose constraints on all of the phases of mining. Here on earth,
operations have been developed empirically to cope with the existing
constraints. Extrapolation to new planets with different environments will
require not only the examination of the mining problems in the light of
existing methods but also consideration o£ techniques not used on earth
due to the incompatibility or non-amenability relative to our constraints.
Exploration and development of extraterrestrial mineral deposits have been
initially reviewed, considering various operations costs chargeable to the
mining process. Mining exploration is initiated by the decision to exploit
the natural resources which may be known or suspected. The products that
are useable depend not only on the stage of planetary exploration con-
temporaneous with this decision but also on the total projected planetary
21
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exploration and the level of technological development. The use rate as
well as the total quantity needed must be considered in this decision.
Mining development follows the exploration phase to define the physical
and chemical characteristics of Jche mineralized body and the surrounding
host rock to provide the basis for a new decision to choose a method to
extract, refine, and fabricate the material of interest into a useable
folm.
22
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_IE MINING PROCESS AND THE PRELIMINARY PHASES
OF
EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Wayne A. Roberts
23
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lifEMINING PROCESS
Fhe mining process consists of phases to find a_Iddefine a deposit
of mi_eral material; to develop this deposit to the extent that the
economic value can be determined and an extraction method or methods can
be selected on the basis of efficiency and cost; to extract the native
material and concentrate the substance of interest; to produce a final
product in useable form. The mining process is illustrated by the follow-
ing table:
Exploration
-- Reconnaissance - definition of a province or region
enriched in a substance of interest.
-- Location of "ore" grade material
Deve Iopmeilt
-- Detailed definition of the deposit
-- Extent, shape, grade or content of the deposit.
-- Development penetration of the mineral deposit
-- Physical characteristics of "ore" and host or "country
rock".
-- Continuity of mineralization
-- Extractive techniques necessary
-- Economic feasibility of extraction
Extraction
-- Re.oval of mineral bearing material
-- Milling, "up-grading" -- concentration of material of interest
-- Refining production of "valuable" substance
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-- F_br_cation
=- Useable form of "valuable" raw substance.
Mining is only feasible if "ore" can be found. This may seem obvious;
however, this fundamental concept has not been universally understood.
"Ore" is defined as a deposit of mineral material that can be mined at a
profit. In the case of an extraterrestrial deposit, an ore body would
be a deposit of mineral material from which a substance that is useful can
be extracted and fabricated into a useable form and transported to the point
o£ use at an overall cost less than the same material can be produced on
earth and shipped to the use point. "Ore" connotes more than just the
grade or useful content of the mineral body. The quantity of mineral
material present as well as the quality, the dimensions and physical and
chemical characteristics of the mineral deposit and the potential market
or cumulative use and use rate must be considered. A market or potential
use for the product must be in quantities sufficient to amortize the fixed
costs of the operation. This concept holds true not only on earth but on
all extraterrestrial bodies. A natural resource product must present a
favorable economic aspect to compete with other substitutes. There is
obviously no point in mining for mining's sake. For extraterrestrial
bases, the definition of ore must be modified to sor_ degree by the
uncertainties of transportation of the earth-produced material.
f_nerally, costs chargeable against a mining operation include any
research and developnent costs for equipnent used in all phases of the
mining operation, exploration and development of the ore bodies, extraction,
upgrading, r.oncentrating, refining, and fabricatian of the substance into
useable forn. Equipnent developnent costs can be applied on a unit basis to
25
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all mines that utilize the equipment. Mu ' of the research necessary for
equipment design for other environments, may be done in support of other
extraterrestrial operations and may not be a chargeable item "per se"
against subsequent mining operations.
Preliminary exploration, or prospecting, to determine the distrlbution
of various substances may result from early scientific ex_loration efforts
to determine the geological and physical characteristics and areal dis-
tribution of these properties on the planetary body. This information can
be utilized later for development of the natural resources and may reduce
costs incurred in exploration initiated primarily for the location of
potential mining.
For extraterrestrial bodies, mining will probably only be feasible
after initial phases of scientific exploration and after a base or network
of bases have been established. Befo_ exploration is started, the nature
of the market must be determined. The overall quantities of a substance
that will he needed for the projected lifetime of the base or bases as well
as potential use for exploration beyond the base planet must be estimated so
that the feasibility of local mining operations can be assessed. Large
monetary investments in machinery and labor for the total mining operation
may be required so that any material produced, including possible by-products,
must be used in large quantities commensurate with the initial and continuin_
investment; however, once the decision to develop certain of the natural
resources has been made and any specific exploration, and development
expenses have been incurred, the mining property must be assessed against
the extraction, concentration, refining and fabrication costs. Thus,
mining may be operated at an overall loss and still be economically sotmd
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since exlzloration and development has already been done, and the extrac! ion
phases and beyond may recoup part of these costs.
Nature appears to be homogeneous, at ]east on earth, in one respect --
the heterogeneity in mo-t of the detailed characteristics on both a local
and regional scale. (m earth each deposit is an individual in its
physical characteristics and the general procedure is to find, de,elop,
and actually penetrate the ore body before the details of extraction,
concentration and refining are selected. The techniques chosen consider
not only unit production cost but demand rate. Over production may require
acditional exp_nses for storage, interest on invested money, and adminis-
tration, and a less efficient method may, in the long run, be the most
econcmical.
e7
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Summary of Costs Applicable to Mining. Process
Cost of research ar.d development directed strictly toward any of
the phases of the _.iningprocess must be absorbed by production "profits"
realized in the savings by th¢ extraction of natural resources relative
to Earth-produced and shipped material. This applies to exploration o-
prospectipg technzqucs and instruments as well as to actual extraction,
concentratlng, or refining machine D" or processes. Much of the research
and development for equipment or techniques for scientific exploration may
apply to the mining processes thereby reducing initial fixed costs.
il.c,_est on the money invested early in tileprogram must also be included
in the overall cost of mining.
In a like manner most, or possibly all, of the expense of prelim-
iaary exploration may be applied to scientific exploration. It is con-
ceivable that, i,litially, at ]east, deposits that _ere detected and mapped
in as much Jetail as possibl_ during the scientific exploration will be
developed. Or.ly that portion of the exploration which is directed toward
exploitation of the natural resources will be part of the overall ._ining
costs.
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The development of the mineral deposits to a point where extraction
and processing are feasible will be principally applicable to the mining.
Again, research and deveiopat it costs for such items as a surface trans-
portation vehicle, geo-chemical field techniques, or a drill developed for
the scientific work will not be included and the accidental or otherwise
interesection of the mineral deposit by a drill during the scientific work
or by some earth moving device may constitute a principal discovery which
will be the key point for further development. Extension of the deposits
through surface rand subsurface work and development penetration for better
defining the phyo!cal and chemical characteristics of the deposit entail
direct mining costs.
The extraction, up-grading or concentrating and refining phases involve
costs almost universally recognized as applicable to the cost of production.
These include fixed costs of research and development for special equipment
or processes, cost of this equipment delivered to the use point and the
interest on money invested in these item. Production material and labor
costs at the use point as well as transportation and handling costs of the
"ore" between the mine and the mill will also apply to these phases.
Not all of the mining phases are necessarily applicable to all materials
that could be produced. For example, ice located in a permanent shadow
zones could be rapidly assessed for thickness and lateral extent. No up-
grading or concentrating need be done and the raw product of the recovery,
water, could be used as the fabricated product. Should H2-O 2 be required
for fuel, the water would be further processed to provide the gases. The
overall costs of the total _ining process include only those portions directed
toward exploitation and are summarized in the following table:
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Common to all phases
Research and development costs of special equipment _nd processes.
Production cost of material and equipment
Training costs for personnel.
Protective equipment and life support for personnel.
Labor and expendable material costs.
Transportation costs for equipment, material and personnel.
Interest on invested money.
Exploration
Geoscience exploration and mapping, sampling, analyses.
Preliminary drilling or other subsurface ,ork.
Deveiopment
Detailed surface definition of deposit including mapping, sampling
and analyses
Subsurface exploration by trenching and/or drilling also including
mapping, sampiing, and analyses.
Penetration of mineral deposit by trenching or tunneling including
mapping, sampling and analyses to define shape, size and grade
of mineabIe deposit.
Extraction
Production of "ore" including control sampling and mapping of headings
Transportation of ore to mill
Milling
Sizing of "oral'bycrushing, screening
Upgrad£ng or concentratingsubstance of interest in "ore"
Packaging and/or transportationo£ concentrate to refinery.
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Refining
Extraction of substance of interest from concentrate
Packaging and/or transportation to a fabrication plant
Fabrication
Processing substance of interest into useable form
Transportation, packaging, storage of final product.
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ENVIRONMENTALEFFECTS
The environment at the surface of an extraterrestrial body can put
different and additional constraints on surface operations. Some of the
constraints or hazards present on earth will be missing on certain of our
neighboring planets. For example, hazards and constraints related to possible
floods or fires are not anticipated on bodies similar to the Moon and under-
ground conditions related to the level of the watertable and conditions of
ground water abundance and movement rates are not anticipated as severe.
Each planetary body will probably present a different list of constraints
some of which will only be known after surface exploration on the body.
A major constraint on all e_-traterrestrial bodies will be that imposed
by shipping costs of equipment and material. Logistics problems may be
somewhat affected by the planetary environment.
The lunar environment is in some respects about as severe as can be
expected. The atmosphere can't apparently be much thinner even on the
asteroids and, if non-existant, would not hamper man to a much greater extent.
Atmospheric pressures can, of course, be h'gher than on earth on the surface
of some of the major planets possibly requiring protection from too much
atmosphere. Radiation levels at a planetary surface will depend on the
thickness and density of the atmosphere as well as the proximity to the sun
so that radiation levels could be both higher and lower that at the Noon.
The gravity is lower on the Moon than on earth but will be even lower
on the asteroids and some of the planetary satellites. Gravity will probably
be much higher on the surface of some of the outer planets. For much higher
gravity, structures will need to be stronger and heavier and more energy
will be needed to move and retard material. For much lower gravity, gravity
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feed systems could be adversely affected. Temperature extremes could be
greater op the planet Mercury. Lower temperatures could occur on the outer
planets. The chemical environment at the surface of extraterrestrial
bodies is not known and problems of high chemical activity with earth-
produced materials could be encountered, s__ncesome of the atmospheres or
surficial materials could contain active chemical reactants. Adhesion of
dust due to higher friction, cold welding, chemical combination could
also occur in other environenmts.
In sho-yc, r:,_, _ill probably i_a\,,. to be orotected on .:ll cf eu.- _;eigh-
boring plmnets tolde_mipJr,ev:,.:_1 _ave o be designed to ._ccc_.odate;he
particular en_.ironment i-i _.'bJ__'h Jt ',_ ll be, ,.-l_et,._ed. i,,'c _ ;e los, is:ic_
costs, _lni._e_sat des/m_.5, ___..! probal:.'y nc • ):._,ve t.-: _.e _e,_.:._b:.<. _:,d ea.:h
ri_ce of e ,,,ii_ent ,.,:ill "e ,:7.tim=zed c:. _ weight, .0,-:h,,n, ar, d :,a kagi,,_
besi.,- fsr the :r.,-lro,'_,ac.t at the ,se p3znt,
3_
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USEP'dL PROD_S
_ne precise llst of products that can be considered for'production from the
natural resources of an extraterTestrla/ body will depend not only on the
relative costs of logistics and production and the quantities of need, but also
on the stage and purpose of planetary exploration, the total extent of explora-
tion planned, and the level of technological development on earth.
Water, or one of its forms, appears at present to be the most useful product
that could be derived from the moon. The to_al quantity that could be used,
considering subsequent exploration as well as the rate at which it will be used,
w_ll directly affect the possibility of a_ _ing. Since there will be fixed costs
reiated _o explor_tlon, research and develop_at, _, _uctlon and delivery of
equipment, the total qu,_atity that will probably be used will directly affect
the amortization costs applicable to the product. A_ some future date, water
in large quantities for fuel may not be needed due to technological advances
in propulsive systems.
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tnltlal step in the alai_ process ls the delineation or deteraAnstlon of
a _ecessery or desirable mtertal that occurs and can be extracted for use and
a decision to ex_lolt this resource. Co,only on Earth, deposits of edneral
aaterlal are known m_ch in advance of the developaen', of a use or need for the
substance. This rill probably also be true on extraterrestrialbodies where
scientific exploration precedes the establiahaent of a long term base or network
of bases, beds and _ees of ext_terrestrlal resources will be based on the
current technical level of devalop_nt on Earth. Once a need or use is
established, occurrences of the material of interest, if not already known, must
be located. This is the initial or prospectin_ phase of exploration.
Prospecti_ is essentially a reconnaissancephase of exploration where a
"materialiferous"province is located and crudely defined. This can include a
search of aecuanlated, Interpreted data, hypotheses, and conclusions from
previous scientific exploration or a re-evaluations, re-lnspection, of raw data.
Acttml areal reconnaissance can include the systeaatie or random use of geo-
physical, geochealcsl, and geological tools but on Earth has relAed heavily on
vts_l detection of ancaaloue ,mterial. _he jx.adual d.tsappee_'snce of easily
detected marficlal deposits or _tential subsurfaceocevereaees detected vlsually
rear,wee exposed at the sm_taee has _sed the use of tz_tr_s,.te whlch can
4eteet sad/or aea4u_ son physical _ of a _terisl. _ ehaa_eterlstles
are them used to delimit areas of possible and probsble occurrence, la_rtaat
In the esrly or ree_mlsNnee _se is the deter/nation of the aode of occur-
mlsee of t_w mdD_ 4wa _ctlXl. "la sttu" suo_tatJ.oas of the mtez'lel of
tateawst wAtk other sstea_als. If t_se sesoeint_oms ean be _aed, the
!
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location of deposits of the material of interest may be facilitated by use of a
tool for some easily detectable characteristic of the com@anlon material.
Detection of an anomalous area by some geophysical or remote sensing tool does
not necesUrily swan the location of a deposit of a material of interest. For
exas_le, the location of an infra-red anomalously _ area during the _hral
phase of an eclipse does not swan that surface ice or very near surface ic_ is
present. The anomaly could ha_genetically related to an increase in medium
fra_nt mize exposed or nearly exposed through any surface insulating layer or
to an actual source of internal heat. Spectral characteristics in the infra-red
or ultra-violet may not be any more diagnostic for most minerals or _aterials of
interest than the spectral characteristics in the visible. Color can and is
c_naonly related to impurities and the range of color (or spectral reflectance
in the _isible range) of materials or minerals of videly divergent chemical
co_osltlons ce_ be nearly identical.
The location of an anom_ioumly radioactive a_a by orbital detectors can be
explained by the presence of ele_n_s other than fissionable ones that may be
used as nuclear fuel. A wtic ancaaly doesn't necessarily indicate the
presence of _ ma4_netlte or meteoritic iron-nlckel. In other vords, a given
anomaly detected by flel_ tools Is generally related to a property that is not
• umAq of• iea Al.
_eu eueh an _ is detected and the most problble h_othetleal cause Is
the preNnee of a neede_ lte_al, the region and deposit, if _ted, _t be
s_dled to determine the origin of the _oua ebameterlrtlc, l_a-t_r, or
more detailed exploration can iael_e visual lnepeetion by _n, areal geological
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testin6, and firefly by cheu_cal ox"_ectrographic analyses. Some of the
physical parameters of e_erials of interest can be _sked by prope_tles of
associated materials so that a lack of anonaly doem not always mean a lack cf
s particular _teri_l.
There are a host of geophysical tools which are umed on Earth to aid in the
determination of both structure and composition of segnente of the lithosphere.
Some of the categories of these tools are included, but not limited to t_e
followi_ list:
I. I_ing techniques of reflected electrcwagneticwaves of various
frequencies.
2. Radioactivity detectors from total dose rate to spectral detectors
of alpha, beta, and gamma rams.
3. Magnetia from total to component field strengths.
_. Oravity
5. Reflection and refraction of seinic waves
6. SpeclfAcgravity
7. Electrical conductanee
8. Spon+_neous electrical potential, reslstlvitles of rocks_ Induced
potential
9. Telluric currents
Oeoebemleal techniques and emission and ross Qeet_l techniques are al_o used
for ¢_,.tonal as well as detailed e_loratlon. _tural pbenoaen_, wh_eh my
concentrate a _terlal of In_et, such as pLrtleular floral species, ground
water, Joil zones, are _led and analyzed by r_i4 f_eld tem_niques to loesllze
sconces of s nbelnue. ,_on _ Ins _ be _ to detest _Slom£
posltlve o_ ne_tlve aa_es.
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Geeloglcal techniques_ generally visual detection of initials, are used to
deter_i:_ the areal distribution of a mineral s_ecies aua its association with
structu_als str_tigraphie, topographlc; o_a_l_ features. Commonly, a
valuable submtance might occur in co_Junction with or in opposition to a _ach
more abundant and preheat minerLl _pecies or other oubatance. Which of
these tools will prove to be the most valuable can only be determined by the
actual characteristics of t_e surflcial and buried material on the outer shell
of a planetary body, both generally and locally, by the nature of the material
needed, and by the characteristics of occurrence. It is possi_l, that extra-
terrestrial bodies may exhibit a suite of llnerals, different than, _re complex
than, or _ch simpler than that defined so _ov on Earth. Different chemical
and physical conditions at the time of forwJtion, for example the l_,ckof
volatile constituents lush as rater or carbon _ioxlde in aineral melts, could
produce unfaailiar mineral mpeeles.
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D_WLOPMXF_
Once a deposit of a natural resouTce has been located, the next step is to
determine the econ_llc feasibility of production. This stage in the ainlag
process is called "develo_nt" and oonsiste of d_llliting the deposit,
determining the average grade of the material that can be extracted, determining
the physical characterls_icsof the body, determining the chemical and physical
characteristics of the substance of interest, and selecting the _ost feasible
and economic tech_ique of extraction.
The deposit is examAned in detail on the surface, where possible, to determine
the extent, al_eration products of the ore, the presence of secondary enrich-
lent or dilutAon, if possible, in the surface expression of the mineral deposit
as it ei_ects the grade, the thickness and attitude_ and _he pctentlal or
poulble tonnage available. Thls is dose by geologt_l mmppzng, or by a
combiaatlonof mapp_ and trenchiz_ where necesu_ry and feasible. Geophysical
and/or geochetical aids are used _he_e feasible to postulate extensions into
and thro_ areas vhere trenching is not feasible and mapplng strictly on
surface exponres is not possible. In _ cases geopb_blcal or geocheaical
aids may precede actual excavation by hand or mmchAne. At this point, the
potential v&Yue of the body mast be such that f_rther exploration by subsurface
t_mtquos is mcour_ged.
Faere the deposit appears to be maltable or e_m_ble to extraetlon, _aee_ta_-
tlo_ of the w_ble tutorial era c_n_ound contalnlag the val_able mto_,
an_ for the reflnt_ and production of • _able p_uet, the deposit ISy be
tested sad/or tuaae a. ma se, of
]9
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coreJ or cuttings are used to further delineate tt"_.delosit laterally and
vertically and to better define the Ahape and the grade of the body beneath the
_rface. Actual penetration of the body, where mechanical means are necessary
to e_tract the usable material, is performed to determi_ the continuity of
mineralization within the mineral deposit, to reasses_ the. potential value wi th
narrowing llmite in the uncertainty, to determine the physical characteristics
of h)th the mineral deposit and the host, or country rock, _nd to ex_ract a
sample suitable for determining potential refining techniqu3s.
The thickness, lateral extent, attitude, continuity of mineralize tion and the
competence, or bulk strength, of the deposit and the country rock _ill determine
which mlnim_ or extracticn methods are feasible. The most economic _ethod rill
then be sel._ctedbased on the possible methods, the postulated unit production
cost for each method, the use rate of the materi_l, the costs of storing or
stockpiling fo.-overproduction, and the costs for concentratlr_ the valuable
substance - providing t_ "ore" is amenable to concentration.
In the case of an ext_'at_rrestrisl body, the velght of the a_chinery required
for extraction as well as the velght of operation, maintenance and repair
materials will bc sir_ularly important in determAn_mg unlt amortization costs
sincs the coot o_' production (not necessarily r_rch and development ) at
wilL probably be small relative to the delivered ccst •t the u_ _.point.
Material extracted from the deposit _ be used _o determine the mAlli_
methods a_ rates neeesmL_y, the ammuat_illty of the material for conc_•trmtl_,
rmfinAng, mad production of the usabl_ material, and the unit cos. necessary to
process the mineral material. At this polnt the extraterrestrial deposit can
be called either • alnersl deposit or an "ore" deposlt dependl_ on the tot_ unit
prc4uctlon cost relatave to the total unit ¢olrt of rate.A1 de.llver_ _ Ik_rth.
!
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8umtaRY
The cost of the total mining processes is a step-like function divided _uto the
following phases:
Exploration
Development
Extraction
Concentra_In6
RefinlDg
Fabrication
Each stage in this process provides part of the base for the performance of the
follow_._ st_es. The total process is initiated when the decision is made to
exploit those natural relources that are known to occur or believed to occur
in suffl.-.ient size and gr___e to produce needed marsupial at a savings relative
to the dellwnwd cost of this material in similar fore at the use point.
Any _nl_ phase can be te._natod at any point if continuance appears to be
unec_lcal; L_Ter, the operttion my be econo_cally continved even if the
total operat$on would appear to be st a loss. A lose, for exasple, lay he
deemed a mall price to pay for insurance toward the survival of the hase
perBon_ml and relatiye _d_nee of the transportation mabilicals to Earth.
If both the explor&_£on and dovelopme, t phases haws been c_pleted and it im
apparon_ t_t production of the nelded mubstanee will be a_ an owero£1 loss,
&cttml produetLon of the substance my recoup a p_t of the loss. S_e the
deport b_ been deweloped_ these oosts o:* & portion of these eo_ts ha_e
already _ ,put and m_V o, _ on._ .by produo* .on. 'L_s cu 'o, true
e,t my point within the total pro_. sm.
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Part of the cost of research and development of equipment and techniques that
co_tldbe al_pliaableto :Ining rill probably not be chargeable to this process
since the york rill have been done in the interest of scientific planetary
exploration. _his rill p2_bably also be true for the explorstion_ and to a
lesser dbgree, the development phases. S_ientific exploratlon may define
provincel of enrichaeut of a substance of i_terest and _ay e.mn locate, explore,
and map in de_ail individual deposits I_tentla_llyex_loi_b.le. Thus, the mining
process may be aided by ex_loratlon, construction of a _se or _etwork of bases,
by research and development.of construction and scientific equipmen_ related to
tb_ scientific exploration pr_ long before a decision to extract the natural
resources has been made.
Those natural resourcez that my be usable depends on the stage of planetary
exploration, the projected extent of total planetary exploration, add the level
of technological development at the time a decision to "Line" is made. No
decision to sine sl_ld certainly be made prior to initial exploraticu of a
planet and, if on13" a fev wiaits by a few men rill be rode, it would not be
feasible to lhip the neces,_a_yequiplmnt and materials to the planet. Since
the fixed costs of research _nd development, exploration, development and mining,
mllling# reflnlng eq_lxment mast be aaorti_,ed,a Zov or reasonably lov amortiza-
tion uni_ cost of thne ebarges wall be possible on_ for large q_antlties
needed for _ut_e e_lorat_n. _hu_ tl_ pro_ected exploration rate is an
i_t factor Im an exploltatlondecision. _he level of _eehnolo_A_si
de_lo_ _ aidin deteralnlaS_hlchof theremow_escanbe used.
_t _ t_ total _ntity of mterial t_t san be uxd but also the use ra_e is
very intreat la the choice of _ _ba.lqnes mad the fesstbllJ.ty of exploration.
_2
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If material is produced at a pace much more rapid than it is used, then facilltle_
for store_e or stockpiling must be provided. Interest on the _money invested in
Lining as yell as in the additional facilities my increase the unit production
costs to the uneconomic point, and a low use rate may thus favor less efficient
mining processes or may render exploitation uneconomical.
_3
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COMMITTEE REPORT
MATERIALS EXPECTED IN SP3CE AS RELATED TO
"_tEIR PREPARATION, PROCESSING AND EXTRACTION COMMITTEE
Paul G. tlerold, Chairman
In order to get a start into the many pr_:lems involved, this report
is lin,hed to materials expected on or near the lunar surface. Later,
problen_s _f the properties of such materials will be considered and how
these prop_.rties affect the preparation for processing and extraction of
desired ,_aterials. Eventually consideration will need to be undertaken
concerning materials on boJies other than the moon.
The p:oblems which were considered at this time are:
I. What are the materials likely to be found on the lunar surface
or within i00 feet below the surface.
2. Discussion of 6ffect of radiation upon oxides, sulfides,
hydrates, and any other materials which might occur on the
lunar surface.
3. What affect will deep vacuum and temperature changes encountered
in the lunar environment have on materials which might be
expected to be present.
4. Review of what sort of condition might be expected of the
materials on the lunar surface.
Admittedly, the committee has made only a start on the study of these
problems, but we expect to delve into the problems further and report at
a future date.
Problem I. Work by Dr. R. Q. Shotts who is te,_ching at the School of Mines,
University of Alabama, and is also working with the Marshall Space Flight
Center.
Three models have been proposed to explain the conditions of the lunar
surface based on different modes of formation. These are 910 Meteoritic
and Planetesimal Impact Model, 920 An Intermediate Model, and 950 Outgassing
of an Original Hotter Moon Model. The basic "cold-moon" model, Model I, is
least likely to have surface free-water or hydrocarbons. Due to low surface
temperatures and the probability of a considerably thinner atmosphere during
the Eoseline period (Bensko, 1960) Model 1 is less likely to have hydrated
minersls at the surface, bbundant hydrated silicates, except those unstable
in vacuum, are much more likely in Models 2 and 5, especially in the mare
areas. In Model I, hydrated silicates, other hydrated minerals, and
hydrocarbons may exist at depths of 500 meters or more, although their
presence is not probable at the surface. This conclusion seems reasonable
because the lunar surface according to Model I, must have always been at a
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low temperature (close to that of space) except for short times of higher
temperature due to meteoritic impact and during the lunar day when the heat
from the sun warmed it to a depth of a few centimeters. It is possible
that during the cooling period which followed large impacts, some hydrated
minerals might have been formed near the surface.
The following list indicates certain elements and compounds which may
occur on or near the lunar surface in one or all the Models:
Water
Hydrated silicates such as serpentine, chlorite, mica, or zeolites.
Hydrocarbons
Carbon
Sulfur
Boron compounds
Nitrogen
Halides
Metallic Sulfides.
Water is certain to be present in Model 3 because of the close earth analogy.
Free water is less likely on or near the surface for Model 2 than for Model
3 but both water forms should be present at moderate ,depths.
Kosyrev's Observations (Alter, 1958) established the presence of
carbon (hydrocarbons).
In Model 3, soluble salts, sulfur gases, boron compounds and hahdes
are quite likely t_-be found, as their terrestrial occurrences often
accompany volcanism.
A general consideration of and extension of earth geological considera-
tions leads to the conclusions that on the moon:
i. Large bodies of hydrous minerals are more likely to be found
(a) near the edges of the maria; (b) in the vicinity of rilles and valleys
on the maria; and (¢) near lunar domes and wrinkle ridges, under almost all
assumptions of lunar theTmal history except that cf early _d complete
melting. In the latter case, large deposits mi_tt also occur in a light,
differentiated crust on the terrae.
2. If the theories of historical selenology are assumed, which
rule out lava-covered maria, hydrous mineral deposits are likely to be
small and irregular and to occur as entrapments in the debris of the walls
and in the brecciated bottoms of the larger lunar craters, both on maria
and terrae.
5. If the maria are of effusive igneous origin (ash, welded
tuff, ignimbrite), mineralization in fissures, breccia, etc., from escaping
volatiles should be widespread and easily fo,md near any kind of break or
disturbance in the mare surface.
Problem 2. The affect of radiation upon oxides, sulfides, hydrates and any
oZher materials which might occur on the Itmar surface. The following
&5
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su_unary of work has been done by Charles KenKnight of tile Surface Physics
Laboratory of Litton Industries, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
The main result of work in the past year or so is that the eptical
light scattering Froperties of the moon can be understood to result from an
under-dense pcwder surface that has been s_uttered by the solar wind for a
geologically short time on the order of i0_ years. Both the intensity and
polarization of light scattered from various test samples of terrestrial
rock powders are in good agreement with lunar light-scattering if the
powder parti_le size i_ about 50 to I00, if the powder is sifted for
minimal compaction, and if the sample has been sputtered in a simulated
solar wind. After the equivalent of about 105 years of solar wind at the
moon, the albedo is reduced te values in the lunar range and the color
is subdued to a near-grey for basalt _r to a slightly more reddish hue for
material richer in silica. For this amount of sputtering, the uppermost
dust particles are only partially sputtered away and the visible erosion
effects besides the darkening are not marked. After another order-of-
magnitude increase in the sputtering, the samples are too dark and erosion
effects become visibly obvious.
While the knowledge of the solar-wind fluxes at the surface of the moon,
particularly in past geologic ages, might be uncertain by an order of
magnitude to more toldbecause the solar-wind should be simulated more faith-
fully in additional experiments, the suggested time scale of darkening in
105 years should not be t_ken too seriously. Nevertheless, it seems
inescapable that the darkening effect is limited by the operation of another
moon-wide erosion process _hose action amounts to the uncovering of under-
lying, untreated lunar mat,._rial. Meteoritic bombardment is the obvious
candidate. The competing process should disturb, on the average, about
10-2 cm per 105 years or a0out 1 m/109 years at the current rate. There
is evidence from the Ranger series of photographs of lunar maria that there
is in these regions a disturbed layer about i0 m thick. The argument
involves the relative absence of crisp, uneroded craters of lO0=m dimension
in comparison to features larger or smaller than this diameter. If a
meteoritic bombardment disturbed a layer averaging 10 m thick, craters much
larger than 100 m in diameter would hardly be changed in visual appearance
while mucP smaller craters would presumably be formed in that layer.
But a lO0=m crater would be about 10 to 20 m deep and _uld be markedly
rounded by a blanket of debris 10 m thick. So if maria are about 109 years
old and if account is taken of the very likely decrease in the meteoritic
bombardment rate since that epoch, then the rough estimate of a disturbed
layer of 1-m thickness in the previous paragraph is in reasonable accord
with an observed feature of the lunar surface.
Since a disturbed layer of lO-m thickness that might have been more or
less exposed to the solar wind is by no means a trivial consideration in
the availability of resources to lunar expeditions, it seem important to
consider what resources might have been depleted or enriched in that layer
by solar-wind sputtering. In particular, the possibillty of reactive
sputtering proceeding at a rate one or two orders of magnitude faster than
physical sputtering of rock materials with the formation of compounds that
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would be vapors at 100°C would virtually assure complete depletion of those
constituents from the disturbed layer. The reason is that loss of vapors
from the lunar atmosphere is rapid through charge-exchange with solar-wind
ions and forceful removal by the solar-wind magnetic field.
A few experiments relating to reactive sputtering have been made. In
the cases of metallic Sn and free C (graphite) it has been found that
"erosion" proceeds more rapidly than rock materials by several orders of
magnitude. A number of metallic oxides (A1, Ti, Fe) are sputtered by
either hydrogen or helium ions at a rate somewhat lower than the respective
metals as though the oxygen and metallic atoms had tc be dislodged separately.
No data exist as to whether the hydrogen bombardment gives rise to H20
molecules. When carbon is combined as in MgCO3, no unusual erosion is
obvious. ZnS is attached rapidly by hydrogen zputtering but, while H2S
was an end-product, it fs not known whether H2S was formed within the-ZnS
sample or secondarily within the experimental tube. Certa_.n metallic
oxides are readily reduced (Fe203. CuO, Cu20).
These exploratory experiments indeed suggest that cheraical alteration
of an important upper layer of the lunar surface might have occum_d, but
by no memos permit an assessment of the extent of that alteration except,
perhaps, in the very important case of oxygen. Oxygen should be only
sl_htly depleted in favor of heavy metal atoms.
In conclusion, it seems prebable that detectable solar-wind effects
are not confined to the presently uppermost 1,mar surface particles, but
through meteoritic mi;:ing of the lunar surface material the solar-wind
effects should be detectable to the depth of that disturbed layer. Present
knowledge of solar-wind fluxes and the darkening rates for rock powders that
are likely lunar surface candidstes point to a turnover of the lunar surface
layer many times in the lunar history. Sputtering effects are therefore
probably detectable to the depth of the disturbed layer. The layer is
estimated from the current darkening rate to be of the ord,_r of 1 m thick
and from the Ranger photographs to be ab^ut 10 m thick. Certain elements
forming volatile compounds with hydrogen, H O excepted, should be depleted
from the disturbed layer while oxygen will ge mildly d_pleted.
Problem 3 . What affect will deep vacuum and temperature changes encountered
in the lunar environment have on materials which might be expected to be
present. No work was done on this during the present period.
Problem 4. Review of what sort of condition might be expected o£ the
materials on the lunar surface. Report by Rodney Johnson of the Valley
Forge Space Technology Center, General Electric Co:
TERRAIN
A. Surface Slopes
Two types of slopes are recognized. The first type is that slope
associated with the gross terrain. Previously accepted evidence for steep
slopes is no longer accepted since both photographic shadow analysis and
Ranger data " dlc_te that the larger ._urface formations do indeed have
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gentle slopes seldom exceeding i0 degrees in magnitude. Smaller and more
frequently encountered surface features, however, may have relatively steep
slopes, in some cases greatly exceeding 15 degrees. This conclusion is
supported primarily by analysis of Ranger Vll photographs and the contri-
bution which craters make to surface roughness.
wltilizing Ranger VII data, the author made a comparison of pr_,'and
post Ranger VII photographic terrain roughness. Random traverses were
plotted on the lunar charts totaling some 2000 feet in length. Profiles
were plotted for these traverses corresponding to the contours of the lunar
charts. Using the approach followed by Mason, et al, the data were tabulated
according to slope angle as a function of the total distance covered.
Several conclusions are evident. One is that based on pre-Ranger data, the
gross slopes of the maria and the highlands are comparatively low and that
the terrain on a microscopic scale reflects slopes less than 4 degrees.
When the resolution is improved from about 5000 feet to 2 or 3 feet, the
slopes become steeper, the craters more numerous and the terrain on a micro-
scopic scale increases in roughness. Caution must be exercised in inter-
p-_.eting these data since the small areal coverage of the Ranger VI_r photo-
graphs necessary to provide the fine resolution also precludes long traverse
distances.
B. Crater Shapes
Baldwin has plotted crater depth versus crater diameter for lunar
craters as well as some terrestrial crater_ and explosion pits. _e data
have been extrapolated to diameters less than 5000 feet {terrestrial
telescopic resolution} and form the basis for the argument that steep slopes
do exist on the Moon. Plotting of Ranger VII data shows slopes as steep
and shapes in general agreement with those denicted by Baldwin.
It is interesting to note, and most significant to observe that
Ranger VII data agree well with Baldwin's data for small crater diameters,
thus Baldwin must be recognized for having performed some early work of
high quality and validity.
Dust
That the Moon is covered by a deep layer of dust contributed either
by cosmic depositions or crater ejectaments is disproved by Ranger data.
Ranger VII photos indicate a rock mass which appears free to dust accumula-
tion. The last Ranger IX photo from the B camera shows a number of rocks
on the lunar surface having major diameters of I0 inches. Deep dust would
have obscured these features had it existed, though it must be admitted
that the prominence seen in the photograph may be a visible portion of a
larger rock already partially obscured.
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Crater Types
A. Primary Impact Craters
Kuiper indicates that the frequency of primary impact craters on
the maria increases four fold each time the crater diameter is halved. Thus
if craters are arlanged in groups by crater diameter 1 to 2, 2 to 4, 4 to 8
meters up to I000 t_ 2000 meters and so forth, each group covers roughly
the same area, the total areal contributionsbeing about 1 percent.
B. _econdary Impact Craters
These craters have diameters about one-tenth to one-twentieth
the diameter of the primary and increase in number with decreasimg diame-
ter somewhat faster than do primary craters. Secondary craters decrease
in number very rapidly beyond about three crater diameters from the
primary, though many isolated secondaries may occur beyond this range.
Distant secondary crat.ersare often irregular in shape due to the frag-
mented condition of the impacting mass.
C. Collapse Craters
Ramger IX photographs of the crater Alphonsus indicates the
presence of dimple craters accounting for nearly 90 percent of the craters
on the floor of Alphonsus. This confirms the conclusions reached by Kuiper
after inspection of Ranger VII photographs and offers striking evidence
of the existence of internal conditions leading to collapse or cave-ins of
the surface material. Kuiper explains these cave-ins as post-cooling col-
lapse of high porosity rock froth, internal drainage of magmas, low pro-
portion of solid rock to liquid rock at time Qf formation or to the escape
of gases leading to collapse. Kuiper considers that these cave-ins are
analogous to terrestrial karat formations resulting from limestone
solution-forming sink.
SURFACE COMPOSITION
Some additional light has been shed on the composition of lunar surface
material by the Ranger photos. One conclusion reached by the Experiments
Team is that the maria are lava flows or a succession of lava flows, each
having a distinctive color.
Lunar ridges are considered to be the result of uplifting at the
maria floor by dikes forming along structural planes. Kuiper believes
these planes to be due to both global and regional dynamics. This action
is suggestive of seismic events. Mountain ranges forming ridges of con-
tinaous extrusions or cinder-cones have been observed. Craters on the
cuests are covered with a white substaace, &s yet unidentified, That this
substance could be the residue of evaporates having very low vapor pressure
at lunar temperatures (such as CaO, HgO) is eve poss_.bility suggested
by Kuiper
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SURFACE BEARING STRENG_I
Some insight into the bearing strength of the lunar surface can be
derived by inspection of the photos for rock formations. That rocks are
quite rarely evident is inferred as aJi index to possible low surface
bearing strength,, the impacting rocks penetrat_r,g into and below the
surface. The Experimenters Team suggests that the average strength of
lunar surface rock varies from about one to ten tons per square foot.
The floor of Alphonsus probably averages about one ton per square foot
which corresponds roughly with the unit load of an average man's foot.
Commi _tee Members :
R. Q. Shotts
C. KenKnight
R. Johnson
P. C. Herold, Chairman
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CO_W[TTEE
ON
INDIGENOUS LUNAR POWER SOURCES
The Indigenous Lunar Power Sources co%mittee has had a reasonably
productive year, with several committee members actively participating.
The present committee membership is as follows:
Dr. Carl F. Austin, Research Geologis_
Code 5007, U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station
China Lake, California 93557
Ya_. J. Kenneth Pringle, PhysicisZ
Code 5007, U. S. Naval Orrlnance Test Stazion
China Lake, California 93557
Mr. Richard l_alme2, Chemical Engineer
Code 4511, U. S. N_val _dnance Test Station
China Lake: California 93557
Mr. Modesto Leonardl, Manager of Plant Production
American Potash & Chemical Corporation
P. O. Box 582, Truth, California 93562
Ym. Dwight Sawyer, Manager
U. S. Borax Resea.'ch Corporation
Pilot Plant Research Department
Boron, California
Mr. W. J. Levedahl
Nuclear Division
MailNo.8O3
The Martin Company
Middle River 3, Maryland
I_r. George A. Kiersch
Del_u_ment of Geology
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York II_850
The topic of committee stilly for 1965 hss been the con_ideration of
the validity of the _eothermal concept as & lunar power source s_:_so_ of
csso_iateA pro_ie:s this type of power source might encounter.
E_ch of the eomnit_ee members h_ been asked to contribute not only to
general d'_.8=uss_onsbut alto, to oonr._Aer speelfi_ aspects of lunar power
pr_uotlon _t falls wit.bin his own professi_ speotslties.
4F
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?nc following stu."a_,_r[zesthe individual co_ittce member assig_uaents and
the general results for the year:
l) Dr. Austin - to establish the most probable types of lunar geotherz._l
products. During the past year Dr..Austin, with his associates,
has sought to establish the most probable geother_._.lproducts
and t}q_es of deposits for _he lunar enviror_ent. As a part
of this study he also has conferred with leaders in the geo-
thermal and geochemical fields, in both industry and government,
and in particular with Dr. Don White of the U. S. Geological
Survey at Menlo Park an_ Dr. Edwin Roedder of the U. S. Ceologl-
cal Survey at Washington, D.C. Dr. White's beliefs indicate
an emphasis is warranted on deliquescent salt phenomena _hile
Dr. Roedder's work with fluid inclusions, esoecialiy. _r....dccp
ultr_basic and basic _ _-_ " ".o,..,.. , Ina_cate& L_%t zore atucnb_on
should be paid to CO2 and o_her possible carbon-ccn_ainln-_
gases and to CO2 utilization as a source of ener_/, life sup-
port chemicals and fuels.
2) Mr. Pringle - to establish the validity of the iAmdamental a3su_ption that
is the basis for a lunar geothermal program, i.e., t_hat lunar
vulcanism or at ]east lunar out_ssing is a contemporary phe-
nomenon. This work has been carried out to date as a literature
study.
3) Fulmer - to consider methods of utilizing geothermal products wlth the pres-
ent study by means of literature studies and by discussions with
other technical experts in the field of energy conversion.
4) leonardl - to consider the problems of equipment corrosion. Corrosion is a
major problem when handling volcanic gases and geothe_2-al fluids,
and nothing could be more frustrating than to deliver and assem-
ble equipment at great effort and expense only to watch it cor-
rode and crumble as soon as it is put into service. Contlnue_
thinking in the area of corrosion control will be extremely
valuable to any attempts at lunar geothermal exploi_tion.
_) Sawyer - to consider deliquescent salts and their utilization.
6) Leve_ - to consider the "competitive environment" in which geothermal or
other indigenous power sources must operate.
7) Kierseh - to consider the overall aspects of geothexmal deposit probabilities
on the moon. l_r. Kiersch brings to the group a considerable fund
of knowledge in the geothermal area, having prepared a rather
voluminous report on geothermal power recently for AFCRL. Dr.
Kiersch has already submitted a useful summary of his ideas on
the lunar 8eotherm_ Ix)tentlal, a_ he too appears to be op_imis-
tic. He suggests that infrared studies will be a valuable lunar
prospecting methcd which should then be followe_ up by surface
o'olervat to_.
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_ze written output of the cormittee _s been as two formal p_pers a._a one
infor_.._lreport, l/essrs. Austin and Pringle presented a preiLmina_/ paper on
_..clunar geothel_r_l concept at the American A_tron_utlcal Society mcetinzz in
Chicago in _y 1965. This paper was entitled: "An Approach to Indigenous Lunar
Po_er--The Geothermal Concept. "
A fir_l paper for this year on the geother_l subject has been prepared by
Messrs. Austin, Pringle, and Fulmer. This paper, entitled: "Lunar Ceother:;_l
Power: Some Problems a_l Potentials", will be presented at the ann_%l meeting in
Colorado Springs by Mr. Prlngle.
Mr. Leonardi, as the result of discussions with a number of corrosion con-
trol experts, prelz_red a brief report which indicated that in the present day
brine handling and processing industry, titanium was the most universally
corrosion-resistant construction material t]_ is readily available, bein.j beLter
than both the co_mon metals and the con_on plastics.
One area of collateral activity is worth noting at this _..e. A cool;crative
venture has been undertaken b_ I_r.Austin wimh the U. S. Geological Surve.v-_o
examine and study a geothermal area tD_t occurs primarily within the botundaries
of the U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station at China Lake. _e U. S. G. S. portion
of this study is being conducted by _. H_ard H. Waldron, Geologist, Enj_i:.¢er-
ing Branch, U. S. G. S., Denver. These studies will initially include a remote
sensing study (IR and Microwave Imagery) and air photo geolo_v studies with both
color and black and white photo rtuns. Dr. Austin has arranged ior _he use of the
geothermal field area and for support by the Naval Air Facility a_ China L_ke,
and he plans to provide the ground parties for positioning the precision naviga-
tio1_l aids. The U. S. G. S. portion of this study of a geother_._-%larea is part
of a remote sensing program being conducted by NASA, which should provide valuable
data pertinent to studies of the lunar indigenous power po_entlal.
As m_ntloned in the September progress report, _ssrs. Austin and Pringle
tried firing a large shaped charge into a patch of diffuse boiling gror-_ in a
thermally active area, in order to see whether or not a larger volume of concen-
trated s+_am flow could be obtained from the resulting crater or bore hole. The
experiment gave excellent data on the structure of small boiling mudsprincs but
the steam emissions remained too diffuse to be of value, suggesting that shallow
well boring plus adjacent surface sealing might have worked better in the loose
gravel otitw_sh through which the steam emissions were occurring. Probably a
"gathering tent" placed over the area of steaming mud would hzve been equally
successful and much simpler from the standpoint of low pressure gas collection.
However, the resulting crater did give a rapid temporary outg_ssing of the i=;.e-
_iate crater walls aml the explosion and resulting shock wave caused a very marked
increase in the rate of gas emission in adjacent boiling mud springs over a radius
of approximately i00 y_r_Is aa_ also resulted in new steam eruptions scattered
throughout previously quiescent ground that _ been safe to walk upon. _e scat-
tered new points of steam emission have persisted for several weeks now, while
the formerly increasea activity h_s _ied off to a "normal" rate of activity.
For Next Year
During the coming year, the committee on Indigenous I_r Power will
em_si_e the _otential_ of _vity-base_ Ix_er schemes. Cma'_ity-basea
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indic_cnous power studies will emob_size the use of convective closed and semi-
clo_ed systems and also the use of open systems such as downhill tram lines.
Some continuing effort will also be maintained in the geothermal area.
Depending upon the individus.1 interests expressed by present and future
committee members, areas of possible study include bore hole formation by vari-
ous systems including impacting missiles, deliquescent salts' behavior, attempts
to further delineate r_pecific lunar areas of geothermal interest, and studies of
ways to use peter _ial geothermal products.
The progress of the thermal area study now underway at the U. S. Naval
Qrdnance Test Station will be reported to the working group by Dr. Austin or by
o_hers working on the project to the extent t_t the results pertain directly
to =he problem of establishing geotherz_l power or.the moon.
Ees!_ctfully submitted,
CARL F. AUSTIN
• mr,._ ,_l_mmlmFF. '., q ,._=,,. , ,,,,
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1965 ANNUAL REPORT
SUBGROUP ON LOGISTICS RE_U!REMENT$
by
C. William Henderson - Chairman
During the course of the last year the Logistics Requirements Subgroup has
undergone considerable reorganization and consolidation. Because of our
organizational turmoil, we have had no subgroup meetings this year, but
rather have relied heavily upon the conm_ittee chairmen to arrange for the
inputs to this year's working group meeting. Unfortunately, the lack of
any meetings has resulted in a temporary loss of rapport with the member-
ship. However, some of the members have corresponded with each other or
have met with one another, the results of which have been very gratifying.
I am sure that you will be pleased with the three papers which will be pre-
sented by the Logistics Requirements Subgroup during this meeting.
In brief, the Logistics Requirements Subgroup was formed to determine the
potential desirability for extraterrestrial resources _nd to establish the
practicability of their use. We were organized within the framework of
five conunlttees, three of which were to establish reference models of logis-
stic burdens imposed by the equipment and facilities required to locate,
extract and process resources. The remaining two committees were to assign
scaling factors to the logistic burden models, estimate the potential lo-
glstlcs demand and compare the costs of delivering the resources from earth
to the cost of manufacturlng the reseurces on the moon or planets.
The five committees were entitled:
Logistics Burden for Propellant Pzoduction
Logistics Burden for Power Production
Logistics Burden for Facility Materials
Estimated Resource Demand
Comparison of Extraterrestrial Resources vs.
Earth Resources
Early in the year Dr. Gordon Hammer suggested that his added responslbill-
ties at the Rand Corporation severely penallzed the adequate chairmanship
of the Resources Demand Committee. Conse_uev_iy, he requested that h!q
participation be less active. Due to the close interrelationship between
his committee and that for Comparison of Extraterrestrlal Resources vs.
Earth Resources, It was decided to consolidate the two committees under the
leadership of David Paul. The new ¢onsolldatlon is now called the Logls-
tics and Resource Demand Committee.
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Shortly after the creation of our new co_J_ittee, we determined that the Com- I
mittee for Logistics Burden for Propellant Production overlapped the in- I
terests of the Mining and Processing Subgroup. In order to avoid any dupli-
cation of future efforts, and to provide a closer relationship with the [
Mining and Processing Subgroup, the committee was transferred to this sub- I
group. Consequently, Mr. Bruce Hall nan now take advantage of the able
talents of Messrs. Barney, Gangler, Glaser, Hayward, and Rosenberg. I
Despite loss of people to Mr. Hall, we were very fortunate in adding to the [
sabgroup, prior to and following last year's meeting, Messrs. Fulmer, Lar-
son, Jonah, McKaig, Richardson, Sevin, Smith, Woo and Zahn. These members
will work with Don Butler on the Committee on Logistics Burden for Facili-
ties Materials. Mr. Howard Segal has joined the subgroup to work with Dave
Paul
We have Jropped the efforts of the committee on Logistics Buroen for Power
Production. This was Justified on the grounds that the con_nittee's func-
tions also overlapped those of the subgroup on Mining and Processing and
that the committee has not been very responsive. So now we are reduced to
two committees, Logistics and Resources Demand and Logistics Burden for Fa-
cilities Materials.
I am sorry to announce that Dr. H. Herman Koelle, of our subgroup, elected
to leave MSFC and accept the Chair of Astronautics at the Technical Univer-
sity of Berlin in West Germany, which was recently vacated by the untimely
death of Dr. Eugen Saenger. Dr. Koeller has long supported the search for
cost-effectlve approaches to space exploration and has actively considered
the applicability of lunar resources. The subgroup membc _hip will miss
his personal guidance. Also we suffered a great loss la month as did, in
fact, the entire space program, with the death of our esteemed member,
Dandridge Cole. Mr. Cole has made a great contribution to the field of ad-
vanced concepts, and is perhaps best remembered for his Panama theory, his
concept of macrolife, and his recommendations for capturing the planetoids.
You may recall his excellent paper on the latter subject at the last annual
meeting at Cape Kennedy. I am sure that the entire membership of the Work-
ing Group shares with us our deep regret at the loss of Dan Cole, not only
as an ardent proponent for the use of extraterrestrial resources, but, for
those who knew him personally, as a warm and engaging friend. Mr. Cole was
able to look farther Into the future than most men and cannot be replaced,
Despite our setbacks and reorganization during the past year, the Logistics
Requirements Subgroup has, in most cases, achieved a first order answer to
the questions which the subgroup posed to itself in definin_ its charter
and its direction. It must be reiterated, however, that we depend heavily
upon individual membership participation outside of their normal profession-
al endeavors, since there is virtually no government or company sponsored
effort relating to the economic and practical uses of extraterrestrial re-
sources.
The Committee on Logistics Burden for Facility Materials, chaired by Don
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Butler, was organized within the subgroup to aeter_ine the potential desir-
ability for use of exLraterrestrlal resources as material for facilities
construction and to establish the logistics burden imposed by their use.
The last annual report contained the outline of a program to be attempted
on a year-to-year continuing basis. It was to be concerned with lunar ex-
ploration systems and their facility requirements and the material require-
ments for these facilities which might be satisfied by lunar material.
It was pointed out in the last annual report that some indefinite period
of time would be required before a group was organized and functlcning on
a continuing basis. The personnel of the committee have now been recruited
from industrial corporations, university research institutes and government
agencies. The number of persons now totals ten. W_ have a capable group
experienced in various aspects of lunar exploration _ystems and with a good
spectrtm_of background experience.
Identification by the :ommlttee of programmed, proposed and projected lu-
nar exploration systems nas been started. Projections are being attempted
based upon mission requirements outlined in the LESA, and identification of
the facility requirements for each of these lunar exploration and scienti-
fic mission systems has been started. Once this work has been completed,
the requirements for both terrestrially supplied and lunar material will be
catalogued.
From this c_taloguing, work by the cona_ittee can begin on I) the engineer-
ing implications of processing designated lunar materials; 2) a search for
possible lunar material_, which by processing, can be _ubstituted for ter-
restrial material; and 3) a search for possible lunar :naterials which can
be utilized in new and novel applications for advanced facility systems.
An-_material application which is feasible can then be subjected to analy-
sis to identify the associated logistics burden and can be evaluated as to
its effectiveness and cost savings.
I am especially pleased with the results of the Logistics and Resource De-
mand Committee, chaired by David Paul. Mr. Paul has devoted considerable
amount of his personai time to his committee duties, which almost solely ac-
counts for the results of our subgroup this year. In addition to Mr. Paul,
two other members of his cormmittee have evidenced the personal motivation
to the working group's cause, _o necessary if we are to achieve the goals
we so nobly set for ourselves at the beginning of each year.
The Logistics and Resource Demand Committee has dedicated itself to a
study of the potential desir_.bility and the practicability of the utiliza-
tion of extraterrestrial resources in the accomplishment of future space ef-
forts. The connittee chose economics as the primal 7 measure of desirabili-
ty and set out to define those factors which influenced the desirability
of various resource development concepts and resource utilization modes.
At the annual Workin 8 Croup meetin8 of last year it was reported that the
problem had been adequately defined and that a methodology had b_en
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established which could assess th_ 'break-even" resource production rate
requirements for various resource t ilization schemes. Application of
such a technique to a variety of _:epts for resource utilization would
allow the identification of those ,icepts which show the most promise for
the enhancement of a future space ght capability and likewise the iden-
tification of those concepts whirl _trinsically cannot be economically ex-
ploited and should be dropped fr_ _:ther consideration.
Mr. Rollin Gillespie, who has lon been interested in planetary flights,
has labored during the year on a _ission planner's handbook for the utili-
zation of extraterrestrial resources in the accomplishment of planetary
space flight. Mr. Gillespie's paper, which will be presented at this an-
nual meeting and be published in the Proceedings, is entitled "Impu)se
Propulsion Gai_,s Resulting From 'Free: Retanking of Propellants on Various
Orbits and Stations at the Earth, the Moon, Mars, and Venus". It is pre-
sented in a format which will permit rapid evaluation of the desirability
of many possible reso-rce utilization schemes associated with planetary
flights. The use of Mr. Gillespie's charts will establish the zones of in-
terest wherein more detailed analysis should delineate the conditions nec-
essary for an effective exploitation of lunar and planetary resources. Of
special significance, was the discovery chat lunar resources could substan-
tially decrease the earth launched propellant requirements for low velocity
planetary missions if refueling were accomplished at a lunar llbration
point. This approach, coupled with refueling in the vicinity of the planets,
would make major manned planetary missions an economic reality.
Mr. Howard Segal who is also a proponent of extraterrestrial resources, has
devoted his time to an effort which will also be published in the annual
meeting proceedings, e:tltled ',The Role of Lunar Resources in post-Apollo
Missions". Mr. Segal considers the optimistic situation of discovering a
deposit of lunar ice snd applies the processed LOX and LH 2 propellants to
the crew rotation problem of lunar operations. Mr. Segal's results are
somewhat pessimistic for the case of a lunar orbital rendezvous mode of
crew delivery. Since the resource assumption (ice) was most optlmisti_
Mr. Segal implies that application of lunar manufactured propellants in a
realistic situation to an LOR crew rotation mode will be extremely proble-
matical.
We are fortunate in having a r_port by Messrs. R. A. Gorrell and J. B. Deo-
datl reflecting the results of an Inhouse effort by General Dynamics - Ft.
Worth concerning the system requirements for utilizing lunar propellant re-
sources. It is most gratifying to see one of the aerospace com_sntes look-
ing at this problem. The paper to be pzesented here and published in the
Proceedings is entitled "Space Transportation Logistics Requirements Com-
parison Utilizing Lunar Manufactured Propellants". Major conclusions are
that a 12 to 24man base could economically utilize lunar manufactured pro-
pellants for earth return capabillty; and given a sufficient number of
launches, a saving of 40% in launcb vehicles could be effected.
Mr. Paul, the chairman, reports that development has been continued and
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some progress can be reported on the establishment of manufacturing cost
burden relationships which are essential to the analysis of economic de-
sirability. Also, a space activities calendar for the lunar program has
beeLL postulated. Such a calowla_ aids the assessment by establishing the
resource demand estimates fo lunar resource production plants. Since the
future of large super rocket_ is uncertain, the impact of post-Saturn launch
vehicles upon resource utili_ion economics has not been considered. The
results of this work will also be presented here by Mr. Paul and will be
published in the Proceedings under the title "Economic Analysis of Extra-
terrestrial Propellant Manufacture in Support of Lunar Exploration". The
paper considers application of lunar oxygen production to Earth-Moon crew
transport operations, and establishes certain prerequisites for economic
Justification of this concept. In general, the paper concludes that elec-
trical power production is the prime factor dictating the feasibility of
any scheme for resource production. Only when the substantial power re-
quirements can be met with a limited transportation burden can desirability
be predicted. Economic desirability is especially sensitive to power plant
lifetime and this technology should receive considerable attention if extra-
terrestrial processing is to become a practical reality.
In summary, the Logistics and Resources Demand Committee has e_tablished
flrst-order answers to the question of resource feasibility (oz has delin-
eated a methodology which can produce the desired answer) as it applies to
lunar exploration operations or to the application to planetary space flight
mi_slons. As a Committee the self-lmposed goals have been, at least moder-
ately, achieved.
As a goal for next year's effort, in _ddltion to a refinement of the tech-
niques and analyses, it is suggested _hat the development of speciflc sys-
tems and operational concepts requiring the use of extraterrestrial re-
sources seems appropriate. Systmms, operations, and flight modes could be
suggested whlch would effectlvelM utilize space resources to enhance mis-
sion performance. It should be possible to suggest space exploration con-
cepts built expressly upon the utilization of extraterrestrial resources
as an inherent feature of the scheme rather than as an unorganized after-
thought.
It is hoped that the Working Group and this Subgroup can continue to dedi-
cate their efforts to our orlglnal cause and vigorously pursue this impor-
tant challenge during the coming year. I also strongly urge that each of
us in the Working G_oup continue to encourage both government and industry
spovsorshlp of studies relating to the exploitation of extraterrestrial re-
sources, with special emphasis on how and WHY such exploitation can advance %
mat's conquest of space.
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Mr. Chairman and Fellow Participants:
The Biotechnology and Human Factors Subgroup has initiated its
expanded activities somewhat cautiously. In the papers to be presented
at this session of the Working Group, cost consciousness or realistic
eva]uatlon of manls capabilities in extraterrestrial environments
provide the underlying theme. This is following the guidance expressed
last year by our Group chairman.
Our chief concern has been in the past year, how the Biotechnology
Group may more closely support the other groups, and how its services
could be unique, that is not duplicating work of other similar groups.
In our summer meeting we undertook to expand the experience base
of our group, and I am happy to report that we have been successful in
adding about 15 new participants of a wide variety of specialties,
most of whom will be with us at this meeting, and in consequence we
will be better able to assist in other Subgroups on problems of
special interest to them,
We are currently investigating the activities of similar groups i
associated with our techni_l societies, so that we will not needlessly i|
duplicate their efforts.
t
As a group we are investigating the special group studies which
may be undertaken, partlcularly with respect to the support of the
other Subgroups.
An interim evaluation of our current position, vls _ vls extra-
terrestrial resource exploitation, points out need for study tn the
areas of:
I. variation of me_abolic rate with environment and activity.
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2. dexterity in protecting garments
3. effective materials balances in closed systems
4. Leakage parameters as functions of systems design, activities
and materials
5. Minimum ecologies
In our coming year we plan to organize for specific group studies,
and we envision about two formal meetings per year, one in the spring
at a laboratory or operational facility critically engaged in biotechnological
development oF application, and the other meeting will be in connection
with the annual group meeting.
Though, we have not generated the progress hoped for at the last
annual meeting and have had only one subgroup meeting, we have maintained
j0
member contact through correspondence, work sheets and the autovon
u
system. With our enlargened participation, we will strive for greater
support for the other subgroup activities in the coming year, and will
work toward fulfilling more spe=if_c working group goals.
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PLANS FOR I_66 - by Dr. E. A. Steinhoff, Chairman, Steering Committee
During the past year, the lack of accepted space mission models,
describing space flight modes using extraterrestrial resources, has
become more and more obvious. While many studies presented during this
meeting give very good answers to epproaches to use extraterrestrial
resources, the analysis of missions including these has not kept step.
Howe_er, recognizing this problem, the papers to be presented by Rollins
Gillespie and Dave Paul, using extraterrestrial mission modules, give
examples of what I mean and point in the right direction towards more
critical evaluation of the cost effectiveness of such approaches and of
their operational pay-offs. It is recugnized that the availability of a
mere comprehensive picture of the economic use of extraterrestrial
resources not ,sly would focus the work of our Working Group towards
the more promising solutions, but also help to weed out those techniques
which could lead to blind alleys.
Another problem area is the l,eed for common reference data,
per_Ittlng each worker in the field to use the same reference data.
It has been therefore proposed to prepare a common source book on
extraterrestrial resources for use by all members of the Working Group
and beyond this, by anyone who has an interest in the use of extra-
terrestrial resources. Beyond that, it has been proposed that the
Individual subgroups address themselves to the following four broad
areas durlns 1966:
A. Kxtrsterrestrtal Environment and Resources
1. Present method8 foz deteratntn$ resources
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2. Potential extraterrestrial resources
3. Probability of resources
B. Hining and Processing of Resources
1. Types of resource_ and how to use them
2. Resources processing techniques
3. Resources mining and transportation techniques
C. Human Factors, Biotechnology and Life Support Aspects
1. Types of human support required
2. Human capabilities to process resources
D. Resource requirements and cost effectiveness
1. System require_r.ents to manufacture resources
2. System concepts to utilize resources
3. Cost effectiveness and practicability of utilizing
resources
Furthermore, it hat been proposed that the history, aims and
objectives of the Working Group be tormulated by the subgroup chairmen
in cooperation with the chairman of the Steering Committee t_ provide
a prospective to be avai!able to those _ho formulate our national
spaceflight objectives.
In order to improve focusing of 1_7 work to a more comprehensive
effort towards those solutions which would permit utilization of extra-
terrestrial resources, beginning the second half of the 1970 era, a
determined effort will be made in the second thruugh fourth quarter
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of 1966 to improve our model use and begin optimization of sp_ccfiight
models using extraterrestrial resources, and study to what extent
spaceflight missions can be based on fully reusable spacecraft models.
This appears to be a difficult objective and it will not be easy to
forecast how mr we can proceed in 1966. However, it will be certain
that we can continue to focus suggested work assignments such that the
most promising avenues of approach be used and a more concerted effort
towards a common goal is possible.
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WELCOME
Brig. Gen. Robert F. McDermott
Text Unavailable
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TRANSIENT LUNAR _TENTS: POSSIBLE CAUSES
B. M. Middlehurst and J. Burley
Abstract
A literature survey has produced records of 200 sightings of apparent
activity on the moon; of these, 145 were dated. Analyses of the dates of
occurrence were made. It _s found that a large proportion occurred within
a few days of mean perigee or mean apogee, and this suggests a relation with
tidal effects due to the earth's gravitational pull. Work on this aspect is
continuing. A negative correlation with sunspot n_nbers as a m_asure of
solar activity suggested earlier by other workers is not supported by our
evLdence.
Sulvey of the Material
This paper reviews records of observations relating to apparent lunar
activity over a period of near&y four centuries. The earliest record _ich
we have found refers to a naked-eye observation of an event in March 1587,
and records are continuing. About 145 records appear to refer to real events
and these are analyzed below.
In about half of the cases considered we have been able to consult the
original reference; and of the other half only those events have been included
that apDear to have been reliably reported. The new edition of Houzeau and
Lancaste_'s Biblio_aphie General d'Astronomie, edited by David Dewhirst (1964)
was extremely useful. This lists all papers known to the compilers up to 1880
on every .ubJect considered by them to be important astronomically. It is a
re, valuable collection since at least one of the authors, Hc_zeau, traveled
extensively _n many countries and was able to consult a large number of
libraries and private book collections. J. H. Schroeter, an enthusiastic and
careful German amateur astronomer of the eighteenth century and friend of
William Herschel a&so contributed contemporary z_ports of many observations
between 1780 and 1790 in his Selenoto_o_[raphische Fragmente (1791).
Ws have included observations of tempora_r bright spots, as well as
veils, obscurations, and brightening of crater floors and other small areas.
Most of these occurred in Alphonsus, Arlstarchus and the surrounding area,
Plato, Mare Crlslum, and Theophilus. Mamy other phenomena were recorded as
bright spots, without reference to their location on the moon. The various
types of phenomena seem llkel_ to be closely related since many recnrds of
veils and/or bright areas are available for Arlstarchus and also for
Alphonsus and other areas where bright spots have been recorded; the report
by_,Alter of obscuratlon of details in the floor of Alphonsus noted in
the UV relative to the red from photographs led Kozyrev to watch the behavior
of Alphonsus and later to obtain the only spectral evidence of an apparent
l_,ar eruption or exhalation of gas whlchhas been recorded uP to the time
of writing. In assessing the value of Alter's photographic records of an
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apparert event in Alphonsus, attention must be paid to the fact that seeing is
alwa2_ poorer in blue light than in red, and the details of Alter's blue
photograph are more blurred over the whole blue plate as far as can be told
from the reproduction. Nevertheless, Kozyrev's spectral record of an event
on November 3, 1958, is now accepted as genuine. The reports from Flagstaff
of events seen in 1963 by Greenacre and other observers are without question
the reuult o£ observing real changes in the appearance of the Aristarchus
region (C:eenacre 196_). In other cases, however, it was not always clear
that a report represented a real event rather than a record of a difference
in albedo, t_t in _uch case_ which were relatively few, if any doubt remained,
the record was omitted. We did not include reports of changes in shadows,
Jark or bright areas or the morphology of craters or rays; this was partly
because there _s some uncertainty as to whether the changes were recorded
at their first appearance so that the date of the record might lack signifi-
cance. Reports of changes in such features as Messier and Linn_ have been
so m_ch disputed that it was decided to exclude these altogether. Many of
the observations used in our survey were made by Argelander, Bode, W.
Herschel, Olbers, Piazzi, F. G. W. Struve and others of integrity. We feel
that independent observations by such respected observers could hardly be
dismissed en bloc and, though over a number of years records of similar
phenomena have repeatedly been discounted one by one, we believe that they
now amc_mt to a significant body of information even though details, as
always with visual observation, may be subjective.
We have compiled a listing of 145 _bservations starting with a report
in Harrison's Description of England (see Lowes, 1927). This refers to an
event in March 1587: a bright spot on the dark side of the moon "directly
between the pointes of her homes, the mone being chaunged not passing five
or six dales before." We have found records of two events in the seventeenth
century, twenty-seven in the eighteenth, and thirty in the nineteenth. In
this century around eighty-flve events have been reported up to the present
date.
By far the Jmrgest number (about _0) of lunar events was reported in
or near Aristarchus. Plato _ms second with twelve reports; however, several
other Plato reports have been rejected by reason of the topography of the
region _hich leads to peculiar effects at sunrise. The location of an event
was not always stated in the reports.
Some descriptions follow. J. H. Schroeter wrote in the Astronomische
Jahrbuch for 1792 that he observed on September 26, 1788, "a _Lit'ish bright
spot shining somewhat hazily and 4" to 5" of arc in diameter, as bright as
a star of 5th magnitude, about i' 18" southwest of Plato and in the bright
mountainous region bounding Mare Imbrium." It was visible for 15 minutes.
A more recent example is contained in a report by G. Jackson in the
Bulletin du Societ_ Astronumlque Francais describing the lunar eclipse of
March 21, 1913: "During totality there remained visible to the northeast
only a luminous point, not much larger than the planet Mars, and of the
same color."
Most of the observations are described as a "bright spot" or a
72
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"brilliant point, " but twenty state that the color was red or reddish. Color
determination is a particular problem with visual observations, and must be
regarded as subjective.
The data re_aining after the deletions mentioned above are ans Ijzed
below from two points of view: (1) possible relation with solar activity as
measured by monthly m.mspot numbers, and (2) tidal action.
Possible Correlatzon with Sunspot Numbers
In a recent letter to Nature, Drs. Flamm and Lingenfelter (1965)
considered the possibility of a relation between the number of occurrences of
transient lunar events in the vicinity of Aristarchus and the yearly mean
sunspot relative numbers. They deduced a negative (or inverse) correlation
with solar activity. However, they did not analyze the general distribution
of sunspot relative numbers.
We made a more detailed statistical investigation using all possible
observations of tzansient lunar events using monthly rather than yearly
sunspot numbers. These yore available from January 1749 tultil June 1964,
covering 2586 months (Waldmeier, 1961 and Quarterly Bulletins). In comparing
our results with those derived from the data used by Flannn and Lingenfelter,
the number of events considered by them was increased to twenty-two to
include the observations by Bode from March-May 1789 which they counted as
one as three events and by Kozyrev in November-December, 1961 similarly as
two.
Table i
Records of Lunar Events According to
Monthly Sunspot Relative Numbers
Monthly Mean (Aristarchus (All Available, '" Total
Sunspot No. F & L) J.B. & B.M. )
No. of EventE _ No. of Events _ No. of _nth_
o to 3o.o 13 59.1 37 35.9 lO6_ 41.1
30+to 60.0 4 18.2 26 25.2 691 26.7
60+ to 90.0 i 4.5 20 19.4 423 16.4
90+to z2o.o 1 4.5 8 7.8 220 8.5
120+ to 150.0 3 13.6 3 2.9 109 4.2
150+ to 180.0 0 O 5 4.8 52 2.O
18o+ to 210.0 0 0 2 1.9 21 ( 1
210+ to 240.0 0 0 1 _i 5 (i %'
240+ to 270.0 0 0 i <I 1 (i
_otal 22 99.9 103 i00 2586 100
In Table i, the percentages of entries in each of the Flame and
Lingenfelter groups is shown, together with the total number of events con-
sidered by us up to the middJ_ of October, 1965. We consider that no
correlation with sunspot nu_er is shown, b_. that the differences in the
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various columns are due to statistical fluctuation. The data of Table i
appear to be consistent with a random distribution of events superimposed on
an asymmetric distribution of s_uspot numbers with respect to time. The
conclusion was drawn that no correlation has been sho_m to exist between
solar activity as measured by sunspot number and the lunar events.
Possible' Correlation with Tidal Effects
AnoLher possible cause of the lunar phenomena is change in the tidal
stresses set up in the body of the moon due to change in the distance of the
principal attracting bodies, the earth and the sun. Differential solar
effects are small and changes caused by the librations of the moon are even
smaller, but variations in tidal forces due to the attraction of the earth
are much more significant. At a distance R, the earth, of mass ME, exerts
a maximum tidal stress per unit mass between neighboring (mutual distance
dR along the vector to the earth's center) portions of the moon equal to
2GME
dR*. Like the gravitational force, this is maximum at perigee and
minimum at apogee. Further, it should be pointed out that the stress at
apogee and at perigee deviates by the greatest amounts from the mean value.
t._ moon's orbit is 0.055, so that the change in theThe eccentricity of '
tidal force from maximum to minimum is thus of the order of 30 percent. At
the same time it may be noted that both the force of terrestrial gravitation
and the tide-ralslng stress are eighty times the corresponding forces on the
earth produced by the moon. Moreover, lunar gravity is less tha_ terrestrial
gravity by a factor of six and the cohesive forces of the lunar surface
layers are still unknown. It was thought worthwhile to calculate orbital
positions with respect to the anomalistic month, perigee being taken as zero
phase, and apogee as 0.5 phase.
Figure 1 shows a histogram in which the location in the lunar orbit
relative to mean perigee of 145 events for which the exact date is recorded
are plotted for each O.1 of the period, or 2.7_ days. Mean perigee is shown
as P, apogee as A. These data are also given in Table 2. The eventr were _
dated to the nearest whole Julian Day and the actual time of day was i
neglected. Julian Days begin at noon so that all observations _,avehere
been assumed to take place at noon. However, the average error in the time
of most observations is approximately +9 hours, i.e., +.013 period, which
is much less than the error introduced by the use of mean perigee and mean
apogee. The results of Table 2 can on_ be considered as a first approxi-
mation since periodic terms in the lunar theory were not included in the
calculation of mean perigee. True perigee can differ from the mean by as
much as three days, so that our approximation has lost some resolution.
Exact dates of perigee and apogee will be available shortly for comparison
with the earlier reports through the kind cooperation of Dr. Dunccmbe,
@
In a detailed discussion, a harmonic anal_sis would be needed. Hc_ever, in
the present paper this would be out of place. It is sufficient here to
consider maximum stresses _aich are given by the foxw_lA in the text.
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Director of the Nautical Almanac Office, and this should improve our
statistics.
Table 2
Frequency of Lunar Events with Respect to
Anomalistic (Orbital) Phase
Fraction of Period + Number of Events
•o5-.14 z6
•z5-.24 14
.25-.34 6
•3_-.44 5
.45-.54 2z
.55-.64 9
• 65-.74 Ii
• 75-. 84 18
.85-. 94 18
.95-.c_ 27
+ Phase = 0.00 at perigee, 0.5 at apogee.
Nevertheless, the excess of events near perigee and apogee is greater
than could be expected as a result of chance and seems to indicate a causal
relation with tidal stresses. At or near perigee maximum cracking could be
expected; at apogee, the point of maximum relaxation of the crust, a "squeeze"
might result and at each of these points, one might expect relatively
favorable conditions leading to the release of ga_,s. A similar excess of
events near apogee and perigee was found by Dr. Jack Green (1965) who
considered fifty events. The nat_re of a mechanism which might produce a
bright spot on the dark side is not at present clear to us. However,
_mtever the mechanism, tidal forces altoprobably significant in relation
to at least some of the events.
We also c_uted the age of the moon for all the events considered.
Up to 1900, there is a large concentration of observations of such s_ots in
the period before first quarter, the majority being three to six days after
new moon; the concentration is not so pronounced for recent observations.
This is probably an observational selection effect because the three to six
day moon is convenient to observe due to its visibility in the early p_rt of
the evening.
Near_7 all of the early observations are of points of light on the
dark side of the moon. Only whea telescopes of larger aperture became more
counon among moou _tchers, that is, after about 1930, did observations of
chan@es on the bright side of the moon become possible for most observers.
Sumary
It appears that most of the records of events discussed in this paper
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represent some real activity which may be due to endogenous causes. Our
findings do not support correlation with sunspot activity as s._ggested by
earlier workers, but the excess of events recorded within a few days of mean
perigee and apogee suggest a correlation with tidal forces. It may be that
tidal cracking causes release of volatile material from subsurface layers.
Various mechanisms are under consideration, but we feel that discussion of
these would De premature at the present t[me.
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GEOMETRY OF BACKSCATTER!NG SL_FACES As APPLIED TO THE MOON
J. D. Ha lajian
ABSTRACT
The relationship between the photometriz and geometric prop-
erties of the lunar surface is studied by means of "artificial"
models that, unlike previously investigated natural specimens, lend
themselves readily to controlled manipulation and analysis°
"Composite" models consisting of dust covered geometric solids
permit the study of the relative _ontribution of micro and macro-
roughnesses (including the effect of slopes) on the total bacK-
" i e. dust-free, mode] built by means ofscatter. A "simple, . ,
thumb tacks helps to demonstrate that shadowing on and within a
dark, porous structure can primarily be responsible for the back-
scattering exhibited by the lunar surface and that both quasi-
horizontal and quasi-vertical members having a well-deflned propor-
tion and spacing appear to be necessary components of a lunar
photometr_ c model.
"Simple" models of the "thumb tacks" variety help the experi-
menter to interpret the lunar data or their terrestrial analogs in
terms of relevant properties rather than in terms of generic names
(i.e., dust_ cinder, slag, etc.) that often confuse the issue.
These models appear also to be convenient tools for the simulation
and study of some recently observed lunar photometric phenomena as
well as for the study of other reflecting celestial bodies of known
photometry.
Performed under NASA Contract No. NAS 9-3182
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INTRODUCTI ON
The lunar photometric data are currently gaining increasing
recognition as a useful source of information about the detailed
structure of the lunar surface (Refs. 4 and 6)* as well as about
visibility conditions that will be encountered during lunar land-
ing and surface operations (Ref. 9). Essentially, these data are
a measure of the change in brightness of the lunar surface as seen
by an observer on the earth during a full lunation and are charac-
terized by a sharp backscatter peak at zero phase angle correspond-
ing nearly to full moon. This peak appears to be independent of
location on the lunar disc or of the type of terrain.
An improved photometer recently built at Grumman, capable of
viewing areas 3 inches in diameter (about an order of magnitude
larger than previously examined), has made it possible to discover
a number of Nnatural" and "artificial" models that reproduce the
known photometric properties of the moon at representative longi-
tudes. The "natural" specimens, including fine dust (originally
discovered by Hapke), volcanic cinders, furnace slags, sea corals,
metallic meteorites, etc., were reported in a previous publication
(Ref. 4), and the "artificial" or contrived models are discussed
herein. The purpose of these models is not merely to proliferate
the number of lunar photometric models for their own sake but to
help assess the natural specimens that reproduce or fail to repro-
duce the lunation curves of the moon.
It was pointed out in Ref. 4 that physical analogs of the lunar
photometric function can be useful when interpreted in terms of
"relevant" properties. However, these analogs, particularly when
they consist of natural specimens, often lead to unnecessary dis-
agreements about the nature of the lunar surface wheq they are
described by their generic names (i.e., dust, slag, meteorite, etc.).
The natural specimens that we have investigated suggest that
changes in material composition, strength, consistency, depth,
grainsize, etc., do not affect significantly the photometry of a
surface but changes in albedo, porosityp relative micro and macro-
roughness s slope orientation s etc. de. In this study, an attempt is
made to incorporate the relevant photometric properties in con-
trived models and to investigate their relative contribution to
the observed _ackscatter by varying each variable more or less in-
dependently of the other. As with macrorough natural specimens,
References are listed at the end of this paper with authors names
in alphabetical order and are numbered accordingly.
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the experiments with the artificial models have been made possible
by the large area viewing capability of our photometric analyzer.
A detailed description of this instrument is given in Ref. 4.
TEST SPECIMENS
Two types of models designated as "composite" and "simple"
have been used in these experiments. The "composite" models con-
sist of simple, wooden or metallic, geometrical solids of varying
dimensions and slopes covered by a veneer of loosely sprinkled
CuO and/or SiC (carborundum) powders of known albedo and photo-
metric quality. The geometrical solids used were as follows:
prisms, pyramids, cups and domes, and hexagonal depressions.
In the composite models, the CuO cover simulates the albedo
and microroughness of the lunar surface, and the geometric shapes
simulate the gross topographic features of the moon such as crater-
lets, bumps, ridges, and depressions. These models serve two dis-
tinct purposes. One of them is to determine the contribution of the
gross features of the lunar surface to its photometric function.
This is accomplished by changing the dimensions, slopes and loca-
tion of the solids while keeping their albedo and microstructure
unchanged. The other purpose these models serve is to provide the
experience tbat is needed to create a contrived geometrical model
that will match the lunar curves without the help of a backscatter-
ing powder venee_. It is desirable to eliminate the dust cover
(without compromising the backscatter) because tbe "fairy castle"
structures built by fine powders are too small and complex for de-
tailed scrutiny, whereas those built by geometric, "macro" (i.e.,
visible to the naked eye) elements could lend themselves to quan-
titative analysis and could illustrate graphically the relationship
of the changes of light and shadow on and within a porous model to
their photometric signature.
As was anticipated, the knowledge acquired from the measure-
ment and analysis of a sufficient number of composite models led to
the creation of a simpler, more basic model essentially consisting
of centimeter-size horizontal and vertical elements. This model is
described and discussed in a succeeding section.
Experiments
Brightness vs. phase measurements were performed on various
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combinations of "simple" and "composite" models. Model geometry,
albedo, viewing angle, and condition of illumination (i.e., rela-
tive position of the intensity equator with respect to model axis)
during each measurement are listed next.
I. Tbe following CuO-covered models were measured at 0°_
30°, and 60° viewing angles:
i. 60° pyramids, i" high (Fig. 2a).
2. Hemispheric cups and domes, 3/4" in diameter, (Fig. 3a).
3. Hexagonal depressions, about 1/2" across (Fig. 3b).
II. The prismatic solids, covered with CuO powder, were exam-
ined at 0° viewing angle under the following conditions:
i. One to five 45°-prisms, 3rd column in Fig. 4.
a. Intensity equator parallel to ridges, Fig. 5.
b. Intensity equator perpendicular to ridges, Fig. 6.
2. 5-prism assemblies with 30°, 45°, and 60° base
angles, fifth rcw in Fig. 4.
a. Intensity equator parallel to ridges, Fig. 7.
b. Intensity equator perpendicular to ridges, Fig. 8.
III. Mixtures of CuO and SiC powders in various propor-
tions have been sprinkled on a 5-prism assembly and a f_at plate.
The results at 0° viewing angle are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
IV. The "thumb tacks" model with and without vertical strips
were measured at 0°, 30°, and 60° viewing angles. The results
are shown in Fig. 15.
The specimens described in Parts I, II, and III above are
termed "composite" models; those in Part IV are termed "simple"
models, and are discussed in a separate section.
STANDARD LUNATION CURVES AND DATA PRESENTATIONi i
Brightness averages for a representative number of crater
floors, maria, and continents distributed widely over the lunar
disk, have been derived by Orlova and van Diggelen. These averages
are shown as brightness vs. phase curves in Figs. la, b, and c for
0°, 30°, and 60° longitude8 (or viewing angles). The Orlova and
van Diggelen curves, based on data by Fedo=etz and Minnaert respec-
tlvely, are in fair agreement wlth one another and support the view
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expressed by many authors that the moon is nearly, photometrically
homogeneous. The gray band enclosed by these curves may be con-
sidered as the data scatter for the entire lunar disk; it is
adopted as the lunar standard ano is used as a basis for comparison
with a], our test curves Fo£ the sake of clarity, the lines de-
limiting the band are omitted in the figures containing the test
curve s.
In plotting the curves in Fig. i, the individual albedo dif-
ferences of the crater floors, maria, and continents have been
eliminated by normalizing the brightness of each area to a value
of 1.00 at about 4_ phase angle. This point represents approx-
imately the smallest phase angle at full moon in the Fedoretz-
Minnaert observations. The brightness values of the moon at smaller
phase angles are extrapolated beyond this point, and hence are un-
reliable. It was decided, therefore, to normalize the test curves
at this point, rather than at 0° phase angle. In our photometric
setup, this point corresponds to the position of the sun-source
when the frame of the beam splitter obscures the sample. Beyond
this position the beam splitter is used (between +4 ° and -4" phases),
and the actual plot is shown by the solid, "dipped" curve which
peaks between 0.5 and 0.75 units. This peak represents the
brightness of the sample as seen through the beam splitter. The
actual brightness of the sample near 0° phase (shown in dotted
line) is obtained by multiplying the "dipped" peak value by a
factor of 1.66 which represents tbe correction for the attenuati_"
of light coming through the beam splitter, i
r
Of course, the brightness of the moon at 0° phase_ unlike i
that of our test specimens, is not known_ since this position of I
the moon corresponds to total eclipse_ but Gehrels' recent measure- !
ments (Ref. 3) taken before an actual eclipse come as close as I
0.8° to totality, and reveal a much sharper rise in brightness in
this previously une=cplored region than indicated by the extrapola-
tions on the lunar standards in Fig. I. This fact_ which Gehrels
calls the "opposition effect," may be quite significant and will
be considered when evaluating the test results.
Discussion. of %est Results o.f"Compos.lte" Models
I. Cu0-covered _eometric solids examined at 0°, 30° and_ 60_°
viewing a.ngles. The albedo of all these models, regardless of the
number of the gross features or viewing position, is the same, and
is equal to that of the CuO powder on a flat surface.
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i. 60°-pyramidsm Fig. 2a. Four test curves are shown
in Fig. 2b, taken at 0° viewing angle, representing
the photometric properties of a CuO-covered flat
surface occupied by one, five.,and nine pyramids re-
spectively. Notice that the addition of pyramids pro-
gressively increases the slope of the backscatter
curve from a value less than the lunar backscatter to
one slightly greater. Figures 2c and d show the test
results at 30° and 60° viewing angles for the five
and nine pyramid patterns_ At these viewing angles
the 9-pyramid pattern shows a larger deviation from
the lunar data than at 0°. These curves clearly in-
dicate that gross features do contribute to the back-
scattering of light from a surface, but, under the
conditions of this experiment, this contribution is
negligible compared to.that of the microstructure and
is within the lunar data scatter band, particularly
at 0° viewing positions. It is interesting to note
that the best lit is not given by the model "saturated"
with pyramids, but by the checkered pattern in which
the pyramids are interspaced by flat areas.
2. Hexagonal pits and hemispherical pits and domes.
These-models., shown in Figs. 3a and b.,are made up of
stamped metal pL_tes covered with a thin layer of CuO
powder. The photometric measurements at the three
viewing angles are shown in Figs. 3c, d, and e. The
curves for a flat surface covered with CuO are also
shown in these figures for comparison. As in the
case of the pyramids, there is an increase in the
backscatter., but it is noticeably smaller probably due
to the fact that the shadow casting pits and domes are
not so deep (or high) and so sharp in outline as the
pyramids. The increase in backscatter is larger for
the hemispheric shapes than for the hexagov_l shapes,
but the difference is not large enough to warrant
further analysis at present.
If. . ufThephotometric properties o s depend upon the position
the intensity equator with respect to the prism ridges. The inten-
sity equator is determined by the motion of the sun-source; the
e_Jator is located in the plane of vision which contains the speci-
men and viewer. Both directions o£ sun-source travel, i.e., paral-
lel and perpendicular to the prism ridges, have been investigated,
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both analytically and experimentally. The discussion of test re-
suits is presented in terms of model cc,__binationsand lighting
geometry.
Conditio_._Nc.__l: _le to five prisms, constant 45° base angle
(column 3, £ig. 4); intensity equator parallel to the prism ridges.
The photometric properties of the CuO-covered 45° prisms
at normal viewing angle are shown in Figs. 5a and b for one to
five prisms. The test curves are all nearly identical, indicating
that the number of prisms does not affect the photometry of the
surface under this particular set of conditions; this set is, in
effect, equivalent to a flat surface inclined to the horizontal et
the same anBle as the base angle of the prism as shown in Fig. 44c.
The test curve in this figure does not differ noticeably from the
curve obtained from the CuO powder on a horimontal surface, shown
in Figs. 2b and 3c. Thus, it is not necessary to measure the photo-
metric properties of the other prisms in Fig. 4 under this particu-
lar condition of illumination.
Condition NO. 2: Same as Condition No. i except that intensity
equator is perpendicular to the prism ridges.
The photometric properties of the CuO-covered 45= _risms at
normal viewing angle are shown in Figs. 6a to e for one to five
prisms respectively. In general, the test curves have a slightly
sharper backscatter than measered in the previous condition, be-
cause under transverse lighting the prism ridges are in a position
to cast shadows. The test curves differ from one another only to
the extent that the "bend" at 45° phase shown by the slngle-prism
curve s Fig. 6a, becomes gradually smoother with each additional
prism, Figs. 6b to e. A typical analysis of the one-prlsm and
three-prlsm configuration is presented in Ref. 5. This analysis
confirms the experimental curves, as indicated by the plotted points
in Figs. 6a and c, and shows that the subsequent blending of the
"bend" in the one-prism curve is due to _he presence of shadows in
the trough of the prisms at phase angles larger than 45°. Since
the slngle-prism configuration does not have any troughs, the entire
face remains exposed to light beyond 45° phase and, consequently,
registers a brighter signature.
The close fit between the analytical and test curves indicates
that, in general, it is possible to predict the photometric behavior
of a surface of known geometry, like the geometry of the prisms
shown in Fig. 4, if the photometric function of an individual ele-
ment, such as the face of a prism, is known. It is thus possible
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to derive analytically the photometric curve of the other models
in Fig° 4, on the basis of a single measurement of a flat surface
with the same composition as the prisms inclined to the horizontal
at the same angle as the base angle of the prisms. Conversely, it
may be possible to reconstruct a surface or surfaces to correspond
to a known photometric function. The analytical technique developed
for the purpose of verifying the prism curves might be used to build
a physical photometric model that will obey the peculiar reflection
laws of the moon. Past attempts by Barabasbev, Bennett, and van
Diggelen to build such an artificial model have not been very
successful.
Condition No. 3: Five prisms, base angle 0° 30° 45_' 60" (row
5 in Fig. 4); intensity equator parallel to the ridges.
In this condition and the following conditions, the number of
prisms under observation remains constant, but tbo base angle of
the prisms varies from 0° (a horizontal plane) to 60°. Under
this condition the sun-source travels parallel to the prism ridges.
In lunar terms, this particular combination of model and lighting
is equivalent to increasing the latitude of the observed lunar areas
at a given longitude. The lunar observational data sho-Jnin Fig. 7
indicates that tl_epho_ometrlc properties of individual areas on
the lunar surface are nearly independent of latitude. The test re-
sults shown iv Fig. 8 agree with the lunar data. B¢_.hsets of
curves show only a slight increase in backscatter with increasing
latitude or base angle. It is believed that no useful additional
knowledge will be gained by investigating the other models in Fig. 4
under this condition of illumination.
Condition No. 4: Same as Condition No. 3, except that the intensity
equator is perpendicular to the prism ridges.
The photometric properties of the set of five prisms with
varying base angles are shown in Fig. 9. The test curves reveal a
progressive sharpening of the backscatter curves as a result of in-
creasing base angle or decreasing ridge angle of the prisms. The
over-all increase in backscattez is more pronounced under the
transverse mode than under the parallel mode of illumlna_ion. Since
the albedo and the surface compositions of these models remain con-
stant, the sharper backscatter could be attributed mostly to the
shadows cast by the large scale features (i.e., prism ridges) at
large phase angles under the transverse mode of illumination. It
s_ould be noted that the prim cannot repr_ce the lunar curve
without the help of the Cue cover. However, these experiments
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indicate that it may be possible to achieve a match with the lunar
curve using lambertian, centimeter-size elements alone, provided
these elements have sharp edges and are arranged in the proper
order -- which is, as yet, unknown. It is apparent that the in-
vestigation of prisms, pyramids, hemispheric, conical, or ellip-
soidal pits and domes alone will not lead to this pattern, but
sufficient _lowledge has been gained from these experiments to ex-
plore other, less conventional geometries. The "Thumb Tac_' model
described below is an attempt in this direction and appears to be
more rewarding than other similar attempts.
III. Models sprinkled with mixtures of CuO and SiC powders.
In these experiments an attempt is made to keep the roughness or
geometry of the model unchanged and to vary its albedo within the
range of lunar albedo values. Copper oxide and silicon carbide
powders (having albedos of 0.06 and 0o15, respectively) are
mixed in various proportions and sprinkled over a surface of known
geometry. Both powders have about the same grain size, less than
0.037 mm. (passing through a 400 mesh screen).
The albedos of these mixtures were first measured at 0° 30°
and 60° viewing angles. The result plotted in Fig. I0 show that
silicon carbide, unlike copper oxide or the surface of the moon,
does not have a constant albedo independent of viewing angle.
The photometric curves (at normal viewing angle) of a flat
plate and a 5-prism assembly on which some of these mixtures are
sprinkled, are shown in Figs. ii and 12. The results indicate that
the match with the lunar curve, or band, deteriorates with increas-
ing albedo or SiC content. These results are somewhat similar to
those obtained with natural specimens (Ref. 4, Fig. 35), in which
sea coral No. I was progressively darkened by a spray of paint. In
this case, however, it is debatable whether the loss of backscatter
an be caused entirely by an increase of albedo. The loss could
also be attributed to the inability of the SiC particles to fluff
up and form "fairy castles." An examination of the constituent
powders with a stereoscopic microscope revealed that this is indeed
the case. Tbe SiC particles, unlike the CuO particles, do not
agglomerate to form intricate labyrinthine structures. In addition_
the shiny, specular surfaces that they contain could also be re-
sponsible for their relatively high albedo and poor backscatter.
It may be concluded that the flattening of the photometric
curve due to the addition of SiC powder could be due to a combi-
nat%on of albedo (i.e., multiple scattering) and geometry effects.
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Microscopic examination suggests evidence of both effects and in-
dicates that the technique of mixing powders is not necessarily
conducive to a meani'_gful study of these effects on the photometric
function, since it is difficult to separate them and measure or
compute their individual contributions. For this and other reasons
mentioned above, it was found more desirable to deal with "simple"
models having one order of roughness instead of two, i.e., "micro"
and "macro," as represented by the dust cover and geometric solids
respectively. However, the experiments with the composite models
were useful in revealing the type of geometry that may be needed
in order to backscatter light in the same manner as the moon with-
out a cover of fine dust; this cover, as we have seen, is expedient
to give a good match with the lunar data, but is not very belpful,
other than in a qualitative sense, in giving an insight into the
physics of the phenomenon.
An AnaLlvsis of the Basic Geometry of Backscattering Surfaces
It can be stated on the basis of the previous experiments
that a "surface," which backscatters light like the moon, could
have a pronounced tridimensional structure composed of opaque e!e_
ments larger than the wavelength of visible light and arranged in
such a manner that whatever light leaves by reflection through their
interstices, must leave more or less in the direction of the source.
These surfaces are sometimes said to have "negative gloss." The
"natural" and "artificial" models that we have investigated thus
far exhibit this tridimensional structure, but to a degree too com-
plicated to be subject to a useful analysis on the basis of the
actual shape and contour of the surface. To overcome this diffi-
culty_ an attempt is made in this section to build a tridimensional
structure composed of elements of .knowngeometry and albedo, ar-
ranged in a series of patterns, all of which are phot_etrically
similar to the mocn or to the natural specimens examined previously.
These patterns may not necessarily conform to the random geometry
of the natural specimen or lunar surface, but they may be considered
as geometrically analogous to them in terms of relative roughness
and, possibly, actual porosity.
The search for a lunar photometric model made up exclusively
of "macrorough" features, which, unlike microscopic dust particles,
lend themselves to easy manipulation and analysis, may begin with
centimeter-size "lambertla_' elements that are horizontal and/or
vertical to the viewed area and are oriented in a direction perpen-
dicular to the plane of vision including the intensity equator, as
shown in Fig. 13.
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To begin, consider the simplest possible tridimensional model
composed of equal width opaque, horizontal strips of negligible
thickness "s,,spended" over a flat surface, as shown in Fig. 14a.
Assume all surfaces have the same albedo and that all scatter light
according to Lambert's law. Let an observer or a photometer view
this model at an angle, F, from the normal to the surface.
The following discussion is highly qualitative and ignores
the fact that the flux projected on the surface varies with the
angle between the local normal and the incident beam. The dis-
cussion is meant to provide a general feeling for what may be the
behavior of these models; detailed quantitative analysis will be
completed in subsequent work.
At zero phase angle, when the directions of sight and illumi-
nation coincide, the brightness of this model is at its maximum be-
cause the photometer sees 100% of the illuminated area, half of
which consists of the top of the suspended strips and the other
half consists of the AB-type areas on the base, as seen through
the openings of the suspended strips, Fig. 14a. As the light moves
counterclockwise along the intensity equator, area AB will be pro-
gressively darkened by the shadow of tb upper element. The rate
of change of the brightness vs. phase _*_gie will depend of course
upon the phase angle, the vertical distance between the base and
the upper element and the width and spacing of the elements.
Neglectin_ multiple reflections, the brightness of this par-
ticular model will reach a minimum at phase angle _I correspond-
ing to the position where a suspended element casts its full shadow
over area AB. At larger phase angles the shadow will move away,
the brightness of the model as seen by the photometer will increase,
and, unlike the geometry of the lunar surface, it will reach a
secondmaximum at a phase angle _ which (as it can be se_n in
Fig. 14a) corresponds to the position where the light source, the
next opening between the suspended strips and area AB are on a
straight line. The height of the second brightness peak depends
upon the angle of incidence, i, and the geometry and nature (or
finish) of the surfaces. It is clear that a tridimensional model
made up of suspended elements only could give the peculiar "oppo-
sitlon effect" Ref. (3) exhibited by the moon at small phase
angles; however, the m_tch with the lunar curve is very likely to
deteriorate at larger phase angles.
Another tridimensional model, as simple as the preceding one,
can be made up of equal height vertical elemen=s only, as shown in
Fig. 14b. This model, unlike the preceding one, will not behave,
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photometrically speaking, the same way at all viewing angles. For
instance, at normal viewing, its brightness is expected to drop
sharply (depending on the height and spaciug of these elements) as
the light moves away from a zero phase position, but at off-nor_nal
viewing angles, the drop in brightness near zero phase may follow
a "cosine type" curve rather than a backscattering type curve, as
shown in Fig. 14b. At larger phase angles, the vertical strips
start casting their shadow over area AB, the brightness will drop
at a faster rate; unlike the case of the prev:ous model, no second
brightness peak will appear. However, the vertical strips are
equa]ly unsatisfactory as a lunar model because they will not obey
the reflection laws of the moon at all viewing angles. It would be
interesting to verify this conjecture by experiments and/or analyses.
From the above discussion and sketches in Figs. 14a and b, it
can be anticipated that a model consisting of a combination of
horizontal and vertical elements as shown in Fig. 14c, may be free
of the shortcomings of its constituents, namely, the second bright-
ness peak exhibited by the horizontal strips and the "cosine type"
curve at small phase and large viewing angles exhibited by the
vertical strips. In the "T" model, shown in Fig. 14c, the vertical
strips eliminate the second peak by preventing the light rays from
reaching area AB for a second time during the same lunation, and
the horizontal elements eliminate the "cosine type" curve by casting
their shadow over area AB at all viewing angles. In the T-model,
a slight, undesirable "bulge" is anticipated on the lower portions
of the brightness-phase curve due to the Lambertian behavior of the
exposed top of the horizontal strips being the only remaining illumi-
nated elements of the model beyond phase angle _I" This portion
of the curve could be improved easily by superimpSsing a "second
order" roughness on top of the horizontal strips. This may be
accomplished by adding a small vertical element or elements in the
middle of the horizontal strip or two vertical elements or "lips"
on the edges.
In the following section, an experimental account of the
T-model is given. The results are preliminary, but they essentially
bear out the validity of the approach.
Discussionof Test Resuits of "Simple, Models
The T-model discussed in t he previous section was built in
the following manner. The horizontal suspended elements were sim-
ulated by the beads of thumb tacks pinned in parallel rows into a
flat base, the vertical elements consisted of two strips of blotting
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paper, each one fixed between two rows of thumb tacks as shown in
Fig. 15a. It is safe to assume for the purpose of this investiga-
tion that the shadow cast by the stems of the thumb tacks is neB-
ligible. The entire model, excluding the vertical strips, was
sprayed with a gray nonglossy paint. The results of albedo and
photometric measurements at 0°, 30 °, and 60° viewing angles,
with and without the vertical strips, are shown in Figs. 15b, c,
and d. The light source was moved in a direction perpendicular to
the alignment of the thumb tacks.
The thumb tacks model in its present configuration is not
photometrically homogeneous like the lunar surface or the natural
specimens when examined under both directions ofthe intensity equa-
tor witb regard to the alignment of the tacks. This, however, is
not a serious shortcoming, since such a condition could be satis-
fied by arranging the tacks and the vertical elements in a checkered
symmetrical pattern. Hence, by using the "aligned," nonsymmetrical
pattern as a preliminary step, we do not depart as far from a real-
istic model as it would appear at first sight.
The expe=imental results, presented in Figs. 15b through d
show, as predicted, that the model with vertical and horizontal
strips is in better agreement with the lunar data than the model
with only horizontal elements. For convenience, these models will
be referred to as the "T" and the "suspended" models. The differ-
ence between these models is particularly noticeable at the 60 °
viewing position, Fig. 15d, Where three points located at or near
the inflection points of the photometric curves have been singled
out for further scrutiny. Points I, 2, and 3 are located on the
suspended model curve, and points i', 2', and 3' are located on
the T-model curve. Scaled cross sections of both models indicating
the illuminated and shadowed areas seen by the photometer at phase
angles 45 °, 60°, and i00 = are shown in Fig. 16. These sketches
reveal the following points of interest:
I. In Fig. 16, the illuminated areas seen by the photometer
on the T-model are smaller than those on the suspended
model. This accounts for the fact that in Fig. 15d, points
1', 2', and 3' are lower on the scale of brightness
than points 1, 2p and 3.
2. Unlike the lunar or the T-model curves, the curve for the
suspended model ascends bet_een points 1 and 3, indi-
cating increasing brlghtness. This behavior is adequately
explained by the Increaslngwldth of the illumlnated areas
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in Fig. 16, that is,
CID I < C2D 2 < C3D 3 •
3. The second brightness peak anticipated in the discussion
of the suspended model is confirmed by the test curve at
60° viewing angle. The illumination geometry drawn for
this point in Fig. 16 does indeed show that area C3D 3
on the base of tbe model, in full view of the photometer,
is almost fully illuminated, whereas the same area in the
corresponding cross section of the T-model is in the
shadow of the vertical strip. The presence of this ele-
ment is largely responsible for the bettel m_tch with
the lunar data at these critical phase angles. It is
easy to see why the curve of the suspend._dmodel dips
sharply past point 3, because area CbD3 in Fig. 16
is progressively shadowed by element F3F3 with increas-
ing phase angles.
It is not necessary to discuss all the peculiarities of the
test curves in Figs. 15b through d. Most of these could be rea-
sonably accounted for by the surface and illumination geometries
of the individual points as illustrated previously. It is impor-
tant to point out that these experiments are preliminary, but they
nevertheless, provide sufficient knowledge and confidence to enable
one to improve the thumb tacks model or to create other contrived
models so as to yield an improved match with the lunar data.
Signiflcance of the Thumb Tacks Model
The dust-covered solids that we have thus far investigated
suggest that the contribution of gross lunar features (within
telescopic resolution) to the observed backscatter is less impor-
tant than the contribution of innumerable irregularities which,
could be of the order of meters but are probably less than some
centimeters in size. The partlal failure of the composite models
to provide a deeper insight into the geometric and photometric re-
lationships of backscatterlng "surfaces," has made it necessary to
build and investigate dust-free, though contrived, lunar photo-
metric models. The Thumb Tacks model is a crude example of such
models, but it marks a new departure toward the solution of the
lunar photometric puzzle. It promises to be a valuable tool which
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allows one to see and follow the sequence of shadowing, on and
within a backscattering-type structure, with greater convenience
and accuracy than would be possible with dust-covered and other
complex natural specimens.
Tbe Thumb Tacks model has confirmed that shadowing withir_ a
porous structure, more than any other optical phenomenon_ is prob-
ably primarily responsible for the peculiar photometric properties
of the lunar surface. The albedo of the surface and the subsurface
(visible through the pores), particularly when uniform, appears to
play a minor role in the backscattering process. In addition, the
Thumb Tacks model has revealed that the shadow-casting elements in
the porous crust (which appears to cover uniformly the entire vis-
ible surface of the moon) are made up predominantly of sharp edges
and overhanging horizontal members. No conclusions can be reached,
based on this model, about the actual scale of and the interfacial
bond between these elements. It appears, however, that both quasi-
horizontal and quasi-vertical members are necessary and that neither
set of members is sufficient by itself to account for the reflection
of the lunar surface at all phase and viewing angles. The horizontal
or "suspended" elements, if properly arranged, could reproduce the
unusual lunar "opposition effect" at very small phase angles, and
fail to reproduce the rest of the lunar curves at larger angles.
Vertical elements were introduced in the Thumb Tacks model in order
to improve its backscattering property; this addition to the model
may be very significant since such elements render the model less
tenuous and c _id possibly lend to it the stability and strength
that is not associated with "suspended" models. However, this con-
clusionmust remain tentative until further investigations of vari-
ous "suspended geometries" are conducted.
An equally significant aspect of the Thumb Tacks model and its
future derivatives is that such models lend themselves more readily
to an analytical formulation of the photometric function in terms
of the illumination angles and the tridimensional geometry of the
surface. Such a relationship is of more than academic interest.
The porosity of the lunar surface, or a relatively narrow range of
porosities dictated by the lunar photometric data, may he quantita-
tively assessed. This information could, under certain conditions,
complement the lunar radlothermal data in estimating the internal
consistency, bearing strength, insulating, and other engineering
properties of the lunar surface material.
A shortcoming of the Thumb Tacks and perhaps other "simple"
models is the fact that such models, unlike the lunar surface or
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most of the natural specimens we have eyamined, do not or are not
likely to exhibit a constant albedo at all viewing angles. This
fact could be attributed mostly to the mathematical idealization
of the shadow-casting elements. In the case of the terrestrial
specimens, or the lunar surface D there is sufficient randomness
in the distribution and orientation of the reflecting surfaces
to minimize the variation of albedo with change in viewing angle.
In the case of the contrived models, this difficulty could possibly
be overcome (without compromising Ehe integrity or realism of the
model) by rounding off sharp corners, so that incident light could
strike the surfaces at a more or less equal angle with respect to
the local normalp and consequently, according to the principle of
Lambertain reflection_ yield a more uniform brightness or albedo
at all viewing angles.
Contrived models like the Thumb Tacks, unlike the composite,
dust-covered models, offer the advantage of enabling the experi-
menter to vary the albedo of a given model without incurring the
risk of changing its structure (as we did when we mixed SiC and
CuO powders). Specifically, varying the albedo within a given
model would consist in painting the uppermost layer of the tri-
dimensional model with a paint of different brightness than that
in the intezior of the pores. It is surprising that composite-
albedo models, theoretical or experimental, have not been considered
by previous investigators. Such models appear to be quite realistic
in view of the possibility that the outermost surfaces on the moon
could be darkened (or reddened) more extensively by radiation and
other mechanisms than the interior of the pores. The latest obser-
vational data by Gehrels et al. could be interpreted as lending
support to this view. Thus it may not be necessary to postulate a
tenuous cloud of particles in order to account, photomet_ically
speaking, for the "opposition effect" at- small phase angles. This
particular phenomenon might be explained by the increased bright-
ness of the interior of the pores which come itto view at very small
phase angles. In addition, the composite-albedo, tridimensional
model might explain the "reddening" of the lunar surface at increas-
ing phase angles (again reported by Gehrels), when we consider that
the bright interiors of the pores (which could tend mostly toward
the blue) become less and less visible at these angles, while the
duller, "weathered" outermost surfaces, (llkely to be darker or red),
will contribute more and more to the observed color. This newly-
discovered pecullarlty of the lunar surface imposes an additional
constraint on model-matchlng experiments in lunar photometry. It
would be very deslrable to look for evidence of "red shift" in the
natural specimens reported in Ref. 4 that have passed the photometric
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test under integrated visible lighting. This may be accomplished
by measuring the brightness vs. phase relationship of these speci-
mens at discrete wavelengths in the visible spectrum. The redden-
ing effect may conceivably affect the estimate of the porosity of
the lunar surface material from the photometric data. This is
because increasing the volume by undercutting the sides of the
cavities between the shadow-casting elements has an effect on the
backscatter curve similar to increasing the albedo of the interior
of the cavities that come into view at small phase angles. Thus,
a composite-albedo model exhibiting the reddening effect is likely
to be less porous than one which has a uniform albedo. "Simple"
models of the Thumb Tacks variety lend themselves very conveniently
to the simulation and study of this newly observed lunar phenomenon.
C ONCLUSIONS
"Artificial" lunar photometricmodels investigated in this
paper included "composite" and "simple" models. "Composite" models
consist of centimeter-size conventional geometric solids (such as
prisms, pyramids, cusps, and domes, etc.) covered with a back-
scattering powder. These models fulfill two useful purposes; they
provide a means of evaluating the relative contribution of "first"
and "second '_'order roughness to the photometric function, and they
lead to the discovery of unconventional_ "simple" (i.e., dust-free)
models which promise to offer an intuitive and mathematical basis
for the study of the backscattering phenomenon in general and the
reflection laws of the moon in particular.
In the study of the "composite" models, the dimensions, slopes,
distribution, and orientation of the geometric solids were changed
while keeping the microstructure and albedo of their surfaces the
same. A useful analytical technique was developed to check and
confirm the test results. It was found that the conventional geo-
metric solids do cnntribute to the backscatter when they have
steep slopes and sharp edges, and when they are oriented in a di-
rection perpendicular to the intensity equator. However_ they are
unable to reproduce by themselves the lunatlon curves of =he moon
without a complex microstructure_ which in these models is simulated
by a veneer of CuO powder. If we assume that the geome_rJc solids
simulate relatlvely large lunar features such as craterlets_ rldges_
and rills_ (vlsible by telescope) we may tentatively conclude that
these features play a minor role in the over-all change of bright-
ness of the lunar surface during a lunation_ and that the lunar
backscatter is predominantly due to the shadow-casting character-
istic of innumerable small surface irregularities. The wellknown
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photometric similarity of the seemingly smooth maria and the ob-
viously rugged bighlands of the moon lend some weight to this view
and suggest that the outermost layer of the moon, regardless of
the origin and _ature of the underlaying layer, is nearly uniformly
covered by a d._ck, porous material to an unknown depth in wbicb
tbe shadow casting, solid elements are arranged in an "underdense"
pattern separated by a complex array of cavities which might be
interconnected. Since for each photometric function there corres-
ponds an infinite variety of geometric reliefs, it would seem dif-
ficult to give a more reliable description of this layer in terms
of the actual dimension and spatial arrangement of its constituent
elements. The "first" order irregularities are likely to be no
larger than a few millmeters or centimeters. However, considering
the size of lunar areas that are involved in photometric measure-
ments, one cannot rule out at this state of our knowledge the pos-
sibility that meter-scale roughnesses on the lunar _urface contri-
bute to the observed backscatter. Measurements of the photometric
properties of terrestrial formations on a topographic scale could
sbed some light on this question. Some insight was gained into the
spatial arrangement of the small solid elements constituting the
outermost layer of the moon, when a successful attempt was made to
slmula£e the microscopic complexity of "fairy castle" structures
by means of dust-free, contrived models made up of centimeter-slze
elements arranged in such a manner as to present sharp vertical
edges and overhanging horizontal members.
The "simple" models and their future derivatives have many
advantages. They reveal the relevant photometric parameters, and
help to establish, quantitatively, the proper value of these para-
meters. A preliminary model built by means of thumb tacks has
shown that shadowing on and within such a porous structure, more
than any other optical phenomenon, can be primarily responsible for
the peculiar photometric properties of the lunar surface, and that
both quasl-horizontal and quasi-vertlcal elements having a well-
defined proportion and spacing appear to be vecessary components of
a lunar photometric model because neither set of members is suffi-
cient by itself to account for the reflection of the moon at all
vlewlz_g and phase angles. This prelimlnary conclusion is signifi-
cant but must remain tentative until a number of "suspended geo-
metries," devoid of vertical elements, are studied. Additional ad-
vantages of "simple" models of the "Thumb Tacks" variety include
the convenient simulation and study of newly observed lunar phenom-
ena' such as the "opposition effect," "reddening with phase," etc.
The technique could apply equally to the study of other reflecting
celestial bodies whose photometric properties are known.
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The photometric variables discussed in this paper included
distribution of micro and nmcroroughnesses, slope and slope orien-
tation albedo and relative spacing of shad_ casting elements.
The importan_ effect of porosity on the photometric function will
be the subject of a future communicatio,.
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FIGL3_E CAPTIONS
Fig. la Standard Lunar Photometric Curve, E --0 °
Fig. Ib Standard Lunar Photometric Curve, E = 30 °
Fig. ic Standard Lunar Photometric Curve, E - 60 °
Fig. 2a, b CuO Powder on Pyramids (Sheet i of 2)
Fig. 2c, d CuO Powder on Pyramids (Sheet 2 of 2)
Fig. 3a, b, c CuO Powder on Surface as shown (Sheet i of 2)
Fig. 3d, e CuO Powder on Surface as shown (Sheet 2 of 2)
Fig. 4 Cross Section of Prismatic Ridges
Fig. 5a CuO Powder on One Prism
Fig. 5b CuO Powder on Two to Five Prisms
Fig. 5c CuO Powder on Flat Tilted Surface
Fig. 6a CuO Powder on Prisms (Sheet I of 3)
Fig. 6b, c CuO Po_der on Prisms (Sheet 2 of 3)
Fig. 6d, e CuO Powder on Prisms (Sheet 3 of 3)
Fig. 7 Lunation Curves of 0° to i0° Longitude Cresce1_t;
B = Latitude (Ref. 8)
Fig. 8 CuO Powder on Five Prisms Intensity Equator Parallel
to Ridges
Fig. 9 CuO Powder on Five Prisms Intensity Equator Perpen-
dicular to Ridges
Fig. I0 Albedo vs. Viewing Angle of CuO and/or SiC Powders
Fig. Ii Mixed Powders on Flat Surface
Fig. 12 Mixed Powders on Prisms
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FiKure Captions (Cont.)
Fig. 13 Intensity Equator and Model Orientation
Fig. 14 "Simple" Moaels and Their Probable Photometric
Fig. 15a_ b Thumb-Tacks Model (Sheet I of 2)
Fig. 15c, d Thumb-Tacks Model (Sheet 2 of 2)
Fig. 16a Cross Sections of and Shadowing Sequence in Thumb-
Tack Model (Without Vertical Stri_)
Fig. 16b Cross Sections of and Shadowing Sequence in Thumb-
Tack Model (With Vertical Strip)
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F/gure lc. Standard _ Photometric Curve
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Figure CuO Powder on Surface as Shown (Sheet 1 of 2)
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(a)
Figure CuO Powder on Prisms (Sheet _ of 3)
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Figure CuO Powder on P_isms (Sheet _ of 3)
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Figure Thumb-Tacks Model (Sheet 1 of 2)
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ABSTRACT
EVIDENCE _T_R LUNAR !GNIMBRITES
Pau] D. Lowman, Jr.
The theory that ignimbrites (stratiform deposits of partly-
welded volcanic ash deposited by avalanche-like eruptions) are
common on the moon has been supported by recent research. This
paper summarizes the properties of terrestrial ignimbrites,
compares them with the inferred properties of the lunar surface,
and briefly discusses the engineering importance of lunar ignimDrites.
Ignimbrites (roughly synonomous with "welded turfs" and
"ash-flow tuffs" are heterogeneous aggregations of volcanic
glass, crystals, and rock fragments, usually with overall compositions
corresponding to rhyolites, dacites, snd andesites. They occur,
in regions such as Indonesia, New _en o_d, and the western
United States as blanket-like depos. . up to several thousand
feet thick covering originally more than IO,_O square miles in
some instances. Studies of ancient and recent ignimbrite deposits
(the Mt. Katmai eruption of 1912 is the best known modern ash flow)
indicate that the original surfaces, before erosion, consisted
of unconsolidated volcanic ash forming a smooth, essentially
horizontal surface. Differential compaction tends to produce a
subdued replica of the buried topography. Ignimbrites on the earth
have, been discovered to be much more common in continental
regions than formerly realized; Mackin estimates, for example,
that such rocks in the Great Basin have a volume on the order of
50,0OO cubic miles.
Properties of the lunar surface explainable by the presence
of ignimbrite deposits include:
i. Topography:
Telescopic and Ranger photographs of the mare surfaces
reveal a relatively smooth terrain modified chiefly by
what appear to be impact craters. Very few fragments of
solid rock have been identified to date. The subdued
shapes of craters with diameters of hundreds of meters
suggest deposition of a blanket of unconsolidated
material. Gault interprets the circularity of secondary
impact craters photographed by Ranger VlI as indicating
a non-cohesive material some tens of meters in depth.
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2. Radar Reflections:
At wavelengths down to about i0 centimeters, the moon
is essentially a specular reflector. The radar reflections
are believed to indicate a relatively smooth surface, with
average slopes of 10%, consisting of material with a
porosity on the order of 40%. The diffuse component of
the reflection indicates that about 10% of the surface is
covered with small objects below the limit of optical
resolution. The dielectric constant inferred from radar
returns is between 2 and 3, similar to that of dry sand.
The radar returns from ray craters are anomalous, indicating
material much more like solid rock.
3. Thermal Properties
Temperature measurements of the lunar surface indicate
a highly insulating material at least I meter and possibly
several meters dcep, covering much of the moon with the
exception of ray craters and other localized sites. The
latter have measurably higher conductivity, and are
apparently underlain by denser material. Measurements of
the thermal properties of powders in vacuum give values
similar to those estimated for the lunar surface.
4. Chemical Composition:
Although there is yet no reliable information on the
chemical composition of the lunar surface, several lines
of evidence are consistent with a granitic or rhyolitic
composition. Luminescence of the surface, such as observed
by Kozyrev and Kopal, indicates a low iron content, since
iron tends to damp luminescence. The low dielectric
constant suggests a very small proportion of metallic
iron. The polarization studies of F. E. Wright point to
a scarcity of exposed ultrabasie and basic rocks, but
instead to a surface covered with powders of siliceous
rocks such as quartz porphyry, trachytes, and tranites.
Finally, a lunar origin for tektites, supported by much
recent research, requires large areas to be covered with
rock of granitic composition; certain tektites retain
textures suggestive of derivation from a pyroclastic rock.
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These Froperties of the lunar surface, taken together, strongly
suggest that ignimbrites are a common lunar rock type. This would
have major implications for manned lunar operations in the
fcllowing areas:
I. Trafficability:
Ignimbrite terrains on the earth present little
difficulty in helicopter landing and surface travel by
wheeled vehicles or on foot. Although the trafficability
of lunar volcanic ash cannot be predicted with certainty,
various experimental studies of powders in vacuum contradict
the probability of extremely soft material.
2. Construction and Excavation:
Unconsolidated volcanic ash would clearly facilitate
excavation for foundations or underground construction,
while possibly presenting some difficulties in erection
of large telescopes or other structures requiring solid
footing.
3. Raw Materials:
If the maria are the site of relatively recent ash
flow eruptions, there might be active fumarole and hot
springs, which would be an invaluable source of water
(and possibly power). Even in older deposits, hydrous materials,
such as the tuff itself and hydrous minerals (e.g., clays,
zeolites, opal) formed by hydrothermal alteration of
tuff might be found.
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ABSTRACT
SCIENTIFIC MISSIONS FOR A LUNAR BASE
Paul D. Lowman, Jr.
This paper summarizes the scientific value of the moon as
an object of study and as a site for research, and suggests specific
scientific missions for a lunar base such as the Lunar Exploration
System for Apollo (LESA).
As an object of study, the moon is of scientific interest
primarily because of its lack of atmosphere, a condition believed
to have existed throughout most of the moon's history. This leads
to two general scientific beuefits. First, the moon's geologic
record is probably more complete, and extends back much further
in time, than does that of the earth. Second, it presents in
principle a control in comparative planetology, in that its evolution
has not involved air and water, factors which have dominated the
development of terrestrial topography and geology. Detailed
exploration of the moon, taking advantage of these characteristics,
may shed decisive light on such problems as the origin and age
of the earth-moon system, evolution of the solar system, composition
of non-volatile solar matter, the origin of continents, and
numerous other°. It "s stressed that the history of the solar
system can be studied only through solid bodies such as the moon,
because only solids retain a memory of their development; space-
borne measurements tell us essentially the condition of the solar i
system now.
The moon as a site for research offers several unique i
advantages. First, it is close to the earth in terms of travel
time and data transmittal. However, it is at the same time far
enough away to be beyond the effects of the earth's magnetosphere
(except for occasions when i_ may pass through the geomagnetic I
tail). This distance, coupled with the absence of an appreciable
atmosphere, should make it possible to study primary cosmic ra;i-tion,
and undeflected solar radiation, from the moon. The moon's estimated
atmospheric density is orders of magnitude less than that of the
earth at 200 miles altitude (a likely altitude for a manned space
station), further adding to its value as an observation point.
Perhaps the moon's greatest advantage over earth-orbiting
space stations lies in the probability that manned operations
will be easier on the moon. This stems from the moon's gravity
field, which should prevent the physiological degeneration and
operational difficulties (such as dispersed liquids in free
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fall) foreseen under prolonge@ _igntlessne_s. Furthermore, the
moon furnishes, in principal, _._terial reqources; only energy
is availablc to a sp_ce st_LiL_, Finally, the nloon provides a
stable platform for the c_nstruc_ion of, for example, radio
telescopes, thus avoiding problems of reactive motion and
momentum conservation.
These considerations strongly suggest the great value of
a lunar rzsearch station as a major manned space fllght project
in the po_t-Apollo period.
Specific missions suggested for the LESA, a conceptual design
for a modular lunar base transportable for the Saturn V, include:
i. Extensive geological and geophysical exploration
2. Operation of optical telescope° of various sizes
3. Operation of radio telescopes, preferably on the far side
of the n._on
%. Studies of primary cosmic radiation
5. Physiological studies of man and other organisms under
reduced gcavity
6. Synoptic observation of the earth by astronomical
techniques.
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CHEMICAL BONDING AND SHEAR STRENGTH
OF SIL_CATE SYSTEMS UNDER LUNAR CONDITIONS
Rodney W. Johnson and John M. Greiner
INTRODUCTION
Models of the structure of the lunar surface vary from a rock froth to a dust layer, the
bonding characteristics of the 'atter having been hypothesized to range from loose parti-
cles to welded crust. Experimental studies, howvver, have been so incomplete and infor-
mation so lacking that no definitive conclusions regarding strength of the lunar soil have
: been reached. In this report, an attempt has been made to show that experimental evi-
i dence exists to support the conclusion that chemical bonding and interparticle force effects
are exhibited by particles of the dust layer and to discuss some physical properties of}
simulated dust models reflecting these bonding and force effects.
The simulation problem is comprised of two main elements. The first part is definition
of the soil "nodel and the performance of tests to verify the model and to estab:_Qh and
correct discontinuities with known data regarding the lunar surface properties. The sec-
ond part is definition of the space environment and identification of the processes govern-
ing the environmental interactions. Of these two considerations, the prime requirement
for study of the lunar soil is proper simulation of the lunar environment. Tests conducted
during the research program (Johnson and Griffin, 1965) have considered both the lunar
vacuum and the solar wind bombardment of the Moon. Under these conditions, it was pos-
sible to study the microscopic structures of the lunar surface and to observe the physical
properties of these structures. Since in this environment the particle surfaces were
cleaned of contaminants, the only forces present were those arising from the particles
themselves. The strength of these forces should permit the determination of the physical
characteristics of the surface.
The objective of this research program is to develop an understanding of the nature of the
lunar dust, primarily its probable particle size distribution, porosity, and related physi-
cal properties. This will be achieved by matching the results of tests on simulated dusts
with data from lunar observations. From the data derived by these studies, engineering
strength properties and chemical compositions cad be calculaSed or inferred. With both
an e:gerimental and theoretical model available, some conclusions regarding the structure
of the Moon's surface are possible.
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RESEARCH PROGRAM
The program ofresearchdesignedtoprovidedatainsupportofexistingconceptsand
defenseofnew hypotheseswas envisionedas a threephase sequence ofresearch as
shown inFigure1, each phase representingapproximatelyone year ofeffort.
The firstphase was envisionedas reflectingmajor emphasis on verificationofthesoil
model. Particlesizeand grainsizedistributionas wellas chemical composition
dominatedthevariablesofhlterest,although_he_hotometriepropertiesalsowere of
interest.Radiationeffectswere investigatedby electronirradiation.Though many
researchershave investigatedgrainsizeand compositionofsimulatedlunar surface
materials,littledefinitiveresearchhas been performed insupportoflunarsurface
model hypothesesand the assumptionson which theyare based. During thisphase,
therefore,soilparticleswere droppedinan ultra-highvacuum insuch a manner thata
loose,porous structurecouldbe formed. The particlesizesrangedfrom 1 to50 mi-
crons indiameter. Coincidentwiththeparticlefail,the grainswere irradiatedby
electronsfrom an electrongun source. Comparison between thebondingbehaviorof
irradiatedand non-irradiatedparticleswas determinedfrom thesetestconditions.By
varyingthechemical compositionofthesoilsamples, thestructttreproduced by the
fallingparticleswas investigatedand couldbe compared withlunarsurfacemodels.
The secondphase reflectsconcernwiththeengineeringstrengthpropertiesofthestruc-
turalmodel. A program ofengineeringt_stsand experimentswas designedto develop
surfacestrengthdataand design-loadparameters. At thepresenttime, some work
has been done on investigationofdevelopedbond strengthsand thesehave been com-
pared withcalculatedvalues. Cohesion and adhesionphenomena have been investigated
as well.and some distinctionsbetweenthetwe typesofbehaviorhave been noted. It
isanticipatedthatshear strengthparameters willbe determinedby applyingvertical
loadstothe selland recordingthevariationofstrengthwithincreasingloadinac-
cordance withthe Coulomb equationofsoilstrength.Itishoped thatsignificant
bearing strength data can be obtained by a test revolving the application of known static
loads to round bearing plates of varying diameter. The ability to accomplish this is a
function of the vacuum capacity of the system and -ts ability to maintain the desired en-
vironmental conditions for a sign_ ffcantly large soil mass.
During the third and last uhase it is expected that additional tests will be run on the
soft structure developed and verified in earlier phases to determine methods and
techniques for stabilizing the dust particles to produce improved bearing strength.
Chemical additives will be applied to the soil in wacuum to determine sublimation rates
and activity as well a_ the amount of additive required to produce a flaite, known
strength gain. Techniques of chemical application will be investigated extending
varlier work by Winterkorn and Johnson, (1964).
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The research reportea upon in this paper includes essentially only that work accom-
plished d_trin_ the first and second phase and reflecting efforf applied during two years
of activity. Though this work has been directed .at verificat':or, of a soil model, it be-
came apparent quite early in the program that ceri_n lL_r*¢ive procedures were
involved in which permutations of equipment modification, soil models, and soil struc-
ture were varied. In this w_ty, the influence of the test _:ariable c:_uld be determined.
Early tests demonstrated that sufficiently low vacuum levels could art be obtained by
the system as originally conceived and, for this reason, modifications :vere made
during the experimental program. This was true for the granular particles also, when
it became apparent that behavioral characteristics at very low vacuum levels were a
function of par_.cle size and composition.
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MODES OF BONDING
The characteristics of any material are highly dependent upon the bonding forces active
in the substance. The chemical, molecular, m'ld inter-particle bonds which may exist
will determine the physical properties of that system, and the surrounding environment
will dictate which of these possible bonding modes are most important. Thus, the
presence of high vacuum, intense radiation fields, wide temperature fluctuations, and
a steady influx of micro-meteorites argues for the existence of a hmar surface struc-
ture which has no analogy on Earth. The greatest variety of bonding modes which might
be influenced by lunar surface conditions is presented by a granular surface layer sys-
tem. For experimental purposes, such a covering will be postulated to exist on the
Moon, as this assumption involves the most unknowns and hence the greatest hazard
for lunar missions. It is further assumed that the surface layer is comprised largely
of silica or silicates as has been proposed by many researchers. The bonding proper-
ties of granular silicate systems under lunar conditions must, "therefore, be considered.
The atomic or chemical bonds are the strongest of the bonding modes. These forces,
however, are of short range and become active only on close juxtaposition of the atoms
to be bonded (on the order of angstroms). In the absence of driving energy, clean, un-
contaminated surfaces with unsaturated bonds are necessary for the activation of chemi-
cal bonding.
The major types of atomic bonding forces and their distinguishing characteristics are
summarized in Figure 2. All but the metallic bond are important in silicates. Ionic
bonding arises from electrostatic forces while covalent bonds result from the sharing
of electrons. Although both are strong bonding forces (30-200 kcal/mole), the major
distinction betwee_ the two is the directionality of the covalent bond: this bond requires
specific inter-atomic angles for development of maximum strength whereas purely
ionic forces are isotropic. The hydrogen bond is basically electrostatic in origin,
arising from the attraction of a bare proton for highly electro-negative atoms. This
bond (Pauling, 1960) is far weaker than the primary (ionic and covalent) bonds (2- 10
kcal/mole), but it is important in determining the properties of some silicates (Means
and Parcher, 1963), especially certain clays (e.g. kaolinite).
Most actual atomic bonds are mixtures of ionic and covalent modes known as resonance.
An increase in bond energy from 5 to ll0 kcal/mole (Panling, 1960)is often achieved
by mixing several bond types and configurations. The wave function of such a system
may be written as that linear combination of ionic and covalent states which minimizes
the system energy. The silicon-oxygen bond, of importance to the silicates, is a reso-
nance structure having 51% ionic and 49% covalent character (Pauling, 1960). The
basic SiC 4 unit is a tetrahedron whose properties are summarized in Figure 3. Note
that the covalent bond character is exhibited through the precisely determined O-Si-O
angles, while the presence of partial ionic bonding produces a charge of +0.96 on the
central silicon atom.
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The silicate tetrahedra can combine in a variety of ways to form many silicate struc-
tures. These structures are determined by the atomic radii, the nature of the Si-O
bond, and the electrostatic valence rule (Pauling, 1960). The Iatio of the Si+4 radius
to that of 0 -2 is such as to permit coordination of four oxygen atom s, yielding the tetra-
hedral SiO4 unit. Due to the large residual charge on the central silicon atom, the
tetrahedra tend to repel one another and thus do not share edges. This is evident from
the more common silicate structures (Kraus, Hunt, and Ramsdell, 1951) depicted in
Figure 4. The electrostatic valence rule for oxygen anions is given by the relation
Z.
__1 = 2
V.
1i
where z i is the number of electronic charges on the ith cation, v i is the coordination
number of the ith cation, and the summation includes tt ;entral cations of all poly-
hedra of which the oxygen anion forms a corner. Thus, an oxygen may share two
tetrahedral silicon bonds, a silicon plus two octahedral aluminum bonds, and so forth.
The great variety of substitutions possible gives rise to many silicate structures found
in nature.
The importance of the silicate atomic bond for the lunar surface lies in its highly di-
rectional character. The complicated nature of silicate configurations will inhibit spon-
taneous bond formation between particles. The involved structure should also inhibit
vacancy migration and thereby impair sintering (Smoluchowski, 1965). And finally,
the strong, symmetric bonds are responsible for the hard, brittle nature of the sili-
cates, a property which influences inter-particle contacts.
Of the three major molecular or van der Waals forces listed in Figure 5, only the dis-
persion force is important for silicate molecules. The alignment and induction forces
require the presence of permanent dipole moments. Dispersion, however, is active
between all molecules, including the silicates, and arises from a consideration of the
polarization of a molecule by the instantaneous dipole moment of another. These di-
poles arise from momentary fluctuations in the molecular charge distributions. Note
that these are short-range forces, the energy decreasing as r- _, where r is the inter-
molecular distance. In the energy expressions given in Figure 5, _ is the permanent
dipole moment, a is the polarizability, T is the absolute temperature, k is Boltzmann_s
constant, and h_ o is the zero point energy (Day and Selbtn, 1962). The molecular
forces are very weak, with energies ranging from 0.5 to 5 kcal/mole (Pauling, 1960}.
The dominant interactions between particles are frequently long-range forces, some of
which are listed in Figure 5. In such systems, cont_mi-_-ts often prevent activation of
strong, short-range bonds by limiting the minimum inter-particle separations. Further-
more, the small particle mass and high surface to volume ratio of granular systems
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reduce gravitational effects and permit the weak long-range forces to become domi-
nant.
Of the many type,_: of long-range forces which have been observed or hypothesized,
probably the most im[x)rtant one for silicate systems is the integrated dispersion force.
This interaction may be derived by ._ssuming that the molecular dispersion forces des-
cribcd above arc additive. By sumndng the dispersion force contributions between all
molecules of two se,)arated p,_rticles, an attractive, long-range force is obtained.
This force is dependent upon the polarizability of the constituent molecules and the
geometry of the interacting su.cfaccs. Early calculations (de Boer, 1936; Hamaker,
1937) yielded an attractive force which varied as d -2 for two spheres of minimum se-
paration d, while for fiat, parallel plates, the force per unit area varied a_sd -3, with
d defined as the separation oi the surfaces. Detailed consideration (Derjaguin et al,
1956) of retardation effects associated with the finite time required for propagation of
force fields over distances greater than a characteristic wavelength (Overbeek and
Sparnaay, 1954) associated with the materials _4elded a force per unit area between
flat, parallei plates wlfich varied as d -4. A macroscopic treatment (Lifshitz, 1955)
yielded essentially the same results through consideration of fluctuations of electro-
magnetic fields in continuous media. Experimental e'_dence seems to verify these
predictions (Kitchcner and Presser, 1957, Sparnaay, 1957).
The presence of dispersion forces in graoalar silicates under lunar conditions is to be
expected. Several authors (Salisbury and Glaser, 1964; Ryan, 1965) have apparently
observed experimentally such interactions in both granular a_d bulk silicates under
vacuum. Ryan, for example, has attributed certain adhesive phenomena between sili-
cate surfaces to integrated dispersion f,:,rces. The bulk adhesive forces generated were
on the order of 1 to 10 dynes/cm 2.
Double layer forces arise from the presence of contaminants adsorbed by soil particles.
Such layers may exist in both liquid, gaseous, and moderate vacuum environments. The
structure of the double layers can be quite complicated. Adamson (1960) has proposed
a double layer system in electrolytic solutions consisting of three regions: a chem-
ically adsorbed "potential-determining" layer, the Stern layer of'immobile, electro_
statically adsorbed atoms, and a diffuse layer consisting of a mobile cloud of charged,
weakly-bound particles. The associated potentials, being electrost_.lic in origin, are
of very long range.
An excellent example of the double layer forces active in granular systems is found in
clay water. Small clay particles exhibit a large surface to volume ratio and, as a re-
suit, adsorbed water is crucial in determining the properties of a clay. Water bound
to clay particles forms two poorly-defined regions (Johnson, 1964): (1) a strongly ad-D
sorbed layer (5-10 A) of solid water bound by the electrostatic charges on ".he clay
particle and by the dipole moments of the water molecules and (2) a region (2C9-400 _)
known as "double layer" water which is weakly bonded by induction forces. &tch layers
will be present in simulated lunar soils, and great care must be exercised in theix" re-
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removal. Although most double layer water can be remove,_l by moderate heating
(100 ° C), it has been established that adsorbed water is driven off only at temperatures
on the order of 300 ° C (Grim, 1953.)
The importance of the removal of double layer forces from simulated lunar soils lies
in their probable absence on Lhe lunar surface. Ultra-high vacuum in conjunction with
the incident radiation flux and high temperature extremes will clean all exposed lunar
surfaces of foreign substances. Of course, some contaminating phenomena will exist
on the moon. A lunar atmosphere with a maximum pressure of about 10 -13 earth at-
mospheres may be present, but such gas densities still represent a hard vacuum.
Number density estimates range from 5 x 105 molecules/cm 3, mostly H20, H2, and
CO2 ((_pik, 1962) to 5.5 x 104 molecules/cm 3, primarily He, Ar, H2, and H20 (NASA,
1965). The low chemical activi_ of most of these substances and of silicate surfaces
in general precludes chemical adsorption except possibly for hydrogen. Low gas den-
sities and high surface temperatures imply that formation of an effective physically
adsorbed double layer will be difficult.
The water present in the lunar atmosphere would most likely be generated by proton
sputtering of oxygen from the silicate lattice (()pik, 1962). Using an emt:irical sput-
tering rate (Opik, 1958) in conjunction with estimates of gas occlusion in lunar rock,
meteorite outgassing, and possible plutonic activity, Opik arrived at a water density of
1.4 x 105 molecules/cm 3 in the lunar atmosphere. This yields a st,a'face densjty of
2700 molecules/cm 2, far too few for development of double layer effects under lunar
conditions. Thus, the removal of double layer and adsorbed water from simulated
lunar soil samples is imperative.
•_ third long-range interaction which could be important in granular systems is the elas-
tSc force. The hard, brittle silicates will probably react elastically to stress introduced
by surfaces, dislocations, or external mechanisms. These forces are essentially
averages of atomic reactions throughout the lattice, reflecting the properties of the con-
stituent bonds, crystal structure, and dislocation state. Although of long range, they
require the presence of an energy transmitting medium, unlike the other forces which
have been considered. The nature of the inter-particle contact area under ultra-clean
conditions however, is very likely a function of the elastic properties of the consti-
tuent silicates.
The remaining three long-range forces listed in Figure 5 have little importance in
granular silicate systems. Shiller-layer ordering (Adamson, 1960) is active in fluid
systems only. A long-wave dispersion force was hypothesized by London (1941) to
arise from the interaction of small particles with long-wave electrical oscillations
present in large molecules. Alflmugh the silicates include many appropriate chain
strnctaves, the absence of double bonds would greatly reduce the magnitude of the ef-
fect. Charged dislocations (Friedel, 1964) are only important in _.oaic crystals; the
highly covalent silicate bond and the low atomic mobilities present in silicate structures
should eliminate these phenomena and their associated long-range electrostatic fields.
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There are several other bonding mechanisms for granular systems which should be
mentioned. Sputtering can create free, active atoms which chemically bond surfaces
in mechanical contact. Such bonding could be accomplished by the water, hydroge,
and oxygen sputtered in the Opik (1,,62) model of the lunar atmosphere or by the en-
rictunent in sputtered metal atoms suggested by Wehner {1964). However, the low
chemical activity of the silicates would tend to inhibit this. Creation of lattice
vacancies by sputtering could enhance sintering {the transformation of mechanical con-
tact to chemical bonding} which requires the presence of meoile lattice vacancies and
inclusions (Smoluchowski, 1965}. The incident flux necessary for sputtering effects to
become important is probably far greater than that available on the lunar surface, as
illustrated by the data of Wehncr (1964).
Electrostatic charging of soil particles can give rise to mutual attraction or repulsion,
depending upon whether adjacent particles have acquired like or u_ike charges. Elec-
trostatic forces have a very long range and hence could influence the initial contact be-
t_/een loose or falling grains. Such effects would be expected to modify adhesion
phenomena: attractive static charges could provide a mechanism for bringing particles
near enough for short-range forces to be activated, whereas repulsive charging could
inhibit close-packing, .yielding porous, flocculent structures. Temporal effects on the
nature of a surface dominated by electrostatic charging effects will depend upon inter-
particle contacts, particIe conductivity, and the nature of external discharging mecha-
nisms {gaseous atmospheres, radiation fields, solar wind, etc.}.
The possible effects of electrostatic charging on the lunar surface layer are numerous.
The lunar surface potential of 20-40 volts proposed by C_pik and Singer (1960) could give
rise to a lunar ionosphere and high field intensities several centimeters from the sur-
face. Static charging of the surface layer due to the solar wind, impart phenomena,
and radiation has been hypothesized to cause erosion of the soil ({3old" 1955; Grannis,
1961}. Others {Singer and Walker, 1962} have proposed that static charging by the
lunar ionosphere of impact-ejected dust could contribute to fluidization of the particles
and dust transport. In any case, the effects of electrostatic charging of lunar surface
soils must ,rot be overlooked in simulation experiments.
One might consider surface tension as a possible bonding mechanism. Water present
in soils derives some of its bonding characteristics from the effects of surface tension°
This mechanism becomes increasingly important in more porous structures. However,
the absence of adsorbed water layers on the lunar surface coupled with the hard,
brittle nature of the silicates should eliminate the possibility of surface tension effects i
either within or between the soil particles.
The bonding effects of the intense radiation field present on the lunar surfaces must
also be considered. Ryan (1964} has proposed that radiation damage is limited to a
depth of about Zg/cm _, though for gramlar layers, the damage might exist throughout
the soil region. The significance of any radiation damage present as regards modifi-
cation of strength through dislocation formation is also questioned by Ryan. However,
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recent work by Smoluchowski (1965) indicates that vacancies and interstitials pro-
duced by solar wind protons could cause sintering of lunar d,tst. Electrostatic effects
rcAght be enhanced by radiation-produced disloearAons in the more ionic lunar surface
materials, if such substances are present. These defects can become electrically
charged {Friedel, 1964) especially in ionic crystals. And finally, the physical effects
of atomic recoils caused by the passage of radiatior, through solids have not been in-
vestigated, although the presence of fission tracks due to radiation recoil are well-
known (Fleischer et al., 1965).
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THEORETICAL SHEAR STRENGTH
OF IDEAL GRANULAR SYSTEMS
The contributions of the iateractions discussed above to the engineering properties of
grm_alar materials are not very well understood at present. Most engineering charac-
teristics of soil systems rely upon generalized friction parameters which are at best
crude averages of many inter-atondc and inter-particle phenomena. Before a theoreti-
cal treatment of one of these quantities, shear strength, is presented, several engineer-
ing characterizations of frictional phenomena will be outlined.
The coefficient of friction between two solid surfaces, la, is defined as the ratio of the
frictional force to the force normal to the surfaces. According to Amontons' Law,
is independent of the apparent area of contact (Adamson, 1960) and hence is i_dependent
of the load. The explanation, as proposed by Bowden and Tabor (1950), is that the
surfaces touch only at a f_w asperities. Since the initial actual area of contact is very
s mall, the pressure at these asperities is high, and they yield in plastic flow. The
actual area of contact thus increases until the contact pressure falls to the character-
i._tic yield pressure of the softer material. The actual contact area, A, is
N
Py
where N is the normal load aad _ is the yield pressure. To shear the contact area
requires a force
S = As
where s is the bulk shear strength of the material. Substituting for A,
S = SN
py = _tN,
This is simply Amontons' Law_ with _ equal to s/lay and hezme imlependent of tlm
normal load.
i_o
I
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The shear strength of soils is usually described by the Coulomb equation (Terzaghi,
1943):
S = N_anq_ + C
where S is the shear strength, N is the normal load, C is the cohesion, and ¢p is a
constant known as the angle of internal friction. This phenomenological relation gives
reasonable agreement with experiment for many types of soil. The constants C and ¢p
depend on a variety of factors: soil type, particle size, kind and amount of contami-
nents, porosity, water content, and frequently the stress history of the soil. Hence,
C and ¢p represent macroscopic averages of many atomic and inter-particle forces.
Granular systems are frequently characterized by the angle of repose, the angle be-
tween tie horizontal and the slope of a pile of dry soil poured from a low elevation
(Halajian, 1964). Vv'nile not directly related to the shear properties of a soil, in some
cases the angle of repose may be associated with other frictional parameters (Halajian,
1964).
Bearingstrengthisdefinedas thenormal loadwhich can be imposed upon thesurfaceof
a soilbeforethesystem fallsinshear. Terzaghi(1943)has calculatedtheoreticalex-
pressionsforthisparameter interms oftheangleofinternalfrictionofthesoil. As a
rough estimateofthebearingcapacityfora stripload,Winferkorn (1963)uses theex-
pression 2uS, where S is the shear strength of the soil.
Adhesion, the tendency of a particle to cling to another surface, may frequently be
described in terms of more basic concepts than is possible with the other soil parameters.
Adhesion is frequently related to double layer and surface tension forces; under some
conditions, the other long stud short-range forces mentioned in the previous section may
become active. The distinction between adhesion and cohesion should be noted: adhesion
refers to the bending of two surfaces whereas cohesion denotes the homogeneous inter-
grarmlar bending active throughout the mass of a soil system (Johnso% 1964).
The microscopic phenomena associated with friction in soils or solids are only slightly
understood. Motion can be inhibited by both the geometric configuration and the _nter-
particle forces. Grain shape, packing configuration, the direction of the shearing fore,e,
end the orientation of the failure plane wiU be important geometric factors determining
soft shear strength. In addition, asperities on sliding s,atrf_ces could possibly prodttoe
locking effects. The difference between chemical and mechanical contact must be
stressed. 2_.e lattice refers to the mere juxtaposition of two surfaces, often with inter-
venJag oxide or other coutamtnat'Jng layers. Chemical contact, hcf, ever, requires the
lltl
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presence of clean surfaces and small suriace soparations to permit activation of
chemical bonds. Farthermore, chemical bonding of surfaces wit cfteq require pre-
cise inter-molecular angles between the two surfaces _o permit formation of direc-
tional covalent bonds.
Shearing of granular systems will also be a function of the gross plwsical characteristics
of the constituent particles. Elastic properties will become important in reaction to
stresses in hard materials. Plastic flow may also take place during shear and hence,
the plastic pronerties could very likely influence soil strengths.
To estimate the relative importance of these many factors, a model of a granular
system is required. Such a model should compromise continuum and atomic treatments
while emphasizing the effects of lunar surface conditions such as vacutma and radiation.
With these considerations in ,:find, the following model has been develop_,d by extending
the early work of Winterkorn (1963).
A theory of the shear strength of a system of spherical particles is outlined in Figures
6 and 7. It is assumed for this model that the contacting grains deform to produce fiat
inter-particle surfaces. 2_ds deformation is assumed to be small; the geometry of the
particles is unchanged except at the interface. The contact area, A12 , between
particles of radii :1 and R2 (cf. Figure 8), is given by
A12 = Tral22
= _[R12 -(It I -hl )2]
= n(2Rlh 1 -hl 2)
2 nRlh I (i)
where a12 is the radius of the inter-particle contact area and the deformation is e_-
sumed to be small:
hl << Rr h'z << ¢}
It can easily be shown that -_
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Furthermore, by definition:
R2 = bR 1, b <- 1 (4)
The contact area is obtained by equating- the ener_, of formation of tile fiat contact areas
with the srrface energy of the bonds formed across the surface. This technique em-
phasizes the clcai, surfaces expected to be present in lunar soils. It is assumed that
free valence orbitals will be available for bond formation at the interfaces. The energy
released in formation of these bonds will deform the spheres, producing the fiat inter-
faces.
The calculation of the free energy of a surface from the heat of formation of the chemi-
cal bonds active across the interface follows the treatment by Itarkins (1942) for highly
covalent structures. The method is applied to the molecular silicates on the assumption
that fliese are predominantly covalent substances and that the approximations involved
are of the same magnitude as the others involved in the soil model. The possibility of
alternate bonding modes (Van der Waals, electrostatic, etc. ) could be included by
introdacing the appropriate average bond energy (for instance, the technique of
Shuttleworth, 1949 and 1950, for dispersion forces,.,
Although the equations are derived i_, terms of bond energies and permit one to obtain
an estima_ of the bonding r_de which must be active to yield the measured shear
strength, for the sake of illustration some of the results have been plotted using the
average covalent bond energy for a silica/silica contact. On a random basis, contact
of two clean SiO 2 surfaces could form Si-Si, O-O, and Si-O bonds. By catculating
the average of these bond energies weighted by their probability of occurrence, an
average energy per bond of 5F = 59.9 kcal/mole is obtained.
To determine the surface energy associated with bond formation, it is assumed that one
bond is formed per suu'face molecule. If the molecules axe assumed to be isotropically
distributed, the average surface area occupied per molecule (hence, per bond) is
k = (5)
where N is Avogadro's number, D is the density, of the particle, and M is the average
molecular weight of the particle. The number of bonds formed per inter-particle
coutact is
n = k = k (6)
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The total ene:'gy released in the formation of these bonds is
r_(al2)2e 2 _Rlhle
AE - Nk 5F -- Nk LF (7)
where LF is the average energy of formation per bond (kcal/mole) and e is a con-
version factor to convert kcal/mole to gm-cm (e = 4. 2686 x 107).
The free energy associated with the compression of the spheres is calculated by
assuming that the pressure, I', is constant daring the small deformation. The free
energy W is then
w = P(Av 1+ Av2) (s)
where 5V 1 is the change in volume of the sphere of radius R1 and 5V 2 is the corres-
ponding clmnge for the sphere of radius R 2. Using the standard expression for the
volume of a spherical sector and making use of (2),
Av -- (3R- h) -h'R (9)3
Substituting (97 into (8),
W = rrP (Rlhl 2 + R2h22) (10)
Using (3), one deduces
From (1), it is observed that h_ ffia122/2R1 . Substituting in (11) and then using (4), one
finds t._,at A.
(312) 4
Rlhl2 + R2h22 - _1 [1- b] (12)
I
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_ _c enerurv is obtained:Inserting (12) into (9), the °_ _.
(a12)4p [i + i]w - 4 ai
The contact area A12 is then calculated by equating (7) and (13). This will be derived
for two types of inter-particle contact: plastic and elastic.
If one assumes that plastic flow occurs at the particle interfaces, the pressure P in
(13) is takeu to be the yield pressu!e Py of the bulk material. Then, on solving (7)
and (13) for the contact area _a12 z, one obtains
AI2 (piastic) 4_Te [1 b] -I= NkP + R 15F (I4)Y
where all quantities have been previously defined.
The hardness of the silicates implies that the inter-parti_'!c deformation will very
likely be elastic. To find the contact area for this case, tlertz's equations for the
contact of elastic spheres (Bowden and Tabor, 1950) are employe&
a12 8Y LR1 + (15)
where Y is the bulk modulus of elasticity of the spheres and f is the force pressing
the spheres together. But f -- P(ua12Z), where P is the pressure on the contact area.
Using this relation in conjunction with (4) and (15) and solving for P,
,_8Ya12 [1 b]P = s--: + (16)
Substituting (16) into (13),
2Y(a12)5 [ b]2W - . Z I + (17)oR1
11,5
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Equating (17) with (7) and solving for the contact area,
A12 (elastic) = rr L2-_- k + (K 1 (18)
The contact areas obtained above can be used in conjunction with the bulk shear and
tensile strengtl-.s of the particle material to obtain the shear strength of the granular
systems. Conversely, one can work backwards from known granular shear strengths
to obtain the average bond energy and hence the type of bond which is active. The
force required to shear the soil depends upon the assumed failure plane, the packing
¢onLiguration of the particles, the particle size distr,-bution, and the direction of the
applied shearing force. For this paper, several pac]:ing configurations and particle
size distributions have been assumed. Tb3 foUowing discussion will consider in turn
systems of ,miform and no:l-uniform diameter particles.
_:c _,:._hing configurations assmned for systems of uniform spheres are depicted in
Figure 9. Note that the system of cubic layers with close-packed stacking is essen-
tially a face-centered cubic arrangement. The porosities calculated for these structures
are as follows:
Simple cubic 47.6%
Hexagonal layers, cubic stacking 39.5%
Cubic layers, close-packed stacking 26. 0%
Hexagonal close-packed 26. 0%
The assumed failure planes are depicted in Figure 10. To illustrate the calculation
techrAque, shear strengths will be calculated for the cases of simple cubic and hex-
agonal close-packed systems.
For simple cubic packing, illustrated in Figure 10a, each particle resists the applied
force with a shear resistance Fll S, where S refers to a shear force and the 11 sub-
script refers to a contact between two particles of the sam_ radius, R1. The contact
area All is given by equations (14) and (18) for plastic and elastic interfaces, re-
spectively. The number of spheres per square centimeter is 1/4R12. The actual con-
tact area is therefore All/4R1 _', and if one assumes a bulk shear strength of S, the
total shear etrength FA of the granular system shown in Figure 10a is merely the
product of the contact area per particle by the number of particles per square centi-
meter and the bulk shear strength:
Alls
FA = 4R12 "
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For a plastic particle interface, this yields
eS (V)F A (plastic) = 2NkPy (19)
while for elastic contacts one obtains
FA(elastic) = _S k 64YNk/ \--_-1/ (20)
The case of a hexagonally close-packed soil is more complicated. Since the in_er-
particle contact planes are not parallel to the direction of the applied shear force, one
must calculate the angle _ between th_ force and its projection on the contact plane.
The magnitude of the applied force FA required to shear the contact is then
S
F A = SA12 see ¢p
as shown in Figure 7. If a plastic interface is involved and the configuration is such
that a tensile stress is applied to the contact, as shown in Figure 7, then the applied
force FA T required to break the contact is
T
FA = TA12 sec ¢p
where T is the tensile strength of the bulk material. Note that since the compressive
strength is greater than the shear strength of silicates, a contact will usually fail in
shear before falling in compression. Likewis6, since the tensile strength of silicates
is less than the shear strength, contacts stressed partially in tension will fail in tension
before failing in shear.
The assumed direction (f failure for the hexagonal close-packed system is sho_ in the
top view of Figure 10d. There are two shear centacts and one tensile contact per
particle. The angles between _he applied shear force and its projection on the contact
planes are differbnt for the shear and tensile contacts. These may be calculated using
the general method derived in Appendix I. The applied stress per particle for initiation
of shear is tlms
F a -- All (2S sec ¢PS+ T secq_
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1
Since the number of spheres per unit area is , the total applied shear
forceis 2 - R12
i
1£
- (2S sec ¢Ps + T sec OpT)
FA 2 _F3R12
- [2S (
2_"R12 2_]'2 ) + _ TJ (21)
For plastic coptact, All is obtained from (14).
ne I3.._S ] 5FFA(plastic ) -- ;_y_-- +_f'3T ('-_1) 122)
For elastic inter-particle contacts, there is no tensile resistance as the elastic stresses
are recoverable. Thus, eliminating the tensile components from (21) and obtaining All
from (18),
FA(elastie) - 2_- _SYNk ] k--_-I / 123)
The other two packing configuratio;,s are Created in the same manner. The results for
all four geometries are plotted in Figure 11 as a function of bond energy and particle
radius for both plastic and elastic eases. A 59. 9 kcal/mole average bond energy (that
of a silica/silica contact) or a 10 micron particle radius is assumed where needed. The
average molecular weight of the lunar surface material is taken as 66.40 AMU by de-
termining a weighted average of the compositions of the lunar rock standards proposed
by J. Green 11965). The bulk physical properties of the particles were obtained from the
estimates of Weft 11961):
Tensile strength - 3.12 x 105 g/cm 2
Compressive strength = 1.53 x 106 g/cm 2
Yield pressure = 2 x compressive strength
Shear strength = 1/2 (_compressive strength + tensile strength)
= 9.21 x 105 g/cm z
Modulus of elasticity = 5.21 x 108 g/cm 2
It is noted from the curves that the low shear strengths found experimentally are ob-
_Knable only with low bond energies and high porosities. The di_erenoee between
plaatie and elastic contacts are not great enough for any general oonelusiona bo be drawn
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from experimental data, although plastic contacts do give slightly lower shear
strengths.
The shear strengths of systems of non-uniform spheres have been determined using
the configurations detailed in Figure 12. Beginning with a simple cubic configuration,
interstitial particles of decreasing diameter are added in the (100) planes. The radii
of these grains are calculated in Appendix II, and the porosities and particle size dis-
tributions of the three systems studied are given in Figure 13. Note that the porosities
of the two and three particle systems d_ffer only by 0.8%. As for the case of uniform
spheres, the direction of the applied shear force and the orientation of the failure plane
must be specified. These are given in Figure 14 for the systems investigated.
The calculations for the system of uniform particles in simple cubic packing have al-
ready been described, the results being given by equation (19) for plastic deformation
and equation (20) for elastic deformation.
For the system of two particle sizes, it is seen from Figure 14b that one must add a
shear force F12 S and a tensile force F12 T to the forces F!I S active in the single-
diameter system. These forces will be directed 45° from the applied shear force.
Hence, for each particle, one must add a term
A12S sec 45° + A12T sec 4.5°
to the shear resistance calculated h: the case of uniform diameters. Note _at A new
inter-particle contact area must tm calculated for the 1-2 interface using b = 0.414.
As in the previous discussion, it is assumed t,hat F12 T is zero for elastic contact
(tensile forces axe recoverable).
The calculations for the system of three sizes of particles are similar to those above.
For_he assumed failure plane depicted in Figure 14c, the forces F13 S, F23S , and
F13 must be added to those of the previous system. The angle between tim 1-3
contact plane and the applied shear force can be calculated from the diagram shown in
Figure 14d: the cosine of that angle is R1/(R 1 + R3) = 1/1.108 since R 3 -- 0.108 R1.
All other calculations are straightforward.
The results of the calculations for multi-diameter systems are summarized in Figure
15. The physical constants assumed for the particle material are those postulated
previously for the systems of uniform diameters. Characteristic values of AF -59. 9
kcal/mole and R1 = 10 microns are employed as indicated. Note that the shear strength
increases by nearly 30% in going from two-diameter to three-diameter systems, while
the porosity decreases only 0. 80/o. This result emphasizes the importance of particle
size distrilmtion; great care must be exercised in selecting proper soft sizing for lunar
simulation (cf. Johnson, 1964).
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Figure 16 depicts the results of all the previous calculations as a function of the
ratio of the average bond energy to the maximum particle radius 5F/R 1 in the range
of shear strengths actually measured for granular systems under lunar conditions.
Using these curves and a known particle radius, one can dctc,.-'mine the bond strength
requir, d to produce a given shear strength as a function of packing configuration and
particte size distribution.
These figures illustrate the following conclusions which may be inferred from the pre-
vious calculations in conjunction with the experimental shear strengths to be presented
subsequently:
1. Weak bonds are usually active in granular systems under lunar conditions.
2. These soil structures are more porous than a simple cubic packing (most
porous geometry studied).
3. Shear strength is very sensitive to packing configuration and particle size
distribution.
4. There is apparently little difference in the shear strength produced by elastic
and plastic particle interfaces.
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TEST SPECIMENS
The specimens selected for this research were primarily igneous rocks provided by
Dr. Jack Green who states that "the selection was made on the basis of what might be
the span of research to be performed on them, convenience of collecting within a given
geological area, conformity with respect to chemistry and texture, abundance for truly
bulk quantity research and what might be termed a lunar rationale, " (Green, 1965).
These specimens included basalt, semi-welded tuff, obsidian, altered rhyolite, serpen-
tine and granodiorite. Chemical analyses of these specimens are contained in the work
by Green (1965).
Other materials used in the experimental program included powdered amorphous silica,
fused silica, and borate glass. The powdered silica was prepared by titrating with dilute
HC1 to neutrality as determined with a Beckman pH meter. It was precipitated in a
Waring Blendor, filtered and washed repeatedly on a sintered glass Buechner funnel.
When the washings showed no measurable conductivity, the silica was oven dried at
150°C. The silica was further powdered in an agate mortar and sifted through standard
sieves to the desired particle size and gradation.
Preparation of the rock samples was accomplished by grinding in a ball mill with 3/4-
inch polished steel spheres in a dry argon atmosphere. After oven drying, the dust was
sieved to the desired particle size and gradation in a dry argon atmosphere.
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EQUIPMENT
Equipment and instrumentation used in the program was selected on the basis of the per-
formance characteristics necessary to produce the desired lunar environmental conditions.
The ultra-high v_cuum system was desig_led to develop vacuums ix_ _Le range of 10-12 torr.
Synergistic eft, cts were produced in the chamber by means of e_ectron r_iiation.
l_ough vacuum was produced by a molecular sieve sorption pump, GE-22 HP-111, acting
in conjunction with a 100 liter per second cold cathode getter-ion pump, CVC-PDV-100,
positioned below tl,e chamber. The molecular sieve pump reduced the pressure to 10-4
torr, and the getter-ion pump further lowered the pressure to the 10-6 to 10-7 torr range
used during b._eout. The molecular sieve pump was isolated from the system during the
275 ° to 300°C bakeout which lasted from one to two days.
High vacuum was produced by a 100 liter per second triode ion pump, GE-22TP250,
positioned above the vacuum chamber. This unit was baked with the total system. Dur-
ing operation of the high vacuum pump, the CVC pump was isolated from the chamber.
After the two-day bake, secondary pumping brought the system down to the 4 X 10 -12
torr range.
The over-and-under location of the two ion pumps tended to produce a more nearly uniform
vacuum in all areas of the chamber. Pressures were measured by a GE cold cathode
trigger g.age sensitive to pressures as low as 10-14 torr. Observations of samples and
test conditions in the chamber were possible through a sapphire window, also bakeable
to 400°C. Electron fluxes of 2 X 1014 - 3 X 1016 electrons per second and energies of
20 to 50 kev were produced by an "air-ended" electron gun. Samples could also be
irradiated by x-rays scattered from a copper target.
Mass spectra were obtained through the use of a GE Partial Pressure Analyzer, Model
514. This model has a high sensitivity and is able to detect partial pressures of 10-13
to 10-14 tcrr. The analyzer tube was attached directly to the vacuum chamber. The
5,000-gauss permanent magnet accommodates a mass range of 2 to 150 A. M. U.
A schematic diagram of the equipment in its final design configuration is shown in Fig-
ure 17. Figure 18 depicts the equipment as installed in the laboratory. The electron
gun, mas_ spectrometer, and UV window are visible, a_ are rotary, translational and
vibrati,_n raotions into the chamber. Vacuums to 10-12 torr have been achieved in this
system.
In the earlier experiments, the powdered silica was dropped from a trough with the aid
of a Syntron vibrator through a beam of electrons into the pyrex dish. Later investiga-
tions utilized a touch-and-go technique to obtain a qtmntitative index to adhesive bond
strengths. Figure 19 shows a schematic diagram of the particle-drop technique; Fig-
ure 20 depicts the design of the touch-and-go experiments o
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Bearing strength measurements were made using a Varian rotary feed-through connected
to a spool of gold chain attached to a Worden Laboratory 5-gram quartz _prmg from which
the amminum weight was suspended. The aluminum weight was 1 cm in diameter and
weighed 2.387 grams. Bearing tests were made by lowering the aluminum weight onto
the simulated lunar dust and measuring the depth of penetration and the chaage in exten-
sion of the spring. In order to change the unit load the feed-through was rotated, varying
the length of the spring and the effective weight of the aluminum probe. The modulus of
the quartz spring was 50.6 mg/mm.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
I,;xpurim, niati,_ll ha- t),,(,n con('ep, trated m _ree areas: (1) irradiation effects on falling
silic':, i_(,',,,dt'r.. (-_) i enclrati_m and bearing s:rength measurements of silica and grano-
di.rit(, f,,,w(t¢,r_ tn,h,r v:_rb'ing cundi*.ions of radiation, vacuum, and deposition, and (3)
measur( m( nt,_ _1 :_lhu,_ion betv,'uen solid silicates in ultra-high vacuum.
The r,,_:ult._ ol th., i_vu.4igation._ ul dropped granular silica are summarized in Figure
21. In v._:neral, tw_ t¢,sts were run for each diameter of particle: one with irradiation
and one withot,,: ;rradiatinn, with the exceptions of runs A, B, and E. In run A, adhe-
sion and flocculcnt qruc_re were ()bser\ed ol_dropping the -: 200 _a diameter silica pow-
der under a vacuum o! 5 x 1{1-_ torr tarter bakeout at 125°C. Adhesion could be observed
for as long as an hour after opening the system to the atmosphere, after which time the
silica again became a free-flowing powder with an angle of repose of about 30°. This
behavior _na_ be interpreted as largely due to static charging of the dust as it was
shaken from the hopper in early runs of the experiment. The long period required for
decay of adhesion effects under atmospheric pressure suggests a slow leaking of charge
lrom the particles. Combined bakeout and high vacuum removed tae double layer wamr,
permitting closer inter-particle contacts and hence activation of str-)nger electrostatic
forces. It cannot bc assumed that the tightly-bound adsorbed water layer was removed
under the above conditions of vacuum and bakeout. Hence, other inter-particle forces
were probably iphibited.
In run B, finely ground (10 u : silica powder was observed to adhere stroI:gly at atmos-
pheric pressure both before and after baking at 400°C. Such behavior could arise from
inter-particle forces such as integrated dispersion, which are important in small parti-
eles. The bakeout temperature was certainly high enough to remove most adsorbed
water, but since the test was conducted in air, water could be rapidly re-adsorbed. The
difficulty of distinguishing between the effects of double layer water and other inter-
particle forces for small particles is evidenced by this test.
In run E, finely-ground fused quartz (3-5 _) was dropped through an electron beam
(35 kev) at a pressure of 4 x 10-9 torr. The dust formed a pile which displaced approxi-
•:ately 1/2 inch toward the cathode of the electron gun. During irradiation of the falling
dust, the following gases were detected in the chamber: H2 t"/5%), CO (16.5%), CO2
(7.0%), CH 4 (0.8%), and N2 (0.8%). The silica dust adhered to a stainless steel weight
lowered onto the pile (Figure 22). These phenomena indicate that the dust was positively
charged by passage thro_Nh the electron beam. A rough calculation of the charge per
particle required to move the 5 ta silica particles 1/2 inch while falling 2 inches yields an
average of 25-50 electronic charges per grain. Electron irradiation cleaned the surface
of the particles as evidenced by the increased pressure as the dust fell through the beam.
The porous pile of statically charged dust so-formed was probably discharged on contact
with the metal probe. This elimenated the static inter-par*Acle repulsion and permitted
the cleaned surfaces to interact via other forces, probably van der Waals, giving rise to
the adhesion noted.
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The results of the remaining runs are very similar to run E. In runs C and D, 37
Ludox silica was baked for 44 hours at temperatures as high as 275°C. Dust irradiated
by 20 kev electrons at pressures of from 2 x 10 -8 to 6 x 10-10 torr migrated all the Nay
to the electron gun cathode v,here it adhered in a layer about 1/16 inch thick. With thc
electric field of the electron gun on, but the filament off, the lallin_ _ust formed an un-
deflected pile. Thus, it can be assumed that the charging was due to the irradiation.
As before, the metal cathode neutralized the charge, permitting weaker attractive forces
to dominate and giving rise to adhesion. The absence of any pile when the dust was irra-
diated (in contrast to run E) may be due to the larger grain size (possibly permitting ac-
cumulation of a larger static charge). Note that the pressure rise of about a decade,
which occurred only when the dust was passed through the electron beam, indicated that
even after prolonged bakeout, cleaning of the surfaces occurs within the beam.
In runs F through I, 10 and 50 micron borate glass beads were utilized. The results
were similar to those for the silica samples except that the irradiation effects were
more pronounced. The 10 _ beads migrated all the way to the filament when irradiated
(the associated pressure rise consisting of mostly H20 and CO2). For irradiated 50 la
borate glass beads, a pressure rise of two decades was recorded during irradiation
(mostly H2} , and the beads were scattered throughout the chamber. These borate glass
particles apparently acquired a larger charge than tb _ silica samples of corresponding
size. The charge was enough for the larger particles to be completely repelled by each
other (hence, the scattering throughout the chamly..r) and for the smaller beads to be
transported to the filament. The silica samples 2id not migrate so far nor did they ex-
hibit the large scattering. The importance of chemical composition in electrostatic ef-.
:-cts is thus apparent. Note that the borate bea,'is also adhered to metal surfaces which
were lowered onto the dust. None of the above phenomena took p!_ce when the borate
beads were not irradiated.
Figure 23 summarizes the penetration and soil strength measurements performed on
several of the samples. Run 1 is essentially run C from Figure 21, while run 2 corres-
ponds to run E of the previous discussion. Both samples exhibited some adhesion and
large penetrations. However, run 3, which took place at very high vacuum (2 x 10-9 to
5 x 10 -12 tort) and under the same irradiation conditions present for runs 1 and 2, ex-
hibited the smallest penetrations. There was no scattering of the particles, and a well-
defined pile was formed. Residual H2 and CH4 were detected even after bakeout at
250°C. There was slight adhesion to the aluminum probe lowered onto the surface of
the dust.
These phenomena may be explainedas follows. The vacuum in which this run was con-
ducted was the best of any run. Thc formation of a pile with high resistance to penetz'a -
tion even though static char_ing due to irradiation was probably present indicates that,
under these vacuum conditions, the cleaning of the surfaces is such that attractive inter-
particle forces became dominant over the repulsive static forces. The low adhesion to
the aluminum surface can be interpreted as greater cohesion of the dust in the ultra-
high vacuum or as insulation by the metal oxide layer to particle discharging.
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The absence of penetration in the undropped dust of run 4 emphasizes the loose structure
of dust which has [allen in a moderate vacuum under irradiation. Runs 1 and 2 exhibited
;arge penetrations, but run 3, carried out at high vacuum, showed much smaller pene-
trat on and reflected the gxeatcr rigidity of a dust structure generated under conditions
quite similar to those of the lunar surface.
The data for granc(/iorite powder, summarized in runs 5 and 6 in Figure 23, are dis-
played in more detail in Figures 24-26. Consider first the penetration effects illus-
trated in Figures !4 and 25. The granodiorite samples were baked at ll0°C, the tem-
perature being lindted by *.he rise in pressure (mostly H20 ). It is noted that the great-
est penetration before compaction occurs at the moderate vacuum of 10-3 torr. The
high-vacuum measurements (10-9 torr) show the lowest penetrations. Figure 25, which
depicts the penetration as a function of vacuum for given normal loads, indicates that in
all cases the least penetration ":esistance was exhibited at the moderate vacuum (10 -3
tort).
The following ext,lanation of these effects is proposed. It is assumed that the loosely-
bound double lay(.'r water is removed at moderate vacuums and bakeout, leaving a soil
that is somewhat more porous than at atmospheric pressure. However, the tightly-
bound adsorbed _ater layer will still be present and will inLibit the development of
strong inte:--par;icle forces. Thus, at moderate vacuums, the soil compacts to a
greater extent than at atmospheric pressure, where the pore fluids (double layer water,
in particular) oppo_ compaction. Higher loads are required for compaction at these
moderate vacua than at atmospheric pressure due to the necessity for larger displace-
ments of the soil particles. At ultra-high vacuums, the adsorbed water layer is also
removed under the combined influence of vacuum and x-ray irradiation, permitting the
activation of attractive inter-particle forces. These lead to formation of a flocculent
structure which reaches its maximum compaction under lower loads and with less evi-
dence of penetration than would be possible at higher pressures. The above considera-
tions appear to be borne out by the data of Figures 24 and 25.
The penetration test of loosly-packed granodiorite powder shown in Figure 26 represents
loading of the compacted dust up to failure in shear. The sample was baked at ll0°C
until no more water was detected in the vacuum chamber. The pressure then dropped to
10 -10 torr on cooling. The pressure rose excessively when the falling dust was irra-
diated, so the granodiorite had to be dropped without irradiation at a vacuum of 6 x 10 -9
torr. The pile of dropped dust was compacted under a load of about 100 nag; this pro-
duced no increase in penetration as the load was increased as high as 125 nag, corres-
ponding to the compaction of the undropped granodiorite discussed above. Then the
powder was loaded until the pile collapsed at a load of about 2.6 grams, or 3.26 g/cm 2.
The penetration dur -ing this process is depicted in Figure 26. Using the results of the
theory developed earlier and assuming that the average particle diameter is 50 t_, one
obtains a value of F --_0. :_5 kcal/mole from Figure 16c for the bond energy necessary to
give the measured shear strength (simple cubic packing, elastic inter-particle contacts).
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This is within the range of the dispersion energies, although it cannot be inferred that
sucb forces are active since bulk shear and tensil strengths were employed in determin-
ing the curves of Figure 16. However, the results certainly show that chemical bonding
is not present in the compacted granodiorite po_<der.
The results of an adhesion experiment utilizing solid basalt are presented in Figure 27.
Machined basalt cylinders with cross-section area of 0.29 cm 2 were contacted under
pressure of 34.5 g/cm 2. The samples had previously been held for 48 hours at pres-
sures between 5 x 10-9 and i x 10 -11 torr while under x-ray irradiation. Adhesion of
7.6 g/cm 2 was measured on the first contact, but no adhesion was measured on subse-
quent contacts. The same specimens were then irradiated under ultra-high vacuum for
another 48 hours. Again the samples were contacted, this time by allowing one to fall
1/2 inch onto the other. The contact pressure was maintained 30 minutes, but no adhe-
_,ion was measured (sensitivity was limited to forces greater than 4.1 g/cm 2. On open-
ing the system, it was discovered that the basalt ha.:[ firmly cold-welded to the aluminum
retainer ring. Due to the geometry of the retainer, no strength measurement of weld
could be made.
Although the data are limited, the following explanation is offered. The long exposure
to high vacuum a_d radiation could have made available covalent surface bonds on the
basalt. On contact of the specimens under load, covalent bonds were formed at grains
oriented properly to provide the correct inter-molecular directions for bond formation.
On breaking the adhesion during the measurement, the covalently bonded regions did
not fracture at the ohl interface but along lines of weakness within the individual grains
(dislocations, cracks, etc.). Thus, a new surface was formed after the initial contact,
composed of the areas of weak bonds which had nucleated the fractures. On re-contact-
ing the specimens, only weak bonds, if any, wcald be formed, and no subsequent adhe-
sion would be detected (especially since the sensitivity of the system requires the adhe-
sion to be relatively large).
The strong welding of the basalt to the aluminum probably reflects the non-directional
aluminum metallic bonds which, once the oxide layer has been penetrated under the in-
fluence of heavy contact pressures, can form chemical bonds to the basalt molecules
with less stringent requirements on the orientations of the molecules. Note that no
welding was noted for the samples of glass beads and fused silica discussed earlier.
The random nature of the surface bonds in such amorphous specimens may totally frus-
trate the formation of the covalent bonds necessary for welding. Hence, the finite, ff
microscopic, grain size of the basalt may be a necessary factor in the welding and adhe-
sion of the material.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results ol the research progra_n conducted to date have demonstrated that a priori
theoretical considc._rations supported by a basic experimentM program yield considerable
data which can provide insight into lunar surface properties. Major conclusions derived
from the work performed te date are prese_,.ted in the following paragraphs.
Granular silicates will become bonded in environmental conditions closely approximating
those of the Moon. Theoretical considerations demonstrate that the low shear strengths
measured experimentally are developed by weak van der Waals bonds. Lunar soils
could theoretically be very strong providing the porosity is low and chemical bonding is
active. The bonding most characteristic of lunar conditions, however, appears to be
due to van der Waals forces, though covalent bonding may be active under heavy sur-
charge loads.
Dust dropped in a lunar environment produces a morc flocculent structure than in air
due to the increased importance of surface force effects over gravitational effects and
the influence of ionizing radiation. Conversely, the structure produced at moderate
vacuums should be denser than in air for dropped particles, due primarily to total re-
moval of the double layer water.
The results of these experiments also demonstrate that ultra-high vacuum contributes
to the formation of a relatively firm, porous structure from dropped powders. As pre-
viously discussed (Johnson, 1964), the combined effect of bakeout and ultra-high vacuum
not only contributes _o a clean particle surface but also assures that the surface, once
cleaned, will remain clean for a longer period of time. At moderate vacuums it cannot
be expected that the double layer water will be removed from the system.
A number of radiation effects were noted. The electron stream impinging on the failing
dust produced static charges which acted to inhibit the formation of bonds and resulted
in a loose, porous structure. Further, the low energy radiation was sufficient to assist
in removal of the surface-held contaminants, resulting in stronger bonds on neutraliza-
tion of the induced static charges. Moderate diameter particles (on the order of 10-50_)
were most sensitive to the effects of electron bombardment, though this conclusion may
be valid for low-energy radiation only. Higher energies would doubtless contribute to
increased radiation effects on larger particles. The chemical composition of the parti-
cles is important in determining their reaction to electron irradiation. Irradiation ap-
parently enhances adhesion to conductors through the initial induced electrostatic
attractiou.
The shear strength of lunar soil masses produced by dropping dust particles in a simu-
lated lunar envircmnent is low at moderate vacuums due to both loose packt_ config-
urations and residual contaminants, chiefly adsorbed water, on the surfaces. At higher
vacua and under irradiation, the dust formed a structure having increased bonding and
higher stre_ths. After compaction in the vacuum chamber, the dust failed under unit
loads which correspond to the rupture of weak van der Waals bonds.
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The adhesion tests demonstrated that covalent bonding can occur at silicate/silicate
and silicate/metal interfaces providing the metal oxide layer can be penetrated. For
silicate/silicate adhesion the first contact seems to modify and pacify the radiation-
activated surface, resulting in high adhesion strengths. A new layer of weak bonds is
formed after the surfaces are separated, inhibiting further adhesion. The directional
character of the covalent bonds inhibits silicate/silicate adhesion, while the non-
directional metallic bonds permit strong silicate/metal welding.
A number of implications to lunar surface models are apparent from the work performed
to date.
1. Simulated lunar soil tests should include an electron radiation ability since im-
portant new effects have been observed.
2. In ultra-high vacuum, the effects of radiation charging tend to be dominated by
other attractive forces; hence, adhesion tends to increase.
3. Effects of adsorbed water as well as other surface contaminants can be removed
only by combined ultra-high vacuum, irradiation, and high temperature bake-
out.
4. The structure formed by the dust is a function of the deposition process. Drop-
ping under high vacuum produces a porous, floceulent strucVare.
5. The chemical composition of the dust is important when radiation effects are
investigated but is not important for the effects of vacuum alone, since the
vacuum-activated dispersion forces are less chemically dependent.
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APPENDIX I
To calculate the angle between the applied shear force and its projection on the contact
plane, assume that the contact plane is defined by the unit normal _ as in Figure 28a:
n- ai +bj + ck (I-l)
where i j k form an orthogonal set of unit vectors with k perpendicular to the over-all
failure plane and _ parallel to the applied shear force. The orthogonal unit vectors
_'and _2 are defined in the contact plane with -_ the _ _ plane as well.1 e 2 parallel to -
Thus, _'_ defines the initial direction of motion of the particle along the contact plane
and in _e direction of the applied shear force. One may thus write as
e2ffi Aj + Bk (I-2)
Since n is normal to e 2,
n . e2= Ab + Bc ffi 0 (I-3)
Also, since _2 is normalized,
A 2 + B 2ffi 1 (I--4)
Solving (I-3) and (I.-4) for A and B,
c -b
A - (b2 + c2)1/2, B = (b2+ c2)L/2 (I-5)
The components of the normals to the contact planes can be determined by inspection
of the geometry of the packing configuration. For the unit tetrahedron of the hexagonal,
close-packed system oriented as shown in Figure 28b, the various normals are given
by
1 -4" - + k
3-4- -'_ti
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APPENDIX II
For a system of two sizes of particles, the interstitial sphere is oriented as shown in
Figure 29a. Then
A--B 2RI
COS 45 ° = _ -'-
A--C 2R1 + 2R2
R 2= (V{2 -- l) R 1 = 0.414R 1 (H-l)
£oJ- three particle sizes, the configuration is given by Figure 29b. Since angle DEG
O ....
',s equal to 45 , DE = EG:
R 1 = R 2 + R 3 + b (II-2)
where b ffi FE. But from trim_:,le DEF,
2 (II-3)b2= (ItI + R3 )2 - R 1
Substituting (II-1) into (II-2), and solving for b,
b ffi 0.586 R1 - R3 (II-4)
Squaring (II-4) ,and equating with (H-3),
(0.586) 2 R1 = 3. 172 R3
R3 m 0. 108 R1
i
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Introduction
The most useful resource that man could hope to find on the moon
would be a substance from which i.ydrogen and oxygen could be obtained
economically. If hydrogen-fueled rockets such as Saturn are used to launch
exploratory expeditions into deep space, the use of the moon as a refueling
station would be of greatest importance to the space program. Careful
consideration of possible so1_rces of water on the moon, and the collection
of experimental data concerning the extraction of water from hydrous
minerals or rocks are clearly essential to the overall effort expended in
extraterrestrial exploration.
While it is imperative that earth-bound scientists make every effort
to utilize all available evidence to predict the physical nature and the
chemical and mineralogical nomposition of the lunar crust before manned
landings take place, it is important to emphasize and remain aware of the
stringent limitations which are placed upon the accuracy of such estimates.
In the absence of any detailed knowledge o_ selenological processes which
might control the composition and distribution of lunar minerals and rocks,
and because of travel limitations imposed on the first prospectors of the
moon's surface, any program designed to exploit water resources should be
flexible and of wide scope, at least in the early stages. The program..
should consider a wide variety of possible resource materials so that en-
gineering data concerning various extraction processes designed for
different materials are readily available when needed.
The value of any given mineral or rock will depend on the probability
of finding the substance in the vicinity of the landing area, the abundance
of the mineral or rock, the amount of water contained, and the difficulty
of extracting this water. In the following sections, these f_ctors will be
evaluated. The probability of findlmg large quantities of crystalline or
partly glassy basaltic rocks is fairly high, but the concentration of
water in these rocks will be low, and extraction will pose serious engin-
eering problems. Deposits of ice, cm the other hand, would yield large
quantities of water using simple extractive techniques, but the locatic_
and utilization of such deposits could require prospecting in the polar
regions.
If the extraction of water from materials readily available in the
vicinity of the lunar base proves difficult, then considerable effort may
have to be expended in explaration and prospecting. Far these reasons,
1
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dehydration studies should include a wide range of materials and should be
flexible Lo permit the introduction ( new information concerning explora-
tion and extraction.
Possible Sources of Lunar Water
The composition of the surface layers and of the interior of the moon
has been the subject of considerable speculation. While the general consensus
of opinion favours rocks of basaltic composition, the existence of a variety
of minerals and rock types has been argued*.
Because of the relatively low mean density of the moon (S.G. = 3.3,
Kopal 1962), the presence of certain morphological features on the lunar
surface: the evidence of isotash_ (Cameron and O'Keefe 1061), and because
there is little reason to believe thatlunar rock should be much different
frown rock types cormnonly found on earth, it is thought that the lunar marlu
possibly comprise basaltic substrata** covered by a layer of silicic ash
flows of inde_ermintate thickness. Lowmam (1962) has compared the maria to
extensive, terrestrial lopoliths *_* such as the Bushveld, Witchita and Duluth
intrusives, and has postulated that the marial structures are of basaltic
c_nposition and are overlain by rhyolites, granophyres, turfs and other
silicic differentiates. From measurements of reflection coefficients for
different regions of the optical spectrum, and from remote measurements of
the thermal conducitivity of the materials on the lunar surface, Barabashov
and Chekirda (1960) have concluded that the maria are covered with tuffaceous
materials, and that the "ray's" extending from them are possibly formed of
volcanic glasses. Tekt_s, should they originate at the moon's surface,
also indicate a granitic constitution for the outer portion of the lunar
crust (O'Keefe and Cameron 1962), but at present, the origin of tektites is
controversial****. Finally, the morphology of the moon's surface does not
contradict the view that appreciable quantities of volcanic rock types are
present.
Brig/_s (1962) has suggested that the primitive moon possessed an exten-
sive, reducing atmosphere which was slowly lost to space and replaced by a
secondary atmosphere of gases which originated in the moon's interior. After
w
* D_.scussion of highly improbable materials such as asphalt residua,
postulated to cover the maria after the vaporization of lighter hydro-
carbons from petroleum on the moon by Wilson (1962), is not prese:,,_ed.
** Warner (1961) has applied the term "lunarite" to such material.
*** A large-scale igneous intrusvie of concavo-convex lensoidal shape,
convex downwards.
Taylor and Epstein (1962) have presented oxygen isotopic evidence
which indicates an extraterrestrial origin.
197
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109 years, Briggs postulates, the atmosphere and hydrosphere escaped from
the lunar surface. Had such a hydrosphere existed in the early history of
the moon, the mari% may be covered with sedimentary rock typ_ ; hydrous
minerals, such as the clays, may be present in hydrolysate strata covering
the maria subztrata (Gilvarry 196,0).
The existence of ice on the moon either a_ the present time or at some
time in the moon's history may be argued along several lines of reasoning.
The most likely source oi"water is the interior of the moon, which, if com-
posed of materials similar to those found on earth, may have differentiated
so that water chemically bound at one time might have escaped to the sur-
face. According to Rankama and Sahama (1950), the water which is now on
the surface of the earth and which appears to have been originally chemic-
ally bound below the earth's surface amounts to about 280 kg/cm_. In
addition, about 6 kg/cm_ is bound in sediments and sedimentary rocks, and
perhaps 50 kg/cm2 is still within the terrestrial crust above the Mohorovicic
discontinuity. Watson et al. (1961) show that if approximately 30 kg/cm2 of
water has been lost to space by dissociation in the atmosphere followed by
escape of hydrogen over the span of geological time, and if the earth is
well degassed below the crust-mantle boundary the primitive earth would
have contained about 370 kg/cm2, or 0.03% H90. _e probable concentration
of water in the material from which the earZh evolved is approximately that
observed in chondritic meteorites. If primordial lunar matter had a compar-
able amount of water, and if differentiation had proceeded to the same extent
as that on earth, about 60 kg/cm_ of water would have been released from ohe
lunar interior.
Hydrous emanations escaping to the surface from lower parts of the
moon's interior may hydrate a variety of _ rficial material in the vicinity
of fumarolic vents of fissures. Salisbury (1960) has suggested that serpenti-
zation of olivine by escaping exhalations may have formed certain lunar
domes because of the increase in volume associated with the serpentinization
process.
Water may have been derived also from meteoritic sources, but the
amount would be exceptionally small compared to that released by a degassing
process of the lun_ material. Watson et al. (1961) have shown that at the
present rate of meteorite bombardment(Brown 1960, 1961), meteorites could
have liberated no more than 0.2 gm/c_, and this would have been derived
largely from the carbonaceous chondrltes.
A third possible source of water may be provided by the action of the
solar wind on materials of the lunar surface. Oxides and other compounds
* Expressed as mass of water per unit area of the earth's surface if the
h_rospheze were distributed uniformly over the earth.
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have been shown experimentally by Wehner et al. (1963a, 1963b) to become
enriched in metal ions after bombardment with simulated solar wind
particles. In the process of reduction of the oxides by hydrogen ions,
water molecules may be formed. Opik (1962) has suggested that such chemic-
ally created water molecules will chiefly sublimate into lunar cold spots,
and that glaciers up to lO0 m in thickness may have accumulated. Vestine
(1958), has shown that, after catchment in permanently shaded cold traps,
water in the solid phase may remain for millions of years because of the
very low vapor pressure of ice at -150°C.
According to Pohn et al. (1962), about 0.5% of the total lunar surface
is in permanent shade, ssuming that the temperatures of the shaded areas
are at least as low as -150°C *, and that the lunar atmosphere is so rarified**
that molecular t;.ansport in the vapor phase can be described purely in terms
of particle trajectories, _atson et al. (1961) have constructed a detailed
mathematical model to evaluate the importance of escape mechanisms such as
ionization, solar wind collision, and gravitational loss. They conclude
that if the moon has undergone bulk chemical differentiation as little as
1/lO00 th of that which has taken place on earth, there should be detectable
amounts of water in lunar cold traps. Had the moon originally contained
about 0.03% HgO, and had all of this water been released by differentiation,
the que.ntity Df water formed by degassing would be lO* times the amc-nt of
water which would have been lost from the lunar surface over a period of
1 billion years. However, in assessing these ideas, the possibility also
has to be considered, that the lunar axis may have changed direction many
times as a result of large meteorite impact (Dachille 1962), and that the
"permanence" of any _haded areas is only a relative term.
From the arguments presented, it appears that possible sources of
water on the moon should include both basaltic and granitic rocks, which
may be widespread in large quantities, serpentine and other hydrated minerals
which may be localized in the vicinity of f_amarolic vents, and water in the
solid phase trapped in permanently shaded cold spots in the polar regions.
Rocks
Water concentrations in rhyolitic and basaltic natural glasses are
given in Tables 1 and 2. Analyses of perlites, pitchstones and other glasses
which contain meteoric water or water from non-juvenile sources are not
included. The average water content of crystalline igneous rocks is pre-
sented in Table 3. As illustrated by the data of Table 4, most of this
water is in biotite and in minerals of the amphibole group. Few igneous
Shown by Menzel (19_3), Pettit and Nicholson (1930) and Sinton (1955) by
infrared studies.
** Oplk (1955) and others estimate a mean free path of 104km.
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Table 1
Water Content of Terrestial Obsidians (RhyoliJ;ic Glasses )
Location Wt. , H20 Number of Ref_erenee
. Analyses
New Mexico, U.S.A. 0.28 4 2
0.27 7 3
California, U.S.A. O.h2 6 2
0.03 3 i
o.33 5 3
Yellowstone. Wyoming, U.S.A. O.12 1 2
O.19 1 1
O.12 I 3
Alaska 0.32 1 3
Iceland O.17 1 2
0.21 3 3
Ascension Island, South Atlantic 0.20 1 3
New Zealand O.i0 2 2
0.08 1 3
References:
1 Friedman, Long and Smith (1963)
2 Friedman and Smith (1958)
3 Ross and Smith (1955)
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Table 2
Water Content of Basaltic Glasses
From Ross and Smith (1955)
Location Wt. % H20
Basalt (pumice), Hawaii 0
Basalt, beach pellets, from 1950
Mauna Los flow_Hawaii 1.2
Basalt (PelZe's Hair),
Mauna Los, Hawaii 1.2
Basalt (thread pum_ or "reticulite"),
Hawaii 3.35
Andesite (pumice), Mexico 4.75
201
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Table 3
Water Content of Terrestial Igneous Rocks*
SiO2 H20 Number of
-- Ana lyses
Silieic 68.9 0.6 794
Intermediate (including nepheline
types) 54.5 0.8 810
Intermediate (excluding nepheline
types) 54.6 O.7 635
Subsilicic (including nepheline
types) 48.2 0.8 721
Subsilicic (excluding nepheline
types) 48.4 0.7 637
Ultrams fic 43.8 O.6 182
* After Nockolds (1954)
2O2
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Table 4
Hydrous Minerals in l_neous Rocks*
Biotite Amphibole
Wt. % Wt. %
Granite 5 I
Syenite 2 7
Granodiorite 3 13
Quartz diorite 4 8
Diorite 5 12
Gabbro I 3
Olivine diabase ......
Diabase 1 !
Dunite ......
* After Larsen (1942)
203
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rocks contain more than I',_of"chemically bound water, and these rock types*
are relatively unco_znon constituents of the earth's crust.
H_rdrous minerals
A list of the more co_on hydrous minerals, with their ideal chemical
formulae ar,,dwater contents, is given in Table 5. The chemica_! composition
or'most miner'_Is iz consid-rably more complex than the ideal formulae indi-
cate _ecause of isomor_,houn substitutions such as Fe3+ for AI3+ 3Mg2+ for
O+ - I,± O-F O-L
2AI_+, 2A13 + for T4_-Zi_, Fe_ for Mg_, _:a+ for _, and (what is particu-
larly important in the present connection) F- for (Oil)-. In consequence,
the percentage of H_O in "¢mineral is variable, sometimes within wide limits,
as the data in _able _ indicate.
Water from minerals is obtained mainly from hydroxyl ions, antiits
liberation requires a certain amount of energy, for example in che form of
heat. The precise mechanism by which molecular water is formed from (OH)
ions may not be the same for all minerals; possible reactions are:
(a) Direct interaction of hydroxyls:
+ (oH)- o2 +
(b) Proton migration to favorabi_ reaction sites:
+ H2oH (oH)--,
(c) A combined oxidation and dehydration reaction:
2Fe2+ + 1/2 02(g) + 2(0H)- _ 2Fe 3+ + 202- + H,.20
(d) Reaction of oxygen ions in the mineral with high energy protons:
2H + + O2- __ }[20
Mechanisms (a) to (c) _y be activated by heating, whereas in mechanism
(d), water is created by bombardment of silicate and oxide minerals with
high energy protons. The latter process may take place on the moon as a
result of solar wind bombardment (Wehner et al. 1963).
In addition to the _,inerals listed in Table 5, many other minerals
contain hydroxyl ions as essential constituents. Being less cor_nonin
terrestrial rocks, they can be expected to be similarly rare in lunar
rocks and will not be considered further. Molecular water exists in some
crystals, e.g. gypsum (CapSOh.2HpO), but being less strongly bonded than
hydroxyl ions, this water-is-released at lower temperatures and may be
lost under low pressure conditions. It is unlikely that such minerals can
be expected to contribute appreciably, if at all, to a lunar supply of water.
For example: Glenmuirite (3.59%), teschenite [3.55%), bekinklnlte (3.34%).
See Nockolds (1954).
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Table 5
Ideal Formulae and Water Contents of Important Hydrous Minerals
Miners I Idesi Formula Water Content
(Wt. _)
Muscovite KAI2(Si3AI)OIo(OH) 2 4.2- 4.7
Phlogophite KMg3(SisAI) OIo(OH,F) 2 1 - 4.5
Biotite K(Mg,Fe)3(Si_.I)OIo(OH,F) 2 0.5- 4.5
generally 2-3
Taic Mg3Si4OIo(OH) 2 4.5 - 5.5
Pyrophyllite A 12Si40i0(OH)2 approxima tely 5
Chlorites (Mg,A1,Fe)6CSi ,A1)4010 (OH)8 9 -13
Serpentine Mg3Si205 (OH)4 12 -14
Kaolinite, (dickite,
etc.) A 12Si205(OH)4 13.5 -14
Hornblende (Ca ,N&,K)2-3(Mg'Fe ,AI)5- i.5 - 2.2
(Si ,A1) 8022 (0H,F) 2
Basaltic hornblende high ferric iron, low less than 1
hydroxyl contents
205
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Thermodsmamics of Water Evolution from Minerals
Thermodynamic data concerning; the dehydration of water-bearing minerals
are of considerable importance in the design of water extraction techniques.
'_essure-teml)erature (P-'P)stability relationships of the hydrous minerals
have been determined by experim, ntal hydrothermal studies, and in some cases,
from thermochemical data _ Since the free ener_Ty of the reactants and
products is equal ,_tequilibrium at a given temperature and pressure, i.e.
= +
( M(oH)2 hTo F%O)T,p
for the reaction: M(OI{)9 (s) -_MO(s) + %0 (fluid), the equilibrium curve
can be calculated provided entropy and heat content data are available for
each phase over the temperature-pressure range of interest. Despite con-
siderable attention given to some systems, such as MgO-H20 (Fig. i),
experimentally determined curves differ among themselves, and also from
those derived from thermodynamic computations. Extrapolation of these
curves to much lower values of P. ^ involves considerable uncertainties.
U
A procedure for this extrapolatkn_ has been recommended by Majumdar and
Roy (1964) on the basis of an analysis of the various uncertainties.
Even if hydration-dehydration (P-T) curves could be reliably extrapo-
lated to low temperatures and low water vapor pressures, they still could
not be used to predict the dehydration temperature of a given h[,_Irous
mineral at a specified low P_ ^; dehydration reactions at low temperaturesU
are extremely slow, and H2 metastable states can persist far above
the temperature at which dehydroxylation would be expected on the basis
of high pressure equilibrium curves extrapolated to lower pressures.
Possible stability relationships are illustrated schematically in
Figure '2. Mineral A is the stable phase to the left of Curve I, and
mineral B and water constitute the stable assemblage to the right of this
line. If the temperature of A is raised slowly from M to N, the reaction
A -_ B + _O will take place at Doint O. The rate of the reaction involves
other conslderations (see later)]
If the temperature of A is raised from S to T at a lower pressure, it
might be expected that dehydration of phase A would begin at point P on the
extrapolated extension of curve I. For many hydrous minerals, however, the
reaction rates are too slow in low P-T regions to permit detectable changes
in A. Even under conditions of geological time, such reactions may not
take place. The hydrous mineral may persist metastably in the P-T region
where B and H_O are the thermodynamically stable phases. At a higher
temperature,_ufflclent energy becomes available to effect dehydration at
point Q on curve II. In some cases, the products (C + water) derived from
* For example, the e_uilibrium curve for the brucite-periclase reaction
(MacDonald 1955).
206
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the dehydration of the metastable phase, A , will differ from those (B +
water) deri_ed_ from deh_iration of the sta_le phase, As. Although P-T curves
of type I are available for all of the common hydrous minerals within a
certain pressure and temperature region (see Fig. 3), curves of Type II are
generally unavailable, and are at present under investigation by the authors.
As an example of the foregoing general remgzks, kaolinite may be con-
sidered. This mineral can be heated at atmospheric pressure to well over a
hundred degrees C. above the dehydration temperature predicted by extrapola-
tion of the stability curve obtained by Roy and Osborn (1954) before detect-
able amo-,_.tsof water vapor appear. At low temperatures (3OO-500°C), the
thermal energy is insufficient to permit the major structural reorganization
of kaolinite to hydralsite + water.
The fact that water under high pressures exerts a remarkable catalytic
effect in solid state transformations has been demonstrated in this labora-
tory by Roy, Roy and Osborn (1950), and by Hill, Roy and Osbcrn (1951).
The mechanism of the action of water is still uncertain; _ _bably, a combina-
tion of the influence of protons on ionic mobility, and the solvent proper-
ties of water is involved. In these solid-vapor reactions, water at moderate
pressures facilitates the structural changes involved at very low tempera-
tures. It is important to emphasize that the dehydration of the metastable
phase always occurs at a higher temperature; this is illustrated in Fig. 4
using data for curve I from Roy and Osborn (1954) and for curve II from
Ellis and Mortland (1962).
The heat of reaction, dH, required to dehydroxylate a hydrous mineral
may be, in principle, calculated from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation,
dP AS 2_
or its integrated form combined with the ideal gas laws,
_= _= _-_,
P2 AH T2 " T1
in (_-l) = _- ( TIT2 , using data from the P-T curve, or it may be
determined experimentally by a variety of thermochemical techniques. Since
&H calculated from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation is proportional to the
slope of the P-T curve_ appreciable errors in AHwill arise if the slope of
the curve approaches that of the pressure axis. Such is the case for curve
I of Figure 4 which is nearly vertical.
Heats of reaction determined by differential thermal analysis, for
example, may depend on the grain size of the materials, and the gross
physical nature of the product, since this influences the thermal dlffusiv-
ity of the sample which in turn affects the area of the DTA peak. 2_ for
the dehydration of kaolinite to metakaolinite (metastable reaction, curve II,
Figure 4) whose structure may vary from that of kaolinite-less-water to that
of a nearly amorphous solid depending upon the reaction rate will not
necessarily be identlcalwithAH for the dehydration of kaolinite to hydral-
site (stable reaction, curve I, Figure 4).
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Attention is called to these facts in order to emphasize the un-
certaintiez in some of the presently available data concerning such
fundamentally important parameters a._ the enthalpy of the reactions dis-
cussed in thiz chapter. The relationship between dehydration temperatures
and prez_ure._, ,5}{values, grain size, and chemical compositions of the
reactants are presently the subject of investigation by the autl:ors using
differential thormal analysis at water vapor pressures ranging from
e._zentially z_.ro _o 20,000 psi, and using thermogravimetric methods _t
low wat_..rvat,orpre_;ures.
Kinetics and Mechanisms of Water Evolution from Minerals
The dehydration (dehydroxylation) of a mineral is a complicated func.-
tion of many variables, including structures and composition of the mineral,
time, temperature, pressure, which involve.--Ooth the total ambient pressure
and also particularly the water vapor pressure, size and shape functions for
the particles comDosin_ a sample and also for the sample as a whole. Within
the present context, one can make only a brief stJ.-veyof each or t?:ese
variables.
Structure and Composition
When dehydration _s performed at i_.;partial pressures of water and or
a total pressure of one atmosphere under conditions of steadily rising
temperature, a more or less sharp weight loss is observed within a range
of temperature which varies with the composition and structure of the
mineral, and with the other factors mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
Figure 5 shows data obtained with muscovite in the form of flakes several
'_':_ mm. in size, and when ground to powders of various particles sizes. Dvi-
dently one cannot discuss fully the loss of water in relation to time and
temperature without considering also the other factors which have been
mentioned.
The influence of structure and composition on the dehydration of macro-
crystalline samples of a few of the layer silic_tes listed in Table 5 is
shown by the data in Table 6 taken from a study by Kieffer (1949). These
data sud those discussed later in this section pertain to the metastable
dehydration reactions (see preceding section above) since these are the
only reactions for which kinetic data are presently available. The tri-
octahedral minerals (phlogopite, talc, and serpentine) lose water at
higher temperatures than the corresponding dioctahedral minerals (muscovite,
pyrophyllite, and kaolinite). The 2:1 minerals in both groups lose water
at higher temperatures than the l:l minerals.
Crystal size also may be an important parameter (cf. Kieffer, 1951),
but the extent to which this variable can be studied varies with different
minerals. The micas, talc and pyrophyllite can be obtained as both fine-
grained and coarse-grained materials, but kaolinite and serpentine occur
normally as micron-sized crystals.
The steep rise in the thermogravimetric (TG) curve of a mineral,
2O8
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r_su±ting fro-, loss of wa_er, corresponds to the endothermic peak recorded
in differenti _I therm_l analysis (DTA). By and larce , sharp rises in TG
cu_vec correspond with _h_rl_ peaks in DTA curves, and gradual deflections
with broad p_._=ks, i.e., of icw kurtosis. Data similar to those given in
Table 6 can t,e obtained from DTA studies, but to obtain comparable tempera-
ture renult._, comparable exferimental conditions a__e required. It is _ot
porsible _.o cive fixed or constant reaction temperatures for a mineral
except with reference to all the physic_l conditions involved.
I;:vert.hele_c, TG a_Id DTA curves are always useful in showing the
temperature ran_e._,in which reactions are likely to occur, provided their
limitations are clearly appreciated.
Time dependence
By studying dehydration as a function of time at constant temperature
and (hopefully) at constant pressure, one aspires to obtain a kinetic curve
which c8_i be interpreted in terms of a theoretical model, and which will
lead to the determination of a significant rate constant. There exists a
considerable literature on the kinetics of solid-vapor reactions and
further information can be obtained from books edited by Garner (1955) and
by DeBoer (1961).
The simplest k_netic model is one in which the rate of reaction is
proportional to the fraction of unreacted material. I_ (_ is the fraction
reacted at time c, then
d(_/dt = k(l-(_)
and
in(l-_) : kt ............. (I)
This model is valid for a powder consisting of uniform sized particles
mlfficiently small so that, once nucleated, a particle can be considered
to react in a time which is small compared with the total reaction time.
The reaction kinetics then depend on the probability of nucleation of a
particle or on the fraction of unreacted particles. Kaolinite dehydrated
under normal atmosphere conditions appears to follow this kind of relation
for abou]: 80-90_ of the full reaction, (See Murray and White, 1949, 1955;
Brindley and Nakahira. 1958).
A second model is one in which reaction proceeds by movement of a
reaction interface with constant velocity u. The analysis is simplified if
surface nucleation is assumed to take place rapidly, so that each particle
develops a reaction interface, and if all particles have the same size and
shape.
For crystals in the form of thin discs of thickness 2r, the reaction
equation is
- (u/r)t................. (2a)
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Tab ie 7
Activation _ _v (Kcal/mole) for Dehydration of Kaolinite Obtain d by
Various Investigators
Activation
Inve stigators Condit ions of Measurement s Energy
Kcal/mole
Allison (1954) D.T.A. 55
Murray and White
(1955) Isothermal weight loss curves, 44.83
497°C • T • 537°C
Sabatier (1955) Isothermal weight loss curves 44
Jacobs (1958) D_n:amic T.G .A. 37.80
Brindley and De+a on pressed discs, with 65
Nakahira (1958) eytrspolation to infinitely
thir disc 475°C < T < 520°C
Holt, Cutler and p -_ 10-3 mm Hg 43.5
Wadsworth (1962) 360°C < T _- 440°C
Toussaint, Fripiat p _ 4.3 mm Hg of H20 vapor 25
and Gastuche (1963) 403°C < T < 43!°C
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For circular discs of radius r which react from the rim inwards, the
equation becomes
i -_ i-<i = (u/r)t .............. (2b)
For spheres of radids r and cubes of edge 2r, the correspondlng equation
3
i - _/1-5 = (u/r)t .............. (2c)
A generalized form of these equations is
n
i- _k/l-_ = (u/t)t .............. (2)
with n = i, 2, 3. More complex relations arise for solids which cannot
be defined in terms of a single size parameter such as rectangular block
particles, and in situations where the reaction front moves with unequal
velocities in different directions. Anderson and Horlock (1962) consider
that brucite, Mg(OI[)2, dehydrates according to a model of this kind.
A third model assumes that the reaction is controlled by a diffusion
process. The simplest basis for calculation is a diffusion equation of the
type
dn/dt = - D(dc/dl)
where n is the n_nber of diffusing species per unit area of interface per
unit time, dc/dl is a concentration gradient, and D is a diffusion constant.
If the concentration gradient is assumed constant through the reaction
layer, and if D can be treated as a constant, then the reaction equation
for a spherical particle of radius r takes the form
- = klt_r2/ (3a)eoeeeee,.ee
If, however, one substitutes the more realistic assumption of a constant
flux of diffusing species through the reaction product, then the equation
takes the form
(1-2a/3) _/-_)2 k2 /r2 (3- = t .......... b)
Equation (3a) was derived by Jander (19_7) and equation (3b) by Ginstling
and Brounshtein (1950) and independently by Moriya and Sakaino (1955).
A further refinement made by Carter (1961a,b) takes account of a volume
change between parent and product material. Holt, Cutler and Wadsworth
(1962) have shown that at low water vapor pressures, kaolinite dehydration
appears to be a diffusion-controlled reaction.
In practice, it is often difficult to differentiate between these and
othtr possible interpretations. The major experimental difficulty lies
with the necessity of obtaining particles of strictly uniform size and
shape. The mere separation into a size fraction between two sieve sizes
is probably insufifficient, as Carter (1961) has emphasized. Therefore in
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many experiments it may be neces_ary to assume a model and derive an
effective rate constant as a meas,ire of the a-t relationship, without
obtaining conclusive proof that the model is correct.
Temperature dependence
The temperature dependence of the rate of a dehydration reaction is
usually represented by ar_Ar'henius-type expression,
k = Ae "b/T
where K i_ the rqte constant at temperature T, and A, b are constants to
be determined. If, as io usually done, the constant b is set equal to
A_R, the activation enerry (strictly the free energy) /hE can be evaluated.
The temperature range in _hich these measurements can be made is usually
small, from about TI to a little beyond Tp as defined in Table 6. The
reaction :-ate shoul_ not 0e so great as to cause a self-cooling of the
sample. _he dependence of 2_E, and indeed of the reaction process itself,
on the ambient water vapor pressure is considered later.
Wide variations are found in the literature for the value of the
energy, &E, for dehydre.tion of a particular miner_l. Table 7 lists data
for kaolinite which range from 25 to 65 kcal/mol. EGese variations doubt-
less reflect in part the sensitivity of the process to the particular
conditions used experimentally, and in part to the manner in which the rate
constant has been obtained.
Pressure dependenc_ee
The pressure dependence of mineral dehydration reactions is even less
well understood than the time and t¢_perature dependence. In the first
place, as Toussaint et al. (1963) h_ve clearly indicated, a distinction
must be drawn between the role of vapor pressure within the interstices of
a reacting powder mass, and the inherent effect of water vapor pressure on
the reactions w._thin crystalline particles.
The first effect was studied by Brindley and Nakahira (1958) who
showed that the rate constant for dehydration of kaolinite under atmospheric
pressures, as derived from the exponential formula (1) which fits most of
the reaction curve, varies enormously with the size and packing of the
sample. Considerable variations in the rate constant for a given reaction
temperature were observed when discs ranging from about 0.5 to 2 ram. in
thickness, made from compressed kaolinite powders, were used. (See
Figure 6). When a larger sample of kaoAinite, a disc about 5 n_n.thick,
was dehydrated to the extent of an overall reaction G -_ 50%, the exterior
powder was almost 100% deh_rated and the interior powder no more than
about 20% dehydrated. These effects were attributed to a build-up of
water vapor pressure within the powder interstices which greatly retarded
the rate of reaction.
From the standpoint of developing ltunarwater resources by dehydration
of coarse-gralned mineral matter with particles of ram. size or lar_ger, one
213
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has to take cognizance of the rate retarding effect of an ambient water
vapor pressure provided by the process itself.
At low total pressures, there have been relatively few investigations.
In the work of Toussaint et al. the effect of the self-created Pw was
reduced by u_ing thin specimens, relatively low reaction tempera_O-tures,
and a low pressure system. Under these conditions, they obtained the value
of 25 kcal/mol at a pressure near 4.3 mm. Hg (see Table 7) for the activa-
'Jionenergy for kaolinite dehydration. A secoDd investigation in the low
pressure range, also on kaolinite, was carried out by Holt, Cutler and
Wadsworth (1962) who showed that at pressures less than about 4.5 mm. Hg
the reaction was diffusion controlled, with __.activation energy of 43.5
kcal/mol for dehydration at a pressure of l0w cm. Hg. The rate diminished
with increase of vapor pressure and, at about 4.5 mm. Hg, the reaction
changed to first-order kinetics (the exponential relation (i)). This
pressure limit is near that used by Toussaint et al.
The reduced rate of dehydration under conditions where a water vapor
pressure develops in the neighborh_d of the dehydrating surfaces is con-
side:-d to arise from adsorbed water layers on the surfaces. By covering
part of the crystalline surface, the water layers may reduce the dehydration
,'at both by diminishing the free surface and also by creating a diffusion
barrier. Farther work is required in this area.
Dependence .on size and shape functions of particles_ and overall packmng
These geometrical variables play a major role in the overall rate of
loss of water from hydrous minerals. Both the size and the shape of an
individual particle enters fundamentally into the equation expressing the
fraction of the particle reacted as a function of time under given T,
conditions. The distribution functions for size and shape variations or
particles in a powder mass make it nearly impossible to study the a,T,
relations unless (i) the powder has been subdivided into extremely well-
defined fractions, or (ii) the work is conducted on single crystals. In
any case, one is left with the 'practical' problem of achieving 'useful'
data for less precisely defined powder masses.
In addition to these considerations, it now seems highly probable that
any investigations of dehydration kinetics under normal atmospheric condi-
tions may have little direct relevance to the rate of reactions under low
pressure conditions, such as will be found in lunar environments, because
of the retarding effect of ambient water vapor atmospheres.
Investigations currently in progress by the writers are directed
towards ascertaining information on the dehydration rates of hydrous
mineral powders under various _.tmosphere conditions, and particularly
various water vapor pressures.
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Conclus ion
At the present time, two severe limitations are imposed on the design
of a progr_n to utilize lunar materials for provision of a water supply
for bases on the moon: (i) valid information concerning the chemical compo-
sition and distribution of minerals on the lunar surface is not yet avail-
able, and (2) pressure and temperature conditions to be expected on the
moon are such that most of the available data on the thermodynamics and
kinetics of water evolution from minerals are not directly applicable to
lunar surface environments.
The authors are concurrently engaged in a program of experimental
work involving the physics and chemistry of water evolution from minerals
at low pressures, so that in the near future, much of the desired informa-
tion in item (2) will be made available.
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES
Figure [
Comparison of l,ublished P-T curves for the brucite _ periclase + water
r_:qclion.
F_gure 2
Duhydration of hydrous minerals in the stable nnd metastsble states.
Fi_ire 3
P-T dehydration curves for many of the important rock-forming, hydrous
minera is.
Figure i_!
P-T curves for the stable and metastable dehydration of kaolinite.
Metastable decomposition of kaolinite (curve II, Ellis and Mortland 1952)
will take place at a higher temperature than decomposition of the stable
phase (curve I_ Roy and Osoorn 195_) at higher water vapor pressures.
Fig ui_e5
Thermogravimetric curves for muscovite from a New Hampshire pegmatlte.
Weight loss as percentage of total weight, versus temperature °C. Curves
Correspond to
(a) Single flake of muscovite, abJut 1 cm in size.
(b) Several thinner flakes_ about 0.5 cm in size.
(c) -200 mesh filed powder.
(d) 100-200 mesh powder ground under water.
(e) -325 mesh powder ground %z_derwater.
(Data by G.W. Brlndley, H. Takesbl and Sally A. Wentworth 1963).
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F igure 6
Dehydration of pressed discs of kaolinite at a constant temperature of
4'97°C. Thickness of discs as follows: (a) 0.38 mm, (b) 0.83 mm,
(c) 1.55 n_n, (d) 2.68 ram. (From G.W. Brindley and M. Nakahira 1957).
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A NOTE ON P_TROLO_.IC PROCESSES AND LUNAR LOGISTIC%
Fmanu_l Azmon
The geologic aspect of lunar logistics is recognized as the utilization of the
lunar natural resources (whatever they may be) for support of man's
activities on the moon. This utilization may take four forms: (I) direct
use of raw material as it is found on the surface of the moon, (2) direct
use of raw material after processing, (3) use of information derived from
surface material to determine the location of buried economic minerals, and
(4) use of information derived from surface material to determine the geologic
environmental history and to predict future environments. The importance of
understanding the petrologic properties increases in the above order from
direct use to the prediction of environments. Increased sophistication in the
demand for specific minerals, which will no doubt follow the initial explora-
tion of the moon, will increase the demand for understanding the petrologic
processes even more.
We have accepted the general premise that the moon is within the group of
"terrestrial planets," thus implying that it is made of igneous rocks, primar-
ily silicates (Azmon, 1962). We also maintain that the typical atmospheric-
hydrospheric minerals will be scarce or lacking in the lunar environment.
Hence, our efforts are concentrated on the understanding of petrologic
processes in igneous rocks, with an elaboration on processes chat might b,_
favored on the moon.
Igneous rocks are essentially aggregates of mineral gralns which have solidified
from molten magma into a single rock. The characteristic properties of the
rock are bulk properties whose net effect is determined by the combination of
the individual properties of the component minerals. Although these bulk
properties may not be similar to the physical properties of the components,
they are nevertheless characteristic of the rock. They can be defined in
descriptive terms, and they can represent a set of igneous rocks which have
reached a certain genetic state.
The genetic state of many rocks is not necessarily an equilibrium or steady
state. It is attained even in a large system, such as a mountain or a portion
of a continent, where it is possible for one end of the system to be far enough
physically from the other end to appear independent. It is also attained in an
open system, where a true equilibrium may never be reached because there is a
continuous incorporation of rock material into the system. More surprising,
however, is the fact that such a heterogeneous reaction may still achieve a
_istinct genetic state and result in a rock-type end product. Even more
extraordinary is the fact that, in spite of the complex combination of variables
required to obtain a genetic state_ such combinations are found repeated
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geographically around th_ earth and stratigraphically down the geologic
column. The complex comoination of parameters and events that lead to the
culmination of a genetic state appears to be too systematic to be accidental.
One must admit that, although the parameters and events are governed by a
multitude of known thermodynamic and kinetic processes, their interactions
appear to be governed by unknown universal rules.
Pour groups of variables go into the establishment of the bulk properties,
namely: composition, temperature, pressure, and history (Azmon, 1965). Thc
composition may vary with respect to essential minerals, accessory minerals,
and minor constituents. The temperature may vary with respect to the rate of
heating, power level, duration of stay, and rate of cooling. The pressure may
vary with respect to the rate of application (shock vs. gradual) and duration
of stay. The history may vary with respect to the order of application of the
above variables and to changes in the variables while a rock-forming process is
in action.
The complexity oF sucL. _ock_forming systems makes it extremely difficult to
analyze the involved processes quantitatively; therefore, a descriptive treat-
ment is required. To illustrate this, we have prepared a list of descriptive
terms which define i0 sets of rocks. Each set represents all the igneous rocks
that can achieve a certain, definite geodetic state. Several of the sets may
be null under certain conditions of composition, pressure, and temperature.
The null position of these particular sets is by itself a characteristic of
certain genetic states.
The I0 sets are as follows:
Original rock = K I = [a/all granular igneous rocks which suffer no
metamorphism]
50% melt = K2 = [b/all "a" which show 50% melting _ 10%]
Relic, original = K3 = [c/all rocks which show relics of "a" with the
bulk molten]
Vesicular = K4 = [d/all "a" or "b" which develop vesicular
structure (crystalline groundmass)]
Scoriaceous = K5 = [e/all "d" which develop scoriaceous structure
(crystalline groundmass)]
Pumiceous = K6 = [f/all "c" which develop pumiceous structure
(hyaline groundmass)]
Glassy = K7 = [g/all "a, b, c, d, e, f" which form glass]
50% Recrystal-
lized = K8 = [h/all "g" which show 50% recrystalllzatlon
± 10%]
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Relic, glass = K 9 = [i/all rocks which show relics of "g" with the
bulk recrystallized]
Complete
recrystallized _ KI0 = [j/all rocks which show complete recrystal-
lization]
It is important to note that, as in typical Cartesian arithmetic, Set KII will
be identical with Set KI. In the geologic sense, this means that, unless we
can establish the relative ages of the rocks, we cannot recognize the differ-
ence between K I and KII.
The above discussion represents a frame of reference which enables us both to
treat nonnumerical data in a seminumerical way and to plot genetic diagrams
showing the temperature, pressure, and/or time dependence of several sets of
genetic states. Figure I, for example, shows the time dependence of 10
genetic states for two rocks, gabbro and tholeiitic basalt. The temperature
and pressure for these genetic states were maintained fixed at 1000°C and one
atmospheric pressure. A close examination of these data reveals the following:
i. During the first I0 hours, both rocks went through six genetic
states, which began and concluded their volcanic history (States
4, 5, and 6).
2. In the following days_ the histories of the two rocks departed
from each other. The gabbro reached the glassy state (7) and
rose asymtotically and imperceptibly towards the crystalline
states (8, 9, i0). The basalt reached the crystalline state
(9), and from there it rose asymtotically to State i0.
In order to evaluate these data in terms of the forms of utilization discussed
above, we can do one of two things: (I) use information of the type shown
here to select the proper heat treatment needed to develop a desired genetic
state, or (2) map observed petrologic features in the field and infer from the
map the direction of shorter heat duration, which may also be the direction of
the source of the rock. Obviously, this curve is only one example of the
genetic states of two rocks at a specific temperature. To complete the picture,
we then must consider similar curves for these rocks at other possible
conditions.
Figure 2 shows a typical genesis diagram for gabbro, where the pressure and
temperature of formation of the 10 genetic states were plotted and then con-
toured. We can derive the following information from this diagram:
I. Gabbro has a melting range of about 250°C (I000 ° to 1250°C) at
one atmosphere.
2. As this range rises in temperature with increased pressure,
it also narrows to about 50°C.
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3. The peculiar shape of the upper curve may be related to the
behavior of anorthite under pressure; that is, the melting
point falls with rising pressure up to about 33 Kb (Boyd, 1962).
4. Above the melting range, the quench product is either glassy or
mlcrocrystalline. It seems as if both the glassy mater_al and
the crystalline material can be recognized on the genesis
diagram as two distinct genetic states (comparable to two phases
in a typical phase diagram).
5. Line 9 represents a temperature region above which the quench
product is never crystalline, always glassy. It also represents
a pressure region beyond which the quench product is always
crystalline regardless of the temperature.
Just as in Figure i, these data permit evaluation in terms of the forms of
utilization: (i) An optimum heat and pressure combination can be selected to
develop a product of a certain genetic state_ (2) a field map of observed fea-
tures will probably be of the same nature as Figure 2; hence, it will indicate
the direction of the source of high temperature and/or high pressure.
A striking example of the good correlation between the physical parameters (the
variables) that define a genetic state and the recognized petrologic character-
istics of the rock can be seen in Figure 3, which displays four photomicro-
graphs of heat-treated gabbro. Figure 3-I shows the rock after a 2-hour heat
treatment. No change from the original crystalline rock could be observed
under the petrographic microscope. Figure 3-2 shows the rock after a 6-hour
heat treatment. The rock developed typical volcanic scoriaceous characteristics.
(We are using the term scoriaceous to mean not only hlgher-percentage cavities
than in a typical vesicular rock, but also partial conversion of the crystal-
line materlal into glass. If all the crystalllne material around the cavities
converted to glass, the rock would classify as pumiceous.) At 24 hours
(Figure 3-3), all the cavities had disappeared completely, thus practically
concluding the typically volcanic genetic states, and some recrystallizatlon
is clearly evident. Last, at 5_ da)s (Figure 3-4), crystallization proceeds
to replace the glassy material. Again, as in the above discussion, the
utilization may take a production form, whereby this data can be used to
manufacture rock of any of the above properties. Or, if used for fleld mapping,
samples may be collected on a grid, as shown in Figure 4 (Elgin and Azmon, 1964),
and examined in the laboratory for indicators of the genetic states.
We can see in the above examples how two parallel benefits can be derived from
the knowledge of the processes and conditions under which various igneous rocks
are formed. One is the abillty to generate rock end products at wiil, and the
othe; is the ability to determine the provenance of a natural rock. These
benefits correspond, respectively, to (I) production of mlneral concentrates of
defined properties in desired shapes, and (2) means of exploration for source
rock. Here, knowledge regarding two different aspects of economic geology is
gained simultaneously through experiments designed to determine the processes
that natural silicate mixtures must go through to generate specific rocks, and
to define the four parameters controlling these processes: composition,
temperature, pressure, and history. The parameters which determine the genetic
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state of a rock can be obtained either by inferences drawn from the observed
characteristics of the rock as found in its natural environment, or from
laboratory determinations of the conaitions that lead to its formation.
An understanding of these rules can lead to the two benefits mentioned above:
(i) an ability to generate rock end products at will, and (2) an ability to
determine the provenance of a natural rock.
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CRYOGENIC STORAGE ON THE MOON
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Abstract
To assess the problems anticipated in storing cryogenic fluids on
t,_e surface of the moon for extended periods, methods are presented for
cstLmating heat inputs to a storage vessel exposed to the lunar environ-
_ent and to quantitatively predict the expected boil-off losses. The
radiation interchange with the lunar surface was identified in terms of
the observed lunar surface photometric properties and the results were
compared with radiation from a surface obeying Lambert's law.
The lunar surface characteristics of importance to cryogenic storage,
the selection of appropriate support concepts, the performance of hiBhly
_, effective thermal insulations, and the treatment of piping penetrations
to reduce performance degradations are discussed Results are presentedS
of analyses of the heat exchange for the computation of environment heat
_ of fluxes and the boil-off rate is estimated for a specific cryogenic
vessel design.
" Effects of The Lunar Environment
. Implicit in the studies of processes for the utilization of lunar
resources is the belief that cryogenic fluids can be stored on the
moon's surface for extende_ periods with minimum boil-off losses To
-_
analyze the design requirements of a cryogenic storage vessel, the thermal
_i interactions between it and the lunar surface must be determined.
Although views differ on the nature of the lunar environment, con-
-" siderable evidence has already been obtained and such significant aspects
as an extremely low-pressure atmosphere, micrometeroid impact and solar
radiation effects and the resulting thermal and photometric properties
of the lunar surface materials can be postulated.
Optical and radio telescope observations have established an upper
limit of the density of the lunar atmosphere and, by inference, possible
atmospheric constituents. The absence of any significant lunar atmosphere
shapes and controls the characteristics of the lunar surface material
(Glaser, 1965), and causes any gases from the cryogenic storage vessel
to be rapidly diffused.
24_
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The continuous bombardment by high-velocity micrometeoroids causes
comminution of exposed materials and consequent erosion of the moonts
surface.
Solar radiation consisting of non-ionizing ultraviolet light, x-rays,
wind, and flares is chiefly responsible for the physical and chemical
structure of the surface material. Of particular significance is Lhe
cleansing effect of this radiation which may contribute to the consoli-
dation of particles. Consolidation may also be induced by radiation
sintering of lunar surface particles (Smoluchowski, 1965).
If the lunar surface has been subjected to gas contamination from
the moon's interior, adsorption of gases on particle surfaces may have
taken place. Physically-adsorbed gas layers would be removed rapidly at
the low surface pressures; chemisorbed-layers, although not completely
removed by the vacuum alone, would be removed by solar radiation. In the
absence of any contaminating gas sources, any fresh surfaces generated by
mechanical action (e.g. micrometeoroid impacts) would remain clean. The
topography of particle surfaces generated by such action would determine
the magnitude of adhesion forces. Surface roughness combined with sub-
micron particles at contact points will reduce adhesion between particles.
Experimental data indicate that the high vacuum can substantially
increase the coefficient of friction. (Glaser, 1964) The high friction
will tend to make a falling particle stick at its first contact, resist
shearing ferces that would produce dense packing, and thus contributes
to the formation of intricate structures on the lunar surface.
Properties of The Lunar Surface Layer
The complexity of the surface layer has also been indicated by
photometric measurements and recent radar radiometric measurements
(Hagfors, et al., 1965). This layer is responsible for the sharp lunar
surface temperature changes which have been measured bv infrared and
mic.owave methods (Shorthill and Saari, 1965). Thermal property values,
obtained in laboratory simulation experiments, point to a surface composed
ef particles which may have been lightly sintered together to form a
complicated structure. (Wechsler and Glaser, 1965)
Photometric measurements have shown that the physical arrangement
of the lunar surface differs from that of terrestrial surfaces, most of
which scatter light in accordance with Lambert's law. The face of the
full moon appears to be of uniform brightness and its average albedo in
the vlst,al spectral range is about 0.07. The albedo in the infrared has
been estimated to be greater than this average value. (Pettit and
Nichoison, 1930).
The dependence of the albedo on the angle of incidence follows a
photometric function which varies drastically from the commonly known
functlo:_s -- particularly from Lambert's law. A photometric function
-2- 2_5
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which appears ro conform very closely to the observed photometri.c properties
of the lunar surface has been derived by Hapke (1963). The numerous
assumptions made in the derivation of Hapke's function have been justified
by the agreement of the computed photometric functions with experimental
data. (Hapke and Von Horn, 1963). The data show that materials which
scatter light like the moon have a complex structure, consist of a t-andom
arrangement of objects -- large compared with the wavelength of visible
light and of low reflectivity -- arranged in an open network into which
light can penetrate freely from any direction. These objects give the
structure isotropic and homogeneous appearance which is also in accord
with the postulated genesis of the lunar surface and the thermal properties
of such a material. Studies of the back-scattering of hard, highly porous
volcanic cinders, scoriae, and slag (Halajian, 1965) have shown that the
photometric function of a surface depends primarily on the geometry of its
elements, not on their actu..l size. Proton irradiation of fine rock par-
ticles will cause their photometric properties to closely match the
observed lunar material characteristics (Hapke, 1965).
The emittance of the lunar surface is still a subject of considerable
conjecture. Recent measurements (Markov and Khokhlova, 1955) indicated
a variation in emittance ranging from 0.62 for the continents to 0.83 for
the maria areas. Because of the lack of reliable data on lunar surface
emittance _nd its directional properties, a conservative assumption for
the radiation interchange with a cryogenic storage vessel is that the
lunar surface emittance is comparable to that from a black body.
Deposition of Particles on Cryogenic Storage Vessel Surfaces
The surface of a cryogenic liquid storage vessel on the moon could
be covered by a layer of particles ejected from the lunar surface by
microrneteoroid impact. Estimates of the rate of accretion of particles
on any object on the lunar surface are quite uncertain. (McCracken and
Dubin, 1964). The depth of particles accumulated in one year can be
assu_ed to be between one micron and 10 -4 microns. The effect of such
a thin, uniform layer of pazticles deposited on a surface of a diffusely
reflecting material is to change the reflectivity of the surface layer.
For quartz-like particles averaging one micron and one layer deep, the
enmittance of a vessel surface will not change significantly. However,
the ratio of the solar absorptance to emlttance of the vessel surface
will increase by more than a factor of 3 leading to a considerable rise
in the vessel surface temperature. (ADL, 1966)
Cryogenic Storage Vessel Des_Rn
Any cryogenic liquid storage system must contain an_ conserve the
stored liquid until such time as it is used. Containment of cryogenic
fluids such as liquid hydrogen, presents no serious problems. However,
in a simulated lunar environment, the conservation of cryogenic fluids
for an extended period with a mipimum boil-off loss has yet to be demon-
strated. The low temperature of the stored fluid relative to the
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_nviro[_nent temperature causes heat flow to the fluid and a subsequent
loss. Thus, to conserve the fluid, the net heat flow from the outer
vessel surface to the stored cryogenic fluid must be limited.
In a real system, there are many paths by which heat may be transferred
t(_ the stored fluid. The principal one is the surface of the vessel
which must be isolated from the environment by a thermal insulation.
Others include the structural supports and piping which interrupt the
insulation at several points and conduct heat to localized areas of the
vessel surface. The pipes will also radiate heat to the scored fluid
unless openings are appropriately baffled. The heat leaks from each
heat path can be estimated using analytical techniques and available
experimental data.
In recent years, several multilayer insulations and appropriate
analytical techniques to predict their performance have been developed
(Timmerhaus, 1958-1965). _able 1 lists physical properties of typical
multilayer insulations which may be suitable for cryogenic storage vessels.
The heat flux into the cryogenic vessel is governed by the effects of
variables such as the warm surface temperature, compression applied to the
ingulation during installation and operation, type of gas and gas pressure
inside the insulation, insulation thickness, radiation shield emittance,
ouE_assing, venting requirements, and material stability. (ADL, 1963, 1964a)
A multilayer insulation system has to be designed to operate in the
different enviroru_ents affecting it during launch, boost, lunar landing,
and lunar storage. Considerable work has already been carried out to
devise systems which can perform adequately. Among these are pre-evacuated
insulations utilizing lightweight flexible jackets, pre-evacuated insula-
tions for small vessels with outer jackets designed to resist atmospheric
loads, and space-evacuated insulations which require pre-launch noncon-
densable gas purges to prevent liquefaction of ambient gases and post-
launch rapid removal of any gas within the insulation. The effectiveness
of multilayer iesulation can be enhanced by the use of cooled radiation
shields. (Paivanos, et al., 1965). Utilizing the refrigeration potential
of the vent gases, the boil-off rate of hydrogen from a vessel can be
reduced to 1/5 the value that would be obtained without vapor cooling.
Str-_ctural Supports
The requirements for supports of the cryogenic vessel differ for each
phase of its mission. The vessel supports from launch to lunar landing
will have to be sturdier than the supports during storage on the moon.
To minimize heat leaks, it will be desirable to alter the supports _, suit
the various load couditions, various material choices, and design approaches.
Thermal conductivity, tensile strength, and modulus of elasticity
are the most significant properties in the support system design. Dacron,
NoNex, and glass fibers are promising support materials. However, the
percent elongation at the maximum loads and the temperature _oefficient
1966026216-259
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of expansion must also be considered. In addition, the natural frequency
of a support system and cryogenic vessel must be greater than the frequency
of any excitations resulting from the vibrations and accelerations induced
at launch. A material will provide minimum conductive supports at the
natural frequency of a tension support when the ratio of the thermal con-
ductivity of the support to the modulus of elasticity is minimum.
Many different structural support design concepts can be identified
depending upon the specific cryogenic vessel requirements. Typical concepts
include (1) tension supports where the inner vessel is supported by tension
members, (2) multiple ther_nal resistance supports consisting of assemblies
of conical washers coated with magnesia powder (ADL 1964 b), (3) refriger-
ated supports utilizing the sensible heat of the vaporized liquid, (4)
retracting supports which may be disengaged by a mechanically-actuated
spring release mechanism, a pyrotechnical release mechanism or a gas
pro_sure actuated mechanism, (5) change-of-phase supports which use
subliming materials to vary the strength and cross section of a support
structure, (6) magnetic supports which eliminate conduction through the
supports by several re-entrant permanent magnets -- on the outer shell
and support rods holding the inner container, (7) cone supports of a
honeycomb material bonded to a girth ring around the inner container
and a girth ring around the outer shell.
Thermal Analysis of Structural Suppozts
The design of a structural support can be chosen to minimize the
thermal conductance and provide the desired degree of _:hermal isolation
of the cryogenic vessel. The overall thermal conductance is determined by
the dimension and thermal conductivity of the structural e]ement. The
interaction between the support and the thermal insulation is most signifi-
cant among the various mechanisms by which the structural support trans-
ports heat between the cryogenic vessel and the warm outer shroud.
When a structural support penetrates multilayer insutation, a gap
between adjacent ends of radiation shields results allowiug radiation
to bypas_ one or more layers. If the ends of the radiatlon shields aru
in mechan,_al contact with th_ support then heat can be transferred by
conduction between them. In addltio,, the radiation from the space between
the shields can be absorbed by the support and conducted into the vessel.
Analyses of these effects have indicated the magnitude of the degra-
dation of insulation performance by th,_.rmalcoupling and the design approaches
required. (Bonneville, 1964). Because structural suoports in thermal con-
tact with insulation edges produce unacceptable heat leaks, a buffer zone
must be used. Studies of the buffer zone (ADL, 1963) have shown that the
penetration is thermally decoupled from the insulation system when the
zone's width is equal to or greater than the thlc_a_ess of the insulation.
250
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Design of A Model Cryogenic Vessel
Figure i shows the design selected to be representative of a
lunar-landed liquid hydrogen storage vessel. Its spherical shape is 14
feet in diameter and is supported within a cylindrical shroud of aluminum
honeycomb resting on a tripod. The design was chosen to correspond to
the lunar excursion module. The cryogenic vessel is attached to the main
structure by a single continuous cone of mylar honeycomb and is thenr,ally
protected by a multilayer insulation system. All the piping required to
Jill, vent, and drain the vessel is arranged to form a single piping
penetration at the top. A detail of the piping penetration, including
heat stations to reduce heat leaks through this penetration, are shown
in Figure 2. A five-foot wide pressure vessel within the liquid hydrogen
vessel stores high-pressure gaseous helium required to pressurize the
ullage in the vessel during withdrawal of liquid hydrogen.
Heat Transfer Analyses
The critical aspects of the cryogenic vessel model design have been
sufficiently detailed to permit realistic heat leak computations.
Computation and methods have been developed to predict the thermal con-
dition ot a cryogenic storage vessel and its contents during extended
exposure to the lunar environment and to quantitatively predict th._.
boil-off rate. (ADL, 1966)
As shown in Figure 3, the outer shroud was divided into 30 zones to
compute the heat flux incident. Six zones are on the top, six on the
bottom, and 18 on the side of the shroud, 'lhe cylindrical surface was
divided into three bands. To consider heat leaks through insulation,
conductive terms were included for those from the supports and piping.
The minor leak effects from supporting le_s have not been included.
To calculate the incident heat fluxes the lunar surface was _ssum¢_d
to reflect according to Hapke's photometric function and emit radiation
according to Lambert's law. Radiation affecting the vessel was divided
into three components according to the. wavelength range: reflected
sunlight, infrared radiation from the lunar surface, and radiation from
the vessel's shadow.
The response of the lunar surface to a shadow from a nearby object
was immediate. The temperature of the shadow, therefore, is not tlm.e-
dependent.
The computer programs used to evaluate the study included computation
of the view areas, a card-tape program, a program to obtain the tempera-
ture of the zones, and a transient thermal analysis to confirm the
validity of the assumption of a non-conducting shroud with no thermal
i_aflfl.
251
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ProKram Results
The numerical results of the analysis of the boil-off losses from
a cryogenic vessel stored on the lunar surface are discussed in this
section. The computer tabulations are shown in graphical form and the
significant results are summarlzea.
Figures 4 and 5 show the view factors from two zones of the vessel
to the shaded and illuminated portions of the lunar surface. The view
factor for solar radiation reflected from the lunar surface calculated
from Lambert's law is greater than the view factor calculated from
Hapke's photometric function The iunar surface was assumed to be
Lambertian in emission; therefore, the view factor for em_ ted infrared
radiation from the lunar surface was calculated f_om Lambert_s law.
Figure 6 shows the reflected solar radiation incident upon Zones i,
2, 7, and 8 for various sun elevation angles according to computations
using the Hapke photometric function. Zones 1 and 2 are located at the
bottom and Zones 7 and 8 on the side of the vessel.
Figure ? shows the radiative heat flux incident upon the outer
shroud at various times during a lunation. The component of solar
radiation reflected by the lunar surface according to the Hapke photo-
metric function is small compared to the incident solar flux and the
lunar surface thermal-emisslon components. However, the solar radiation
reflected by the lunar surface according to Hapke's photometric function
is about half that if the lunar surface were to reflect according to
Lambert's law.
The maximum incident solar flux is received by the outer shroud
shortly after sunrise and shortly before sunset when both the top and
the sides of the vessel are illuminated. The bottom of the vessel does
not receive solar flux except durl;.g a period of about six minutes at
• sunrise and at sunset. A sharp decrease in the incident solar flux
occurs at noon, when the sides do not receive any solar radiation. This
momentary shadowing has only a small effect on the outer shroud temperature.
The calculations did not take into account the fact that the solar radia-
tion is no_ collimated but subtends an angle of 32 minutes. For typical
conditions, the error in the temperature of the outer shroud due to the
assumption that the sunlight is collimated, is about .03°K.
_ The lunar surface thermal emission is the most significant component
_
contributing to the Y.at flux incident upon the outer shroud. Because the
_ exact magnitude of the lunar surface infrared emlttance D_.s not been
established, an assumed emittance of unity will give conservative results.
The magnitude of the total radiant heat flux _nci4ent upon the outer
shroud of the cryogenic storage vessel is so large, compared to the flux
due to sunlight reflected from the lunar surface, t}mt the departure of
the photometric function from Lsmbert's law is of slight importance.
The effects of the lunar surface shadow temperatures are nlgli_ !ble
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because of the small magnitude of the lunar surface thermal emission
from the shadow.
Figure 8 shows the boil-off rate in percent per year fcr different
insulation shielding factors and various ratios of solar absorptance to
infrared emittance of the outer shroud. These calr ulatlons are based on
the assumption that the lunar surface reflects radiation according to
Hapke's photometric function. For an insulation shieJding factor of
about 5,000, the boil-off rate would be in the order of 30?. per year for
a high __/_ ratio Reductions in the boil-off rate for an insulationM
shielding factor greater than 15,000 are not very signific_.nt. Increased
insulation shielding factors will result in an increase in weight and
thickr, "s of the insulation and thus detract from the advantag.s of a
decrea_a in the boil-off rate. Even under the most optimistic conditions
of very high insulation shielding factors and very low C_s/C ratios, the
boil-off rate would be about 7?. per year for the model cryogenic vessel
considered.
Figure 9 shows the dependence of the boil-off rate on the ratios
of the outer shroud solar absorptance to infrared emittance for various
penetration conductances and lurer surface reflection laws for an in-
sulation shielding factor o_ IC,O00. Instead of using a conductance, a
shielding factor was used tc characterize the heat flow through the
insulation. This permits calculation of the heat flow through the_
insulation using the di._erence in T4 instead of the difference in T.
To be able to relate shielding factors to multilayer insulation systems,
Figure I0 shows the dependence of shielding factors on different numbers
of radiation shields and emittances, and Table 2 gives typical thicknesses
of multilayer insulations for different numbers of radiati_;,1 shields.
The total penetration _onductances, even though a small percentage
of the effective insulation conductance, have an important effect on
the boil-off rate. To illustrate the magnitude of the penetration and
effective insulation conductance, let the insulation be exposed co a
temperature of 300°K on its outer boundary and to 20.4°K on its inner
bounclary. For insulation shielding factors of 5,000, I0,000, _nd
20,000, effective conductances of tl_ insulation are 47.2 x 10 .3 watts/°K,
23.6 x 10 .3 watts/°K, and 11.B x I0,-3 watts/°K respectively. The nominal
conductance of the total penetration is 3.18 x 10 .3 watts/oK.
Conclusion
By taking into account the interaction of the cryogenic storage
vessel with the lunar surface and designing a storage vessel incorporating
the principles and techniques already available, it is possible to pre-
dict the boil-off losses from such vessels. Results indicate that the
magnitude of the total radiant heat flux incident upon the outer shroud
is so large compared to the sunlisht reflected from the. lunar surface,
that the departure of the photometric function from Lambert's law is
not important. The effects of lur, sr surface shadow temperatures are
-9-
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TABLE 2
ITPICAL THICKNESSES OF MULTILAYER INSULATIONS
FOR DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF RADIATION SHIELDS
Number of Multilayer Insulation Thickness
Radiation .007" Thick Crinkled .003" Thick
Shields Netting Nylon Polyester Film Gla_s Fiber Paper
50 0.95" O.75 i.35"
i00 I.90" i.50 2.70"
200 3.80" 3.O0 5.40"
300 5•70" 4.50 8.I0"
400 7.60" 6.00 i0.80"
25_
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negligible because of the slight lunar surface thermal emission from
the shadow.
Coilsiderable work still remains to be done in demonstrating that
present techniques are adequate to assure efficient storage of cryogenic
fluids on the lunar surface for extended periods. In particular, the
design of structural supports and their interaction with multilayer
insulation systems will have to be further explored. Ex7erim.ental con-
fiz_r_tion of the reliability of support designs is desirable. The
analytical procedures developed for estimating the boil-off rate are
adequate, provided that suffickent data becomes available to make these
computations as really.tic as possible.
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?LUNAR GEOTttERMAL POJ_.RN.--KO.4E PROBLEMS AND POTENTIAI,S
Carl F. Austin
I. Kenneth Prin_le
Richard D. Fulmer
ABSTRACT. Power from geothermal deposits on earth is an established
fact, with plant capacities ranging from a few kilowatts to several
hundred megawatts. The increasing evidence for contemporary volcanic
and fumarolic activity on the moon lends strong support to the validity
of the concepts of utilizing geothermal fluids as a source of lunar
power. Geothermal energy, whatever the size of installation desired,
will probably not be an energy source durinR early exploratory opera-
tions, because of the inherent uncertainty in developin_ natural re-
sources. On the other hand, the attractiveness of geothermal concept_:
with their abundant potential for byproduct fuel and llfe-support pro-
duction, plus the potential for large continuous power outputs, sugges:s
chat the location and testing of areas of geothermal potential should be
an early goa] for lunar exploration efforts. This paper briefly de-
scribes the chemical and structural properties of geothermal deposits
and outlines the differences expected between lunar and terrestrial
deposits and their surface expressions. The problems of finding geo-
thermal deposits, and of then deciding upon the probable subsurface ex-
ploitive testing for initial production are suggested and the problems
inherent in large-scale geothermal development and utilization are in-
dicated.
INTRODUCTION
We can start our discussion of lunar geothermal deposits with one
fundamental fact: lunar bases, whatever their intent or purpose, will
require energy. The moment that man lands on the moon, or for that
matter on Mars or Venus, he is faced with a need fo_ cheap, abundant,
and reliable power. We can also state with reasonable conviction, that
there are two fundamental sources of power on the moon, indigenous and
imports. Indigenous power sources on the moon include incident radia-
tion (which on earth has been abundantly stored as fossil fuels), geo-
thermal power, and gravity. Imported power would include delivered
items such as fuel cells, reactors, batteries and beamed energy from an
orbiting power plant. Once we land on the moon, we can import power
directly to the moon's surface. The question thus becomes: "Can the
product of our 'Lunar Light and Power Company' compete with cheap foreign
imports," a disturbingly familiar question in industrial circles.
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Competition includes a Rood many factors, not the least of which ar_.
reliability, inltia] cost, lon_-term cost, output quantltv desired and
ease of expansion. _en the costs are figured, they must also in_lu-le
the value of useful bypro/ucts and finally the political climate and
attitudes of the day. Tills paper will review some of the problems and
potentials that face our Lunar Light and Power Company and, indeed, tl_e
problem is really no different than that of the entrepreneur who has
Just been offered the public utility concession in, say, Central Chad:
(I) is there a market? (2) are there ]oca] power sources? (3) if there
are local power sources, how do we find them? (4) is there apt to be
competition from imports? and (5) are we competitive?
This paper examines geothermal power which is only one type of
indigenous lunar power concept. At the outset, let us make two points
very clear. Raw-material utilization in a remote area permits boot-
strapping; that is, part of the output can be siphoned off to construct
facilities which enable larger outputs. You drill a little steam well
and run a small engine which powers a drill to make a larger steam well
which powers a larger drill rig, etc. This type of growth potential is
difficult to achieve, if indeed it can ever be achieved, with imported
packaged power equipment, altaough you can obviously import more packages
to add to your output. The second point is that raw-material utilization
is a chancy sort of game at best. You cannot look at a good obvious
prospect or steam vent and predict with certainty that you can get any-
thing of value back out. The better the appearance of a prospect, the
better the odds for success, but even the best prospects can yield un-
pleasant surprises. With a geothermal deposit, no matter how badly you
need the product or how good the deposit looks prior to development, you
can never be sure of steam or gas production in a useful quantity until
production is actually _ahieved.
In other words, if you want power supply reliability early in a lunar
development program, power must be either imported or else achieved by
the use of a raw material that can be fully identified without exploration
and development. Examples of the latter are power installations based on
gravity or on incident radiation. Prospecting for mineral deposits, in-
cluding those with a power output potential is without question a task
with a high priority, and the establishment of indigenous power sources is
the sine qua non for the establishment of large successful, permanent bases.
However, actual reliance upon natural resources as a source of power will
come only when enough deposits are established or a large enough slngle
deposit is established to provide a statlstlcally sound production base,
one that is large enough to absorb the failure of Indivldual wells or de-
posits to produce as anticipated, without a serious fluctuation in the
amount of power delivered.
This paper on the problems a_id potentials of lunar geothermal deposits
is prepared in three sections. The first section presents a summary of the
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present state of the evidence for lunar vulcanlsm, or at least active
outgassing phenomena. The authors have done this because the presence
of contemporary vulcanism and out_assin_ is controversial, vet is the
fundamental assumption in establishing the validltv of _eotherma| con-
cepts as a power source, worth detailed consideration. The second sec-
tion of the paper presents the general types of deposits to be antici-
pated, realizing full well that specific types of deposits ,_resent on
the moon cannot be established until examined in sltu bv a skilled
geologlst. The third section of this paper presents some of the methods
of convert.ln_,,Eeothermal products that might be reasonably expected,
into useful forms of energy and into process feed materlals for bypro-
duct product ion.
FUNDA*.!ENTM, ASSI_PTION
One fundamental assumption is required in order to have _.eot,lermal
concepts of interest as a potential source of lunar power. This a.qm_np-
tion is that ma_.matic processes with attendant metamorphism and wi1canism
have been active on the moon. If this activity is youn7, to contem, orary,
t',e probability for gtothermal deposits is very high. If the magmatlc
actively is old, the probability for findLng useful de_osits is consider-
ably lessened but the _,eothermal concepts are still of some degree of
interest.
At the present time, no one can say with certainty that there is or
is not active vulcanism on the moon. Ronca expressed the present qltuatlon
quite well when he wrote: "D.e to the scarcity of data and the Imposslhl]itv
of direct field work, it is d_fficult to reach any definite conch, sion on
_eolo_Ical processes operating on the moon" (Ref. i).
The surface featt,res of the moon have been widely observed, usln_.
methods rangin_ from visual observations throu_,h infrared scannin_ to the
close photographic covera_.e obtained with Rangers VTT, VIII and IX.
Interestingly, the same data have been consistently cited by all l,nar
points of view as supporting evidence for each individual set of opinions
proving that a knowledge of the presence or lack of contemporary lunar
vulcanism will probably wait until the first F.eoloRist arrives at the
lunar surface to do some field work.
Whether or not there has been some degree of lunar volcanic activity
in the past is seldom questioned and most scientists accept the probability
of past ma_mattc activity on the moon _e question of contemporary ma_ma-
tism on the moon, however, leads to ._ quick formation of opposin_ forces and
viewpoints. In general, we can say that the in_reasin_ body of observational
facts plus the interpretation of these facts indicates a sufficient pro-
bability of contemporary ma_matism and vulcanism to warrant serious anti-
ctpatory studies on the utilization of these phenomena.
2'1'1
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One area of evidence for lunar maRmatism comes from radioactive data
on terrestrlal recks. Terrestrial rocks are Rood heat producers, because
of their uranium, thorium and potassium contents, and there is considerable
evidence for a heatin_ earth, or at least an equilibrium earth (Ref. 2).
lndeed, if f,lly insulated, torrestrlal rocks are self-meltinR within rather
modest time spans, although the natural decrease in radioactive abundances
since the beginning of _eoloRic time does vleld a lon_-term slowinR down of
the heating rate and thus in the absolute sense, a "coolln_" earth. If the
moon is similar in origin and composition to the earth, it too should be
self-heatinR internally. Even if the moon has a composition comparable to
that of chondritic meteorites, as some investigators maintain, the moon
should be self-heating. MacDonald has used chondritic composition as the
basis for lunar speculations and concludes that the outer few hundred kilo-
meters of the moon is now coolin_ but that the inner 1,200 kilometers is
still he_tlng (Ref. 3). MacDonald thus concluded that at a depth of 1,700
kilometers the lunar material could be at a temperature of up to 2,500°C_
Radioactive heating of terrestrial rocks is an established fact. If the
moon has even similar elemental distributions, it too will be a self-heatin_
body, and regardless of the initial formatlona] temperature, sufficient _eo-
lo_Ic time will yield a hot interior.
Of a more interesting and less speculative nature are the observational
facts that suggest that ma_matic gaseous emissions and vulcanlsm are still
active. In particular, Moore (Ref. 4, 5) tabulated a number of features
that suggest that the lunar surface and subsurface are both _eolo_ically
active. Opponents of the concept of lunar vulcanism usually cite as one
major llne of evidence a lack of observed topographic chan_es. However,
contlnuln_ observations have indicated the disappearance of Linne and also
the disappearance of a crater near the border of Mare Crlslum. Opponents
of vulcanism tend to claim poor observations nnd error= are the c-uses of
the so-called changes uvserved but repeated uu_ervatlons, by eye, hdw
often proven better _,,dn many an attempt at photography and of course much
cf our observational base was achieved prior to present-day photo_raphlc
techniques.
There have also been various mists or clouds reported by reliable ob-
servers. Examples are a white mist which covered the walled plain of
Schiekard, a mist fillin_ the interior of Plato, a cloud in the Humboldt
Mountains, a patch of vapor In the Aristarchus cleft area, a misty appear-
ance to Canon, the obscuratlon of Messier A, and more recently, the "out-
of-focus" appearance to the central peak in Alphonsus while evervthlng else
was in sharp focus. Explaining away most of these si_htlngs as beln_ caused
by poor viewing conditions has been a popular notion but despite the lack of
scientific popularity for lunar vulcanism in this country, these siRhtinRs
are probably real. Granted, such mists or clouds do not prove vulcanlsm on
the surface or ma_raatism at depth, but the actual presence of gas emissions
seems rather well-establlshed and gas emissions do suggest underlying meg-
matlc sources. This same llne of reasoning grows from the evidence of a
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tenuous lunar atmosphere inclmline the t_ei]i_.ht effect near the "cusps"
of the creqcent moon, the erev herders _:t_ich have been observed at rt_e
edges of some crater shadows and the ohs_rvation'_ of aTmarent lunnr
meteors, Such phenomena _,up_est an atmo_plmre which, in t,rn, :;_r_eqts
active supportin_ 9aseom; emanations.
There are two otl_er _roup:; of observational data whicl, stron,zlv _ueP_,;t
contemporary ma_matic activity. One, nnd t_v far tl_e moqt excittnp, is that
_iven hv Atter (Ref. 6), Ponpend_ek anti Rend (Ref. 7), anti _[ozvrev (2:,f. 9)
who have reported volcnnic-ar, poarin_, activity in the crater _lnhonsus.
Manv years a_o lterschel said that he believed he had seen a volcano in
eruption but modern writers have said that Herschel was mtstalmn, even
though he was one of tile _reatest ohservers. Kozvrev now makes almost the
qame claim, but in this case he has a spectrogram to hack it. Secondlv,
the work of Shorthil] and Saar_ (Ref. 9) in the infrared ranRe taken durin_
two eclipses shows hundred of anomalous "hot spots" across the face of the
moon. Many of these infrared anomalies correspond to features which other-
wise show or indicate maRmatlc activity. One of these anomalous areas is/
at the former site of the crater of Linne. There is no proof of contem-
porary lunar magmntlsm, but the su_gestin_ evidence is becomln_ rather
abundant.
GEOTIIERMAL DEPOSITS AND TI[EIR PRODUCTS
Geothermal deposits are defined for the purposes of this presentation
as subsurface accumulations of water-rich Rasses and associated brines
derived from ma_matic and metamorphic activltv. Durln_ the followlnR dis-
cusslons, the term water will be frequently employed but will mean only a
material that is rich in combined or partially combined hydroRen and oxvRen:
it will not imply a specific physical state or chemical species for to do so
would be ReoloRically unwarranted when discussinR even terrestrial deposits.
AlthouRh "water-rlch" Rasses and brines are emphasized in this pregertatlon,
we should bear in mind that "rich" is a relative concept. Thus, a Reo-
thermal _eposit that is primarily CO 2 in terms of the emitted volume may be
water-rich in lunar context if only a few hundred parts per million of wate_
is present. Even with minor water contents, larRe continuous _as flows can
yield major quantities of water, as a byproduct of power production.
POTENTIAL NATURE OF LUNAR DEPOSITS
Here on earth we see two fundamental modes of vu __ani,_n - the widespread
and abundant basalts with their deep sites of oriRin and our economically
more InterestlnR but sparse intermediate to siliceous volcanlcs with their
abundant metamorphic to intrusive but less deep subsurface counterparts.
Both types of vulcanlsm have been proposed for _ne lunar environment (Ref.
10). Both types of magmatic activity involve the collection of volatiles in
e?3
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the makz_a followed by the expulsion of volatlle_ d,,-in_ crystallization
(Ref. 11). Unfortunately, basalts are much poorer volatile collector-
emitter sv.:te_s than are granitic-type magmas, but even if onlv _asalts
are .resent on tt,e .,oon, the net result would only be to s_i_Rest that the
amonnts of eeothermal product her .nit volume of mat_ma would be less.
The proceqses and products should be essentially the same. Tn the f_llow-
in_ discussions, _a_matic processes are _enerallv emphasized but meta-
morphic processos which _o not ever achieve full mobilization as a crystal
mush should also be fully capable of vieldin_ _eothermal deposits with
larRe po_aer and byproduct potentials.
We do know that here on earth the processes of magmatism are capable
of releasing tremendous quantities of heated water. Terrestrial vulcanism,
however, is intimately associated with the abundance of connate waters,
circulating _roundwaters and the hydrated and hydroxyl bearln_ minerals so
common in our crustal rocks. Although a number of isotope geochemists have
stated that most emitted waters from terrestrial ma_matism are not magmatic
but are merely shallow surface waters that are returned to the surface,
this theory overlooks the fact that the connate and other entrapped waters
of rocks undergoing intensive metamorphism to yleld a crystal mush should
be rather ordinary in isotopic composition as well (Ref. 12). Thus the
apparent lack of "juvenile" water in magmatic activity should not be
equated with a lack of "maRmatic" water when describing the potential vol-
atile content for terrestrial or lunar vulcanism and associated ma_matic
activity.
Certainly, here on earth, the greatest amount of shallow geothermal
activltv is t( be seen in areas of abundant groundwater, and most people
do not e_pect groundwater to be abundant on the moon, at least not in the
near surface environment. On the other hand, lunar rocks can be expected,
Is will be shown, to store water and volatiles in many ways and in consid-
erable quantity. Any magmatic activity, such as an intrusion or a _as or
fluid flow should thus have the opportunity to extract this water content
to yield water bearing geothermal deposits and emissions.
The geologic evidence at hand indicates that magmas of both basaltic
and granitic compositions, particularly the more granitic magmas, are cap-
able of extracting water from their surroundings and that partial pressure
considerations indicate that water and other volatiles will collect in the
upper portions of a magma chamber. This general process of volatile
collection followed by expulsion upon cooling and during surfleial erup-
tions is well-evldeneed terrestrially by the variations in volatile con-
tent seen in continuing eruptions which become progressively drier with
time. At present, the same general processes of petrogenesis are expected
on the moon as are active on the earth and lunar magmas and metamorphic
zones, if they exist, should extract volatiles lalcluding water, from the
rocks comprising and surrounding the melt or metanorphic zone. The expul-
sion of these volatiles in fumaroles and the collection and concentration
of these volatiles in adjacent and overlying permeable zones constitutes
the anticipated sources of Ivnar geothermal fluids and gasses (Ref. 13).
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In terms of abundances, terrestrial volcanic (i.e., ma_matic) emlssionq
are mostly water in the form of steam. Carbon dioxide is apparently the
__rt most common emitted volatile although CO I]2 and l]C] can be very
abundant (Ref. i4). Increasingly, liquid COo is bein_ reco_.nized as en-
. trapped _n deep _er.'estrial rocks, leadine to the £uPgeqtion that CO2 or
• even CO and re ted carbon bearing gasses may well be the dominant _.asses
in relativelx ,.v" _unar _eothermal systems (Ref. 15). In support c ¢ the
latter suRRestion s t:e recent identification by Urev of Co molecules in
the spectra of gasses e'-itted bv l._phonsu.. (Ref. 1_).
Terrestrially, the temperature and ti,e concentration of ReeL,retinal
gasses and brlne= are dependent primarily on the quenchinp and dilutinR
capability of the near surface environment (Ref. 17). On the moon, such
quenching and dilution is considerably less likelv and may, in many in-
stances, be absent. As a result of the continued emissions of hot -.asses
over appreciable timespans, the conduit walls for a _iven lunar thermal
deposit can be heated sufficiently to yield very hot _,asses at the surface.
Because of the general lack of sha]low circulating groundwater• lunar fum-
arolic activity should be of a much hiRher temnerature in near surface
deposits than is normally achieved on earth, and temperature _.radients
should be more abrupt adjacent to active conduits. The probability of
numerous localized high thermal F.radients adjacent to more or less "point"
hot _as sources is not inconsistent with the very interc_tin_ infrared
patterns with numero,s hot spots recently obtained for the lunar surface
by Shorthill and Saari (Ref. 9).
On earth, the typical Re,thermal prospect appears as a hot sprin_,
although strictly aaseous fumaroles (including mud volcanoes) are very
common at the sites of contemporary vulcanism and at geothermal de noslts
undergoing subsurface boiling. On the moon, the most common surface ex-
pression of underlying geothermal deposits should be an active fumarole
or steam vent emitting multicomponent gasses including water, CO 2 and the
more common fumarolic gasses CO, SO2, HCI, HF and H2S. In view of the
abundant sublimates or gas-gas reaction products observed at many volcanic
sites, there is also the likelihood of considerable "dissolved solids"
transport in fumarolic emissions on the moon (Ref. 18, 19).
That water and CO2 should be the principal geothermal products on the
moon can be established by analogies drawn on terrestrial observations
and the probability of lunar water-rich fluids (in the absolute sense) is
not as low as it might seem at first glance. If a water bearing gas
traverses increasingly cooler rocks and then expands into a rather open
breccia zone or scoria lapillae horizon, the result can be the frosting-
out of ice, to yield a water-rlch horizon. As continued gas flows de-
posit ice or salts in the overlying cover, and increase the flow friction
of the area, the gas flows will seek new channels, leavinR a now stagnant
ice horizon. This can undergo heating at some later time, due to nearby
intrusions or due simply to an advancing thermal Rradlent resulting from
275
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the original intrusion. If the de_assin_ of this horizon i_as become
difficult due to sealin_ of the ice horizon by renewed lay., flows, by
faulting, or by salt deposition, the result upon heat_ag will be a water
saturated horizon and a true brine, quite probably with a gas cap com-
prised of leqs easily condensed materials. The analomy with oil accumu-
lations is identical with regard to the need for source beds, material
migration and traps. For those who doubt the proper sequence of events
is probable, the authors recommend a review of the genesis of terrestrial
petroleum which requires an equally complex sequence of events.
Once melting is achieved, uonvective =ooling can take pldce within
the lunar brine deposit. Whether or not such a brine c_n become geologi-
cally self-perpetuatin_ in the lunar environment, yielding large areas of
subsurface circulating water is a question beyond the scope of this paper,
but the problem is certainly an Jnterestin_ one.
A second lunar brine possibility is found in the deposition of salts
with contained water due to temperature-pressure drops or to _as stream
interactions. If highly deliquescent, as for example many complex halides
are, a h_rizon can develop with what might be termed a deliquescent salt
brine. In the lunar environment a probable sequence of events yieldin_ a
power potential from a deliquescent salt accumulation would be similar to
that describe_ for ice, where metamorphism or renewed heatln_ would liber-
ate the stored water. The same processes of entrapment followed by liber-
ation and storage can, of course, be cited for the 1.eatinR of hydroxyl and
halide bearing _aterials. Similar releases of volatiles are often demon-
strated on earth in the metamorphism of rocks such as limestones which
yield accumulations of C02, I{2S, or N2: shales which yield petroliferous
products, CO2 or NH3; and coals _lich yield CO, CII4, CO2, _I 3 and oils.
PROBABLE SURFACE EVIDENCE
Surface evidence for underlying geothermal deposits on the moon falls
into several categories. These are distinctive structural environments;
surface discoloration from alteration and the deposition of salts; gas
emissions; and thermal anomalies.
Distinctive favorable structures for geothermal deposits are of three
broad types: (I) active volcanoes (2) areas of caldera formation, par-
ticularly where there has been very recent volcanic leakage, whether they
be isolated calderas or caldera type depressions marginal to major fault
zones; and (3) any older petroleum-type trap, be it structural or strati-
graphic, with initial attention being best concentrated on regions of
doming and areas adjacent to faults cutting modestly dippin_ flows with
'Interbedded" pyroclastic horizons.
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Surface discolor, tion will conm_st of bleaching or other alteration
where wet or cot osive gasses hare escaped along fracture zones and areas
where colored salts and sublimates or "frosts" haxe accumulated over
porous zones. Along fractures or alone permeable outcrops, one terrestrial
feature that should not be observed, however, is the common widespread
bleached zone resulting from acid sulfate activity as a result of H2S (or
pyrite) - at_,ospheric oxygen - surface water interactions.
Gas emissions per se should be locatable on the basis of surface sur-
veillance programs including "atmosphere sampling" surveys and observa-
tional programs based on Eas-incident radiation interaction effects since
local temporary atmospheres should collect around large, active vents.
Ground temperature studies are exactly analogous to those now per-
formed on earth, and will consiFt of infrared reconnaissance _rids as well
as surface and borehu] temperature studies.
METHODS OF RECOVERING G'_OTHERMAL GASS=S AND FLUIDS
The simplest and cheapest geothermal deposit to exploit is the fuma-
rolic vent which spews forth gasses at some elevated pressure and perhaps
quite high temperatures. A tube can be rammed into the vent throat and
rocks piled around and over the tube in order _o keep it in place. If two
pipes in annular configuration are used, a gas cartridge can be fired to
force a plastic foam through holes in the wall of the outer tube, thus
helping to cement the tube to the vent throat (Ref. 13). The result is a
small gas well, which should have a vent to the local atmosphere plus a
feed pipe to the "power _lan_". The vent can be closed to the extent that
the casing and adjacent rocks can withstand the "in-the-well" pressure.
If sublimation or salts deposition has been active in sealing the
surrounding rocks and surface, the potential operatin_ pressures can be
quite large.
Deeper wells can be drilled using power from shallow wells, as has
been done in some geothermal steam fields on earth. Depth is desired in
order to provide higher operating pressures and larger flow volumes. On
the moon, as on earth, a geothermal bore hole can encounter pressures
between two limits. The lower limit is the weight of the gaseous or fluid
column plus an increment due to flow friction if the system is not static.
The upper llmit on well pressures is a pressure equal to the weight of the
gas or fluid column plus the weight of the overlying rock mass. By going
to considerable depth, not only is an increased rock cover present but an
increased flow friction derived increment of pressure is also provided.
Most shallow terrestrial _eothermal bore holes have low pressures and leak
quite badly through the surrounding _o_ks. In addition, a number of
terrestrial wells have crater_d or Llown out due to casing practices that
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have subjected weak near surface rocks to high pressure steam from _reater
depth_ (Ref. 2q, 21). One recent well near Sulfur Bank, Ca]ifornla has
reportedly also encountered hot CO 2 at pressures approaching th_ upper
limit fo_ _eotheL,,al wells, causin_ considerable difflculty wi_h the casing
to host rock bondin_ in this instance. The comunon terrestrial problems of
blowout prevention and well control will face all geothermal drilling
efforts.
A qerious problem with most _eothermal installations is the plu_in_
of wells and pipes with precipitates and sublimates. Althou_h such de-
posits hinder power production, the deposition can be of value for chemical
byproducts as in the case of the tonnaRe quantities of copper and silver
recovered in a 9Q-day well flow test at Niland, California recently. All
equipment and installations must be designed to facilitate cleaning with
little or no down time.
The exploitation of deliquescent salt deposits and of subsurface ice
_o-o_ts can be accomplished by solution mining and by _as injection. Hot
gas injection can be accomplished using, for example, a dry exhaust gas
_r_m a power or process plant or a dry gas produced from some other horizon
and power may be extracted either before or after the addition of the re-
coverable water to the _as, depending on the ease and economy of the various
possible processes.
Ice horizons, deliquescent salt horizons and entrapped gas and brine-
': filled porous horizons may well prove to be the "fossil fuel" deposits of
the moon. The anticipated products that can be expected in the production
pipeline are:
Cold gasses, dry to wet, probably dust or solids bearing, in which
elevated pressure is the principal power value.
Hot gasses, dry to wet, probably dust or solids bearing, in which
both temperature and pressure are of power value.
Cold brines, in which differential pressure is the only power value.
Hot brines, in which both temperature and pressure provide signifi-
cant power potentials.
Although water and CO2 are the most probable large volume products
from lunar geothermal deposits, the possibility of significant quantities
of other volcanic gasses is quite large as is the probability of more
exotic gaseous compounds in the drier fumarollc emissions,
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GEOTHERMAL POWER GENERATION
Once the geothe_nal potential of a given lunar location is known and
the quantity of fluid and gas flows established, the problem becomes one
of converting the resulting geothermal ene _y to some useful form. At
the present, geothermal power is considered to be of value in three main
areas: (1) electrical power generation, (2) providing mechanical power,
and (3) for heating. The terrestrial use of geothermal energy is not new.
Power generation has been accomplished at several places on the earth with
commercial success and considerable additional exploration is underway at
the present time. In addition, the heating value of geothermal fluids has
been utilized for a number of years in Iceland and has also been used for
process heat at various other localities (Ref. 22). The use of geothermal
energy in the lunar environment will no doubt result in some unique prob-
lems not encountered in the terrestrial use of geothermal energy and the
following section of this paper is a general review of the problems and
processes of lunar geothermal power exploitation.
The path pursued in the conquest of geothermal power on the moon de-
pends on a number of factors including (1) the intended energy usage,
(2) the type of geothermal emission encountered, (3) the length of time
that power is needed, and (4) the phase of lunar exploitation in which
the power is desired. Intended geothermal energy usage on the moon can
cover a wide range of applications including conversion to electrical or
mechanical power, and use as a direct heat source for processes and activ-
ities including mining, propellants production, communications and life
support.
As noted in an earlier section, a wide variety of magmatic and volcanic
emissions should be encountered ranging from gasses through liquids; from
hot to cold, and from very clean to highly contaminated by dust and chemi-
cals. Here on earth, only the more easily utilized geothermal deposits
with relatively clean, high pressure steam have been exploited. On the
moon there will not be as many choices of power sources as on earth, and
if geothermal power is indeed found in exploitable quantities, it may be
available in the form of geothermal gasses and liquids that are something
less than ideal. The designer of lunar geothermal equipment will thus be
faced with a number of problems not encountered in present-day terrestrial
geothermal exploitation.
The duration of the power requirements for any given installation will
be very important. In the case of relatively short-term application
corrosion, erosion, and solids deposit:on will not be as severe a problem
as at installations where the equipment must last for a number of "ears.
Except for the special situation where clean steam or dry gasses are readily
available and abundant, geothermal power will probably not be competitive
with other sources of energy for short duration missions.
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The existin_ phase of lunar exploitation will be important in deter-
mining the competitiveness of geothermal power, partlcularlv in re_ard to
the level of reliability required. In tile later phases of lunar exploit-
ation, geothermal power and heat are readily envisioned for use in large
permanent base stations. In the case of small early bases, however, the
needed output must be initially and immediately reliable as well as rela-
tively small, thus indlcatin_ a sharp competition with packaged reactors.
POWER TRANSFORMATION SCHEMES
With a majority of the lunar deposits expected, an open cycle, or
more correctly, an open process will prove initially advantageous. The
geothermal fluid will run directly through conversion or heating devices
and then, with respect to the power cycle, be discarded. This is not to
say that the geothermal fluid cannot be used for multiple energy purposes
such as first generating electrical power and then providing heat for
hydroponics installations and living quarters. Nor does an open cycle
imply that the geothermal fluid may not be processed either before, during,
or after the power cycles for the fluid's chemical or water content. Open
cycles do mean that in the end the fluid will be dumped overboard, carzv-
ing unwanted waste heat and chemicals and that the fluid will not re-enter
the power cycle again.
A "closed cycle" with a recirculating secondary working fluid should
be used where the geothermal fluid contains chemicals detrimental to the
equipment with which it comes in contact. With closed cycles instead of
circulating the geothermal fluid directly through the prime mover°_ other
equipment the geothermal fluid would be used to heat the secondary fluid
which would oierate under truly cyclic processes, such as a Rankine or
Brayton cycle. A secondary fluid type of system would involve more complex
equipment and Lhe thermal efficiency would not be as great as in the case
o_ direct geothermal fluid use but the savings in equipment life might well
be the difference between economic or noncompetitive operations. Heat ex-
changers can supply the heat to the secondary fluid with no problem. On
the other hand, heat rejection from the secondary fluid is a serious prob-
lem requiring the use of a space radiator system or a secondary heat ex-
change system working with cooled, expanded primary fluid exhaust products
or some other heat sink system. With corrosive fluids, a heat exchanzer
can usually be made more simply and operated more inexpensively than a
corroslon-reslstant prime mover or a rorrosion-reslstant complex heat
transfer system for space or process heating. With heat exchangers, scale
can be easily removed, the heat transfer surfaces replaced, and corrosion-
resistant materials can be used in heat exchangers which do not have the
structural characteristics necessary for turbine or other engine parts.
A number of secondary fluids can be used with heat exchangers. Water
is the most obvious possibility as it may well be locally available.
Power generation cycles using freon heated by geothermal steam have oft.n
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been proposed for terrestrio! use. With freon a larger heat input to the
power cycle can be obtained than with water as the secondary fluid. The
final choice of fluids for any given installation will depend on the
boiler and condenser temperatures available to the cycle and the relative
delivery cost of the secondary fluid at the lunar plant site.
With the present status of technology turbines appear to be the best
prime movers for electrical power generation on the moon. The turbines
may be gas, steam, or even liquld-drlven units. Turbines will certainly
find good use wherever hlgh-speed mechanical power is needed. Turbines
for lunar use will be slimmed down, optimized vers:ons of our terrestrial
units and the metals used in their construction will very likely not be
the metals picked for economical service on earth. Instead, metals such
as titanium which has a high strength-to-weight ratio and great corro-
sion resistance to brines will be of interest to the designers of lunar
turbines. Turbines have the disadvantage of requiring relatively large
flows of pressurized fluids, which means rather voluminous geothermal
emissions will be required for their operation. This need for large
volumes of emissions is of no consequence for large permanent install-
ations but suggests that low volume, high head equipment will see more
use in early installations.
Reciprocating gas or liquid-drlven engines will be used where slower,
"workhorse"-type mechanical power is needed, for example, for propellant
liquefaction. Positive displacement engines have the advantage of being
able to operate under conditions where flow rates are low but shut-ln
pressures are large. Early attempts to harness geothermal power using
either natural vents or shallow, low-volume wells will probably be most
successful in conjunction with a reciprocating device that can provide
the power needed for drilling larger wells or for localized llfe support
functions. Reciprocating devices also have the advantages of slow speeds
and of being easily cleaned and repaired.
Present technology does permit a modest electrical output from large
banks of thermucouples and similar nonmechanlcal concepts and there is
certainly much room for technologic advancement. For the immediate future,
the more conventional power conversion systems appear the most attractive
and lunar geothermal fluid exploitation will initially at least employ
varieus types of reciprocating devices and various types of turbines.
EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
The apparent lack of a lunar atmosphere of more than a tenuous nature
will be one of the main factors to consider in the operation of equipment
designed to exploit geothermal power. This lack of a dense atmosphere
will provide both advantages and problems. For power generation the
thermodynsmlcist will relish the infinite vacuum into which he can expand
his working field and, in theory, a very high cycle efficiency could be
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obtained during fl_:id usage, llowever, as with all good things, trade-
offs and limitations develop. In realitv the efficiency of the cycles
employed to use geothermal fluids will most likely be limited by either
the physical size of the equipment involved or by the condensation of
I'veworkin_ fluid beyond acceptable limits within the equipment. In the
ormer case, expansion of the working fluid to low pressures results in
large volumes of _as which in turn requires very large equipment. Al-
though the equipment may not need to be heavy since the pressure differ-
ential across the wails of the equipment may be relatively low and the
gravity body forces will be only about 20 percent of those encountered
on earth, the shear bulk of the equipment will provide a practical limit
to the amount of gas expansion that can be achieved. Furthermore, with
wet or mixed Rasses, when the temperature drops below the condensation
point of one of the components, increased amounts of condensate will form
as the working gas is expanded. Beyond a certain point, erosion in the
equipment will become excessive, especially in turbines. Trade-off
studies with the actuaJ gasses or liquids in hand will be needed to deter-
mine how far any gives _eothermal gas mixture should be expanded.
In some respects, the abundant enviromaental vacuum will not be bene-
ficial. Problems commonly cited for space applications include metal
welding or adhesion and lubrication, although the presence of the workinR
fluid in contact with most of the moving parts in turbines and engines
will provide an atmosphere that should alleviate problems such as lubri-
cation sublimation and relay welding but will bring about problems of
lubricant contamination and corrosion. In many cases, the machinery will
be housed within a building or gas bag possessing an artificial atmosphere
made up of exhaust or product gasses. As a result of the increasing
vol_e of knowledge on space technology coming from the existing aerospace
industry, no serious problems are foreseen in the area of equipment opera-
tion as the result of a space type environment, per se.
EFFECTS OF GEOTHERMAL FLUID ON POSSIBLE POWER CYCLES
A dry or nearly dry gas will be attractive for use with turblne-type
prime movers. The dry gas will allow expansion to lower pressures and
temperatures without the occurrence of condensation. With dry gasses more
power per unit weight of working fluid is possible. Obviously, a high
initial fluid pressure is always desirable in that with either steam or
gas the size of the equipment will go down as the inlet pressure goes up
for the same inlet-to-exit pressure difference and weight flow of working
fluid. There is a distinct possibility that on the moon there will be an
abundance of relatively dry geothermal gas wells. Very likely, such
gasses will contain dust as a solid contaminant. Where dust is abundant
a separation process will be needed before the gas is introduced into the
machinery. For a steady-atatc type of operation using large volumes of
gasses with contained solids or condensed materials, cyclone-type sepa-
rators can be used to obtain a sufficiently dust-free gas to pro_ect the
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equipment. If only small amounts of solid contaminants are involved,
conventional filters can be adequate. A|thou_h a dry _as is fine for
power _eneratlon, it certainly will not supply one of the byproducts
that makes _eothermal power in _eneral look so interestln_, i.e., water.
However, for most _asses, at least small amounts of water are expected
to be present and separ=tion pro_esses in .he plant exhaust can ,_cover
this water.
As ti,e Lemperature and pres_uze of the available dr_ _as decrease,
the amount of recoverable energy becomes smaller. Since there are lower
limits on the amount of expansion that can be practically accompllshed,
a lar_er volume of has must be processed to obtain a _iven amount of out-
put and if the _as volume is available, this will simply mean larEer
equipment, or else multiple units in order to achieve a desired power
output.
Given a choice of fluids, superheated steam would be the best _eneral
all-around fluid for _eothermal operation. It would provide a _ood work-
ing fluid for the power cycles; it would be very good in heatln_ appllca-
tions where the phase change heat ceuld be recovered to advantage, and
steam would provide large quantities of byproduct water. Steam can be
expanded through turbines or reciprocatin_ engines but in doin_ so the
steam will soon reach the saturation point and begin to condense. This
is especially troublesome with turbines and as expansion continues, more
water will condense out until a point is reached where the erosion on
the turbine blades and associated parts becomes intolerable. For commer-
cial applications on earth, this economic damage point is often set at
i0 percent condensed water by weight. With moisture contents higher than
this, blade erosion costs exceed the value that can be derived from the
additional power obtained. In early lunar applications, exotic metals,
plastics and shorter projected llfe times for the equipment may allow
economic short-term operations with higher moisture contents in their low
pressure sections. For a reciprocating unit, the allowable moisture con-
tent can be considerably higher, if speeds are slow and the exhaust
valvlng can handle the volumes involved. Although water has been stressed,
other condensable gasses are quite probable in lunar geothermal emissions.
For heating applications the degree of condensation will depend to a
iarge extent on the amount of heat needed and the gas flow available. If
large quantities of heat are needed and the flows relatively low, the
heating gasses may be almost totally condensed. If large volumes of gas
are available with respect to the heating needed, then very llttle In-the-
system condensation may be necessary.
Geothermal-energy utillzation will almost undoubtedly require worklng
with a mixture of gasses. These gas mixtures may be obtained as a working
fluld dlrectly from the well, or they may result from a process whereby a
hot pressurized water bearing brine or some nonaqueous solution is obtained
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directly from the ground and then a portion of the brine or solution is
flashed into steam or gas, resulting in a mixture of water and steam or
at least liquid and gas at some pressure and temperature lower than the
original material, tot power applications the liquid and Ras will have
to be separated out, usin_ traps or some similar device such as a cyclone-
type separator. After the gas-llquid separation is completed, the power
generation processes will be the same as with steam or gas produced dir-
ectly from the ground.
If relatively pure hot water, water-steam mixtures or other liquid-
gas mixtures are obtained, they can be used directly in heating processes.
If aqueous brines or other solutions are obtained, either flashed steam
and gasses or else the use of heat exchanRers and secondary heating
liquids may prove mandatory because of the de posltlon of minerals caused
by the resulting drop in temperature in the heating equlpment_
The final case to consider is when cold liquids under pressure are
encountered. If such liquids are under pressure but have no _as to expand
and continuously propel them out of the reservoir, they will very quickly
relieve their pressure, expand their small amount and deliver little or no
power. If Ras is trapped above the liquid as in the case of many terres-
trial oil wells and the gas can propel the liquids out of the reservoir at
a considerable velocity and pressure, then the kinetic energy of the
liquid can be converted into useful power and the fluid can be used to re-
cover the energy of the gas that is expanding within the reservoir by
means of displacement engines.
DEPOSITION, EROSION _ND CORROSION
Deposition, erosion and corrosion will provide serious problems for
the lunar equipment designer. The deposition of solid materials in the
equipment must be anticipated. This is especially true of brines or non-
aqueous solutions where a drop in the temperature separately or combined
with a loss in solvent content due to flashing can precipitate large
volumes of undesirable solids in the equipment. Such conditions wlll
almost of necessity be present in flashln_ vessels and in heat exchangers
in the case where a secondary loop is involved. Provisions must be made
for either continuously or at least periodically cleanln_ flashing vessels
and heat exchangers with duplicate units necessary when a continuous out-
put Is needed. Deposition of solids wlll certainly have to be controlled
in turbines and other hard-to-clean equipment.
Erosion wlll be a problem in all equipment where high velocltv gas-
solid or gas-llquid flows are utilized and the hlgh-speed turbine is
certalnly the most vulnerable in this respect. If dust from a well is not
removed, if sollds precipitate in the gas stream due to subl/matlon or
gas-gas reactions, or if llqulds condense during the expansion process, the
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turbine will suffer rapid and serious mechanical damage. A certain
amount of erosion can be tolerated, but this amount must he ._mpatlble
with the expected equipment llfe required in order to compete with other
power sources.
Corrosion will be a problem with most equipment. The handling of
aqueous brines, for Instance, has always involved a corrosio_ problem in
the terrestrial chemical industry and the lunar environment is expected
to be no different. There is a high probability that hydrogen chloride,
hydrogen fluoride, and hydrogen sulfide plus various carbon contalninR
gasses will be present in many geothermal emissions. These compounds,
combining with possible moisture in the gas, form solutions which can be
detrimental to the equipment or can corrode the equipment directly. Un-
like deposition, where it is possible to clean the equipment and essen-
tially return to the original equlpment condition, corrosion and e_oslon
are much more final; once the corroded material has left the equipment,
it is gone for good.
As a result of these potential problems, careful consideration will
have to be given to both the configuration and the materials used in
makin_ lunar power conversion equipment. More exotic metals and alloys
will probably prove economic as will many of the new metallurgical develop-
ments such as new explosively clad metal systems. Titanium, for instance,
is receiving wide consideration for use in brine processing in the chemical
industry for although more costly, titanium appears to last much longer
than moat metals and plastics. A decrease in down time and an increase in
reliability is often worth a large added equipment cost in terms of over-
all competitiveness. Both of these factors, less down time and greater
reliability, would be welcome for lunar geothermal power .nstallatlons.
BYPRODUCTS FROM GEOTHERMAL POWER GENERATION
The most important potential byproduct of the geothermal power _en-
eratlon process is water. In fact, water production is apt to prove as
important as the power produced and will certainly add to the attractive-
ness of the geothermal concept. Water can be recovered as part of the
proce.Qses when geothermal steam is used in either power generating equip-
ment or in heatlnR systems. The recovered water can be separated out
from the exhaust gasses or a separate process to recover water from the
fresh gasses before they enter the power plant may prove more economical.
One of the uses of such water would certainly be in llfe-s_Jpport
systems, Another valuable use Is for generatln_ rocket propellants for
either return flights to the earth or for further exploration in space,
The water produced can be easily separated into oxygen and hydrogen with
part of the electricity from the power generation cycles. Additlon-I
power i,, comblna_ion vlth the low temperatures and presbures of the _blent
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lunar environment _uuld, in turn, then be u_cd to liquefy the two pro-
pellant components. In addition, oxygen from the electrolysis process
could also be used for oreathing purposes. For those _asses in which
CO 2 is the most abundant constituent, oxygen can be recovered and llque-
fled as a propellant material or llfe-support gas and various carbon
compounds can also be recovered as byproducts for later use in processin_
materials. Since lunar Reothermal gasses have an excellent potential for
halogen production, as do _eothermal brines and nonaqueous solutions,
attentlon should be paid to byproduct propellant gasses and liquids other
titan oxygen and hydrogen.
Solid chemicals derived from geothemnal fluids would provide another
group of byproducts from the power generation process. As noted earlier,
some gasses and liquids may be quite high in mineral content. As with
all Indigenous products the economics of transporting the same materials
or products from the earth to the moon will be the deciding factor in the
feasibility of ventures based on precipitated or othem¢ise recovered
minerals. The raw materials for on-slte lunar processing must also face
the problems of "foreign" imports.
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SUMMARY
This report of a preliminary study attempts to establish a "Logistic
Burden Model for Lunar Mining and Ore Dressing" to support the production
of water, oxygen, and other logistically important life-support and
propellant substances from lunar rock.
Mining methods and equipment are sensitive to many factors, and
perhaps the most important of these is the required production rate. This
study, therefore, is based on system production ratings of ten and one
hundred times a modular unit (M) equivalent to 9 lb/hr of water or 8 lb/hr
of oxygen. Other study assumptions are discussed in detail.
The mining concept upon which the study is based involves the use of
chemical explosives and one or more special mining machines which, with
one exception, are all vehicular in nature. Initial mining efforts are
presumed to be surface operations, but it is recognized that later phases
probably will invoive more complicated underground operations.
Conclusions resulting from the study are reported in tables and
figures and include the logistic burden rates for capital equipment, consum-
able supplies, electric power, and manpower--all expressed as a function
of the production order of magnitude.
Significant problem areas and future study recommendations are
listed, with brief comments as seem appropriate.
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GOVERNING FACTORS
The production and short-haul delivery of lunar rock ore for subse-
quent processing may be considered a distinct operation relatively unrelated
to the ultimate process or product, except as reflected in the following
directly related factors:
A. The quantity and nominal size of dressed ore product required
B. Rock characteristics
C. Type of mining operation (i.e. open pit, underground, etc.)
D. Depth of the mining operation and nature of overburden (if any)
in open pit operatio._
E. Topography, including elevational profile of mining operation
F. Miscellaneous factors, including:
1. Minimum practical sizes and weights of equipment
2. Electric power availability
3. Quantity and ratio of manpower and equipment
4. Space environment constraints
5. Assumed operational life and growth factors
Factor A will be determined as a basic initial requirement, and
factors B through E are fixed but presently unknown "insitu" conditions
which will be almost entirely beyond our control. Miscellaneous factors
listed under F are all subject to some degree of control from the standpoint
of techriological developments, trade-off choices, and operational modes
and objectives.
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BASIC ASSUMP TIONS
In order to establish a Logistic Burden Model for the equipment,
supplies, power, and personnel required to produce and deliver local rock
ore for subsequent processing on the moon (whether for propellant produc-
tion or other purposes), it is necessary to establish and define a set of
baseline assumptions for all factors. The following assumptions are
considered reasonable (based on currently available information) for initial
studies of mining operations and form the basis for the quantitative aspects
of the Logistic Burden Model developed by this study.
FACTOR A
Factor A, in accordance with study ground rules, is based on a
modular unit M of 9 pounds of water per hour from a 10 percent rich
hydrated mineral (i.e., 8 pounds oxygen and I pound hydrogen, earth
weight). An alternate but closely related aspect of this study is the produc-
tion of modular units of 8 pounds of oxygen from silicate rocks by a thermal
dissociation process. Other production processes can be related to this
study on the basis of dressed ore requirements expressed as pounds or tons
per day.
rhe choice of mining methods and equipment and the efficiency
achieved are dependent to a large degree upon the scale of the operation.
For this reason, operational orders of magnitude of l M, 10 M, and 100 M
have been considered in this study.
An operational capability of 1 M is considered of laboratory scale and
well below the range of even a model mining system. If it should be neces-
sary, ore in this small quantity could be mucked and dressed with simple
attachments on standard lunar vehicles. No further analysis ofa 1 M scale
operation is made in this study.
An operational order of magnitude of 10 M is considered a likely
requirement for initial ore production on the moon, although it would hardly
class as a serious mining effort by earth standards. The 10 M scale mining
concept suggested is based on the development of a self-contained self-
powered mobile mining and ore processing vehicle operated with or without
the support of a separate ore transport vehicle.
An operational order of magnitude of I00 M is considered a second-
phase mining requirement and probably the minimum which would class as
a conventional scale, or significant mining effort, and show reasonable
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efficiency on its own merits. This operational scale is analyzed for the
long-range aspect and also to provide a comparison for smaller concepts.
The 100 M scale is about the smallest capacity which can be closeiy
identified witk the full and efficient use of minimum practical eqmpment
sizes and cor t entional earth-mining operations and equipment; in this sense,
it serves as the best preliminary study norm which can be developed from
the limited data available.
FACTOR B
Factor B aspects conceraing lunar rock characteristics are assumed
to correspond to those commonly identified with average limestone found on
earth.
FACTORS C AND D
Factors C and D have been assumed on the basis of working exposed
under vacuum conditions with mobile or semi-mobile equipment from an
open pit or shallow side-hill cut operation involving not more than a few
feet of overburden waste. This mining mode is considered most likely for
initial operations and it has the additional advantage of involving far fewer
unknowns andponderables than an underground operation. This study
approach is regarded as contributing to the early development of a simple
burden model having a relatively high level of confidence and reliability.
The imFortance of subsurface mining concepts in later phases of the
lunar program is fully recognized, however. It is noted that the broad
field of subsurface mining invotving shafts, tunnels, cavities, hoisting,
air locks, sealing, limited work space, etc., was studied at some length--
but the ramifications were found to be so numerous and unlimited in scope
as to make a serious parametric and/or burden investigation of these
concepts well beyond the boundary limitations necessarily imposed on this
study. In view of the aforementioned situation and the probable second-
phase operational aspects, no attempLwas made to include subsurface
mining concepts in the development of this burden model study.
FA C TOR E
Factor E has been assumed on the basis of generally level topography.
No significant penalty has been assumed to lift ore from a hole (i. e. , a
shallow open-pit method has been assumed), and no gravity advantage has
been assumed for a possible "down-hill" profile for ore transportation and
primary processing.
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FACTOR F
F_l!l
Factor F(1) for the 100 M scale of operation has been assumed on the
basis that the blasting technique employed would produce broken rock, the
greater portion of which would have one or more dimensions of 12 inches
or less for a 14-inch crusher jaw opening. Larger nominal size limits
would seem to involve impractical increases in crusher and handling equip-
ment, while smaller sizes require excessive drilling and blasting effort.
For the 10 M scale of operations it is assumed the grizzly would be
sized to reject and waste all rocks not passing a 9 x 14-inch grate for a
10 x 16-inch jaw opening. It is presumed that trade-off studies would
justify this high rejection rate (i.e., wasted blasting and material handling
effort) for a small crusher as preferable to providing a heavier excessively
high-rate crusher with a somewhat larger size capacity and lower rejection
rate.
Factor F(2) has been assumed on the basis that primary power units,
at least in the range of general sizes and types presently under development,
will be perfected and available by the date of initial mining operations.
F(3)
Factor F(3) is assumed on the basis that some equipment and opera-
tions can be controlled semi-automatically in the 100 M concept, but that
at least a limited amount of personnel will be locally available to control
all operations (to a greater or lesser degree in each operation as determined
by future developments and man/machine trade-off studies). No phase of
the subject operations can be fully automatic.
Factor F(4) involves such familiar current problem areas as bearings,
seals, materials, life support systems, etc.; in this sense, it has been
assumed that reasonable solutions will have been developed in all these
supporting technolog.cal areas by the date of initial mining operations.
Factor F(5) has been assumed on the basis that a maintainable life
of at least Z to 3 years would be necessary to justify a 10 M scale mining
operation, and that a program life of 5 to 10 years would be necessary to
I
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justify a 100 M scale operation. It has been assumed that (1) there would
be a mir.imum practical ooerational magnitude or scale and that future
growth aspects would be recognized if significant logistic or operational
penalties were not incurred, but that (2) significant penalties woald not be
allowed in the initial system and equipment to provide for projected large
scale future needs which, aside from other considerations, might well
involve alternate mining sites or methods.
295
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MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS
ENVIRONMENT
It has been assumed that initially the entire operation, from blasting
through coarse crushing and delivery to the processing plant, will, of
n._cessity, be accomplished in an exposed environmen_ on the lunar surface.
Ore reduction below approximately 1-1/Z-inch nominal size must be
accomplished by equipment of different types and probably in a protected
fluid envlxonment to avoid short-term cold-welding of the particles; such
a protected environment would logically be associated with the processing
plant to avoid handling, storage, and transportation problems.
DRILLING AND BLASTING
The initial excavation, or breaking out, of the ore is presumed
accemp!ished by a lunar blasting system utilizing chemical explesives.
Although, admittedly, such a method requires some development effort,
its use at this time appears more feasible and practical for the purpose
under consideration than other foreseeable methods which have been
proposed.
The drilling rig is considered as an accessory on the multi-purpose
mining vehicle (described later) for a 10 M operational scale. However,
for large--scale operations, the drill rig should probably be mounted on
a special-purpose remote-controlled vehicle (or as an accessory on a
general-purpose lunar vehicle) to avoid tying up the operator and a major
piece of equipment during prolonged drilling periods.
EXCAVA TION
Loading of the broken rock would be accomplished by use of a combi-
nation dozer blade and forked mucker tool for all operational concepts,
although the size and drive power would vary somewhat with the scale of
operation. Initialloading would be into small on-board receiving hoppers
or scoops which would discharge to the coarse crusher.
VEI-IICULAR EQUIPMENT
?
All operational concepts require a special mining vehicle equipped
with on-board power supply, an operator's module, a dozer/mucker device
with a liftingcapability, a receiving hopper, and at least low-speed mobility.
"-96
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In the case of a machine for a 100 M mining concept, this vehicle
would be specialized, powerful, of high capacity in these areas, and equipped
with electronic equipment for the remote control of separate mining
equipment (i.e., drilling rig, crushers, etc.).
In the case of a i0 M o'_erational concept the dozin% and mucking
capability would be scaled down and other equipment of minimum scale
would be added to make it a complete multi-purpose mining machine. This
added equipment would include a grizzly and screen system, coarse jaw
crusher with semi-automatic feeder, discharge hoppers, a blast-hole d.Al
rig, etc. In familiar earth terminology, this machine would be similar in
function to a portable rock-crushing plant discharging into an on-board
dump-truck body and powered by a combination bulldozer/skip loader; in
addition, of course, the vehicle would have a special power plant, operator's
module and life support system, communication equipment, and a relatively
wide speed range.
Preliminary design studies have demonstrated the feasibility and
advantages of such a multi-purpose machine concept. This self-contained
mobile mining and ore-processing vehlcle would utilize basic equipment of
a minimum practical size and would achieve its major scale reduction by
combinng functions, reducing ore handling requirements, integrating power
requirements, and reducing the automation and maintenance problems
associated with remote fixed equipment. The limiting design factors would
be material-handling capacity and travel capability, since mucking and
crushing capacity (although minimal) would necessarily be oversized for
practical considerations.
Other special vehicles related to a lO0 M system would include a
remote-controlled drill-rig vehicle and a manned transporter fitted to haul
large cans of crushed rock over considerable distances to the processing
plant.
The preceding vehicle and machine descriptions are applicable mainly
to exposed-surface type mining operations, and the concepts and basic
functions would be greatly altered if underground operations are considered.
ALTERNATE; ORE; TRANSPORTATION METHODS
Although not considered in the development of this study model, the
possibilitles of other materials-handling and transportation modes are
recog._ized for large (i.e., 100 M) scale operations above ground. These
alternate methods probably would have their greatest application where the
vertical distance is great with respect to the horizontal distance (i.e., lifts
in mine shafts or horizontal hauls over surface areas of steep slope). Such
transport or handling conditions could very well indicate the use of modified
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cableways or railways as opposed to self-propelled wheeled vehicles. Such
slopes might be used to advantage if the gradient is a downhill incline.
CRUS!IER EQUIPMENT
An overhead eccentric-type jaw crusher has been selected as most
su:table for tilecoarse crusLing operation. Advantages include basic
simplicity (favoring operationa] dependability and ease of maintenance),
maximum adjustment and applicetlon flexibility, favorable capacity to
weight and power ratios, high reduction ratio, and a minimum of wearing
surface. Also, it is noted that successful operation is not critically
related to operating speed (as are certain other types), and choking can
be cleared relatively easily if it should occasionally occur due to the
cold-welding tendency of fines and the high pressures developed on the
crushing surfaces.
A short-head cone crusher seems to be indicated for secondary fine
crushing (approximately l-I/Z-inch or l-i/_-inch down to not less than
I/8-inch size), if this degree of size-reduction is required. The reasons
supporting the choice of this particular type of fine crusher are very
similar to the reasons noted for the primary jaw crusher.
For the 10 M operational concept, the coarse crusher {jaw tyl.e) is
located on-board the multi-purpose mining vehicle. For the 100 M concept,
the coarse crusher is skid-mounted and located close by the excavation
area to minimize haul by the mucker vehicle and to obviate the necessity
for either rehandling through an additional transport system or compromis-
ing mucker/dozer design to improve transport capability.
Regardless of operational scale or subsequent processing requirements,
if fine crushing in a fluid environment is required, then the crushed ore
must be loaded into the fine crusher on a batch basis. This requirement for
pressure-vessel construction v'ithpump-down equipment and a supply of
processing gas {not completely recoverable) is foreseen as a serious
complication and penalty for a small-scale operation utilizing exposed
equipment; however, these problems would be much less severe, or almost
non-existent, in later phase subsurface operations where an artificial
gaseous atmosphere can be maintained in a sealed mine cavity or tunnel
system.
It should be noted that rock-crushing is severe service for the best
of equipment and that a relatively high rate of wear and maintenance should
be expected, all efforts toward improved design notwithstanding. In view
of the ruggedness and massive proportions of conventional crushing equip-
ment, a program is definitely indicated to optimize performance, improve
maintainability, reduce overseeing requirements, and improve the
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performance/weight -.Lio while recognizing the constraints of space design
and the requirement ior the toughest possible crushing surfaces. Space
rating must be accomplished by extensive tests of full-sized models in
low-vacuum chambers.
It is possible that some difficulty will be encountered in dissipating
the heat energy developed as a result, " the rock-crushing operation. It is
noted that much of this heat will be carried away by the discharged rock
and will be absorbed and radiated slowly by the crusher structure itself.
If additional heat dissipation capacity is required, it can be obtained by
incorporating special radiation surfaces into the crusher structure and/or
providing a closed-circuit cooling system for the crusher jaws (i, e. ,
jackets with a liquid coolant circulating to a high-efficiency radiator).
Some intere., _g facts concerning jaw crushers are noted for general
information. Jaw ._u-,l:ers of the type proposed are sized by the "1 x w"
dimensions of the jaw inte_ opening and powered at the rate of approximately
one-tenth horsepower per square inch of this inlet area. Crusher output,
normally expressed as tons/hour, is controlled by the actual rate and size
gradation of the feed, is greatly affected by the rock characteristics, and
is always quoted for the maximum feed of random-sized rock at a specified
jaw discharge or "gap" setting (i.e., nominal ore product size). In
practice, the output capacity of a given machine is found to vary almost
directly as the jaw discharge setting (i.e., cutting the jaw gap in half--as
from 3 inches to 1-1/2 inches--will cut the discharge rate in half).
Operating speeds on the order of 300 cycles per minute are common; these
speeds are established by the manufacturer on the basis of overall optimum
performance and minimum wear on the machine, with little direct regard
for minor variations in rock characteristics. The jaw faces are replaceable
as wearing parts.
The possibility of reducing ore below about 1/8-inch nominal size by
the use of grinding mills has been considered, but disregarded as unfeasible,
in the development of the Logistic Burden Model. The reasons for this
decision are illustrated in Figure Z and discussed in some detail near the
end of the following section.
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STUDY CONCLUSIONS
The "Logistic Burden Model for Lunar Mining and Ore Dressing" as
developed in this study is summarized and set forth in tables on the final
pages of this report. The burden charges noted are considered realistic
on the basis of judgement, available information, _nd preliminary study;
although some unforeseen degree of optimization might admittedly be
accomplished in specific areas, it has been assumed these plus items
would be offset by unforeseen complications in other areas.
Operational modes and equipment types suggested are based in large
measure on an estimated order of magnitude for a practical scale of produc-
tion. Excepting the special objectives and criteria which might be assigned
to a pilot operation (both mining and subsequent processing), it is doubtful
that the mining and crushing operation could be called reasonably efficient
on its own merits if the scale of operations is less than 10 M units.
Table 1 is an analysis of the quantitative aspects of supplying dressed
ore for the several arbitrarily-selected scales of operation. It is noted
that blasting effort must be calculated on the basis of at least I.4 times the
net tonnage of dressed ore required; approximately seven-eighths of this
excess will be unrecoverable or rejected as oversize at the mine site, and
the balance will be lost or scalped in handling and crushing.
Figure 1 provides a convenient means of determining the water or
oxygen output corresponding to any selected M scale of operation and also
establishes the working capacity (i.e., size) of a mining system which
would be necessary to provide a specified Z4-hour average M rate of output
during any specified average daily work period (at least 4 hours per day
should be allowed for equipment maintenance).
Table 2 summarizes a number of alternatives and indicates the
specific choices of equipment and methods which have been made for a
complete surface-mining and ore-dressing system appropriate for each of
the orders of magnitude under consideration.
Tables 3 and 4 present a first-order breakdown of the basis for
establishing the Logistic Burden Model for the 10 and 100 M scales of
operation. The numbers presented are frankly littlemore than educated
guesses based on preliminary studies and the best data available at this
early date.
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Table 5 summarizes and compares the data developed in Tables 3 and 4
to provide a Logistic Burden Model for the entire mining and ore dressing
process. The data is tabulated separately for a system which accomplishes
coarse crushing only (to approximately l-I/2-inch minimum nominal ore
size) and a system which accomplishes both coarse and fine crushing (to not
less than I/8-inch minimum nominal ore size). As might be expected, the
larger capacity 100 M system shows twice the weight and five times the
manpower efficiency (or one-half and one-fifth of the burden charge_
respectively) of the smaller I0 M system for Case 1 assumptions.
Figure 2 presents a graph of the empirical energy requirement for
crushing and grinding a standard limestone rock from 12-inch nominal size
down to any required gravel or particle size. It is noted that ore reduction
below I/8-inch nominal size is almost prohibitive (from a machine weight
and ball replacement standpoint) if a high-efficiency ball mill of minimum
operational proportions is considered; if some of the older types of grinding
mills are considered because of their suitability for scaling down size, the
maintenance and horsepower factors become prohibitive. The conclusion
drawn, therefore, is that ore reduction below I/8-inch nominal size appears
to be prohibitive and should not be considered feasible for lunar operations
without the support of a serious study in this area.
Undoubtedly, a workable lunar mining system can be developed, and
at some stage of development and scale of operation it will be fully justifiable
as an extraterrestrial support system. There are, however, numerous
areas which require considerable study and R&D effort, and these are
summarized in the following section of the report.
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FUTURE STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS
Specific problems and areas suggested for long-lead research and
development effort (exclusive of technological details and basic power and
life support systems) are identified as follows:
I. Identification and classification of candidate ore types at the
earliest possible date.
2. Development of a lunar blasting system, including the necessary
equipment for drilling.
3. Exploratory studies to establish a reasonable degree of optimi-
zation and adaptation of conventional rock-crusher designs and
theory to the lunar environ,qent and anticipated crushing
requirements, as well as ,tudy of heat dissipation aspects.
4. Performance of vacuum chamber t_-_ , sing full-scale, pilot-
model crushers working on representative ores to assess the
cold-welding effects of ores undergoing crushing, screening,
and short-term storage; these tests would recognize nominal
ore size as the primary variable. It is suggested that ore
reduction below 2-inch or 2-1/2-inch maximum size in a vacuum
environment will create progressively more serious problems
because of the cold welding of fines and choking of the crusher
discharge opening (and screens if their use should appear
desirable).
5. Parametric and definitive design studies of a multi-purpose
self-contained mining machine capable of mucking, dozing,
loading, coarse-crushing, and transporting lunar ores from a
mine site to a processing plant site.
b. The refinement of preliminary power and weight estimates based
on crusher tests in vacuum and definitive studies of the vehicles
and equipment.
7. An upgrading of the Logistic Burden Model based on the results
of the foregoing recommendations and the more specific require-
ments which have now been outlined in concurrent studies of
subsequent ore processing.
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8. An investigation of the usefulness of the proposed multi-purpose
mining machine for construction-type tasks in and about a manned
lunar base. The rooting, dozing, loading, heavy transport, and
rock crushing capability would have important application in
many phases of base construction. An integrated study should be
able to develop a basic construction machine design which could
be readily converted to a mining machine at a later
post- construction date.
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ABSTRACT
The utilization of extraterrestrial resources to
supply propellants for tanking rockets at various
i stations along the routes of round trip expeditions
to the planets has been evaluated_ on the assumption
that the propellants are 'free , in the sense +,hat
_O_ _ orthey are available at the station ;_ithout _
complication. The method used in the evaluation is
to plot and compare curves showing the remainilkg
mass fractions as functions of the hyperbolic excess
speed for single-stage rockets leaving each station.
Families of curves are shown for varicus propellants
for departures from all interesting orbits and sta-
tions at the Earth, the moon, Mars, and Venus. From
these, iv is possible to eva/uate hundreds of indi-
vidual retanking operations. Representative cases
are shown. For example, in certain interesting
cases, a ten-fold reduction in launch mass is pos-
sible through retanking at a cis-lunar statiou.
Assuming water on the moon and on Mars, it would be
possible to transport heavy cargos back and forth
between the cis-lunar station and the surface of Mars,
or the surface of Venus, with an _ndefinitely reusable
rocket.
I_TRCDUCTION
Most of the cargo carried by the launch rocket for a solar system
expedition is propellant for maneuvers subsequent to the launching.
Expedition planning centers largely in red:icing the amount of
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propellant %fnich must be carried, through selection of pzopellants
having a high specific impulse; employment of aerodynamic braking
upon entering the atmosphere of a destination planet; selection
of trajectories characterized by small terminal velocities:
exchange of orbit energy with Venus: refinement of operational
techniques; and rets_Iking of the rocket with propellant locally
manufactured at the target planet, or at a way station. The pres-
ent paper is concerned with the last of the just-mentioned means.
Curves are presented which can be replotted in appropriate com-
binations to evaluate the performance gains or losses achievable
by retanking at various stations in the vicinities of the Earth,
the moon, Mars, and Venus. A set has been plotted for each of
thirteen stations. Each set consists of three curvet, one corre-
sponding to the performance of oxygen with hydrocarbon, another
to the performance of oxygen with hydrogen, and a third to the
performance of hydrogen heated in a nuclear reactor. From the
thirty nine curves, hundreds of comparisons are possible, includ-
ing close approximations to all interesting cases.
DESCRIPTION OF CURVES
The thirteen sets of working curves are shown in Figures i through
7. Some of the later figures are replots of some of the same
curves in combinations to shrewwhat may be gained by retankir_
with locally produced propellants at variou_ interesting locations.
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In all cases, the remaining mass, in percent of initial mass, is
plotted against hyperbolic excess speed, in F_MOS, or Earth-mean-
orbital-speed. One EMOS = 29.8 km/sec. Initial mass is the mass
of the loaded rocket before the propulsion maneuver which causes
it to depart from its station. The remaining mass is that which
remains after the propulsion maneuver, and includes both the spent
rocket and its cargo. Hyperbolic excess speed is that which re-
mains after the propulsion maneuver, and after the rocket has
coasted to infirdty. It is also the speed at infinity necessary
to impart to the rocket the speed with which it actually arrives
at the destination planet. In all cases it is n_asured in EMOS,
even though the rocket may be in the vicinity of so_e other planet,
such as Mars.
The use of hyperbolic excess speed in preference to actual speed
is fully Justified by its generality. The actual speed depends
on altitude, eccentricity, and position on orbit, as well as on
the orbit parameters themselves. The hyperbolic excess speed for
any given interplanetary transfer trajectory is a fixed quantity.
The use of EMOS rather than kilometers per second is Justified by
the experience of workers in the field of orbit mechanics and tra-
Jectory selection. Besides makir_ the work easier for the experts,
it also assists the beginner to learn an_ use the trajectory data.
In order to plot the remaining mass as a function of the hyper-
bolic excess speed, the hyperbolic excess speed can first be
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converted to kilometers per second on the specified parking orbit.
This is done by converting both speed and gravitaSional energy
into cor_atible units, measured by the square of actual or equiv_-
lent, appropriate, speeds. The relationship is as follows:-
1
2 2-2-
 v:(v +v ) -vcn c
where _V = the speed increment required for the maneuver;
2
Vp= the parabolic speed, equal to bare-cscape speed, and V : theP
energy required to escape from the altitude of the station:
2
Voo = the hyperbolic excess speed, and Voo is proportio_l to the
energy required to place the vehicle on the desired hyperhol._c
orbit; and Vc = circular speed in the specified parking orbit.
!_
2.0
It _ii be recalled that Vc x = Vp.
If departure is from the surface of the planet, rather than from
a parking orbit around the planet, Vc vanishes from the equation.
In calculating departure from the moon, a two-stage calculation is
required in which escape from the moon into the Earth's gravita-
tional field, and escape from the Earth into the sun's gravita-
tio,_& field are simultaneously calc_Llated, taking into account
also the orbital speed of the moon around the Earth. In all cases,
it has been assumed that departures are tangential to the parking
orbits. The numerical values corresponding to departures are
equal to those corresponding to arrivals, of course.
All the curves have been plotted from numerical data calculated
at closely spaced intervals. _he tabulated data are omitted from
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the present paper in the interest of brevity, and because the
plotted curves themselves can in all cases be read with sufficient
accuracy for planning and design purposes.
Visual inspection of the sets of curves will reveal that, although
only three values of specific impulse have been shown, it is easy
to interpolate closely enough for mission mode selection. For the
purposes of the present paper, more values _ould only add confu-
sion, and for any detailed engineering study in the future, it
only be necessary to calculate curves for the propell_nts under
consideration.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the curves are idealized, in
that they do not include such inefficienciesas non-tangential
departures, or gravitationallosses due to cha_es in elevation
during the propulsion ms.usurer. They also leave to the reader the
problem of guessing at the distribution of mass between useful
cargo and spent rocket. Again, they do not meastu_ the feasibility
of a given maneuver, such as manufacture of propellauts on the moon.
But they do show, rather acctu_tely, the l_nlting _otential gain of
any assumed _ueuver in e_son vlth any other assume_ maneuver.
In other vo.-ds, they can be use_ to e3.1.ud.z_tehopeless cases, and
to indicatepromising regions. _e prorating re,toni can then be
f_-ther studied.
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RESL%TS OF SOME COMPARISONS
Figure 8 is a replot of curves for departure from the earth-moon
system. To reduce the confusion on an over-crowded chart, only
the curves for a propellant specific impulse of 4_4 seconds are
shown, corresponding approximately to the performance of oxygen
with hydrogen.
The plotted curves show that for low hyperbolic excess speeds
the remaining mass is greater from high-altitude orbits, whereas
for high hyperbolic excess speeds, the remaining mass is greater
from low-altitude orbits. The reason is that the energy supplied
by the propellants is partly derived from chemical energy, and
partly-from klnetlc energy associated with a low position in the
gr_vitatiomal field. The greater the altitude of the parking
orbit, the less work there is to do, and the less energy there
is to do the work. For low hyperbolic excess speeds, the effect
of the reduced work requirement predomlnates, while for high speeds,
the effect of the reduced propellant energy predominates.
A comparison of the remaining ms,_s after departure from the eccen-
tric _rkimg orbit with the remaining mass after departure from
the low, circular, parking orbit is hlghly instructive. At all
speeds, the remaining mass is doubled. However, transfer from
the ¢ircula_ orbit to the eccentric orbit is approximately the
same as eseaI_ f_om th_ c_la_ orbit to lm_abolic speed, or to
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a hyperbolic exccss s±med of 0.0 F_40S. From the chart, it is seen
that the starting _nsu on the eccentric orbit is or__y half the
starting mass on the circular orbit. Thus, the remaining nAss is
beth doubled _md halved, with no net change. If retanking is done
from the Ear_h, the cargo raass in percent of the total initial
mass on the surface of the Earth is the same, whether retanking is
done on low-altitude circular orbit, eccentric parking orbit, helio-
centric orbit, or at the destination planet. Only operational
advantages need be considered in choosing where to retank.
The situation is different if retanking is done from the moon. In
order to make the initial ccmparisons it is well to ignore consid-
erations based on inefficient rocket design. For the comparison,
assume an efficient rocket of large size, burning hydrogen with
oxygen, a_ having a plug nozzle, throttleable motors, ba/loon
tanks, and front-end steering motors. Although such a rocket does
not now exist, it can be_built now, _sing existing engineering
knowledge, and keeping all engineering exchange coefficients small.
Without stngil_, it can place a large cargo, mai,n_lyof propellant
for subsequent maneuvering, on any of the stations in Figure 8.
The entire rocket can be completely retanked by other rockets of
the same size and design.
The circular parking orbit around the Earth at 60 Earth radii, at
the same altitude as the moon, requires almost the same speed
increments as a parking station in any one of the five lunar
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libration points. With trivial error, we can use it to evaluate
retar_ing at the cis-lunar libration point.
An itemized comparison follows:-
o Circular, low-altitude, Earth parking orbit.
Requires no lunar base, but requires expenditure of 9 tankers
from the surface of the Earth.
o Lunar surface.
Require lunar bas_, but no tankers.
o Circular parking orbit around the n_on;
o Cis-lunar station;
o Eccentric orbit around the Earth; and,
o Heliocentric _rbit.
Each requires t,_ recoverable tankers from the surface of the
NK)on.
Presumably, the eccentric orbit could be timed for rendezvous with
tankers from the moon, but it also must be oriented for alignment
with the departure direction required for an interplanetary trsnsfer.
It requires tricky planning and execution, and may be regarded as
unsuited for all-purpose use.
The heliocentric station delivers less cargo than the cis-lunar
station. At the same time, it permits only infrequent, tightly
scheduled, au_ tricky remgezvous with lunar-based tankers. The
eis-lunar station permits unscheduled rendezvous at all times.
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The circular orbit around the moon yields a slightly greater
cargo than does _].c_cis-lunar station, but requires caref_Iplanming
to insure aii_mment with departure directions for interplanetary
t_nsfers.
Departul_s f±-om the surface of the moon require no rendezvous, and
alignment problems are as small as in the case of the cis-lunar
station. In spite of somewhat reduced cargo, lunar surface retank-
ing _ght be preferred, except for one difficulty. Initial
transfer from the surface of the Earth to the surface of the moon
consumes most of the mass, leav_ .... ttle room for interplanetary
cargo. Therefore, in order to transport a m_ssive cargo to Mars
or Venus, a large launch vehicle is required_ and the theoretical
gains to be aclLievedby retanking on the moon cannot be realized.
This conclusion might be modified by the assumption that part of
the non-propellant cargo would be such provisions as water and
oxygen, stocked on the moon. In an open-cycle ecology, these
provisions are a major part of the total non-propellant cargo, i
Further reflection, however, suggests that the stocking of provi-
sions at the cis-lunar location is also possible, without adding
more tankers. Therefore, rather than _ a big rocket on the
moon, it is better to send a smaller rocket to the cis-lunar posi-
tion, and stock it there with provisions and propellants.
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From the above discussion we can now eliminatc, on a feasibility
or a competitive basis, all except two cases, namely:-
o Retanking on low Earth parking crbit, requiring nine expended
tankers from the Earth, out no lunar base.
o Retanking on cis-lunar station, requiring a l_mar base and two
recoverable tankers, but no expenditure of tankers.
A third alternative is to send a single vehicle to Earth parking
orbit; transfer excess propellant from the over-sized, n_in pro-
pellant tanks to empty tanks in the nose cone; jettison the now
empty main rocket; and to let the nose cone continue alone into
heliocentricorbit. Figure 9 shows the comparison graphically.
The limiting h_rbolic excess speed is 0.33 EMOS for the single
rocket without retanking. It is 0.55 EMOS for the same rocket
wltn retanking, in either case.
Refering again to Figure l, on low-altitude, circular parking
orbit around the Earth, 0.33 _40S for a specific impulse of
seconds correspondsto 0.60 EMOS for a specific impulsc of 830
seconds, possibly achievable by nuclear propulsion. Actually,
heavier engines, shielding, and tanks in nuclear rockets may reduce
the difference considerably,but the point to be made here is that
retanklng from a lunar base gives about the same performance by a
chemical rocket that is possible by a nuclear rocket without
retanklng.
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Figures i0 and ii are included for further comparisons. As a
matter of academic interest, the speed at which the curves cross
is independent of propellant specific impulse, and is a function
of orbit mechanics alone. The reader is invited to replot the
curves in any of many possible combinations, in order to develop
a "feel" for the relative merits of different schemas.
Figure ]2 is a replot of curves correspo_ding to a propellant
specific impulse of 444 seconds, showing departures from various
stations in the vicinity of Mars. As n_[ght be expected, escape
from the surface of Mars is extravagant of propellant, confining
departures to speeds generally less than 0.2 EMOS. Differences
among parking orbits are relatively small, owing to the small mass
of Mars, which is O.11 times that of the Earth. Y would make no
appreciable difference whether retanking is done on a low circular
orbit, at Phobos, or at Deimos.
Figure 13 compares trips in both directions between the Earth and
Mars, for different assumptions. The reader is invited to make
other comparisons by replotting various curves in appropriate
combinations. A single example of this kind of exercise is shown
in Figure 14, which is based on the presently unjustified assump-
9
tion that water is readily available on the moon and on Mars.
The single-stage rocMet already described is now sent to the cis-
lunar libration point. It reache_ a low altitude, circular,
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parking orbit around the Earth with a remaining mass of 0.12.
Transfer to thc cis-lunar libration point leaves a remaining
mass of 0.477 x 0.12 = 0.057, including 0.023 as er_ty rocket,
and 0.034 as removable cargo. The rocket is retanked from the
moon, and sent to Mars, where it decelerates and lands entirely
by means of retro-thrust, without the aid of aerodynamic braking.
On the surface of Mats it is again retanked, directly from a
local propellant factory. The rocket can be sent repeatedly
back _nd forth between the cis-lunar station and the surface of
Mars. The lower ci_¢e in Figure 14 is a plot of _ll the combina-
tions of terminal speed increments for the maximum removable
cargo which can be sent from the surface of the Earth to the cis-
lunar station. O.lO EMOS is the speed at each end of a Hohmann
transfer trajectory between the Earth and Mars.
The upper curve in Figure 14 is the limiting case for the same
rocket with zero removable cargo. All cases below and left of
the upper curve are possible. However, no additional cargo is
made possible by operating below and left of the lower curve.
It is now possible to perform the exercise of evaluating a round
trip to the surface of Venus. It is necessary to assume a favor-
able environment on some part of Venus. For the exercise, assume
a double-Hohmann trip to Venus, separated by a 500-day stopover
on the surface of the planet. Each of the two transfers will
require about 120 d_ys, and have terminal speeds at each end of
about 0.I EMDS.
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Again leave the cis-lunar libration point with a fully tanked
rocket. From Figure 8 we read a remaining mass of 0.59. From
Figure 7 we read a remaining mass of 0.54 after entry by retro-
thrust into a low-altitude, circular parking o_-bi_. 0.54 x 0.59 =
0.32 x the mass before the maneuver to escape the cis-lunar point.
On Earth, the rocket can land from psa'king orbit on a prepared
launch pad by retrothruEt, with a remaining mass of 0.23 times
the mass on orbit. This somewhat favorable ratio is due to the
beneficial base drag of the atmosphere during retrothrust entry.
Asstunethe same for entry from parking orbit, and landing on Venus.
0.23 x 0.31 : 0.07 times the mass of the rocket which left the
cis-lunar point, which was also the mass of the same rocket on the
launching pad on the surface of the Earth. Subtracting the mass
of the roc_t, wh. _.his 0.023, we obtain 0.048 for removable cargo.
Since the _mximum removable cargo which can be transported from
the Earth to the cis-lunar point is 0.038, we see that we have a
propellant reserve of O.O1 x the initial mass of the fully loaded
rocket. The trip back to the cis-lunar point requires slightly
more than the trip to Ve_°as,but falls within the reserve. 0.038 x
7000 metric tons is 266 metric tons of removable cargo.
No plot for Venus such as Figure 14 for Mars is included for t_2
reason that reserve propellant opens no additional options in
trajectory selection. The short stopover trip to Venus is not
possible within our assumptions, and the long stopover trip, unlike
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the long stopover trip to Mars, does not have a long windo:: for
arrival dates. There is !_%tl_ reason to deviate significantly
from the double-Hohmann t:p. It may be afdcd_ however, that
there appears to be no _zay, other ths_uby retarding with propellants
manufactured on Venus, to make round-trip landings on VenllS.
Yet_ with retanking_ as _ have just seen_ it is possible to make
repetitive round-trip landing expeditions from the cis-lunar
station, using lhc 3s_nerocket reTeatedly, just as in the ease of
_rs.
CONCLUSIONS
Families of curves have been presented showing the remaining mass
of a single stage rocket as a funegion of departure speed from all
interesting stations in the vicinities of the Earth, the moon,
Mars, and Venus. Curves for three representative propellants have
been included.
It has been shown how the ctu_es can be replotted in appropriate
combinations to compare and evaluate various retanking maneuvers.
Among the hundreds of combinations which could be plotted, a few
examples have been examined.
Retanking a rocket at the cis-lunar libration point has been shown
to multiply ten-fold the cargo which can be sent on an interplane-
tary trip, assuming a propellant factory on the moon.
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It may be doubted whether the investment in a lunar propellant
factory and recanking capability will bc worthwhile, mei'ely to
expand the capability of expendable rochets. However, assuming
water on both the moon and _4ars, it has been sho_n to be energeti-
cally possible to transport large cargos in both directions
between the cis-lunar point and the surface of t,_rs, reusing the
same rocket repeatedly for an indefinite number of round trips.
Assuming a favorable environment on Venus, it has been shown to be
energetically possible to use the same rocket in the same manner
to make repeated round trip expeditions to the surface of Venus.
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ECONOMIC ANAI_,YSIS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL
PROPELLANT MANUFACTURE IN SUPPORT OF LUNAR EXPLORATION
David Paul, 3rd
ABSTRACT
Economic considerations, affecting a "transport or manufacture" decision con-
cerning the resupply of propellants for use m lunar exploration operations, are de-
veloped and analyzed. Factors are suggested which will be prerequisites to an econom-
ic juqtification for the manufacture of propellant from lunar resources. This paper
presents a postulated extrapolation of a lunar surface activities framework, establishes
therefrom a demand estimate, considers a number of lunar resource processing con-
cepts, o'_d e_,-tablishes the economic "break- even" conditions between transport and
man_acture modes of resupply. Farametric results are presented which will permit
basic decismns to be formulated concerning the desirability, from an economic view-
point, of planning for lunar propellant manufacture as an adjunct to advanced lunar
operations. In particular, the analysis concentrates on the use of propellant manu-
facture to support crew rotation flights from the lunar station to Earth (preliminary
analyses have desi_mated this as a most promising area for concentration). This paper
will support a first order answer to the question of economic feasibility related to
lunar propellant manufacture within the lunar exploration era of lunar activities.
}42
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ECONOMIC ANAI YSIS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL
PROPELLANT MANUFACTI.;RE IN SUPPOF.T OF LUNAR EXPLORATION
David Paul, 3rd
INTRODUCTION
The exploitation of extraterrestrial resouIces for the enhancemeu_ of a national
space flight capability has been ardently proposed and vigorously pursued for a number
of years. Until recently much of the fervor exhibited for this approach was based on
intuitive judgments and oversimplified analyses necessitated by the lack of sound en-
gineering estimates and credible projections of a reasonable space flight program.
However, efforts by the Working Group on Extraterrestrial Resources, various govern-
ment agencies, and funded and unfunded aerospace industrial organizations are current-
ly establishing a data base which will permit first-order analyses of the feasibility of
these concepts. If proven feasible, extraterrestrial resource utili: ation promises
many benefits to the space program planner; it is therefore prudent to assess the eco-
nomic desirability of schemes whose conceptual feasibility has been postulated, so
that future time and dollar expenditures can be beneficially directed toward the develop-
ment of the most rewarding approaches.
This paper: builds upon a methodology, presented in an earlier work by the
author (reference 7), for an economic analysis of transport and manufacture strate-
gies in support of advanced lunar exploration missions; postulates a demand for propel-
lant oxygen in the 1975 and beyond time frame; assesses the economic factors govern-
ing the desirability of lunar propellant production for a number of proposed concepts;
and establishes a number of first order prerequisites to the achievement of an eco-
nomically attractive lunar based oxygen production facility
METHODOLOGY
As discussed in reference 7, and as depicted on figure 1, an economic assess-
ment of the exploitation of lunar resources within the national space program depends
on the establishment of a transport cost analysis, a manufacture cost analysis, and
most importantly on the postulation of a resource demand estimate. The earlier work
emphasized the development of a detailed approach to the transport option analysis
(figure 2). This approach, dependent on the pl: _jected scope of the space flight pro-
gram and considering the contributions of probabalistic launch failures and exoccted
learning factors, attempted to predict logistic transport cost burden relationships as
a function of propellant production rate and with respect to time. The present analysis,
to achieve clarity, has minimized the number of variable parameters and considerably
simplified this aspect of the problem by assuming a fixed transport cost burden for
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payload delivered to the lunar surface. This assumption, while admittedly naive, is
sufficient to allow the establishment of first order desirability assessments.
The development of the manufacture option cost burden is dependent on the many
varied factors shown in figure 3. Limited available data on resource production and
acqui,,,itmn concepts has until recently precluded analysis of the costs associated with
extraterrestrial resource development. For purposes of this analysis the author
gratefully has utilized the work of Rosenberg et al. (reierences 8 and 9), Glaser et al.
(reference 5), and others whose concepts are contrasted herein. It can be seen from
figure 3 that the selected approach has been to estimate the mass of required equip-
ments, as delivered to the Moon, the manpower requirements to affect their operation,
and then to apply appropriate shipping cost burdens to convert these mass demands into
cost estimates.
A "market analysis" is an important prerequisite to a demonstration of economic
desirability. Figure 4 portrays the factors contributing t( the demand for extraterres-
trial oxygen. It is most obvious that the scope of the national space effort plays an
important role in this determination; it is mandatory therefore to postulate a projected
level of lunar exploration effort in order to assess the economic desirability of lunar
manufacturing facilities.
POSTULATED LUNAR SURFACE EXPLORATION PROGRAM
The total lunar exploration program can be sub-divided into a number of phases
or eras characterized by the scope and depth of scientific investigations allowed by
the mission equipments. These phases: (1) the initial landing program, (2) a recon-
naissance and early exploration era, (3) the exploration phase, and (4) an exploitation
phase are depicted in figure 5 with the author's postulation of a reasonable schedule
for these programs. With the exception of possible small scale feasibility demonstra-
tions or prototype tests during the early eras of lunar exploration, the application of
extraterrestrial resources to support lunar operations is most reasonably accomplish-
ed from a fixed scientific station characteristic of the exploitation phase of lunar ex-
ploration.
It sho,Ad be noted that to this reference an "exploitation" phase of lunar operations
can have several connotations. It was first used above to denote scientific activities
which m.ploit the Moon as a vantage point, in space, for the study of the Earth, planets,
stars, and the space environment. It is now also possible to refer to this era of lunar
exploration to suggest the utilization of lunar resources either: (1) in support of lunar
operations; or (2) more ambitiously, in support of deep space or planetary flight
operations.
Projections more than 15 or 20 years into the future are considered by the author
to be unsuited for other than broad policy orientations. It can be observed that the
344
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projection of figure 5 extends only through 1985; it is readily admitted that the visualiza-
tion of lunar operations becomes quite cloudy and subject to considerable misjudgment
in the post-1980 time frame. It is quite probable that conclusions based on the scope
of operations postulated herein will not be applicable for all time.
In order to establish a resource demand estimate for purposes of this paper, it
is postulated that a quasi-permanent lunar scientific station will be established in 1975
and maintained, by crew rotation and logistic support, through 1985. The base is
assumed to be initiated at tne six-man level which is increased, with time, to a 12-man
complement as shown in fibre 6.
LUNAR RESOURCE UTILIZATION CONCEPT
This paper addresses the question of economic feasibility of lunar manufactured
propellants for the support of lunar operations and is not concerned with possible ap-
plication to planetary or deep-space flights or to combined demands which might pro-
vide concept enhancement. To maximize the possibilities of an economic justification
for lunar manufacture under the above guidelines, it is essential that a substantial
demand for these propellants be created. Within the context of a reasonable projection
of our space flight effort, it is difficult to postulate large demands for liquid oxygen on
the basis of life support or mobility system requirements; it is necessary therefore to
conceive a crew transportation system which can utiliTe lunar produced propellants
for the return trip to Earth. Such a concept might be formulated around a spacecraft
capable of transporting three men from Earth to Moon and back to Earth via a direct
flight mode. This spacecraft might consist of a modified Apollo Command Module, a
service module/lunar landing stage or stages (capable cf being refueled on the lunar
surface), and a lunar braking stage. Various staging options are doubtlessly available
but have not been considered in this analysis. An uprated Saturn V launch vehicle
could be used to complete the transportation concept.
Since this crew transport vehicle would be refueled on the lunar surface with re-
turn trip propellants (or return LOX only), it conceivably can carry cargo to the Moon,
in addition to the men, equivalent to the mass of propellant required for return propul-
sive thrust. Obviously, this reduces the number of logistic flights required to support
the expedition. It would also be possible to apply this "extra" payload toward the ac-
commodation of additional crew members to increase the efficiency of crew transpor-
tation. For purposes of this analysis, a first-order assessment, these schemes are
identical.
Applying the crew transport mode suggested above to the support of the postulated
lunar mission described on figure 6 will establish the resource demand estimates for
this study. The analysis is based on a precept of non-interference with the primary
scientific mission of the station, thus a processing plant crew complement is super-
imposed onto the scientific staff (thfs will be discussed in more detail later; there are
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obviously iterations required at this point in a detailed analysis). It is noted that a
six-month staytime for lunar base crew members is assumed which, in turn, dictates
the number of required crew flights.
FIcm the results of advanced lunar transportation system studies, such as refer-
ence 1,, it is estimated that the liquid oxygen required to propell an Apollo-type,
three-man, command module from the lunar surface to Earth is approximately 15, 500
pounds. For purposes of this analysis the complementary 3, 100 pounds of liquid
hydrogen are assumed to be transported from Earth by the spacecraft on its trip to the
Moon. The analysis described in this paper considers only the production of liquid
oxygen. Of course, the availability of a hydrogen source will favorably enhance the
economic situation; however, this increment is not sufficient to invalidate the conclu-
sions presented in this paper.
The combination of the crew flight rate, the propellant requirement for the flight,
a spillage factor of 15 percent, and an additional nominal amount for base operations
(life support demands plus an allowance for mobility devices) establishes the resource
demand estimates. As shown on figure 6, the LOX demand could be expected to be of
the order of 10, 000 pounds per month in 1976 and grow with base size to 20, 000 pounds
per month. These estimates establish a zone of interest for lunar manufacture of
liquid oxygen applicable to the support of a reasonable lunar exploration and exploita-
tion program.
CANDIDATE CONCEPT DESCRIPTIONS
Two resource processing schemes which are conceptually feasible have been suf-
ficiently detailed to permit economic analysis. One concept, utilizing the chemical
reduction of lunar rock silicates as a source of oxygen, does not depend on the existance
of lunar water, in any form, for its feasibility. It has been estimated by many authori-
ties that the lunar surface composition, not unlike the Earth's crustal rocks, is pre-
dominantly oxygen (40 to 50 percent by mass). The silicate reduction concept has been
proposed by Dr. S. D. Rosenberg et al. and has been detailed in references 8 and 9.
It requires that lunar rock be delivered to a process reactor where a two step chemical
reduction of the metal silicates produces a slag and water. The water can be electro-
lyzea to produce gaseous oxygen which in turn can be liquefied. The resulting hydrogen
must be recycled to the process - no hydrogen is produced unless the rock input contains
water in some form. Ideally, the reaction requires only lunar rock and electrical
power, other reactants can be recycled.
A second concept has been proposed by Dr. P. E. Glaser et al. (reference 5).
This approach recommends an in-situ process but requires that water exist on the
Moon either as hydrated minerals, adsorbed water, or in the form of permafrost.
This concept visualizes drilling a well into a sizable deposit of water bearing rock,
emplacing a nuclear reactor powered heater down the hole, capping the well, and
pipingtheresultingsteam intoan electrolysisaud liquefactionplant. Electrical
3U6
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heaters, isotope heaters, liquid metal heat exchangers, or an entire reactor could be
utilized as a heat source; for ease of calculation electrical heaters were assumed in
this paper. The obvious inefficiencies associated with this approach are not sigllificant
to the particular case investigated (the favorable permafrost ca_e) but with less water
a'vailable more efficient heat sources would pay dividends. This concept, of course,
can produce liquid hydrogen as well as liquid oxygen. One of the most advantageous
features of the in-situ process is its potential operational simplicity; lunar mining and
rock transport operations are eliminated. On the other hand, drilling of large-bore,
deep wells on the lunar surface represents a significant undertaking.
LUNAR POWER PLANT MASS BURDEN
Rosenberg and Glaser, in the references cited, have estimated the power require-
ments for their respective processing concepts. Figure 7 depicts these power require-
ments as a function of the monthly demand or production rate of LOX. The data shown
for the Aerojet Carbothermal Process (silicate reduction proceeds) represents a general
average of two slightly different concepts outlined in reference 8. The power estimates
for the in-situ water boiloff concept must be augmented by the power requirements of
the electrolysis, liquefaction and storage portions of the scheme. Various estimates
for these kilowatt demands are shown on the curve. Use of the right hand portion of
the chart allows the easy conversion of kilowatt demand to required payload mass on
the lunar surface.
Inspection of figure 7 shows that kilowatt requirements are extremely high within
the zone of interest defined by the resource demand. Electrolysis and liquefaction re-
quirements alone vary from 50 to 100 kilowatts and are common to all concepts. The
silicate reduction concept requires a total power requirement between 180 and 340
kilowatts over the range of interest of LOX demand. Total power necessary for the
in-situ process is a function of the strength of the water-rock bond and is shown for
three cases. It can be seen that the power requirements for the hydrated rock case
(even with 10_e water) are excessive (300 to 600 kilowatt - these could be reduced by
efficient heat transfer concepts as discussed above). The absorbed water situation,
with l_e water, is essentially represented by the silicate reaction and will not be con-
sider._.d further in this analysis. The case of the S0_ water-507c dust, permafrost
deposit is interesting because of its inherently low power requirements. Since it repre-
sents an optimistic, upper-limit for resource acquisition, it will be considered as a
potential candidate in this paper despite the generally pessimistic expectation of locating
such rich deposits.
The conversion of these power demands to logistic demands and eventually to cost
burdens depends on an assessment of the state-of-technology. These lunar resources,
to be useful to the lunar exploration program, must be timely. It is recalled that pro-
duct'ion was scheduled to be initiated in 1976; thus automatically establishing the techno-
logy spectrum. It has been assumed, for purposes of this analysis, that SNAP-8 tech-
nology will have progressed to the point that a SO to 60 kilowatt nuclear power plant will
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be capable of being delivered to the Moon by a Saturn V logistic vehicle. Such a capa-
bility is represented by the 500 pounds per kilowatt burden factor curve. This burden
factor can range over the spectrum between 1,000 (current SNAP-8 for lunar applica-
tions) and 200 (represented by a new fast-spectrum reactor design). Of course, the
new technology approaches must accept the time and dollar burdens of an extensive re-
search and development program.
PROCESS EQUIPMENT MASS BURDENS
A number of lunar cryogenic production facilities have been conceptually defined
by others. Their mass estimates have been plotted with respect to liquid oxygen out-
put rate in pounds per month (see figure 8). The data, apparently independently achieved,
displays a fair degree of consistency which lends some support to its usefulness. In
the zone of interest, it can be observed that the process equipment is approximately
one order of magnitude lighter than the power plant mass. Figure 8 also shows two
estimates of the mass of a lunar mining machine (front loader or back-hoe) which
assumes an attachment for a lunar roving vehicle chassis to permit the digging and
transport of rock to the processing station. It will be shown later that one such vehicle
can supply the rock requirements, for the processes considered, over a wide spectrum
of LOX production rates. It is assumed for convenience that this same mass allotment
will suffice for the drill required for in-situ processes.
MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS
A lunar production facility will require a manpower input to function effectively.
Man might be expected to perform the following functions: process monitor and control,
equipment maintenance, fault isolation and repair, raw material acquisition, product
dispensation, etc. The analysis of this paper will consider two broad functions char-
acterized by: (1) tile raw material acquisitien effort performed with the use of the
roving vehicle, and (2) a process control effort performed at the process facility.
Figure 9 denotes the number of pounds of rock which must be acquired, as a function
of the production of liquid oxygen, for a number of various hydrous rock deposits
(assuming an extracted rock process using a kiln-like reactor). For the silicate reduc-
tion process the rock requirements are somewhat reasonable; however, ff rock must
be used, without the benefit of the Carbothermal Process, it can be seen that cooperative
deposits (with high water contents) must be located to avoid the handling of vast quanti-
ties of lunar rock.
A limited amount of data is shown on Figure 10 which can assist in the estimation
of the manpower requirements for rock acquisition. Curves are shown for various
specific gravity assumptions which convert a given rock acquisition rate into an ap-
propriate manpower requirement. A few terrestrial analogues are indicated which
might aid estimation. Published hmar "soil" handling estimates, known to the author,
are also referenced. With respect to the needs of this analysis, the rock handling
rates shown on the abscissa must include the rock transport time from quarry to
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processing plant and vehicle "dead time., " if any, m addition to the actual excauation
time. It must be confessed that the actual design point cho_;en for this paper was based
hea_ily on numerical convenience.
Figure 11 depicts the soil handling manpower considerations super-imposed upon
two estimates of monitor and control task manpower requirements. "Ii'.c lower set of
curves assumes that the facility operates essentially automatically - one o,ne-man shift
is provided per day for maintenance and miscellaneous tasks. The upper set of curves
presumes that a constant, cound-the-clock control task is desired. Over the rakage of
the zone of interest, for the processes under consideration, it can be seen, for either
shift estimate assumed, that the man-time for rock acquisition is slif;ht compared to
the control task. Many studies of lunar operations (references 1, 2 and 6 included)
have indicated that a nominal lunar manday coTx._ists of 8 hours of mission time, 4 hours
of housekeeping, and 12 hours of personal .time (wh.,ch includes sleep time). 'lherefore
for this preliminary baseline analysis it is coavenient to assume that rock acquisition
requirements can he met by a a-man control crew which devotes 10 or l I hours per
man to mission tasks per day. The housekeeping tasks are then presumed to be shared
by the scientific crew complement.
MANPOWER MASS BURDEN
It is assumed that a 15, 000 pound shelter can adequately house t_hree men during
their six-month tour at the lunar facility. It is estimated that approximately 7,000
pounds of cargo, in addition to the shelter, will be required per man per year for sup-
port of the plant operations (expendables, space suits, personal items, food, etc.).
It is assumed also that the crew rotation flights (three men per flig_,t - two flights per
year) are equivalent cost-wise, to 30, 000 pounds of cargo delivered to the lunar surface.
MANUFACTURING CONCEPTS LOGISTIC .AND COST BURDENS
For a realistic analysis the parametric data of figures 7 and 8 must be modified
to reflect an appropriate equ4pment module size. For this analysis a 60 kilowatt
nuclear power package was chosen, 6,000 pouncls per month LOX output per module
was chosen for the silicate reduction plant, and a 5, 000 pounds per month output
electrolysis and liquefac_on module was envisioned for the in-situ process. These
modular logistics packages and the various other mass burdens already discussed are
shown as individual logistic requirements on figure 12 and accumulated as a total manu-
facturing cost variation on figure 13. To generate figure 12, a transport cost burden
factor of $5, 000 per pound delivered to the lunar surface was applied to the data of
figure 12. The addition of a yearly transport cost burden, as _ function of LOX use
rate, transforms figure 13 into an economic analysis allowing an assessment of the
"transport vs manufacture" break-even point. Inspection of these curves indicates
that the break-even point for the silicate reduction concept occurs beyond the zone of
interest. For the tn-sttu process, the break-even point occurs at about 18, 000 pounds
of LOX per month _ just inside the zone of interest.
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The analv,;i_ to this point is considerably simplified and could not substantiate
elimination of either candidate, A number of questions which naturally evolve from
this analysis should be answered.
The,_e curves implicitly assume a yearly replacement of the power plant, process
reactor, soil handling equipment and crew shelter. It should be determined whether
the reduced costs associated with longer equipment life times will significantly enhance
the break-even assessment.
A three man operations crew was assumed in figure 13, on the basis of a desired
round-t_he-clock monitoring capability. What is the effect of an automatic plant
(maintenance and mining crew only) on the economic analysis?
An assumed nuclear power plant technology was established by the restriction to a
500 pounds per kilowatt Fower factor. The sensitivity of the analysis to a variation of
this term should be assessed.
In addition it is realized that a development cost factor should be included to proper-
ly penalize schemes which extend the state-of-technology.
To refine the methodology and assess the sensitivity of the economic analysis to
the variants defined above, the matrix of options shown in table 1 was considered.
It is necessary when considering long lifetime equipments to plan for a continuing
logistic burden for maintenance, repair, and replacement of sub-systems and compo-
nents. The assumptions associated with equipment lifetime, and used in this analysis,
are shown in table 2.
YEARLY OPERATIONAL COST BURDEN
Application of the guidelines of table 2 to the matrix of table 1 through the mass
burdens shown in figure 12 will permit at least a first-order assessment of the require-
ments for successful economic justification of lunar propellant processing. Figure 14
.,_raphically portrays the influence of applying various combinations of: Option I (in-
_.reasing process plant lifetime), Option 2 (increasing nuclear power plant life from
one to two years), and option 3 (reduction of operating crew from three men to one
man). It has been ass_aned in these calculations that a three man advance party would
precede the operational phase by six months to set-up the equipment. It is also assumed
that costs for equipment are accounted for in the year prior to their operational use.
Percentages are shown in figure 14 for the various cost items considered; the values
represent percent of total 10 year program costs. The major categories of manufactur-
ing cost increments are shown in summary form on figure 15 for the various steps
toward cost reduction and economic enhancement which were considered. In the base-
line concept, the power burden is about twice the crew burden. The election of Options
I and 2, increasing equipment life, creates a situation wherein the power and crew
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TABLEI
SENSITIVITYOPTIONDEFINITION
I
OPTIONI OPTION2 OPTION3
Process Nuclear Plant
Process Option Equipment PowerPlant Operations
Type Number Lifetime Lifetime CrewSize
II
l year IOyrs l year 2yrs 3 men I manI
Baseline X X X
_.- °¢ B+I X X X
•_-_= S +I +2 X X X
_ B+I+3 X X X
B+I+2+3 X X X
Baseline X X X
"' B+2 X X X
,y,o B+3 X X X
_, B+2+3 X X X
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TABLE2
EQUIPMENTLIFETIMEASSUMPTIONS
ITEM LiFETIME MAINTENANCE
BURDEN
CrewShelters overI0 years 5_/operyear
SoilHandlingEquipment 5 years I0 _/operyear
ProcessEquipment:
baseline l year none
option I overI0years I0 _/operyear
NuclearPowerPlants:
baseline l year none
option2 2 years none
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burdens are nearly equal and together they dominate the cost picture. The resulting
incentive toward reduced crew associated costs results in the third situation in which
the power costs again dominate (almost three quarters of total cost).
DEVELOPMENT COST CONSIDERATIONS
It has been indicated that development program costs must be included if the analysis
is to be meaningful. Naturally, little or no information is available which provides
good estimates of research and development programs leading to qualification of the
necessary equipments for lunar application. The author has therefore made gross
estimates of the magnitude of the various sub-programs which can be integrated for
the various concepts and options discussed in this paper. These estimates are found
in table 3. It has been the author's intention to under estimate these costs rather than
bias the results; it is hoped that the insensitivity of the results to these assumptions
and the applicability of the conclusions can be demonstrated. Table 4 lists the total
development cost assumptions for each concept and option considered.
REFINED ANALYSES
The application of the refinements suggested above to the sophistication of the
analysis yields the break-even curves shown on Figure 16. It is noted that the curves
represent cumulative costs, over the time period shown, for a program obeying the
assumptions and restraints discussed previously. The curve for transport costs repre-
sents the cumulative cost of transporting the assumed LOX demand from Earth at a
unit cost of $5, 000 per pound.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The silicate reduction process, which appears totally unfavorable from an economic
viewpoint on figure 13, does exhibit break-even situations when the refinements to the
analysis are considered. As would be expected, the results tend to indicate that econo-
mic justifications will be easier to show if the resource demand is increased,but the
actual data supporting this view has not been developed in this analysis.
The in-situ process, due primarily to its reduced power demand and the resulting
reduction in the logistics burden, exhibits a more favorable economic analysis. Break-
even situations are shown for a variety of options which might be available.
For either concept, the application of all enhancement options decreased total
program costs by approximately 50_. Of the options considered, the extension of
processing equipment lifetime, Option 1, had the most modest effect. This was due to
the minor percentage of total cost which this item represents in the baseline concepts.
The doubling of the nuclear power plant lifetime, from one to two years, Option 2, has
a substantial effect for either concept; it is most influential in the silicate reduct#on
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TABLE 3
DEVELOPMENTCOST INCREMENTS
ITEM MILLIONS
Silicate Reactor 200
Electrolysis,Liquefaction,& StorageSystem 400
Soil HandlingEquipmentand/or Drill 150
BaselinePowerPlant 200
AdvancedPowerPlant 500
ProcessingAutomation 150
ProcessPlant LifetimeExtension I00
* assumesprior developmentof lunar mobility
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TABLE4
DEVELOPMENTCOST ASSUMPTIONS
SILICATEREDUCTION IN-SITU PROCESS
PROCESS ( PERMAFROST)
CASE MILLIONS CASE.... MILLIONS
Baseline 950 Baseline 750
B + I 1050 B + 2 1250
B +I + 2 1550 B + 3 900
B +I + 3 1200 B + 2 + 3 1400
B +1+ 2 + 3 1700
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concept due to its high power requirements. Application of these options to the baseline
concept causes the crew related costs to assume a magnified significance thus providing
the incentive toward further reductions through application of Option 3, automation.
If the optimistic, economic enhancements, represented by Options l, 2 and 3, are
assumed and if the concept for lunar base support, through lunar refueling of crew ro-
tation flights, is assumed feasible, then a significant reduction in the cost of lunar
operations over an extended program appears possible. In reality, the author must
remind the reader of the simplifications of this analysis. It must be remembered that
the quantitative data developed are based on a simplified logistics transport burden
factor. Most seriously this factor does not reflect probablistic equipment losses, cost
reductions through experience, realistic packaging restrain?s, and operational restric-
tions. These perturbations which would affect a real life situation require a much more
detailed simulation to be completely understood; such on analysis would require a
substantial improvement in the confidence and the amount of the available input data.
CONCLUSIONS
The presented analysis, despite its limitations, can be useful in identifying
certain prerequisites to the economic justification of lunar propellant manufacturing
plants for the support of lunar exploration operations.
In-situ processes, exemplified by the permafrost case studied, are shown to be
attractive ff the power requirements can be restricted below that required for the
silicate reaction. This is certainly the case for the 50_o pemafrost deposit. Less
optimistic finds would require careful analysis of the power requirements. It appears
that ff the water boil-off thermal requirements could be supplied by direct thermal
means (rather than inefficiently through the conversion to electrical power) then many
cases which have not been considered in this paper will become interesting. It should
be remembered that the in-situ processing scheme must also concern itself with
significant geological and operational problems which cannot be readily analyzed
quantitatively.
Since the silicate reduction process is considered to be an engineering problem
alone (it is not dependent on the proof of any particular theory concerning the lunar
composition, environment, or history for a source of reactants) its significance is
promoted and its application should be studied in detail.
A prerequisite to the economic desirability of the silicate reduction process is
the development of an effective nuclear power plant. For the crude analysis conducted
herein, a doubling of the operational lifetime (1 year to 2 years) is equivalent to a
halving of the power burden factor (500 lb/kw to 250 lb/kw). A burden factor of 250
lb/kw has been suggested as feasibly applicable to Saturn V logistics vehicle packaging
limitations for lunar surface utilization. If an advanced reactor could achieve the
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thefavorableburden factorand alsodemonstratean extendedlifetime,theenhancement
to this analysis would be significant.
A second prerequisite to effective utilization of a silicate reductior, oxyge,,_ pro-
duction plant is the achievement of essentially an automatic operation. Large numbers
of operators pose a signficant roadblock to the achievement of an economically attrac-
tive concept. It is almost certain that man will have to play some part in the acquisition
of the resource (either actual mining or prospecOng); however, that involvement must
be minimized.
In the case of extracted rock, kiln-type, water boil-off processes which involve
the crushing or grinding of rock prior to injection into the kiln, the appropriate power
and equipment burdens must be added to the in-situ process discussed. It must be
concluded that schemes of this nature, which may be burdened by the necessity to
adapt to low grade ore (1 to 2_ w_ter content); will be jeopardized by the magnitude
of the mining and rock handling operations and will find it difficult competing with the
silicate reduction process.
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SPACE TRANSPORTATION LOGISTIC REQUIREMENTS
COMPARISON UTILIZING LUNAR MANUFACTURED PROPELLANTS
R. A. Gorrell and J. B. Deodati
ABSTRACT
The economic feasibility of utilizing lunar produced pro-
pellants is considered for Earth orbital, Lunar base, and Mars-
lander missions. Various refueling modes in Earth orbit, lunar
orbit, and lunar surface are investigated and propellant demand
rates for each mission/refueling mode combination are determined.
Lunar production and storage facilities requirements are investi-
gated and base personnel and logistics support requirements are
assessed.
Saturn V launch vehicles and logistic payload time-sequences
for mission support are developed. A comparison is made of the
effectiveness of performing the various missions with and without
the use of lunar produced propellants in terms of total Earth
launch requirements. The improvement in effectiveness as a
function of time and the number of missions performed is assessed.
Sensitivity effects are evaluated and conclusions are drawn
regarding the more promising concepts for utilizing lunar pro-
pellants.
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INTRODUCTI ON
A considerable amount of literature has been published on
techniques for the mining and processing of lunar resources in
order to extract water, oxygen, or propellants in the expectation
that these products may be economically employed during space
missions. It is the purpose of this study, previously reported
in References i and 2, to examine the economic feasibility of
utilizing lunar-manufactured propellant for potentially the lar-
gest requirement of all; namely the transportation requirements
of various space missions.
Economic feasibility is evaluated not in terms of dollars,
but rather, in terms of Saturn V launch requirements with and
without lunar refuel capability. Moreover, in order to determine
launch requirements with lunar refuel capability, it is necessary
to assess the number of Saturn V launches required to build, man,
and maintain the lunar propellant manufacturing plant over several
years.
DISCUSS ION
In commencing this study it became necessary to make certain
assumptions and to establish ground rules, indicated in Figure i,
relating to characteristics of the lunar propellant plant. It
is assumed that previous reconnaissance has established a deposit
site which is suitable for the extraction of water from ice bear
or within coring distance from the lunar surface) or from hydrated
minerals or rocks. It is at this point at which plant build-up
may commence for the purpose of determining launch support require-
ments for a specific mission.
Three different space mission types, illustrated in Figure 2,
have been studied. Each mission may be refueled by using lunar-
produced propellant; however, each mission can best be refueled
by a specific refueling mode, and various possibilities are noted
in the figure. It is necessary to determine which of the refueling
modes should be employed for a given mission.
In order =o determine the optimum refueling modes and the
attendant propellant plant size which would be required to support
a space mission, a study approach is formulated as shown in
Figure 3. Refueling mode screening xs based upon an effective-
ness ratio and mode selection is made by a Saturn V launch ratio.
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Each of the ratios is briefly defined in the diagram. The pro-
pellant demand rate can be determined for each refueling mode
which in turn permits the determination of plant facility require-
ments. Earth launch requirements for the plant facility can then
be analyzed, as indicated in the legistics analysis. Having deter-
mined launch requirements for a given mission, with and without the
lunar propellant plant, an effectiveness analysis can then be
performed.
Capabilities of the logistic vehicles employed at the lunar
plant which are required to support the planetary mission or the
lunar base mission are indicated in Figure 4. These vehicles are
basically Lunar Logistics Vehicles (LL_ which are modified to
perform shuttle service, as noted, between lunar orbit and the
lunar surface. Initially, they are Saturn V-launched from Earth,
and those cargo vehicles which are used in the propellant plant
build-up phase are retained on the lunar surface for storage of
lunar-produced propellants.
Planetary Missions
A spectrum of Mars space vehicles was considered for com-
paring the total number of Saturn V launch vehicles which would
be required, with and without the lunar refuel capability. The
basic manned Mars landing mission and the space vehicles are
defined in Reference 3. Briefly, the mission is of 536 days,
40-day staytime, 3 to 12 man missions employing vehicles with 3
nuclear stages and I final chemic_l stage. In addition, vehicles
with all chemical stages were also considered in order to complete
the spectrum of possible vehicles. The number of Saturn V launches
for each different Mars vehicle was thus determined.
Next, the number of launch vehicles which would be required
to accomplish the Mars lander mission with lunar refuel capability
_: was determined. Accordingly, various refueling modes for _his
_,_ refueled mission were analyzed. Figure 5 illustrates these modes
and indicates the effectiveness ratio for each mode. It is noted
that the best effectiveness is obtained in refuel mode 2, re-
fueling the Mars vehicle on the lunar surface. The second best
mode is to refuel in lunar orbit, mode 3. The least effective
•,ode is to refuel the Mars vehicle in Earth orbit - as Bight be
expected, intuitively.
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Mode 2, refuel at the lunar surface, was not further examined,
owing to the likely extreme complexity of landing and launch pad
requirements on the lunar surface. However, mode 3, refuel in
lunar orbit, was selected for further analysis. It was then deter-
mined that mode 3, using the nuclear/chemical vehicle which would
require 6.68 Saturn V launches without ]unar refuel, would other-
wise require only 2.50 launches if lunar refuel capability were
available. This means that the difference in required launches
would be 4.18 Saturn V's saved, which could be used for providing
a lunar propellant plant in order to "break even". Furthermore,
the Mars vehicle with all chemical stages would require 15.9
Saturn V launches without refuel, and only 3.23 launches with lunar
refuel. This even greater savings is apparently realized because
of the exclusive use of propellants in the latter vehicle. However,
as the all chemical vehicle is much larger than the nuclear/chemical
vehicle, it would not provide the preferred transportation mode for
this mission.
From the foregoing analysis, it is determined that a total of
2,010,000 pounds of cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen propellants are
required for the lunar orbit refuel mode in the case of the nuclear/
chemical Mars lander vehicle. Assuming one Mars trip per year, a
lunar propellant plant is built-up to satisfy a propellant demand
rate of 2,010,000 pounds per year. Figure 6 illustrates such a
plant and s,m_arizes the number of Saturn V launches of the LLV
(cargo capability of 25,000 pounds soft landed on the Moon) required
to set the plant into operation. The figure suggests that either
an ice deposit source of water or a hydrated mineral deposit may
satisfy the resource requirement. In the latter case, however, one
additional launch is required to set up a kiln and conveyor system
for the extraction of water. In this regard, it is determined
that a I electrical megawatt nuclear reactor plant was required to
meet all power requirements. Moreover, the waste heat from the
reactor is sufficient for ice sublimation or for the extraction
of water from hydrated minerals which have bonding energies as high
as 7000 Kcal/gram and water content as low as 17_. Thus, overall
propellant plant weight is quite insensitive to water source
deposit, as indicated in the_ foregoing discussion.
Figure 7 depicts the operational build-up sequence for the
foregoing propellant plant which would support the planetary
mission. Approximately 15 months from initiation of plant con-
struction would be required to set this size plant into operation.
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Several years of plant operation were analyzed in order to deter-
mine the "break ev_n point with respect to economic feasibility
of such _ plant. Accordingly, Figure 8 indicates the estimated
manpower requirements for maintenance and operation of thp plant,
consumable supplies status, and finally a complete Earth launch
schedule to support this plant. This schedule allows for crew
rotation, supplies replenishment, and periodic replacement of plant
facilities as showh in the Figure.
Resulting effectiveness comparisons for the Mars mission are
shown in FLgure 9. For the nuclear/chemical Mars vehicle, the
ratio of total launches with and without the lunar plant does not
show economic feasibility as the "break even" point is not realized.
This is so, irrespective of a 6-month or 12-month crew rotation
frequency of lunar plant personnel. However, for Mars vehicles
with all chemical stages, the "break even" point can be realized
after four missions have been supported by lunar refuel capability.
Thus, it can be concluded that the Mars lander mission using lunar
refuel will require very careful examination in order to achieve
economic feasibility. It is further noted that a considerable
number of missions may be required in order to justify lunar
refueling.
Earth Orbital Missions
Refueling in Earth orbit, mode 4 of Figure 5, indicates a
very poor effectiveness ratio as previously indicated. In order
to refuel an Earth orbital vehicle from a lunar tanker, approx-
imately seven times as much fuel is consumed in transit by the
tanker as compared to the quantity delivered. Consequently,
refueling Earth orbital missions with lunar-produced propellant
is not economically feasible.
Lunar Base Missions
The support of lunar exploration or exploitation bases is
also analyzed in order to determine the economic feasibility of
their use of lunar-produced propellant. Figure I0 illustrates a
12-man lunar exploration base (Reference 4) which also has the
capability to support itself, partially, with locally-produced
cryosenic oxygen and hydrosen propellant. A production rate of
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ii0,000 pounds per year is sufficient to rotate the entire base
crew between lunar orbit and the lunar surface and also to supply
2,000 poL,nds per year for Gther purposes (e.g., fuel for the lunar
rovi_,g vehicle or fuel cell, water, metabolic oxygen, etc.).
The lunar shuttle used for rotation of the lunar base crew is
indicated in Figure 4, and utilization of propellant for this pur-
pose may yield large savings in the total number of crew vehicles
reqdired to support a lunar base. Figure i0 also indicates that
4 Earth launches for the delivery of prcpellant plant and con-
struction equip:Jent (including one 60 KW nuclear power plant launch)
are required to set up the plant for production. The lunar explor-
ation base provides all other assets (i.e., manpower, crew shelter,
etc.) required to maintain and _perate the base.
Figure ]I depicts the operational build-up sequence for the
foregoing propellant plant which would support the lunar base
mission. Approximately 6 months from the initiation of plant con-
struction would be required to set this size plant into operation.
Several years of plant operation were _nalyzed in order to deter-
mine the "break even" point with respect to economic feasibility
of such a plant. Accordingly, Figure 12 indicates the total base
manning level versus time, consumable supplies status, and finally
a complete Earth launch schedule to support the base without the
propellant plant as well as with the plant. This schedule allows
for crew rotation, supplies replenishment, and periodic replacement
of plant facilities as depicted _n the lower port_on of the figure.
l.aunch requirements for the foregoing analysis are shown in
Figure 13. After steady state operation of the plant it is noted
that E_rth launch rate requirements in support of the entire lunar
base are almost halved and total Earth launches are substantially
reduced. It is furtner noted that the propellant plant "pays-off"
after approximately 15 months of operation.
Figure 14 indicates that only a small portion of the manhours
available in the lunar base are required for'propellant plant oper-
ation and maintenance (i.e., approximately i man of the 12-man
base). Consequently, lunar base effectiveness, based on available
man-months per Earth launch, is improved by over 40%, as indicated
in Figure 15.
Similar analyses were performed for an 18-man and a 24-man
lunar base. These analyses i_dicated very similar effectiveness
;:,,economic feasibility results as for the 12-man base. It may
the_fore be concluded that substantial savings may be anticipated
in the number of Earth launches required to support a moderate to
large-slzed lunar base which employs a propellant plant, at or
near the lunar base site.
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CONCLUS IONS
in order to determine the economic feasibility of utilizing
lunar-manufactured propellants, three different missions have been
investigated employing various refueling modes foz the space
vehicles.
A typical planetary mission, representc_ by a manned Mars
lander, employing nuclear stages and one final chemical stage
vehicle when refueled in lunar orbit is not economically feasible,
However, in the case of the Mars vehicle consisting of all chemical
stages, lunar orbit refuel did show economic feasibility after
four such missions were so refueled.
The Earth orbital mission, when refueled in Earth orbit by
a lunar tanker spacecraft, did not indicate economic feasibility -
as might be expected, intuitively.
Moderate to large-sized lunar bases (12 to 24 astronauts)
can effectively support a propellant plant and thereby experience
very attractive savings in the total number of earth launches
to support the entire base. A considerable improvement in base
effectiveness, in terms of available man-months per Earth launch,
can be realized. In the case of a 12-man base, an average of one
man was required for plant operation and maintenance, while the
base effectiveness improved by over 40 percent.
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Tile ROLE OF i_U,_5_RREoOUECEo
IN POST-APOLLO MISSIONS
i
++. froward Segal
INTRODUCTION
After an astronaut lands on the Moon some of the items he will need are oxygen
for breathing and fuel for returning his spacecraft to Earth. Normally, oxygen
and fuel are carried as part of the spacecraft's payload, but there may be a
better way of providing these materials. Instead of transporting fuel and oxy-
gen directly to the Moon, equipment to process lunar resources could be deliv-
ered instead (Figure 1). If H_O or 02 are present on the Moon, this equipment
could then manufacture lunar material into required quantities of fuel and oxy-
gen. But is this approach economical?
References i, 2, and 3 emphasize the need for an economic analysis of extra- J'+"
terrestrial oxygeu or fuel production. However, since these references are onl_,
generalized studies, it appears appropriate to consider a specialized study in
which committed or slightly modified hardware is used.
Sufficient data has been generated by the working group to start comparing the
economies of space missions, both with and without lunar resources. Is it cheap-
er to _anufacture a specific fuel on the Moon or manufacture it on the Earth and
transport it to the Moon (Figure i)? What _s the break-even point between manu-
facture and transport? This break-even point is obtained by plotting mantu_acture
and transport curves (Figure 2)* and determining their slope and displacement
differences. The slope and displacement of these curves are dependent upon:
1. Mission resource demands
2. Processing costs
3. Fixed corJts
/
_hts paper will stmnart_e work completed in these thr_e areas and then relate /
theme restt_ts to the break-even po_t between manufacture and transport.
* 'lll£sis & typical curve for £1_tration purpo_s o_1_.
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MISSION P_S01_CE DEMANDS
The follc_ing resource categories were identified in Reference 3. They are:
i. Life support demands
2. Mobility demands
3. Earth return propulsion demands
_. Planeta:y mission fuel demBnds
Category l, which consists of oxygen or water for astronaut life support, will
be _onsidered first. 0nly small quantities of these resources are needed. Even
though life support materials can probably be processed from lunar resources,
the quantities are so small that their influence upon the economics of space
transportation will be negligible. Since economics is the theme of this paper,
this category will not be considered further.
As for Category 2, which e,.compasses fuel needed for lunar rovers, it appears
that while lunar fuel would be desirable, it is not e_sential for l_mr mobility.
Rovers can utilize wheels or tracks rather than mass fluv through reaction Jets
for their motive force. Since mass does not have to flow to move lunar surface
vehicles, molecular fuels which would be consumed are not required; therefore,
this category has been eliminated from additional consideration.
Of the two remaining categories, only Category 3 v111 Be considered, since Cat.e-
gory 4 is discussed in Reference 4.
LUNAR FUEL DEMANDS FOR CREW ROTATION
The main )bJect_ve of Category 3 is _o return men from the Moon. Since fuel is
needed to return these men, Earth-Moon transportation systems must Be analyzed
to determi,,e return fuel requirements. _e basis for this analysis is contained
in the following ground rules:
i. Lunar surface refueling
2. A standard Saturn V vehicle which would place 9_,000 pounds in a translunar
trajectory.
3. Cost per launch of $125,000,000.
4. The operational time period for thls system _ be prior to 1980.
5. The most favorable resource bypothettcall_ possible, ltmsr l_e, _ selected.
_ts resource would Be eleetrolF_ed_ l:tqme_edp and normal as eryo_nle hy-
drogen and oxygen. Water e_b_ed _th lunar rook _ _pn in lunar slll-
cares were not considered, the rst2cmsle for the selection of tee _s that
if lunar manufacture vas not feasible for the best peeslble resowree_ It
most assuredly would not be feasible for mar less favo_blR resom_e.
6. A 100-kilowatt nuclear electric lxwmr system _14hlns 75,000 pounds.
_02
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7. The useful life of all equipment is one year.
8. The following two vehicles were considered to be available at the t_me this
system would be operational:
(A) A modified LEM _.ithan L_2-LH2 descent stage
(B) A lunar logistic vehicle with LO2-LH2 lunar descent stage
9. Development or operating costs for both these new upper _tages and lunar
equipment were not considered and all other costs, i.e., proces6ing equip-
ment delivery costs, were amortized equally over the operational life of
the equipment.
i0. Earth-Moon transportation costs of $3100/pound for din_.ct flight and
$7700/pound for lunar orbit rendezvous (LOR) were u_ed. These figures,,re-
flect results from Apollo L0R and direct flight studies which were modified
for a L02-L_ o descent stage and total payload rather than useful peyload
lauded on the, lunar surface.
Figure 3 shows the men, and return fuel requirements for two transportation sys-
tems; direct flight and LOR. Payload is listed for supplementary information.
Referring to the LOR mode and uslng the ground rules listed above, it is seen
that a Saturn V system can deliver two men, t_eir life support bus (the LEM),
5750 pounds of fuel to return the L_ to lunar orbit, ard a cargo payload of
2_10 pounds to the lunar surface, This ca_o payload, can be increased by 5750
potw_ (the weight of the Earth-return fuel) _f 5750 pounds of lunar fuel is
substituted for th_s Earth-return fuel. The new cargo payload then is 8160
pounds (5750 pounds plus 2410 pounds). This is listed as the payload in Figure 3.
For the dlrect-fllght mode, a Saturn V system can deliver 3 men, an Apollo cam-
mand module, and 7_60 pounds of fuel to return the command module to Earth. How-
ever, this 7_60 pounds of fuel is only a small fraction of the 34,500 pounds of
fuel needed to return the command module to Earth. This deficiency must be
fills4 ei_her by fuel delivered to the Moon or else by lunar material processed
into fuel. If lunar fuel is used, the entire 3_,500-pound return I_i weight
can be a_pplled from a Mc_ source. The 7,_60-poun& payload mentioned earlier
can then become a cargo payload.
Flg_m k is lt_lar to Figure 3 except that a lar&er number of men are rotated
per
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LUNAP, _-R/ELPRODUCTION COSTS
Fuel requirements for rotating crews _re now known. Tne question arises: What
will it cost to produce this fuel on the Moon?
Lunar fuel costs are determined by first estimating fuel processing equipment
weight and then multiplying this weight by the appropriate Earth-Moon trans-
portation cost. Processing equipment weights were obtained by sizing three
plants which were designed to produce 100_OO0, 500,000, and 1,O00,000 pounds of
fuel per year, respectively. _he 100,COO-pound plant is described in this paper
because it most closely approaches expected resource demands and has a weight
approximately equal to the payload of one Saturn V.
Figure 5 shows the power and equipment v_Ight requi_ed to process 100,000 pounds
of lurar fuel. It is seen that the power weight is greater than the processing
weight. In other words, if we are concerned with reducing weight, the biggest
savings would result in reducing power requirements and equipment. As for the
equipment weight, it is seen that electrolysis equipment weight overshadows, sig-
nificantly, the weight of the liqueficatlon and storage equipment. A cursory in-
vestigation sho_ed that flight, rather than industrial weight electrolysis equip-
sent would reduce the weight of this equipment. A prelimlnaz_j weight estimate
was then made of a flight weight fuel cell operating in reverse as an electrol-
ysis unit. Weight dropped from 7700 pounds to 1270 pounds. However, since this
study is a conservative one, the higher weight figu_ was used.
Figure 5 also shows that 100,000 pounds of fuel can be produced with 21,700
pounds of equipment. L1mar fuel is cheap in terms of transportation costs; only
21,700
or 1/5 of the cost of transporting Earth fuel. But is enough of thisi00,000
cheap fuel used to significantly effect total system costs?
CREW ROTATION COSTS
Crew rotation costs for the L0R mode are obtained by adding two costs; the cost
of delivering men to the Moon, and the cost of providing them with fuel to come
home. _he cost of delivering men to the Moon is calculated by multiplying the
crew assigned payload by the average cost of Earth-Moon transportation ($7700/
pound for the LOR mode). Be cost of supplying return fUel depends on whether
the fuel is transported from Earth or manufactured on the Moon. If it comes
from the Earth, its cost is cce_d by multiplying return fuel requlrs_ments by
the Earth-to-Moon transportation costs ($3,100/pound). If it comes from the
Moon, its cost is cce_uted by imlltiplylng the return fuel requirements by the
cost of lunar manufacture ($680/pound). _hese costs were added up and plotted
against variable _i_sion requirements in Figure 6.
It is seen that savings are small ccqmre_ to total system costs. But this is
to be expected for the LOR mode since very little return fuel is used per mission
and the pereentage of return fuel to total payload is small.
_o6
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The last item in estimating crew rotation costs is to estimate development costs.
Since it is beyond the scope of this paper to consider development costs, para-
metric relationships were established and the results plotted in Figure 7. It
is seen that for a hypothetical development cost of $150,000,000, the break-even
point is 22 meZA rotated per year. Eleven Saturn V/LEM missions would be needed
to rotate this number of men. Figure 8 shows how the development costs are ab-
sorbed by rotating more men at the break-even point. Then costs are absorbed
very slowly because the slopes of the manufacture and transport curves are al-
most the same.
While it was mentioned that the direct flight mode would not be considered in
any depth in this paper, since it was being covered in Reference 5, one curve
(Figure 9) was prepared for comparison purposes. It is seen that the included
angle between the manufacture and transport curve_' is greater than the same
angle for the LOR mode. Direct flight costs appear to be quite sensitive to
available lunar fuel.
CONCLUSI ONS
, |
This paper takes into consideration only a small portion of the lunar fuel pro-
duction problem, it does not address itself to the planetary fueling problem
and only considers crew rotation systems using committed hardware or those sys-
tems requiring small technology improvements. It has not considered the costs
of transporting possible valuable material from the Moon to Earth. A cargo re-
turn mission would benefit most from lunar fuel.
This analysis which considered only the most favorable resource, namely lunar
ice, showed that:
i. Lunar manufactured fuel used in the LOR mode of crew rotation does not appear
to be cost effective unless a large number of crews are rotated.
2. Lunar manufactured fuel used in the direct f!ight mode may be desirable, and
may warrant further consideration after other factors influencing the selec-
tiun of this mode have been evaluated.
RECOMMERDATIONS
General recommendations for working group action next year are listed below:
i. Determine development and maintenance costs for a lunar fuel producing com-
plex.
2. Investigate techniques for reducing power .-equirements for this complex.
3. Xnvestigate the probable useful life of lunar based equipment.
4. Encourage programs designed to detect lunar resources.
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The last recommendation is felt to have the highest priority because, unless we
know the location and physical properties of a particular lunar resource, equip-
amnt to process this resource cannot be realistically considered. A number of
programs have been proposed to detect possible lunar materials at an early date.
One such program called Early Lunar Flare (ELF), has as its objective the ignition
of a high temperature flare on the lunar surface and the recording of its result-
ing emission spectrum with remote sensors. It is suggested that this "ground
truth" enperiment be closely coupled with a gross exploration program to detect
lunar resources (in particular, water). Since lunar orbiters, both manned and
unmanned, seem to fill this bill, it is recommended that orbital reconnaissance
be encouraged. These orbiters, when instrumented with appropriate remote sensors,
offer the possibility of early detection of areas where lunar resources may exist.
The author wishes to thank the following Boeing individuals for their help in
preparing this paper:
Mr. F. C. Meer Lunar Facility Analysis
Mr. T. A. Boehme Weight Anal_'sis
Dr. T. r Beck Lightweight Electrolysis Analysis
Mr. D. S. McKellar Flight Mechanics
The author also wishes to thank two other coslmlttee members, Dr. Gordon Hammer
of the Rand Corporation, and Major R. W. Pipher of AFSSD for their help in per-
haps the most difficult part of this study, defining the problem.
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Mr. Chairman and Fellow Participants:
A_ an _ntroduction to this session, particularly for the beneflt
of new participants it may be well to state the interest of Biotechnology
in extraterrestrial environments, these interests comprise:
i. Utilization of indigenous materials and energy sources in
producing life support elements.
2. Use of biological processes in exploiting extraterrestrial
resources.
3. Use of man and other biological systems in exploiting
extraterrestrial resuurces.
4. Support and protection of man in extraterrestrial
environments - and better understandin_ of these environments.
Last year the Biotechnology session consisted primarily c.fa
state-of-the-art sunTnary in the more critical areas of llfe support
technology.
This year we will examine more specifically some of the currently
anticipated problems including:
Factors affecting costs, such as system weights_ fc_aslbi|ity
of manned operations in extraterrestrial environments.
In addition one paper will show the relation between studies
of terrestrial problems and those involving extraterrestrial applications.
Thl8 latter subject 18 an exmaple of the manner in which terrestrial
applications development supports extraterrestrial developments. It
follows for example, that findings in extraterrestrial nutrition management
will benefit us in our everyday lives here on earth, which Z believe, will
become evident as our session prosresses.
S
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Our first spea_er today is Dr. Walter Kuehnegger, Chief, Biomechanics,
Northrop Space Laboratories, Hawthorne, California.
Dr. Kuehnegger received his _dvanced degree in Mechanical Engineering
from the University of Graz, Austria and holds an Aeronautical Engineering
Diploma from the British Institute of Engineering Technology. In
adGition to his work at Northrop, he is a consultant in the field
of bi_echanics.
Dr. Kuehnegger will report in this invited paper on his work in
defining the Physical Capabilities and Logistic Support Requirements
for Man on the Moon.
I
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THE PHYSICAl CAPABILITIES AND LOGISTIC SUPPORT
REQUIREMENTS FOR MAN ON THE MOON*
by Dr. Walter Kuehnegger**
*This work was conducted under Contract NAS 1-4449 entitled, "A Study of Man's
Physical Capabilities on the Moon"
*wChlef, Biomechanlcs, Northrop Space Laboratories, Hawthorne, California
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Abstract
The planning o@ manned lunar surface mission requires prior knowledge of man's
physical capabilities and logistic support requirements under these new environ-
mental conditions. When man is sent on this mission, he is sent to do a job.
As such, his physical capabilities, including the limits in the subgravity state
of 1/6 g as well as the effects of his protective garment, must be known.
This paper describes the application of biomechanical principles in the deter-
mination of his physical capabilities and those of work physiology in the
determination of his logistic support requirements. A combination of bio-
mechanical and physiological data has been used to derive the efficiency and
optimization of man in the performance of simulated lunar working tasks.
The data presented concerns itself primarily with self locomotion experiments.
It is shown how the data developed by this method can be applied as a part of
the basic guideline in the preparation of manned lunar surface missions. As
such, it will contribute to the safe and successful completion of the mission
objective.
418
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I. INTRODUCTION
Reviewing the kind of bases that to date have been used to design life support
equipment, we find that we were sitting behind desks planning manned missions
knowing really vely little whether man will be able to do what we are planning
for him or not. We assumed that what we know about him on earth is going to
be somewhat similar in space and by that all our design requirements in general
had been based on this questionable criterion. Of course, the terrestrial
information so far sufficed as a good starting point but we have passed this
phase now and are deeply engaged in investigating what man can really do. The
session this morning is devoted to man and his role in extraterrestrial work.
We are interested in the retrieval of samples of extraterrestrial resources.
We expect man to dig up these samples and to bring them back. Taking a critical
look at this assignment we find that we know very little. So, today, I will
describe to you the work conducted under a NASA contract awarded by the Langley
Research Center. The description of this work this morning will only encompass
the first portion of the contract and that is the baseline data of man. First,
we examine what he can do on earth. Then under simulation of lunar gravity we
observe what he can do in a similar shirtsleeve environment. The second portion
of this contract concerning the pressure suited activities is currently under
investigation, the results of which will be reported to NASA in about two
month's time_
II. THE LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATOR (LGS)
The simulation technique introduced by Hewes and Spady (3) was used in the
fabrication of the LGS. The principle of this technique is illustrated in
Figure I where the subject is suspended on his side at an angle of 9o-36 '
through his center of gravity. The I G gravity vector produces a correspond-
ing 1/6 G vector towards the subject's walkway in this position.
419
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Figure I
t
Lunar Gravity Simulation Technique
The subject thus experiences a 1/6 G (lunar gravity) in the u_intenance of his
body posture. The body is suspen_ td on its side and supported by the helmet,
a chest support, a hip support, and t_ leg supports shown in Figure 2.
42O
Figure 2
Subject Suspension
Each of these body segment suspension cables terminate in a spreader bar
(Figure 1) which is suspended by a single cable from a dolly. The dolly is
pulled by the subject and travels along a track parallel to the walkway.
This can be seen in Figure 3 which shows an overall view of the LCS.
As the subject Jumps further out from the walkway along the cable radius the
gravity vector becomes larger and a correspondingly required correction had
to be incorporated for the prediction of lunar performance data.
421
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Figure 3
The Lunar Gravity Simulation Facility
The present walkway length is I00 feet enabling the subject to locomote back
and forth in three degrees of freedom. The total suspension cable length is
66.4 feet. A 8rldded backdrop in two test areas is used for the biomechanlcs
data analysis. A 1/6 G treadmill was fabricated and installed for the deter-
mlnation of physlologlcal data. The test control center is located near the
end of the walkway and houses physiological monitoring and recording equipment
as well as envlronmental equipment and controls. The subject carries a sus-
pended instrument pack _Figure 4) which holds the biomedical Junction box and
a respirometer.
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Figure 4
Instrument Pack I
From here a suspended umbilical line held by the escort on the catwalk leads
to the test control center. The umbilical contains communications, physio-
logical data lines and a high pressure line for pressure-suited operations.
The experiments conducted by the subject are directed and completely con-
trolled by the test director within the control center.
III. APPROACHES
A. The Biomechanlcal Analysis of Body Motion
This was performed in the sequential steps outlined in References
4-6.
(i) Subject data
(2) Data recording
(3) Data analysis
(1) Subject data - The biomechanical data of the subject refers
mainly to his physical properties. It consists of the anthropometry of the
test subject which is broken down into body se_nents according to Ftsure 5.
J
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1 - Head& neck
2 - Trunk
3 - Upperarm
4 - Lowerarm & har_
5 - Thigh
6- Leg &foot
Figure 5
Body Segments
The following parameters of each body segment were measured and computed:
the body segment dimension, the density and mass, and the mass moment of
inertia. The body segment masses were determined by water immersions as
used by Contini, Drillis 1, Oempster 2, et al, while the body density was
found and verified by skin fold measure_aents. Havins established the segment
mass centers by the differential weighin 8 technique and the Joint centers
from the correspondin S anatomical landmarks, they were transferred onto the
subject's suit as shown in Fisure 6. The properties of the trunk were found
by subtraction of those for the se_nents from the total body allowing for
1600 ml of residual volume remainin8 in th¢ lunss.
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Figure 6
Body Segment Target Locations
The subject was then ready for biomechanics data recording.
(2) Data recording - A biomechanical data recording camera based on
the interrupted light method was developed (reference Contini and Drillisl).
T_- camera was mounted over the LGS center test section. A detailed view of
the ca_ra is shown in the following Figure 7.
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Figure 7
Biomechanics Data Camera
After an eytensive development and testing period, the quality of biomechanics
data shown in Figures 8 and 9 was produced.
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Figure 8 Figure 9
Walking Jumping
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The grid system shown in Figure 9 is made up from 2,450 different squares to
correct for camera parallax and subject swing-out. This correction produced
a I0 x I0 centimeter grid system through the median saggital plane of the
subject permitting direct data analysis.
(3) Data analysi3 - The principles of applied mechanics are used in
the analysis of body motion. The analysis is performed by recording the x, z
and 0 values as a function of time of the data within one motion cycle of the
subject. An illustration of this is shown in Figure I0.
Curvilinear motion Rotarymotion
Figure I0
Body Segment Analysis
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The velocity and acceleration of each body segment in the curvilinear motion
path through x, z were then computed. The rotary motlon through angle _ of
each segment also provided the _ngular velocity and acceleration. By computer
curve fitting, it was then possible to establish the equation of locomotion of
the subject. When the velocities and accelerations are combinpd with the
segment masses, their respective forces and power were determined. Integrating
the power as a function of time yielded the external energy expenditure for
each body segment for one locomotion cycle. Adding all the expenditures for
the body segments together produced the total external energy expenditure of
the subject during one cycle. This is then a biomechanlcal measure of the
energy expended in the external body motion.
B. The Work Physiological Analysis of Body Motion
This analysis was based on the following sequence:
(i) Subject selection
(2) Baseline data
(3) Test data
(I) Subject selection -
a. S_bject requirements
The number of subjects, their age and anthropometry
depended upon their availability and customer requirements.
b. Physical fitness
After compliance with the requirements and an FAAFItght
Physical Class II, the subjects were exposed to a Physical
Fitness Index Test (PFI) on the I G treadmill according to
Balke (1960). The test arrangement is shown by Figure ii.
This PFI was not only performed during the subject selection, but also at
near constant intervals during the test period to detect any possible condi-
tioning of the subject. No increase in PFI can be reported under the present
rate and level of testing_
I
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Figure ii
Test Arrangement for PFI Determination
(2) Baseline data - The basal metabolic rate of the subject at com-
plete muscular and mental rest was taken first. The subject then underwent
a series of I G baseline experiments on a treadmill as in Figure 12.
(3) Test data - The acquisition of test data was carried out in the
manner already described under the LGS. The physiological parameters monitored
and recorded during each test were:
o Respiratory rate and volume
o Cardiac rate
o Mean body temperature
The respiratory volume and its regular sample were used to determine the
metabolic rate of the subject by indirect calorimetry, resulting in the
measurement of the physiological energy expenditure of the test subject dur-
ing a given time interval. It should be noted that the resultin 8 metabolic
rate was for the specific time interval of the test only. This metabolic
rate did not include the effect of duration and fatigue when such experiments
are conducted for prolonged periods of time.
m
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$IV. LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATION DATA
The data derived from this study provides answers to a number of pressing
problems in several areas.
A. Information concerning different methods of self locomotion as walking,
running, loping and jumping had to be obtained. Investigations were made
to determine whether these methods were even physically possible.
B. Once the possibility had been established the next objective was to
investigate the differences between the self locomotion of man under
simulated lunar gravity and under earth gravity.
Pertinent biomechanical and work physiological data was obtained during
the testing program and combined to produce the following important
information for the logistic support requirements of man.
I
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C. The total metabolic cost in BTU/h of different methods of self locomo-
tion was determined, this being an important governing factor in the
design of enviro_L1ental control systems not only in their capacity but
also in their flow rates.
D. Directly related to the metabolic cost of these experiments is the
oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production which also affects
the logistic support of man.
E. Comparing the biomechanical energy expenditure of man in the displace-
ment of his body segments and his load per locomotion cycle to that of
the total metabolic cost has given insight into his mechanical effi-
ciency of locomotion.
F. These results were developed further to construct a so-called locomotion
envelope to indicate the metabolic cost of different methods and
velocities of locomotion per unit length traversed. A typical example
of a shlrtsleeve locomotion envelope for one test subject is shown in
Figure 13. It can be seen that this envelope in addition reveals the
optimal locomotion speeds and where the subject should change from one
type of locomotion to another as well as the complete speclrum of his
physical performance ability.
V. SUMMARY
The described approaches can further be utilized to establish the quantita-
tive trade-oils between the efficiency of man and that of a machine, or at
what points it will become necessary and more economical from a logistics
point of view to introduce some asslstive devices. The energy expenditures
of the locomotion envelope represent the logistic support requirements of
man in terms of oxygen consumed, carbon dioxide and heat produced. These
values can then be used to compute the logistic support required for the
locomotion of man on the moon.
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N_xt we will hear a report on the Cost of Life Support in Manned
Lunar Bases presented by Mr. W_ L. Burris, who is currently Project
Engineer for Special Projects at the AiResearch Manufacturing Company
in Los Angeles, California.
Mr. Burriss has his £achelor's degree in Chemistry, his
Masters degree in Chemical Engineering, and a Chemical Engineer's
Degree from the California Institute of Technology. He was program
manager for the Lunar Exploration Systems for Apollo (LESA) Human Factors
and Environmental Control Study which was recently completed, and which
led in large part the findings reported in this paper.
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ABSTRACT
This paper concerns the comparative costs for life support in relatively
larqe lunar bases provided with crews r3nging from 3 to 18 men. Early lunar
bases will have relatively high expendable usage rates and consequently will
be limited to mission durations of less than approximately 3 months (without
logistic resupply). The ultimate lunar base_ to be ach:eved by evolution
through progressively more sophisticated systems_ will incorporate extensive
provisions for the reclamation of usefu: materials from human wastes. The
life support system concept described is based upon use of modules to permit
growth in mission capability by modular addition of life support equipment
and supplies to the systems used in earlier missions. Consideration is given
to the operational costs associated with base monitoring_ housekeeping_ and
system support activities to determine the resources available for the
performance of the scientific mission tasks.
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THE COST OF LIFE SUPPORT IN MANNED LUNAR BASES
W. L. Burriss
INTRODUCTION
The first lunar landings will be accomplished in the Apollo Program
with relatively limited resources available in crew staytime and equipment
for scientific experimentation and surface exploration. The two-man crews
will have a few hours available on the lunar surface. The exploration range
will be limited to that accessible by walking in the Apollo extravehicular
mobility unit. It can be anticipated that increased lunar surface opera-
tional capability will be desired soon after the initial Apollo landings.
Evidently_ the most important mission parameter to be extended involves
crew staytime. However_ the increased mission staytime must be accompanied
Fy a concomitant increase in scientific capability if the increased mission
times are to be scientifically mean_ngful. Lunar surface mobility may be
equivalent in importance to staytime_ since surface transportation will be
essential to provide the data acquisition capability for the surface explo-
ration and _ophysical investigations_ presently emphasized for early lunar
missions.
Manned vs Unmanned Systems
Man's versatility and flexibility in performing functions such as
experiment deployment and manipulation_ observation and data evaluation_
system support and troubleshooting_ etc., make man's presence highly
desirable in ddvanc_d space exploration missions. Unmanned systems, in
genera1_ will be relatively simple and inexpensive_ but are character-
istically less flexik_e and reliable. In complex missions of the type
under consideration here_ man may be essential to mission success in pro-
viding backup operating modes and alternate procedures. For example, in
manned research vehicle programs_ such as the X-IS, presence of the pilot
has been essential to successful recovery of the vehicle after encountering
unexpected conditions or major subsystem malfunctions during flight. A
vehicle system incorporating human requirement has implications, however_
upon the design of all of the vehicle subsystems, in the formulation of
missions, and in the establishment of the vehicle configuration. Man pro-
vides a high degree of versatility in performing many functions, but imposes
a number of requirements and limitations that must be observed for both his
survival and his proper functioning. That is, man must be provided with an
environment and with the various materials needed to meet his physiological
and psychological requirements. Consequently, in particular programs it will
be necessary to evaluate man's capabilities relative to the costs for his
transportation, maintenance, and recovery.
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Because of the high value attached to human life; manned systems are
required to provide high reliabilities with respect to crew safety. The
safety precautions_ reflected in mission abort provisions_ crew training_
operating procedures_ air and sea task forces for personnel recovery_ etc._
result in increases in program cost considerably in excess of those repre-
sented by the flight hardware required for life support. For example_ it
has bee_ estimated hat an overa]_ increase in program cost of $20_000 per
mission-hour will be obtained as compared with the cost of an equivalent
unmanned vehicle for a 30-day earth orbital mission (Reference I).
The relative advantage oF manned iunar exploration, as opposed to
unmanned probes, will depend to some exter:t upon the nature cf the experi-
",tents. A large amount of data can be transmitted by _n instrument package
over a long .neri°dof time. An experim_.._,of this type will be relatively
inflexible, however, in varying the range of experi,,,entalparameters ]t
can be concluded that both manned and unmanned systems will be essential
to the optimum exploitation of the lunar resources.
M!ssions
Evaluation of the relative scientific worth of various possible experi-
ments and determination of mission priorities are obviously complex problems.
It can be concluded that the early lunar missions will be primarily concerned
with exploration of the lunar surface and will require use of mobility
devices and a number of base sites to provide the desired surface coverage.
Thus_ the emphasis in the early missions will be on a number of small bases
at various locations on the lunar surface that would be occupied for rela-
tively short durations. The scientific capability required for the advanced
lunar missions would emphasize fixed-site operations and extended-duration
occupancy by relatively large crews. These requirements are consistent with
the evolutionary base concept_where advance mission capability is obtained
by stepwise progression by incremental addition of equipment modules and
logistic vehicle payloads.
This paper is based upon a study (Reference 2) of human factors and
environmental control/life support systems for an evolutionary lunar base
concept leading to an ultimate 18-man base complex to be continuously
occupied for periods in excess of two years. The spectrum of lunar m!ssions
was analyzed in terms of the following lunar base models (Reference 3):
Base Model Du ration Cre__._w
I 3 months 3 •
,_,
2 6 months 6
3 12 months 12
4 +24 months 18
In the discussion following, consideration will be given to the direct
costs for life support on the lunar surface.
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LIFE SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
In assassing the cosc of maintaining man ir the lunar et, ,ronment_ i"
is first necessary to determine the nature of the systems required for life
support. These systems provide the environment and materials needed for
sustenence of life.
The special provisions required for life support can bE divided into
two categories:
• Fixed Equipment: pressure shell struct.,:re,furnishings_ pressure
suits_ fixed and portable life support systems_ etc.
• Consumables: food_ oxyg_n_ water_ life support system expendables.
The weight of tl-efixed equipme..t is to some extent dependent upon the
mission duration_ since the weste processing provisions to be used will be
determinea by the design mission length and the power system. The weight
of the consumables will depend strongly upon mission duration and crew
size. In the discussion below, the life support requirements will be
considered in terms first_ of the shelter and_ secondly_ of support systems
used to provide a suitable environment and the necessary materials.
Shelter Des icln
The design of the shelter required to house the crew depends upon
crew size_ duration o._ occupancy_ tasks to be performed inside the shelter_
and the launch vehicle payload weight and s!ze constraints. A small
shelter_ based upon either direct utilization of the Apollo Lunar Excursion
Module (LEM) without ascent propulsion (LEM Shelter) or use of the LEM
descent stage with a new crew compartment (LEM Truck Shelter_j could be used
to provide early capability for extended lunar surface stay times on the
order of 14 days (Reference 4). The present discussion will be primarily
concerned with the shelters to be used in the large lunar bases which can
be occupied for essentially indefinite periods. Consideration will be given
to the material requirements for life support which m_y be logistically sup-
plied or obtained by utilization of lunar surface resources.
Figure I shows the general characteristics of a shelter module designed
for the Saturn V Lunar togistic Vehicle payload (Reference 5). This shelter
design consists of a vertical cylinder living compartment surrounded by a
toroidal laboratory compartment with an air lock providing external egress.
The first contemplated use of lunar resources involves placing lunar fill
in a caisson deployed from the shelter to provide radiation and meteoroid
protection. Figure 2 depicts the internal arrangement which has been shown
to provide adequate accommodations for a 6-man crew for extended periods
(Reference 2). Study of alternate arrangement_ indicates that no signif-
icant reduction in shelter size could be obtained without compromising
some of the operational features_ such as crew size. For example_ it has
been determined that a 2-man crew could be housed in a IO-ft-diameter
shelter that could be landed on the lunar surface by the LEM Truck
(Referenc,_ _). 439
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In the larger bases_ which involve the use of more than one shelter to
house crews larger than six_ there may be incentive for shelter specializa-
tion. For example_ in a 2-shelter base_ it may be preferable to use one
shelter for housing the 12-man crew and the other shelter for operations.
It will be assumed here that the shelter modules are self-contained with
respect to essential life support functions.
Life Support Functions
The principal functions of the systems installed in the shelter for life
support can be c]assifled into one of three groups_ as follows:
• Thermal Cont,ol Functions
T_mperature control
Heat transport
Heat rejection
• Atmospheric Control Functions
Composition control
Pressure regulation
Contaminant removal
• Life Support Functions
Food supply
Water supply
Waste management
Personal hygiene
Clothing maqagemen t
Some of these functions can be accomplished in a variety of ways, with
the optimum selection for a particular application dependent upon factors
such as mission duration, availability of electrical power and thermal
energy, system delivery requirements, availability of logistic resupply, etc.
In general, the most important tradeoffs in process selection are between the
open-cycle systems and those providing material reclamation. From examination
of a material balance for man's life support requirements, it can be seen that
the first priority will be associated with water management, because of the
relatively large material requirements for drinking, food preparation, per-
sonal hygiene, and cooling.
The carbon dioxide removal and oxygen supply functions also involve
important tradeoffs between expendable and material recovery systems. Clos-
ing the food cycle appears to be in the far distant future, hc_._ever, and has
not been considered in this study for application to the lunar bases.
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Table I lists some of the principal tradeoffs obtained in process selec-
tion between open and closed-cycle systems:
TABLE i
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM PROCESS SELECTION TRADEOFFS
Open Cycle Closed Cycle
Water Supply Byproduct of power Water reclamation by
generation from fuel air-evaporation
cel l distil fat ion
C02 Removal Dump C02 overboard Process C02 in Bosch
reaction for 02
recovery
02 Supply Subcritical cryogenic Water electrolysis
storage
A_ shown in Figure 3_ power system selection will have a number of
significant implications upon the design of other shelter systems. It can
be concluded that both power system selection and life support system process
selection will show an interrelated dependence on design mission duration.
That is_ long-duration missions are consistent with use of nuclear power
systems and life support processes providing material conservation. It has
been assumed that the early lunar bases (Models I and 2) will use solar
cell/fuel cell power systems and that the advanced lunar bases (Models 3
and 4) will use nuclear power systems.
MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
Food_ water_ and oxygen are the primary materials required to sustain
life. Whether these materials are obtained from stored supplies or from
reclamation of wastes_ a substantial part of the life-support system weight
will be chargeable to their supply. The material consumption rates will
vary with metabolic energy expenditure rates_ which in turn depend_ to a
considerable extent_ upon crew activity level and the task schedule.
Table 2 shows the material balance for man in terms of the material require-
ments and waste production rates as a function of average metabolic rate.
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TABLE 2
MATERIAL BALANCES
Material (Ib/man-day) Average Metabolic Rate {Btu/hr)I -.............. 35__0......... .%CC.'..... __ 650
Food I, 16 I ,50 I .83
Minimum H20 intake 4,73 4.77 4.80
Oxygen I ,:37 I, 9(5 2.55
Total Material Intake 7,26 8.23 9.18
Insensible moisture loss 2.05 2.28 2,50
Carbon dioxide t.56 2,25 2,02
Urine 3.20 3,20 3.20
Feces and food residue 0,45 0.50 0.56
I l
Total Waste Output 7.26 8.23 9, 18
The material balances given in Table 2 are based upon providing man with an
environment where minimum sweat rates are obtained, An increase in moisture
loss above the insensible level by sweating must be offset by a correspond-
ing increase in water intake to maintain water balance for the body, The
provisions required for packaging and supply of the materials and for removal
of the wastes will represent additional weight factors,
Metabolic Rate
Metabolic rate has been shown to be an important factor in establishing
the material design requirements for the life support system, It is expected
that the metabolic rate will vary with the individual_ the phase of base
operationj and the tasks assigned to the individual crew member.
Although lunar surface operations have been analyzed in some detail_ the
metabolic energy expenditures required for performance of many work assign-
ments is oresently somewhat speculative, This is largely due to the unknown
effect of the reduced-traction environment on work rates for performance of
such tasks as walking inside the shelter.
Reduced Gravity
The initial data obtained under simulated reduced gravity indicate 34-
to 70-percent increases in metabolic rate for performance of a given task in
a reduced-gravity environment_ as compared with a normal earth-gravitational
environment (Reference 6), In recent tests at AiResearch_ using the suspension
support s"stem shown in Figure 4_ significant reductions in metabolic rate
were observed for the task of walking on a treadmill ac reduced weight.
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Figure S ._hows the averaged results of a typical series of experiments with
nine test subjects in shircsleeves (Reference 7). At a treadmill walking speed
of 2.0 mph_ a reduction !n metabolic rate of approximately 30C Btu is obtained
for the simulated reduced-gravity condition.
Although these data suggest significant reductions in metabolic rate in
walking on the moon3 other factors may tend to increase metabolic rate. In
the previously c_ted experiments, the test situation in',olved the subjects in
shirtsleeve clothing moving in a constant direction on a firm surface, Three
additional factors should be considered in determination of work rates on the
moon. First_ the nature of the luner surface may significantly affect expen-
diture of metabolic energy. For example_ an increase in metabolic rate may
occur if consistency of the lunar surface soil produces effects comparable to
walking in snow or sand. Secondj actual walking inside a !unar shelter (or on
the lunar . ,'face in an extravehicular suit) will probably require .ome maneu-
vering to avoid obstacles. With changes in direction 3 the energy required to
overcome the inertial effects may offset the reduction in metabolic energy ex-
penditure resulting from decreased body weight. Third_ working in pressurized
extravehicular suits requires more energy than working in shirtsleeves.
Pressure Suits
The metabolic expenditure required for walking in 1964-6..5 state-of-the-art
extravehicular suits pressurized to 3.5 psid is given in Figure 6. Whether an
increase or decrease in metabolic rate is experienced for the lunar gravity_ it
appears that extravehicular noerations in a pressurized suit will be accompanied
by high metabolic rates. It may be possible to reduce the work output required
of the man through improvement it, suit mobility. This development will prob-
ably be reflected in an increase in operational capability_ and it will_
therefore_ still be necessary to design for high work rates. The maximum work
output that can be sustained by healthy men for 4- to lO-hr periods corresponds
to metabolic rates in the range from 1600 to 2000 Btu per hr. This may provide
a significant limitation on extravehicular operations in pressurized ._uits and
require extensive use of special-purpose vehicles for extravehicular activities.
It appears that_ because of the high metabolic heat loads that must be sus-
tained on a continuous basis_ future extravehicular suit systems will utilize
llquid-loop suit cooling techniques (Reference 6). For routine extravehicular
operations in pressurized suitsj it may be necessary to design for higher
metabolic rates than shown. For example_ on a 4-hr extravehicular excursion at
an average metabolic rate of 1600 Btu per hr_ with the r_nalnder of the day at
a comparatively sedentary average metabolic rate of 450 3tu per hr_ the average
metabolic rate for a 24-hr day becomes 64_, Btu per hr.
Crew Activity Schedule_
I_ny different crew activity schedules can be postulated for the projected
lunar-base operations. The total design eneJ'gy expenditure will depend largely
upon the allowances made for extravehicular operation and the low-traction en-
vironment. The extravehicular suit time nwmyexceed 4 hr per nmn-day during
base activation and operatlon of the roving vehicles used for lunar surface
e_ploratlon. For the missions characteristic of the advanced lunar bar_.s_ the
extravehicular suit time will probably average less than one hr per man-dayo
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As a consequence, a design metabolic rate of 500 Btu per hr is recommended
fcr the large lunar bases. A design metabolic rate on the order of 650 Btu
per hr is indicated for the roving vehicles and early bases_ where pressure
suit operation wi!l approach _ hr per man-day.
Textiles
A variety oF textile materials will be required for clothing_ bedding_
and bathing. One approach involves use of expendable materials for these
purpose_. Figure 7 gives an estimate of the textile material requirements
based upon use of lightweight synthetic fabrics. A total requirement of
1.17 Ib per man-day is given for clothing and linens_ not including the
undergarment used with the extravehicular pressure suit. Figure 7_which
shows the tradeoff between expendable textiles (not including pressure suit
undergarment) and use of a laundry for washing textile materials_ shows the
laundry to be used to advantage iT_the shelters for Base Models 2_ 3_ and 4.
The cleaning requirements for the liquid-cooled garment used with the extra-
vehicular suit are not known at the present time but will probably increase
the incentive for use of a laundry in the lunar shelters.
WATER MANAGEMENT
Since water will be the major mat ' . required for life support_ its
reclamation and conservation becomes highly important for the long-duration
luqar bases. In addition to the water used directly for life support in
food oreparation_ sanitation, and drinking_ water will be used for cooling
(in the environmental control systems used with the extravehicular suit and
the rovino vehicles) and as a source of oxygen. Thus_ the auxiliary uses of
water will be important in the overall water management for the lunar bases.
Also_ the base deployment procedure m_y be important since_ during base evolu-
tion_ surplus water will be produced by the fuel cell power system used before
the nuclear power system is available. During early phases of base evolution_
it will be desired to store the waste water for subsequent processing in the
advanced bases, where water deficits will be obtained.
From the analysis of the l_,narcabin shirtsleeve environment_ it appears
that it will be possible to provide a comfortable cabin environment with the
sweat rates at the insensible level without excessive fan power or ventilating
flow rates. In addition_ it appears that it will be possible to remove heat
by conduction from the body under zero-sweat-rate conditions using liquid-
loop suit cooling methods. It has b_en previously determined that the total
water intake (for drinking and food preparation) will be approximately 4.77 lb
per man-day for an average metabolic rate of 500 Btu per hr_ dried-food diet_
and a minimum sweat rate. Therefore, this water requirement can be used in
water balance calculations for the shelters.
45O
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UNIT CHANGE
MASS, LB FREQUENCY
SHIRT 3.216 DAILY
TROUSERS 0.775 WEEKLY TOTAL CLOTHING
REQUIREF_NTS - 0 597 LB/MAN-DAYUNDERWEAR 0 16b DAILY
SOCK_ (2' 0.044 DAILY
SHEETS (; 1,55 WEEKLY TOTAL LINEN
TOWELS 0.353 DAILY REQUIREMENTS - 0.575 LB/MAN-OAY
VENT SUIT UNDERGARMENT I 0 EACH USE PRESSURE SUIT UNOERGARMENT REQUIREMENTS
DEPEND UPON COOLING METHOD AND SUIT USAGE
LIQUID COOLED GARMENT 2.4 UNKNOWN
0
0 2 4 6 8 I0 12
TIME, MONTHS A-IOS3I
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The overall water balances obtained for the lunar base shelter's are as
fol lows:
Water Balance_ l_
Base Model I +2980
Base Model 2 +3820
Base Model 3 -4500
Base Model 4 -13500
The plus sign indicates surplus water(which will be obtai_led primarily in the
form of human wastes) for the shelter_ as a consequence of water production
from the fuel cell power system.
ATMOSPHERIC SUPPLY
The atmospheric supply system provides the makeup gas needed to maintain
the cabin atmosphere at the desired pressure level and composition. The
atmospheric fluids will be lost in various ways_ such as leakage from the
cabin_ metabolic consumption, air lock depressurization_ and shelter depres-
surization. The atmospheric supply requirements will vary with both total
pressure and composition; a 6.0-psia oxygen-niti-ogen atmosphere has been
assumed for the present discussion for the baseline systems. :he Initial
Concept Study (Reference 3) gives a shelter leakage rate of 4.0 Ib per day.
With 90 percent efficient scavenging of the 148-cu-ft shelter ir lock_ 0.47
Ib will be lost overboard with each air lock operation. The " JO-cu-ft shel-
ter total volume (neglecting volume occupied by equipment) requires 51.5 Ib
of atmospheric fluid for pressurization to a nominal 6.0 psia. Thus_ if the
number of air lock operations are known and the number of cabin pressurizations
is specified_ the atmospheric fluid requirements for pressurization can be
determined. The Initial Concept Study specifies a design average of two air •
lock operations per day and one shelter repressurization per month. On this
basis_ the following gives the atmospheric fluid required per shelter for
pressurization in pounds per month (not including metabolic oxyger consumption);
Air lock loss 28.2 Ib per month
Leakage 120.0
Repressurlzation I04.61
Total 252.8 lb per month
It can be seen that these allowances are somewhat arbitrary_ particularly
those related to leakage loss and the repressurization requirements. The
assumed leakage rate is consistent with those obtained on the much smaller
Mercury and 6emini spacecraft. No data are available concerning leakage rates
with structures this large. It appears feasible_ however_ to develop sealing
methods that will provide extremely low leakage rates. Also_ the assumption
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of one complete repressurization of each shelter per month appears to be
conservative. For the advanced lunar bases_ an accide,,tal depressurization
due to meteoroid penetration should be remote. Deliberate depressurization
for either elimination of a toxic atmosohere or suppression of a fire should
be an unlikely event at the state of the art projected for the lunar base
operational phase. Therefore_ it is concluded that previously listed atmos-
pheric fluid requirements are conservative. However_ because of the open-
ended n3ture of some of the missions_ a certain amount of conservatism in this
area may be tolerable because of the possible use of residual expendables in
mission extension.
Of the 252.8 Ib of atmospheric fluid required per month for shelter
pressurization_ 97.5 Ib is nitrogen and 155.5 Ib is oxygen. The oxygen con-
sumed in metabolism amounts to approximately 1.96 Ib per man-day. Therefore_
the total oxygen requirement for a 6-man shelter is 504.5 Ib per month. Sub-
ject to the availability of water and electrical power_ a substantial part of
the oxygen requirement can be provided by the electrolysis of water. Part of
the oxygen requirement for Base Model 2 can be provided by water electrolysis
during the lunar day_ when the solar cell power system is operative. A wate_
surplus in excess oi human metabolic requirements will be obtained on Base
Models I and 2 as a result of w6ter obtained from the fuel cell as a byproduct
of power generation. Thus_ it will be possible to save weight by generating
oxygen by water electrolysis during the day_ when electrical power is avail-
able at relatively low penalties. However_ it wi!l be necessary to supply
all of the nitrogen_ since it will not be possible to reclaim amy significant
amount of this material from the wastes.
Because of the large volume of the shelter and the desirability of
accomplishing the repressurization within a limited time period_ it may not
be feasible to provide the oxygen required for repressurization by electroly-
sis. For example_ 64.5 Ib of oxygen is required for shelter pressurization.
The energy requirement for electrolysis of water will be approximately 2250
watt-hr per Ib of water. Therefore_ if 5 kw of electrical power is available
for water electrolysis_ it will take two days to provide the necessary oxygen
production for shelter repressurization. Therefore_ it appears that the 585
Ib oxygen allowance for Base Model 2 shelter repressurization should be pro-
vided by the oxygen storage system. Approximately I/2 of the remaining oxygen
requirement for Base Model 2_ or 1321 Ib_ can be obtained by electrolysis of
water during the day. Consequently_ the Base Model 2 oxygen supply system
will be required to provide 1521 + 585 = 1706 Ib for the life support and
environmental control functions.
I
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The table following summarizes the atmospheric fluid requirements for
the various IJnar bases:
TAB LE 3
LUNAR BASE ATMOSPHERIC FLUID REQUIREMENTS
Ox_jgen,Ib Nitrogen, Ib
Base Model I 990 293
Base Model 2 1706 586
Base Model 3 622 2340
Base Model 4 1866 7020
These atmospheric fluid requirements are based upon use of a 6.0-psia oxygen-
nitrogen atmosphere seiected on the basis of an aeroembolism criterion estab-
lished to minimize the risk of decompression sickness during extravehicular
excursions from the shelters (Reference 3). Subsequent studies indicate that
significant engineering advantages will be obtained with a 3.7-psia oxygen
atmosphere (Reference 2). If use of an atmospheric diluent is indicated for
physiological reasons_ helium will show a significant weight advantage over
nitrogen for a giver, total vressure level.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Many of the life support subsystems (such as food_ personal hygiene_
clothing_ sanitation_ crew provisions_ etc.) are not amenable to engineering
tradeoffs or optimization. Consequently_ the system studies will be primarily
concerned with the life support provisions where important tradeoff_ exist 3
reliability problems are found_ or large logistic material requirements are
obtained. These areas include water management_ fluid supply_ thermal con-
trol_ and atmospheric control. _!
i,
The integration studies forming the basis for systen design are :oncerned
with the material and energy balances associated with water management: atmos-
pheric fluid supplyj atmosphere control_ and thermal management. In performing
these studies_ it is necessary to consider the requirements for operation of
the roving vehicle and for use of the extravehicular suit_ in addition to
those for the lunar base shelters. Some of the engineering tradeoffs may be
strongly dependent upon these auxiliary functions. Some of the lunar mission
Fararneters_ particularly those involving the advanced basesj are at present
poorly defined. Consequently_ the material requirement estimates given pre-
viously are applicable to operations in the lunar base and do not consider
the requirements imposed by roving vehicle missions from the base.
454
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B3sic Systems
The basic system configurati_nsare derived from the integration studies.
The "basic" system represents the most simple nonredundant arrangement that
will meet the operating modes and functional requirements. Table 4 gives
the basic system fixed weight _Jr the four lunar base models.
TABLE 4
EC/LSS WEIGHT
System Weight, Ib
Mission Basic Total
Base Model I Shelter 1903 2290
Base Model 2 Shelter 2098 2618
Base Model 3 Shelter 2416 3954
Base Model 4 Shelter 2416 5160
Reliability/Availability/Maintainability
The basic systems have been analyzed from the standpoint of reliability
to determine the redundancy and maintainability requirements to attain a given
reliability or availability level. For the long-duration missions_ where
maintenance is an important factor_ the analytical methods developed for
reliability estimates are inadequate. In this case_ system availability is a
more valid concept in determining system performance. With the complex system
used in the advanced bases_ extensive maintenance provisions will be required.
Maintenance involves both scheduled operations_ as in replacement of filters_
and unscheduled procedures resulting from a failure. Analysis of the failure
modes and repair methods indicates that the unscheduled maintenance procedure
will usually consist of replacement of a component or a subsystem.
The effectiveness studies indicate that for a one-year shelter mission_
redundancy and spare parts amounting to approximately 64 parcent of the basic
system weight should be provided. For shorter missions 3 the optimum redun-
dancy level will be less. For example, for a 2-week roving vehicle misslon_
the required redundancy will represent approximately 12 percent of the basic
system welght. Table 4 shows the total EC/LSS weight (including redundancy
and spare part provisions) for tl'efour lunar base models.
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WEIGHT COST CHARGEABLETO LIFE SUPPORT
Figure 8 shows the assessment of weight penalty in the power system due
to the life support functions. The power penalties shown for the different
lunar bases are representative of those accruing with power systems of the
type that will be used i_ the respective missions.
Figure 9 is a weight breakdown of fixed equipment and expendables
chargeable to life support for the four lunar base models. The weights shown
are applicable to the total base (Base Models I and 2 represented by a single
shelter mooule; Base Model 3 by two shelter modules; and Base Model 4 by three
shelter modules). It is assumed in Base Models I and 2 that _ater in excess
of the life support requirements is produced by the fuel cell as a byproduct
of power generation. It is additionally assumed that a 6-month cr_w rotation
period is used in the advanced bases and that each crewman is provided with a
spare suit and backpack.
Specific Weight Cost
If the life support weight is broken down into fixed and expendable
categories in terms of pounds per man and pounds per man-day, some insight
can be gained into the Factors influencing cost of maintaining man in a
lunar environment. Figure IO shows a comparison of this type based upon the
previously discussed data. It will be observed that the fixed weight per man
and the expendable weight per man-day remain relatively constant in Base Models
2_ 3_ and 4. If it is assumed that all of the expendables ave supplied logis-
tically, the logistic supply weight for the advanced bases will remain rela-
tively constant in the range from 5.2 to 5.3 Ib per man-day. Based upon a
lunar logistic cost of $5000 per Ib_ it can be concluded thac it will cost
approximately $1!O0 per man-hr to maintain man on the lunar surface (not
including the hardware development ai_dproduction costs). This logistic cost
could be reduced by utilization of extraterrestial resources. These savings
must be balanced_ however, against the equipment and manpower cost of the
processing equipment needed to produce the required materials.
Some interesting conclusions can be derived from Figure 9 concerning
the possibility of us:ng extraterrestial resources to mamufacture life support
materials. The large material requirements in the advanced bases where lunar
surface material processing would be considered are represented by food, water,
and nitrogen; relatively little oxygen is needed. Of course, all of the water
requirement is convertible into oxygen, if a process is available for conver-
sion of lunar rock into oxygen. Food will impose the greatest logistic cost
upon operation of a permanent lunar base.
HUMANFACTORS CONSIDERATIONS
Previous sections of this paper have been concerned with the weight costs
of maintaining man in lunar bases. An additional factor essential to the
evaluation of man's utility is the crew time available for performing scien-
tific missions. The scientific mission time is the time remaining after
_ rformance of the essential personal, base support, and facility monitoring
a_,'vlties. 456
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Personal Activities
The personal activities are presented in Table S. The daily pressure
suit checkout task is important for maintaining this equipment for emergency
use. It is anticipated that the pressure suit and portable life support
systems will be handled as personal property_ with each crew member respon-
sible for his own equipment. Spare suits and backpacks and repair kits are
provided for each crew member; they will be supplied by a logistic payload
with crew rotation in the advanced lunar bases.
TABLE 5
PERSONAL ACTIVITIES FOR 24-HR CYCLE
Time
Daily
Frequenc'! Minutes Hours
J
Toilet I 20
Urinal 5 15
Wash basin 5 15
Shower I 15
Grooming 2 15 _ 2.00
Washing machine I/2 I0
Clothing I I0
Pressure suit checkout I 20
Exercise I 20 0.33
Sleeping I or 2 480 8.00
Eating _ 90 1.50
Totals 23 710 11,85 = II hr 50 min
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Crew Support Activities
Table 6 depicts four principal task groups required to support various
phases of crew activities. The task groups comprising handling food_ physio-
logicel monitoring_ and housekeeping are essential to the health_ safety_ and
well-being of the crew. Scheduled system support activities are associated
with maintaining the facility. Test_ checkout_ and maintenance activities
are based on state-of-the-art hardware and anticipated requirements for future
systems. The present analysis indicates that these tasks will be assigned on
a regular =chedule.
TABLE 6
CREW SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
Task Group Daily Frequency Time (24-hr Cycle)
Food I hr 30 min
Procure 3
Prepare 3
Serve 3 I hr
Sanitation 3 I hi"
Physiological monitoring
Base interior 2
Pressure suit 2
Housekeeping 2 I hr
Scheduled system support 3 hr
Test As required
Checkout As require,
Maintenance As req_,ired
6 hr 30 min
.J
The task composite total of 6.5 hr represents the time devoted to
support activity for a 24-hr cycle. Where sk;lls and scheduling permit_ the
tasks will be shared equally by the various crew members.
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Food handling tasks (meal preparation and serving) are performed by one
man. Under this procedure_ all crew members will eat together_ except for the
operator at the communication console. This arrangement has obvious psycho-
logical benefits. Physiological data necessary to evaluate crew health includ-
ing effects of lunar environment upon their physiological well-being_ will be
required. Although each member will participate in this activity_ the three
crew members assigned to the facility and communication console will have
primary responsibility for these data. Tentative scheduling provides that
each of these men will be doing this work at a specific time during each
24-hr cycle.
Housekeeping will require a minimum of one hour each 24-hr cycle_ assuming
that each individual will normally keep his work station clean and in order.
Communication and Control
Many system functions set up to protect the crew from hostile lunar
environment require immediate corrective action in case of malfunction. Such
action requires ready knowledge of system performance within established
tolerances. This requirement established a monitor and control task for these
critical survival parameters. Constant manning of certain communication links
is also advantageous. These two task groupings are combined in a monitor and
control/communication task composite shown in Table 7. Preliminary analysis
indicated that these tasks should be time-shared by one operator for a duty
period of 4 hr to appropriately utilize the available manpower.
TABLE 7
FACILITY AND COMMUNICATIONMONITORING AND CONTROL
' Task Summary
i_
iFacility Display and Control Console Communication Console
Monitor and Control Monitor and Contro
Time_ Minutes Links Time_ Minutes
Air lock I0 Voice to earth 30
Power 21 Voice to LRV 40
Base exterior 22 Telemetry to earth 20
Thermal LRV telemetry IO
Radiation Lunar suit to base 20
Meteoroid
ECS 18
Water 18
89 120=/I
One operator task shared for 4-hr duty cycle ,,,
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Of this 4-hr duty period_ a total of 31 min is undesignated time. It
can be safely regarded_ however, as contingency time since monitoring require-
ments will more likely increase than decrease. Moreover_ the intervals estab-
lished for this task are regarded as minimal time allocations.
Crew time could be saved with complete automation of the facility moni-
toring function and display of these parameters as hazard warning for out-of-
tolerance performance or malfunctions. This approach_ however_ would require
monitoring equipment with exceptional r_:liability.
Base Task Composite
Persona] activities_ crew support activities_ and facility and communica-
tion control have been combined in a base task composite to depict the crew
time expenditure. Time remaining after these essential tasks are accomplished
is available to perform the scientific mission. Based upon the previous time
allowance_ the overall average manpower allotment is as follows (for a 6-man
shelter):
Percent of Time
Sleeping 32
Monitor and control communication 16
Unscheduled (potential mission) time 7
Schedule system support 6
Exercise I
Physiological monitoring 0.5
Duty 24
Personal activities 7
Eat ing 5
Meal preparation I
Housekeeping 0.5
Duty and unscheduled time represents the time available for pursuit of
the _cientific missions and 51 percent of the total mission time. This esti-
mate is based upon a six-man shelter. In the larger bases involving the use
of more than one shelter_ it may be possible to increase the available scien-
tific mission time by centralizing the communications and control functions
in one shelter. For example_ the available scientific mission time will
increase to 39 percent in Base Model 3 and 42 percent in Base Model 4. On
the other hand_ if continuous base monitoring is an operational requirementt
the scientific mission time is reduced to 15 percent in Base Model I.
I " ' _ I
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Simulation Studies
The suitability of the shelter interior configuration shown in Figure 2
was ir'vestigated by cor,struction of a full-scale mock-up of the six-man
shelter and testing oF the design with respect to representative tasks and
duty schedules. Fiaure II is aq overhead view of the shelter mock-up showing
a representative distribution of the crew members d,ring base operation.
Figure 12 shows the control and communications console which serves as the
duty station for the crew member monitoring base operation.
Testing of the mock-up design consisted of two phases: (I) shirtsleeve
operations and (2) pressure suit operations. First-phase operations involved
six subjects in street clothing who simulated six crewmen performing various
tasks and routines. Second-phase operations involved two subjects in Apollo
pressure suits who performed ingress-egress procedures and duty station a_d
functional tasks with the suits pressurized_ and functional and support tasks
with the suits unpressurized. Significant findings of the experimental study
are discussed below.
In the shirtsleeve simulation_ the analysis revealed no striking
conflicts requiring design changes or concept alterations. The dynamic
simulation in pressurized suits, however_ revealed two problem areas. The
first one is the difficulty encountered by pressurized suited personnel in
traversing the hatches. The hatch configuration hampered movement because
oF the dimensions between the hatch sill and the coaming. To alleviate
this it is recommended that the hatch configuration be revised to remove the
lower sill and increase the overall height of the hatch from 60 to 72 in.
The second problem involves limited access in the aisle of the outer
shelter area. Here_ the tests indicated only minimal clearance in the
passageway for pressure-suited personnel to pass one another or a seated
operator. Passage of personnel in this area required that both participants
turn sideways to present their narrowest body dimension to one another.
However_ although the passage was difficult_ it did not warrant recommendations
for a design change. Factors in this decision included (1) that a design
change to widen the outer area could be done only at the sacrifice of space
from the inner area and (2) that operations in pressurized suits in this
area would occur only in emergency situation. Furthermore_ the recently
announced reductions in Apollo suit shoulder width should significantly
alleviate this problem.
CONCLUSIONS
Figure 13 shows the effect of design mission duration on the overall
weight (per crew member) chargeable to life support, The initial decrease
in fixed equipment weight with time is attributable to use of a 6-man
shelter module for the early 3-man missions, The subsequent increase in
fixed equipment weight reflects the increased life support equipment needed
for waste processing and spare parts for maintenance of the system.
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Figure 14 depicts the effect of design mission duration on the weight
cost (per man-day) for life support. In evolving from a 3-man, 3-month miss!on
(Base Model I) to an 18-man_ 2-year mission (Base Model 4)_ the overall cost
for life support decreases from 53.8 to 8.4 Ib per man-day. For the advanced
basc (mission duration in excess of one year)_ the logistic support cost will
remain relatively constant at approximately 5.3 Ib per man-day. Utilization
of ex_raterrestial resources for the production of oxygen provides a potential
logistic saving of 1.4 Ib per man-day. Food production on the lunar surface
could reduce the logistic load by approximately 2.3 Ib per man-day.
With the previously determined data for scientific mission time availability
and life support weight cost_ the overall weight cost for scient;fic mission time
can be determined for the lunar base models_ as indicated in Table 8.
TABLE 8
SCIENTIFIC MISSION TIME WEIGHT COST
Scientific
Total L_fe Support Crew Availability Mission Life
Weight Cost_ for Scientific Support Cost_
Base Model Ib/man-day Mission, percent Ib/man-hr
I 53.8 15 14.9
2 19.6 31 2.62
3 11.2 39 1.20
4 8.4 42 _.B3
The scientific mission manpower cost given in Table 8 is based upon the
assumption of a continuous base-monitoring task that is nonproductive from
the ste,_dpoint of performance of the scientific mission. Base Model I
scientific mission cost can be reduced with an increase in manning of the >
shelter Lo the desic,_ six-man level. The desirability of increasing the Base
Model I crew size becomes apparent when the requirements for extravehicular
activity for this base are taken into consideration. That isj Base Model I
may be marginal from a safety standpoint 2 unless automatic monitoring systems
that provide a high degree of reliability can be developed. An alternative
approach would involve remote monitoring of the lunar base from the earth to
reduce the lunar base manpower commitment to this task. The relatively high
scientific mission manpower cost in Base Model I may be negligible in the
evolutionary lunar base concept under consideration here. Operation of this
base would be a step toward development of the ultimate capability represented
by the advanced bases.
Table 8 Indicates that manpower used in the lunar bases fur deployment_
operation_ or maintenance of supporting systems (such as lunar material proc-
essing plants) will be relatively expensive in terms of the materials and
equipment required for life support on the lunar surface. It can be seen
that if a three-man crew is requlred for operation of a lunar processing plant
in an advanced lunar base_ the plant must have i useful production capacity in
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excess of approximately I000 lb per mcnth for it to break even _on the basis
of weight cost uf life support alone3.
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Our next speaker is Dr. Robert Yeck, Chief of the Livestock
Engine :i_Lg and Farm Structures Research Branch of the U. S. Department
cf Agricult, _, :_ticulture Research qervice at Beltsville, Maryland.
Dr. Yeck received his advanced degree from the University of
Missouri, where he was also on the staff of the Fsychoenergetic
Laboratory prior to association with the Department of Agriculture.
Dr, Yeck is chairman of the National Academy of Sciences committee
on the Effect of Environment on Animals.
Dr. Yeck will discuss _errestrial Agriculture P1and and Animal
Researcn as applicable to Extraterrestrial Food Production.
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TERRESTRIAL AGRI_qJLTUP_'PL_Cf _u_
" _ "_" "_ _'"' FOODAPPLICAB _Z TO __/TRA_E2_E_.-_ AL PRO[TJCTION
Rcbe_t G. Ycck
_'hen discussing research w-ich sDsce_ oclent__ " :_+_, one often is reminded of
the value of "spin off" develooments in the solution of terrestrial prob-
lems. Indeed, this is true:. This presentation m_ght be considered as
leading toward the "spin off" process in reverse. Its primary purpose is
to alert the Worki:_ Group on Extraterrestrial Resources to the agricultural
research organization in the United States as a resource in meeting extra-
terrestrial problems. Included are t',o illustrations of areas of research
that might have direct appl_cation to some i_nedia'_e problems facing our
group.
As earthlings, we, of cour e, plan our needs in extraterrestrial environ-
ments much in terms of that to which we are accustomed on earth. If we
w_uld look to terrestrial food production techniques as a guide to extra-
terrestrial food productic.-_ practically all agricultural plant and animal
research ,-ould have some agp_ca._!on to extraterrestrial needs. The major
block to this line of thinking is the difference in environment for plant
and animal gro_h. Present plans in extraterrestrial planning are toward
closed ecological systems wherein the environments are artificially con-
trolled. However, complete simulation of earth environments will very
probably not be achieved s_idwe w_li need to know the effects of altered
environments on plant and animal gro_th.
Other agricultural research activities that we might consider are in the
areas of: packaging, storiny_ and processing of food; evaluating nutritive
qualities of foods and nutritive requirements of man; soil characteristics;
traction of vehicles on various types of soil; and fundamental physiological
and other studies zhat might provide leads to the solution of problems which,
seemingly, would have little direct, relation to extraterrestrial problems.
AgricuLtural Research Organization in the U.S.
Private industry and philanthropic foundations have agricultural research
programs but most agricultural research is conducted or sponsored by either
State or Feleral agencies. The primary state agency is the State Agricultural
Experiment Station of each State. .These stations are usually headquartered
on the university campuses. Each are ,.&udercomplete S;tate control sad operate
With funds. These funds are augmented by gz_nts or other agreements with
Federal sad private agencies. A sub_ta_,_l_L part of such support comes
through Federal-grsmt r_search fur.aswhich are administered by the Department
of Agriculture through the Cooperative State Research Service of the De_ent.
472
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Thls Service has the responsibility for seeing that the funds are expended as
intended by Congress and providing such technical assistance as may be requested.
This assistance includes reviews of Federal-grant research and coordination
of research effort among states. Generally, the States also sltbmit non-Federal
grant resesrch projects for these reviews.
The agricultural research conducted or directed by U.S.D.A. agencies is divided
among several agencies. The Agricultural Research Service accounts for the
bulk of the Department's research effort and is the Federal research activity
most apt to be of help in extraterrestrial agricultural problems. However, the
research program of the Forest Service may also offer some solutions.
There is also considerable agricultural research information exchanged with
other countries through participation in international meetings, publications,
exchange students, scientists, etc.
Coordination and Information Retrieval
The coordination of Department research is delegated by the Secretary to the
Director of Science and Education. Research projects are documented by one-
to three-page project outlines which are coordinated by the Central Projects
Office of the Department. Recently these projects, along with those of the
Stste Experiment Stations, have been brought together in one file with each
project abstracted on a separate card. This file has been reproduced in suf-
ficient quantities for each of the 53 Experiment Stations, same libraries of
the Department, and the Science Information Exchange. I have no recent count
but I would estimate that there are more than 15,000 cards in this file.
Major headings are listed in Appendix Chart A. Subheadings of some of these
will cover a cumplete page. As might be expected, several subheadings are
cross-referenced to subheadings of other areas. All but 7 of the 32 major
areas are starred as having the possibility of contributing something to the
solution of extraterrestrial problems. Entomological research for instance,
might be questioned but one's imagination does not have to be too great to
detect the possibility (perhaps remote for now) that basic physiological
studies of how insects respond to sound may lead to a new method of extra-
terrestrial communication.
Agriculture has successfully worked with Defense in the development of flsme-
proof clothing and the development of dehydrated and cumpressed foods. The
Soil Tillage Laboratory within the Engineering group has been used in research
irapredicting soil trafficability for military vehicles and more recently for
predicting traction on the moon. Crop ,andAnimal research has attained the
degree of refinement where close attention is being given to the role of en-
virommental factors on growth, and the methods by which plants and an reals adapt
to enviromnent. The following examples of CO2 research with plants is 8z,
exsmple of the former and that of animal dissipation loss as an example of
the latter.
•473
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Effect of CO2 on Plants
Miller (1) attributes early work with COo and plants as beginning in 1772 by
Priestly, Ingen-Housz, Senebier, and DeS_ussure but that there was no further
activity until 1860 when Sachs (2) was given credit as the first to report
chloroplasts as the organc concerned with the appropriation of C02.
Interest in C02 enrichment of greenhouse atmospheres appears to have begun in
Europe in the early 1900's. It has only been relatively recently that U.S.
activity has increased in this specific area of interest. MY attention was
drawn to it through a project at the State of Washington Agricultural Experiment
Station (3) where Federal research engineers were brought into the research
effort. Their results showed head weights of lettuce to increase progressively
with each successive l_vel of increased C02 concentration. At 400 ppm (0.04% C02)
head weights averaged 73 grams; at 800 ppm, 143 grams; 1200 ppm, 189 grams, and
at 1600 pl_n, 207 grams. Dry ice was placed in high pressure tanks as a source of
CO2 and metered into plastic greenhouses. Gas concentrations were monitored
and controlled through an infrared gas analyzer (4). Xu other tests at this
station the average weight of okra plants was about four times greater in beds
with 1600 ppm than in beds with _00 ppm exposure.
Wittwer and Robb at Michigan State University have be_ very active in this
area of work, too. They prepared an excellent historical review of CO2 enrich-
ment studies (5). They conducted experiments with lettuce, tomatoes, and cucum-
bers. The range of CO2 was 125 to 500 ppm in one greenhouse and 800 to 2000 ppm
in the other. Two levels of light intensity were used (500 foot candles and.
1500 foot candles). The higher level of C02 resulted in a 50% greater weight
of lettuce at the lower lcvel of light and more than doubled weights at the
higher level of light. Tomatoes were also raised under these two ranges of
C02 concentration with increased yields of 25 to 58 percent reported. As might
be expected, there were definite varietal differences among the responses.
However, that which is of interest to me is that these gains were made with varie-
ties developed under a selection process with the lower level of C02. We should
be able to attain even greater increases if we make genetic selections in a_mos-
pheres of high CO2. Cucumbers, although not a probable candidate for extra-
terrestrial propagation, also showed marked productive gains with increased C02(6).
Other literature reveals that thf following plants have also shown increased
productivity through CO2 enhancement of atmospheres; peas, potatoes, strawberries,
Kohlrabi and several species of flowers. As I reviewed the literature in this
area, I wondered what the upper limits would be. One text suggested that lO,O00
pyre (1.0% C02) would be the upper limit. However, Lake (7) reported no harmful
effects on tomatoes at 30,000 ppm (3.0% C02).
I
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Heat Dissipation of Animals
Although I am not currently a proponent of using animals as a food source in an
extraterrestrial environment, the possibility does exist. All farm animals and
poultry that are used as a source of food are homeothennic and their ability
to dissipate (or conserve) heat under various environmental conditions is a key
to their productive efficiency. Recently, considerable agricultural research
effort has been placed on the effect of environment on animal growth and
the means by _lhich animals adjust to their environment. Dairy cows when under
full feed dissipate between 4100 and 2900 Btu/hr./lO00 ibs. of body weight with
the greater values at lO°F air temperature, and smaller values at 80"F (8).
At IO0°F_ they have been found capable of dissipating nearly 10(/p of their heat
production by evaporative means with up to 70% from external body surfaces (9)-
Swine heat production when under full feed has been reported (i0). Current re-
search at Davis, California is determining the role of evaporative cooling in
swine heat dissipation process.
Information on poultry heat production with a variety of environmental conditions
ar_ now available (Ii). Values vary considerably with temperature as well as
among strains and breeds. Limited research indicates that chickens may be
rather effective in the dissipation of their body heat through radiation.
Summary
The intent of this presentation is to alert the space scientist to agricultural
research as a resource for solvingproblems of extraterrestrial food production.
%_ne general organization for agricultural research within the United States and
a discussion of the range of activities that are being conducted is given.
Included are some specific examples of research that might have direct applica-
tion to space problems. For example, recent studies on the effect of CO 2 con-
centration on vegetables have shown head weight of lettuce to increase progres-
sivelywith each successive level of CO2 concentration. The levels of exposure
were 500, 800, 1200, and 1600 ppm. The average weight of okra plants were about
four times greater in beds with 1600 ppm of C02 than in beds with $OOppm expos-
ure. Rates of heat dissipation and the identification of the method in which it
is dissipated are subjects of some of the animal research. Skin vaporization
has been identified as an important mesas of heat dissipation among animals
previously considered as "non-sweating."
| _ I
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Appendix Chart A
Agricultural Research Areas as Recorded in
Cer_tfal Projects Office File
Area Nos.
ii" Agronomy - Field Crops
13_ Agronomy - Forage Crops
15" Agronomy - Range
21" Animal Science
23* Botany
254. Botany - Plant Pathology and M_crobiology
27* Botany - Plant Physiology snd Nutrition
31" Chemislry and Physics
35 Communications
37* Dairy Science
3_* Economic Zoology
41 Economics - Consumption and Household
43 Economics - Income Resources and Adjustment
45 Economics - Marketing
47* Engineering
51" Entomology
53 Family Housing, Household Equipment and Processes
55* Food Science and Technology
63* Forestry
65* Genetics
67* Horticulture - Fruits and Nuts
69* Horticulture - Ornamental, Drug and Special Crops
71" Horticulture - Vegetables
75* H%man Nutrition
476
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77* Meterology and Climatology
61" Poultry Science
85 Rural Sociology and Family Life
87* Soil Science
89* Textiles and Clothing
93* Veterinary Science
95* Weeds
98 Administration
* Starred items are those that may contain projects having some application to
extraterrestrial problems.
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Area Nos.
65* Genetics
67* Horticulture - Fruits and Nuts
69* Horticulture - Ornamenta_ Drug and Special Crops
71" Horticulture - Vegetables
75* Human Nutrition
77* Meteorology and Climatology
81" Poultry Science
85 Rural Sociology and Family Life
87* Soll Science
89* Textiles and Clothing
93* Veterinary Science
95* Weeds
98 Admini st rati on
* Starred items are those that mey contain projects having
some application to extraterrestrial problems.
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Next we have two technical notes, covering specific topics of interest
to this session. The first reports the findings of a study conducted
by Mr. Stephen Dole, Head of the Human Engineering Group with the
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. This study concerned the
Weights of Environmental CoiLtrol Systems proposed for Extraterrestrial
Applications.
Mr. Dole is well known for his published study reports on
environments suitable for human occupation, both natural and synthesized.
One of his latter publications concerned habitable planets for man.
48o
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WEIGHTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL-CONTROL SYSTEMS
S. H. Dole
The purpose of this paper is to present some generalized relationships that
can be used for estimating the weights of environmental-control equipment and
expendables required for supDorting human beings on space missions.
It may not be obvious how this information relates to the exploitation of
extraterrestrial resources. However, most of the kinds of operations with
which we are concerned in the Working Group require the active participation
of human beings. And of course human beings need life support. So it is
important to know what weight penalties are associated directly with the use
of people. In other words, how much does it cost in weight to keep a man go-
ing--and how wouLd this affect the e,'onomics, for example, of extracting use-
ful products from lunar surface materials.
The weight relationships I am going to present are based on a recently com-
pleted analysis of practically all of the principal spacecraft studies conduc-
ted by aerospace companies during the past three or four years. In each ease
for which data could be obtained we attempted to extract from contractors'
reports the weights of the environmental-control systems. These were further
broken down into dry weights and weights of expendables. In our terminology
dry weights consist of weights of equipment used in environmental-control sys-
tems, while wet weights are total weights of equipment plus expendables such
as food, oxygen, atmospheric nitrogen, water, and emergency supplies. Dry
weights are useful in making cost estimates, and wet weights are necessary
inputs for preliminary design and for determining overall mission requirements.
In any such analysis of weights from a large number of different contractors,
it is very important that all the data be placed on the same basis. To this
end a set of definitions were adopted and adhered to strictly as possible.
ECS Dry Weights
Under our definition, the dry weight of the environmental-control system
includes those specific items of equipment employed in (I) breathlng-gas
supply, (2) carbon dioxide removal, (3)humidity control, (4) trace contami-
nants removal, (5) fresh water supply, (6) thermal control, and (7) waste
management. It also includes spare parts, equipment and tankage for replac-
ingmaterials lost through leakage and for providing contingency supplies.
Our dry weight does not include the weight of radiation shields or external
radiators, nor does it include a prorated weight penalty for electrical power.
Although our survey of environmental-control-system weights covered a wide
variety of types ranging from open systems for short missions up to nearly-
closed systems for long interplanetary flights, we found that dry weights
could be correlated by using a single mathematical expression.
481
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This expression had the form:
WD : A N_ TBNB
where A, _, B, and _ are constants
N = number of men in the crew
T = unresupplied duration of mission in days
and WD = dry weight in pounds
The constants in the above expression were determined by using a computer
program in which calculated values were compared with values obtained from
reports. Combinations of the constants were changed until the relative
variance reached a minimum, resulting in the equation:
WD = 117 N0"58 T0"33N0"II
A plot of the final relationship is shown in Fig. I. It should be emphasized
that this is purely empirical and was based primarily on missions involving
crews of 2 to 6 men (for which the data were most plentiful), but it also pro-
duces dry weight estimates within useful limits for missions requiring larger
crews. The range of mission duration is from I to 1,000 days and a great
variety of mission types were represented--from both brief and extended earth
orbital flights, through lunar missions, planetary fly-bys, planetary excur-
sions, lunar base models and reentry. Finally, the range of mission types ex-
tends from completely open systems to nearly-closed systems employing oxygen
and water regeneration.
This relationship enables one to estimate the dry weight of an environmental-
- control system from the duration of the mission and the crew size, independent
of system type. Implicit in the empirical formula is the assumption that the
system has been conscientiously selected to be consistent with the mission,
and that total system weight has been minimized.
For the data we had available (23 cases) the mathematical expression produced
system dry weights within e 20 percent of those obtained from contractors t
reports in all but 2 instances.
_82
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ECS TOTAL WEIGHTS
Total weights of environmental-control systems can be estimated by adding
weights of expendables to the dry weights. The expendables include metabolic
supplies, reactants, make-up for leakage of atmospheric gases, and metabolic
stores for contingencies. For estimating purposes we assumed a leakage rate
of Iib per man-day and that the length of the contingency period was pro-
portional to the square root of the mission duration.
The final estimating relationship for total ECS weight became
WT = WD + N(19 T½ + 2 T)
where WD is system dry weight (a function of N and T) as indicated earlier.
This expression, shown graphically in Fig. 2, produced total weight estimates
generally within • 40 percent of those obtained from contractors' reports in
our survey. This is not unreasonable when one considers the great variety of
design philosophies embodied in the reported weights, the different assump-
tions made about leakage rates and contingency provisions, and the fact that
some of the reported weights may have contained components, not itemized,
that would not be placed in the environmental-control system under our defi-
nition.
These relationships are presented for quick estimating purposes when all the
details are not available. Clearly because these are empirical correlations
they can be no better than the data on which they are based. And at the
moment we have no way of knowing whether the weights so estimated are gener-
ally optimistic or pessimistic.
I
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Captions
Fig. i. Dry Weights of Environmental-Control Systems
Fig. 2. Total Weights of Environmental-Control Systems
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The last presentation, an invited technical note by Mr. Arthur
Sullivan will discuss Leakage in Life Support Systems, as a problem
in extraterrestrial operations, and proposed solutions insofar as
personal protective systems are concerned.
Mr. Sullivan is Assistant Director of the Litton Industries'
Space Sciences Laboratories, located in Beverly Hills, California,
and is the Acting Manager for Litton's Space Suit program.
Mr. Sullivan is a Mechanical Engineer, having received his
Bachelor's degree from Worcester Polytechnic Institute. His
background had included work in a large spectrum of problems, from
cryogenic processes to control systems logic.
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LEAKAGE IN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
by
Arthur F. Sullivan
This paper briefly considers a small, but nevertheless essential,
element of any extraterrestrial exploration activity - - the leakage of
gases from life support systems. In particular, we will examine both
the logistic and the design consequences of leakage from space suits
during extraterrestrial activity.
To date space suits have been characterized by very high leak
rates. In spite of the moderate, 3.7 psi, operating pressures employed
by the current generation of operational suits, leak rates in excess of
160 scc/min are typical. To a reasonable approximation one can, in fact,
assu_--ne that all of the life support system leakage occurs in the suit.
Further, marked increases in suit leakage with wear, and as the result
of don/doff manipulations, have come to be accepted as inevitable. In-
creases in gas losses resulting from wear generally range from 50 to
,_30% during the useful life of current suit types.
LOGISTICS
To place in realistic perspective the logistics problem posed by
leakage of such magnitude consider a mission comprising a total of Z5 ex-
traterrestrial sorties, each of 6-hour duration. Although intended to re-
present no particuiar mission, these numbers are certainly typical of
early lunar expioration efforts. If we further assume an average leak
rate as b_gh as 360 scc/min from the suits used in this exploration, (based
on an estimate of leakage increase due to wear) a loss of more than half
a pound of oxygen can be expected for each 6-hour mission.
There are several ways by which the overall effects of this loss
may be placed in perspective. The most direct consequence of such
leakage is manifested in the primary oxygen storage subsTstem. Nearly
9 pounds of additional oxygen will be required to compensate for the leak-
age during twenty missions. If the primary oxygen system stores a total
of 150 Ibs of oxygen in the supercritical state, the tankage weight can be
expected to increase by approximately 3 lbs to contain the added oxygen.
When this 12-1b penalty is reflected back to the first stage boost vehicle,
a one to two-ton increase in lift off weight car, be identified,
I
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Certainly the problem is not really as straightforward as the pre-
vious weight bookkeeping suggests. The lunar explorer must carry oxygen,
or a means of producing oxygen, with him during his explorations. Meta-
bolic oxygen consumption averagcs 0. Z0 lbs/hr, and peaks at 0. 26 ibs/hr.
The current Apollo back packs have been designed for 3-hour operation
(plus a 1-hour contingency, plus a 20-minute emergency 02 supply). Most
of us are sufficiently familiar with the weight and bulk of these back packs
as to be impressed ty the difficulty involved in simply extending this cap-
ability to six hours. When one considers the fact that a 360 scc/min gas
loss is the equivalent in oxygen consumption of more than two hours of
normal extravehicular operation, an appreciation emerges for the added
difficultyimposed by suit leakage.
In the absence of more detailed insight into the specifics of the
actual life support system to be used for the lunar mission, these diffi-
culties can only be expressed in general terms. Our current experience
suggests that overall bulk limitations and center of gravity considerations
will continue to govern the des_.gn of extravehicular life support systems.
If suit leakage, lcoupled with metabolicpenalties imposed by pressure suit
characteristics makes it impossible to conduct sorties of 6-hour duration,
the impact of this restriction will be of greater overall consequence than
the previously cited arithmetic has indicated. Taken to the most pessimis-
tic extreme, the compounding of such negative factors can lead to the re-
quirement for two sepa2r_e missions to perform the exploration task ini-
tially assigned to one.
With this brief deccription of the logistics problem, let me now state
that the ongoing hardsuit development has progressed so that leakage has
been reduced below that of contemporary space suits by all order of magni-
tude. The 1963 vintage RX-1 Litton suit employed a soft hip section and ex-
hibited a 52 scc/min leakage which degraded to 68 scc/min after three
months of extensive use. The following generation, RX-2, suit incorpora-
ted a hardened (rolling convolute) hip section, with consequent reduction of
total leakage to 24 scc/minute. Reproducibility of these results is indi-
cated by the fact that a second RX-2 model, produced by retrofitting the
RX-I with a hard hip section, displayed a 25 scc/min total leakage.
In these hard suit prototypes several design approaches have been
combined to produce such gratifyingly low gas loss rates, as well as the
ability to sustain considerable use and wear without appreciably increas-
ing leakage. In brief, this performance can be variously attributed to:
extended areas of hard, impervious, shell sections; controlled, rolling
deployment and retraction of fabric articulations supported against smooth
structural members; pre-loaded pressure-actuated rotary seals; fixed-
geometry, compression-type body closure devices.
i
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Performance of suit components in life tests has been excellent,
as typified by the RX-ZA knee assembly whose leakage increased from
I. 7 scc/min to 2.0 scc/min following 19,000 cycles of simulated operation.
DESIGN
The articulations and dynamic seals required for any space suit
will assure the existence of some leakage. With good engineering prac-
tice the logistic implications of such leakage can be minimized. But, if
biological contamination of a planetary environment must be avoided, one
cannot look toward the attainment of zero suit leakage as a reasonable ap-
proach. With Mars in the process of being declared a biological preserve,
it is appropriate to speculate on the possible configuration of a Mars explora-
tion suit.
Clearly, if micro-biological contamination of the Martian environ-
ment by suit leakage is to be avoided, it will be necessary to collect the
effluent and sterilize it prior to discharge, or store it for later treatment.
Thus, as shown in Figure 1, an overgarment will be required. Out-leak-
age can be elin-inated by evacuating the volume between the overgarment and
the space suit outer surface below the local atmospheric pressure. The
garment must be nonporous, articulated to minimize restraint, resistant to
sterilizing chemicals and the high-velocity windborne particles characteris-
tic of the Martian surface. While the overgarment presents appreciable
design and development difficulties, it should be apparent that the most
demanding problem ariges from the necessity to continuously evacuate the
volume within the overgarment.
As the result of a current study of the various means by which such
evacuation could be accomplished, Litton favors a cryopumping approach,
Figure Z schematically outlines this pumping concept; and Figure 3 pre-
sents typical performance parameters for a closed-cycle cryogenic re-
frigerator employed in this service. The cryopump concept is attractive
because$ pump and storage functions are combined in a simple device|
all portions of the system are sub-atmospheric; and pressure beneath the
undergarment can easily be regulated by ten]perature adjustment.
Recent developments in the field of small reliable cryogenic refri-
gerators are sufficiently encouraging to suggest their use in this appli-
cation, Figure 3 presents an extrapolation from the current performance
of a 77°K Arthur D. Little, Inc. prototype unit. It should be clear from
this tabulation that a severe weight and power penalty would be imposed on
a Mars suit system if a closed cycle refrigeration subsystem were used
in the effluent cryopump.
490
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Fortunately an alternative is available, and open cycle refrigera-
tion techniques are well suited to this service. For example, 1 ib of liquid
hydrogen - which occupies less than I/4-ft3 - will provide more than 200
BTU heat sink capability in vaporizing at 22°K. In a reasonably well insu-
lated system this heat absorption capability corresponds to the solidifica-
tion and storage of 50 scc/min of suit effluent for a period in excess of
one day. When one considers the high probability that, by the time Mars
exploration is initiated, hydrogen will be required to supply a suit-mounted
fuel cell, the use of hydrogen for open-cycle refrigeration in an effluent
pumping and storage subsystem becomes quite reasonable and efficient.
In summary, the leakage of gas through space suits presents very
real contraints on extraterrestrial missions if the performance of contem-
porary or "soft" suits is used as a criterion. Whether viewed from the
standpoint of logistics, or related to the problem of preventing planetary
contamination, the leakage characteristics of space suits is an important
consideration in planning extraterrestrialmlssions. The hard suit proto-
types, despite their pressurization to n_ .fly 70% higher pressures than
contemporary suits, have demonstratea :_n or¢_-=r of magnitude reduction
in leakage. It see_,_as clear that the need for r_a!ute.'_'ng these low leak
rates will persist well into the planetary explora_xo_ phase of our space
program.
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PROJECT SUPER
lstLt Michael V. Vasilik, USAF
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to describe a program which
should be of extreme interest to United States Air Force
and National Aeronautics and Space Administration personnel
involved in extraterrestrial research. The name of the
program is SUPER, which stands for Support Program for
Extraterrestrial Research. BasicalTy, it iV a joint effort
Zetween the NASh-_arshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) at
Huntsville, Alabama, and the Air Force to more effectively
utilize Air Force and NASA research and development
capabilities for extraterrestrial and space-oriented
research.
Objectives
The objectives of SUPER are threefold:
1. To assist NASA through Air Force participation
in advanced extraterrestrial studies and research programs.
For example, in many cases the Air Force is conducting
projects in its labs which are of interest 2o NASA. With
a slight reorientation o£ the project, and a minimum of
additional funds and manpower, NASA objectives could
also be met.
2. To increase Air Force technology by remaining
abreast of NASA research programs, and thus facilitate
identification of extraterrestrial military potentials.
In many cases, the Air Force may not yet have a definite
mission in a certain area, but in the future a military
potential may be defined.
3. To more effectively utilize the nation's resources
in the national space program. By allowing utilization of
the resources of both agencies, the program will fulfill
both NASA and Air Force requirements at a lower cost,
thereby allowing more research per dollar.
496
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General Concept
At present, there are two types of SUPER projects:
those conducted in Air Force labs with NASA supplying
funds, and those conducted in NASA labs with the Air
Force supplying funds. As an example of the former, NASA
provides funds to Air Force laboratories and centers
for the following items:
i. Supplemental contract costs (consultant fees,
computer services, outside contracts to supplement in-house
work, etc.)
2. Materials and supplies
3. Facility modifications peculiar to a pro3ect
4. New equipment peculiar to a project
5. Travel costs
The Air Force provides costs associated with manpower and
existing facility and equipment utilization.
The funding arrangement described here is reversed
if the Air Force provides funds for work conducted in
NASA labs.
Background and Organization
Project SUPER was conceived by the Air Force in late
1962 following a Department of Defense directive covering
Air Force support to NASA for space programs. In July
and August, 1963, Dr Von Braun and his technical staff
at MSFC visited various Air Force centers and labs in order
to ascertain the capabilities and availability of Air
Force facilities. At the same time, his staff briefed the
Air Force on MSFC interests and capabilities. Following
these visit_ an agreement was reached with MSFC, and on
4 Oct 63, a letter from Air Force Systems Command (AFSC)
established the project.
A Coordinating Board was initiated wish overall
responsibility for establishment and direction of the
project, the board consists of three Air Force and three
NASA members and is jointly chaired by an Air Force and a
NASA member. Research and Technology Division (RTD) was
_97
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designated as the lead division for AFSC and was
responsible lot managlng the project, Because of its
proximity to MSFC and extensive aerospace environmental
facilities, ArnolJ Engineering Development Center (AEDC)
was desiknated as the focal point for RTD, In this
capacity AEDC is responsible for daily management of the
project and maintains liaison of contact points at all
participating AFSC and Office of Aerospace Research units
with MSFC (see Fig. l).
Project Procedures
Figure 2 illustrates the cycle normally used for
initiation of a SUPER project. Either the Air Force or
NASA may propose a project. In the case illustrated, a
preliminary proposal is made by MSFC and submitted to the
Cochairmen acting for the board or can be submitted
directly to the SUPER office at AEDC, who will in turn
coordinate it with the Cochairmen. After review by the
Cochairmen, the AEDC SUPER office forwards the proposal to
the appropriate Air Force organization. If the laboratory
is interested and the project is approved, a proposal
including staffing plans, funding requirements, scheduling,
etc. is forwarded to the SUPER office at AEDC. The proposal
is then forwarded to the Air Force Cochairman of the SUPER
board, who, after reviewing the proposal, refers it to
MSFC (NASA Cochairm_n) for acceptance and preparation of a
final statement of work with a purchase request in the amount
of funds agreed upon. Any difference between the final
statement of work and the proposal are resolved by the Air
Force/NASA technical personnel concerned before issuing the
final statement of work. The SUPER office at AEDC keeps
abreast of the projects and renders assistance in resolving
problems of .n administrative nature.
Projects
Figure 3 lists the original nine SUPER projects which
were initiated in FY 64. Seven of these projects have
been extended and are still being conducted today, thus
attes_ing to the satisfaction of both the Air Force and NASA.
Figure 5 gives an overall summary of the premen _ statua
of SUPER projects. The total funds involved are about
498
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$900,000 for the Air Force and $300,000 for NASA. However,
these figures are misleading since many of the projects
were already being conducted and funded by the Air Force
when NASA became interested.
None of the present projects listed in Figure 5 are
being conducted in MSFC laboratories. However, in the past
the Manufacturing Engineering Lab at MSFC has coated nozzles
and MHI) accelerator walls for AEDC. The anodization and
plating processes required were highly advanced, and in
accomplishing this work NASA experimentally developed their
coating techniques while the Air Force also gained.
Futu- e Trends
In order to more effectively carry out the SUPER
program and to provide means for its expansion, several
approaches are currently being studied or implemented.
There are :
1. Exchange of Research Programs - A formal means of
exchanging research programs and interests between the Air
Force aria NASA is needed. One possibility is the computer
program currently being implemented by Defense Documentation
Center which will allo-# retrieval of any research project
being conducted by the Air Force on a work unit level
(DD Form 1498, "Research and Technology Resume).
2. Annual SUPER Meeting - Each year an Annual
Air Force/NASA SUPER Meeting is held. The objectives are
to:
a. present proposed extraterrestrial research
projects
b. create interest in areas for future Air
Force/NASA participation on possible SUPER projects.
The next meeting will be held early in May, 1966, at
AEDC. A month prior to the meeting the Air Force and NASA
extraterrestrial research projects proposed for FY 67 will
be exchanged, if possible. Also, laboratory information
about missien and interests will be circulated in order
that presentations may be tailored to specific interests.
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3. Research Reviews - MSFC has initiated a monthly
lecture series whereby each laboratory reviews its progress
and research achievements for the past yearn The Air Force
has been invited to attend these lectures.
4. Jointly Funded Outside Research - Methods are
being investigated whereby when NASA and the Air Force
have a common interest in an area, but do not have th_
capability to accomplish the effort in-house, it will be
conducted by an outside organization (industry or university)
and .jointly funded and directed by the Air Force and NASA.
An example is a project currently under study for solar
simulation source development which is of interest to NASA-
Manned Spacecraft Center and AEDC.
5. Other NASA Center Participation - Consideration
is being given to extending the SUPER Program to other
NASA centers which have shown interest in the project.
One possibility is to organize the NASA units parallel to
those of the Air Force, where Headquarters NASA would be
the lead NASA organization for SUPER, and MSFC would be
the focal point for contact with the Air Force°
Conclusions
Project SUPER can never become a vast program because
of the nature of the ground rules under which it was
established° The Air Force and NASA interests and
objectives must overlap such that mutual objectives can be
achieved at a lower cost than if the projects were
conducted separately° In this way, SUPER enables both
the Air Force and NASA to carry out more extraterrestrial
research per dollar, and this economic factor is becoming
increasingly important as the war in Vietnam e_calates
and research money becomes more scarce.
The importance of SUPER is that it is a national
effort to provide maximum utilization of the nationts
resources in support of the national space program.
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APPENDIX B
TECHNICAL :":_PERS PRI_SENTED AT THE
FOURTH A_NNUP_ MEETING WORKING GROUP ON
EXTRATERRESTRIAL RESOUR CES
Z9 NOV - z DEC I_j65
Presented
By
ENVIRONMENT & RESOURCES SUBGROUP
A Survey of Observed Changes on the Moon -
Mrs. Jaylee Burley Lowman
Geometry of Backscattering Surfaces as Applied
to the Moon - Mr. John Halajian Halajian
Evidence of Lunar Ignimbrites - Dr. Paul D.
Lowman Lowman
Scientific Missions for a Lunar Ease (LESA) -
Dr. Paul D. Lowman Lowman
Chemical Bonding and Shear Strength of Silicate
Systems under Lunar Conditions - Dr. Rodney W.
Johnson and Mr. John M. Greiner Johnson
MINING & PROCESS.rNG SUBGROUP
Lunar Water Resources - Dr. Jon M. Weber,
Dr. G. W. Brindley, Dr. Rustum Roy, and
Mr. J. I-L Sharp Not Presented
Cryogenic Storage on the Moon - Dr. Peter Glaser Glaser
Petrologic Processes and Lunar Logistics -
Dr. Eo Azmon Azmon
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Presented
By .....
Some Problems and Potential of Lunar Gecthermal
Power- Dr. Carl F. Austin. Dr. 5. Kenneth Pringle,
and Mr. Richard D. Fulmer Pringle
LOGISTICS REQUIREMENTS SUBGROUP
Propulsion Gains From Free Tanking in the
Vicinity of the Earth, Moen, and Planets -
Mr. Rollin W. Gillespie Gillespie _
Economic Analysis of Extrater-estrial Pro- ;_
peUant Manufactured in Support of Lunar _'_
Exploration - Mr. David Paul HI Paul _
Space Transportation and Tanking Systems _i
Utilizing Lunar Manufactured Propellants - _,
Mr. R. A. Gorrell and Mr. Joseph B. Deodati Oorrell
The Role of Lunar Resources in Post Apollo
Missions - Mr. Howard Segal Segal %
BIOTECHNOLOGY SUBGROUP
The Physical Capabilities and Logistic Support
Requirements for Man on the Moon - Dr. Walter
Kuehnegger Kuehnegger
Cost of Life Support in Manned Lunar Bases -
Mr. W. L. Burriss Burriss
Terrestrial Agriculture Plant and Anima£
Research as Applicable to Extraterrestrial
Food Production - Dr. Robert Yeck Yeck
t
Weight:_ of Environmental Control Systems ..
Mr. Stephen I-L Dole Dole
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Presented
By
Leakage in Life Support Systems - Mr. A. F.
Sullivan Sullivan
PROJECT SUPER- Michael V. Vasilik, Lt, USAF Vasilik
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